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IN THE EAST, NEAR EAST
AND SOUTH

Part VII

IN THE ALPS AND ON THE ADRIATIC





THE SEIZURE OF VALOXA AND THE DECLARA-
TION OF WAR AGAINST AUSTRIA

November, 1914 May 25. 1015

THREE
months after the war began, but seven months

before she herself declared war on Austria, Italy com-

mitted an act which, in a time of European peace, would

have precipitated something like an international crisis; she

landed Italian marines at Valona on the eastern side of the

Adriatic. In the presence of desperate battles going on in

Flanders and Poland, the act at the time was almost ignored.

When thought of at- all, it was recognized, however, as

promising another complication, another major change in

European conditions when at last peace should be restored.

At the lower end of the Adriatic both shores the Italian

and the Albanian are visible in good weather from tin-

deck of a steamer in midchannel. On the. Albanian side lies

Valona (or Avlona) with its wide bay. Only forty miles

here separate Italy from Albania. In capable hands Valona

commands the Adriatic, in Austrian hands it was a menace

to Italy. All the good harbors in the Adriatic are found on

the eastern shore, and most of them were under Austin-Hun-

garian flags Trieste. Sebenico, Cravosa. Fiuine. and Cattaro,

the last the finest of all. Each had belonged to the naps-
burgs since the Congress in Vienna in 1S14. but without

exception they bore Italian names and were splendid monu-
ments of the ancient Venetian supremacy, of which Freeman
and Jackson have written charming books.

Out of territory formerly Turkish a kingdom of Albania

had been created at the Conference of London at the close

of the Balkan wars in 191.'}. It was a direct consequence
of conflicting rivalries. None of the ftreat Powers cared

for Albania in herself, but Austria was resolved that the
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Serbs should not have a "window on the sea" such as

Albania might have given her, while Italy was determined

that the Austrian Empire should not descend the Adriatic,

touch the Greek frontier and so possess herself of Valona.

Italy and Austria were agreed, however, on one point ; they
were determined to keep Serbia, the Slav protege of the Czar,

from acquiring an Adriatic littoral which might become a

base for Russian fleets. So the Albanian Kingdom was cre-

ated, but only to crumble when the "World War began.
Albania did not comprise a nationality striving for unity; it

was not another Serbia or a second Bulgaria, but the number
of warlike tribes, separated by religions and the rivalries of

semi-barbaric princes. It was a country somewhat compar-
able to Scotland in the ancient days of the clansmen. From
the fall of the Roman Empire to the Peace of Bucharest

in 1913, Albanian conditions for fifteen eventful centuries

had not essentially changed.
Italian occupation of Valona became therefore a long

step toward an alliance with the enemies of Austria and

Germany. In any European congress after the war the

Italian voice was now likely to be raised in accord with

those of Great Britain, France, and Russia, rather than

with those of Germany and Austria, and any prospect of an

Austro-German victory was more lhan likely to force Italy

to join in the war. A victorious Germany and Austria

might forgive Italy for her desertion of them in August.
1914, but it was unthinkable that they would permanently

permit Italy to profit at their expense by taking home and

keeping Valona, the greatest naval pri/e a Mediterranean

power could desire.

Italy also still desired the Trentino and meant to have it.

but she could get it only at Austria's expense. She longed

for Trieste, and this too was Austrian territory: but she

had actually taken Valona, and her influence in Albania,

henceforth, would increase. In her own peninsula she had

thousands of Albanian subjects; C'rispi. her former Prime

Minister, wris of Albanian descent. Hereafter her voice

would prevail about Valona, and later at Dura/zo and

Skutari. All this meant Austro-Italian rivalry and quar-

reling, but it also meant growing Franco-Italian friendship
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At the outset of the war, Austria and Germany were said

to have offered Italy the French provinces of Algeria, Tunis,

Corsica, Savoy and Nice for her adherence to the Triple
Alliance. Austria was also said to have been willing to cede to

Italy some parts of the Trentino territory and of the Trieste

neighborhood. These tempting offers failed to entice her, be-

cause Anglo-French fleets were bound to control the Mediter-

ranean, and Austria and Germany could give her no protec-
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TI1K THKNTINO, TKIKSTK AND KH'MK TKKKITOKY
These were lands governed by Austria which Italy had IOIIK claimed as
hers for racial and other reasons. Austria, in the winter of lid-t-liil."), was
understood to have been willing to cede to Italy some considerable parts

of them, provided Italy would enter the war on the Teutonic side

tion against them. Beyond this, the natural sympathy of

Italians was with France and (Ireat Britain, and not with

Austria and Germany. In the 20th century, as in the 10th,

the real enemy of Italy was Austria.

While Italian influence was hound to be exerted against

Austria, there were certain perils in using it. The plans of

Serbia and Montenegro included the annexation of Dal-
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matia, as well as of Bosnia, Herzegovina, Croatia and Sla-

vonia, and Dahnatia was Italia Irredenta. Kagusa, Spalato,
and Zara are ancient Venetian towns, and the islands of the

Dalmatian coast are Italian, at least in name. Italy was,

therefore, likely to oppose a Slav advance along the Adriatic.

Here the Slav was a rival of Italy and had long been push-

ing Italians out of the coast cities. These Slav ambitions

were sure to have Russian support, so that differences be-

tween Italy and Russia were only less likely than differ-

ences between Italy and Austria. But the Italian occupa-
tion of Valona was unmistakably a step toward that closer

relation between Italy and the enemies of Germany and
Austria which came with an actual declaration of war by Italy

against Austria seven months after Valoua was taken.

Two months after landing marines at Valona, Italy for-

mally took possession of the harbor city. From that mo-

ment, and possibly for many future years, Valona was to be

as much an Italian city as Naples was. It was declared by
the Tribuna. of Rome that the landing of Italian troops

was not a "simple demonstration." Italy's pretext was the

activity of Moslem rebels in massacring adherents of Italy's

friend, Essad Pasha, and in looting outside the walls. An
official despatch from the Italian warship Mlsurafa, at Du-

razzo, said Albanian rebels at Tirana were threatening to

move against the government of Essad. who, after the fall

of William of AVied, had been elected provisional Presi-

dent by the Albanian Senate. After William's fall, a

rebel force had been concent fated at Dibra, forty in les in

the interior, so that there was no longer any doubt that a

revolutionary movement was spreading. Austria's jealousy of

Italy was understood to be back of the revolt. It was believed

that Austria had armed the rebels and supplied them with

funds, in the hope that. Italy would be prevented from gain-

ing control of Albania while Austria was engaged in war.

It was the contrary that happened, for Austria's d'plomacy
and interference gave Italy her excuse for seixing Yaloua,

and so gaining a foothold in Albania. The people of Italy.

as early as that, were eager for war. fiercely anxious to tight

Austria. Italy had in fact become a powder-magazine which

might be exploded any day by a chance spark.
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Four weeks before taking actual possession, Italy had

thought it necessary to occupy Saseno, a barren rock outside,

three miles long, which commands the harbor. She also

landed a small force at Valona, but did not then attempt
to occupy it, being content to raise the flag of Italy over the

Italian hospital. The marines were withdrawn, but Italian

warships remained in the harbor. From the Masurata, one

of these ships, a force of occupation finally landed on

December 24. This stop came as the decisive act in a dlplo-

A CHOI'!' OF ITALIAN OFFICKttS

mafic frame that had long boon played in ivgard to Albania.

So it was that less than a month after the. first landing
of the Marines, Italian soldiers were pouring into Valona,

following a proclamation of Admiral Patris, Commander-
in-chief of the Italian squadron, that Italy was determined

to protect her interests and preserve order in Albania. The
inhabitants of Valona made no opposition. Seven hundred
Italian sailors, with artillery and machine-guns, had landed,

of whom ;">()(') were Lrarrisoning the citv, while 200 others oc-
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eupied tlu i

village of Arta, which was threatened with at-

tack by rebels. Bersaglieri from Palermo were sent to re-

fieve the bluejackets and form the nucleus of a garrison of

occupation. In view of conditions prevailing at Durazzo, it

was then thought Italy might soon feel compelled to take

over all Albania in order to forestall the Austrians.

The character and general conditions of the two shores of

the Adriatic are very different. The western coast is an al-

most uniform line of sandy beach, with broad stretches of

shallow water and with few natural harbors. At the north-

ern and western ends are wide plains spreading far inland

before they reach mountain-barriers, while in the middle sec-

tion, the rugged Apennines are always near the sea and some-

limes reach its shores. At the head of the Venetian gulf is a

flat marshy district formed by the alluvial deltas of many
rivers flowing down from the Alps. The eastern coast, on

the other hand, is indented and cut up into innumerable

bays and inlets, some as deep as Norwegian fiords, and
others so large as almost to form inland seas, and with

mountains almost as frowning. Chains of rocky islands

run parallel to the mainland from the southernmost point of

[stria as far as Ragusa. Steep, stony mountains reach down to

the water's edge almost the whole distance and rise up again
from the islands. The soil is bare and stony. The cypress, the

olive, and patches of juniper often give the only relief to

long stretches of sterile coast. In a few favored spots only
are there tracts of good land, as in southern Dalmatia.

;: seuii-t ropical land, where the climate is mild and the vege-

tation luxuriant, so that Diocletian, after his abdication,

boasted in Rome of the cabbages he could raise at Salona.

Inland the stony Karst belt stretches far back, but beyond
arc broad fertile plains watered by mighty rivers, lands

whose peoples have forever been striving to reach the sea.

Vet. in spite of these differences there is. even geograph-

ically, some connection between the two shores, for both

the Apennines and the Karst are offshoots of the Alps.
If the western coast labors under many natural draw-

back^, from a lack of seaports, in other respects it enjoys advan-

tagex over the eastern. In the first place, the whole ItaTan

peninsula is inhabited by people of a homogeneous race, speak-

8
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ing one language and united under the same civilized

government. The soil at the head of the Adriatic and for

about a third of the way down, as well as a great deal

of the province of Apulia, is extremely fertile. Even in the

mountainous central zone of the Marches and the Abruzzi

there are very productive districts. A line of railway fol-

lows the Adriatic coast from the Austrian frontier to the

extreme "heel" of Italy, with many branches connecting
with the rest of the country and with north and central

Europe. The Venetian and Lombard plains, besides having
a highly developed agriculture, are to a large extent in-

dustrialized. Even in the less progressive south industries

are rising.

On the eastern, or Illyrian, shore there was great differ-

ence in political conditions, divided as it is between several

Governments of varying degrees of civilization. The ter-

ritory from the Italian frontier to the Bocche di Cattaro

was under a single State, Austria, whose rule varied in its

different provinces, but was not really popular with any of

its subjects, and bitterly disliked by some of them. Nor are the

inhabitants in this territory all of one race. Italians, Slavs.

Magyars, Germans, and Albanians scattered along the coast

struggle for mastery of land and water. The districts of

Gorizia and Gradisca, Trieste and Istria, when united under

a single Austrian governor, had separate local assemblies

or diets, but they did not enjoy any real autonomy. Dal-

matia was another Austrian province with its own governor
and diet. Croatia-Slavonia was an autonomous province de-

pendent on Hungary, with a Hungarian governor and a

local parliament, while Fiume was a corpus separatum, with

a Hungarian governor, and was represented in the parlia-

ment at Budapest. Bosnia and Herzegovina were provinces
administered jointly by the Austrian and Hungarian Gov-

ernments, with a local assembly having very little autonomy.
1

"With Italy thus once more established in authority at a

point on the eastern shore, many minds turned back to

those long past centuries in which an Italian, or a Roman,

power was dominant there. This shore for ages received its

civilization entirely from the west. Its periods of greatest

1 The Quarterly Review (London).

V. IX 2
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prosperity were those in which it was under the rule of

some western Government. From the east, however, it had
received hordes of barbarians who came to devastate and

destroy it. Only in quite recent times did any people come to

the Adriatic from the east who were endowed with the arts,

laws, and customs of civilization. The ancient Greeks created

a chain of colonies on the Apulian coast, but along the east-

ern shores of the Adriatic they occupied only a few points
and some adjacent islands. They never settled there as they
did in southern Italy, and so contributed little to the civi-

lization of the country.
The Romans achieved far more. Their first enterprise

beyond Italy was an invasion of Istria and Dalmatia.

Thereafter, until the 5th century, A.D., the Adriatic con-

tinued to be a Roman lake. The splendor and importance
of the settlements Rome founded on its shores may be

paged by the magnificent remains of them that have sur-

vived at Pola, Spalato (the favorite residence of the Dal-

matian emperor, Diocletian). Salona (the capital of Roman
Dalmatia) and elsewhere. They created a number of

first-class ports on both shores at Pola, Salona, and Du-

razzo, on the eastern, at Brindisi, Rimini, and Ravenna on

the western, and at Aquileia in the north.

Of all these the most famous was Brundusium, now
called Brindisi, which at one time was tin 1 chief war-port
of Rome. Here soldiers sailed away to make conquests of

Macedonia, Syria, and Northern Africa. In the Middle

Ages, Crusaders made it one of their ports, but it was
r.ot until the rise of modern Italy as a naval power that Brin-

disi revived something of its old-time importance. It is situated

on the Italian "heel," opposite Yalona, where the Adriatic

narrows into the Strait of Otranto, and is about 4-"> miles

east-northeast of Taranto and :>46 miles southeast of Ancona.

Built on a rocky promontory, which almost encloses its

roomy bay, its harbors an inner and an outer harbor

the inner almost completely landlocked, are excellent. In

'he inner harbor alone there is room for the largest fleets,

heltered from every wind and easily defended. A channel.

.~i(>."> yards long and 1 (T> feet broad, connects the inner and

miter basins. But its former commercial importance has never

10
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been regained. Small mail-boats, however, carrying express
and passengers, leave weekly, connecting with large Penin-

sular and Oriental steamers at Port Said.

Durazzo, where in old days Roman legions debarked, as did

other soldiers in this war, to join their Allies in the Balkan

campaigns, has barely preserved a shadow of the Adriatic

seaport which flourished there from before the time of

Christ and during the Roman Empire. Merchants from

Durazzo have traded to points in the remote quarters of the

known world. Durazzo, then called Dyrrachium, was the

BRITISH OFFICIAL PHOTO.

ITALIAN COASTAL DEFENSES OX THE UPPER ADRIATIC*

starting-point for land expeditions goinir out eastward from

conquering Rome. The great military road the Via

Egnatia, led from it to Saloniki, then called Thessalonica, and
thence north and east. The legions that subdued the Grecian

lands and brought Rome into contact with the Slav races

passed first through Dyrraehium.
In spite of Austria's long political supremacy, the north-

eastern Adriatic littoral remained distinctly Italian in race,

customs, and speech. Italian remained the official language

11
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at Trieste as it was at Venice, and at Cattaro as it was at

Milan. Its Slav population, altho large, was primitive and

ignorant, its only vestiges of culture having been acquired
under Italian influence. With the war of 1859, Austria lost

Lombardy. and altho after the creation of the Italian king-
dom in 1861, she lost all authority over the western shore

of the Adriatic south of the Po, and ceased to be the sole

naval power in that sea, her influence and position pre-
dominated in Adriatic waters.

Of the four peoples who long had struggled for mastery,

Italians, Slavs, Magyars, and Germans the Italians had

tradition and culture on their side, but they formed a

numerical majority only on the coast and in the northern

territories, where the people were in close sympathy with

Italian culture and were ready to fight to uphold the

Italian influence even when in a minority. The southern

Slavs, in their territory, might be regarded as one people
who aspired to union under a single national Government
with a considerable seaboard. The Magyars of Hungary
were a wholly inland people, who could retain access to the

coast only by riding roughshod down to Fiume over a wide

tract of non-Magyar lands. The Germans, who had their

natural seaboard in the north, aspired also to a window on the

Adriatic and looked upon Trieste as their heritage, regard-
less of the wishes of its inhabitants who were determined 1o

be Italians.

Among the Allies the formal adhesion of Italy to their

cause in May. 1915, after having declared her neutrality in

August, 1914. was welcome for many reasons. It showed,

for out- thing. That, except for Turkey, the Teutonic Em-

pires stood alone, and for another that Italy's adhesion

might hasten materially the termination of the struggle. In

Tripoli Italy had had recent experience of military opera-

lions, in which from having command of the sea, she was able

to prevent the Turks from sending into Tripoli large re-

inforct-ments. There was only a Turkish garrison in the

province, with a fe\v experienced and enterprising Turkish

officers who were able to make use of the native population.
"While the fighting was never formidable, it had enabled

Italy not only to conquer the country, but to learn what
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weak places existed in her military organization. After that

was ended she had had abundance of time in which to im-

prove her army. Moreover, since the World War broke out

almost ten months had elapsed, and she had used those

months still more in making good her deficiencies. Italy
was believed now to have, in round figures, a million and a

quarter of trained troops and about an equal number of

untrained, or two and a half million men to supply a fight-

ing force, make good wastage, and send forward reinforce-

ments a formidable reinforcement for the Allies.

Beside the large military force that Italy could put into

the field she had a powerful navy. Next to France she was
the second naval Power in the Mediterranean. As the

British and the French fleets had already maintained com-

mand of the sea for ten months, the adhesion 'of Italy did

not appear at first sight to make much difference; but it

was recalled that the Italian mind is one of the finest in

Europe, and that Italian aid in fighting the submarine

might prove of greater value than at first sight it promised
to be. The really weak spot in regard to Italy was its

finances. The country is singularly wanting in what are

called rich natural resources. The Valley of the Po the

old Gallia Cis-Alpina, the real cradle of the Populus Roma-
nus is, as it always has been, by far the richest part of

Italy agriculturally, and since the unification of the penin-
sula it had made great strides commercially and industrially.

But taxes were heavy in Italy; the debt constituted a serious

burden ; education was very backward ; and there was not much
accumulated capital. It was believed, however, that Italy

would not find difficulty in getting financial assistance.

First and foremost of Italy's national aspirations was to

get hack her two lost northern provinces Trent in the west,

and the rich country northeast of Venice, sweeping around
the head of the Adriatic to and beyond Trieste. These two

provinces were the Alsace and Lorraine of Italy, and were

essentially Italian. Italy had deeply resented loss of them
ever since they passed under the political control of Austria,

and always aspired to get them hack; but it remained for

the World War to mold this sentiment into an irresistible

movement of national aspirations. .lust across the Adriatic
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li.is Istria, that great stretch of country which used to be a

Roman province and later was part of the Venetian republic.

Italy did not forget that this valuable shore-land was once

Italian, and national aspirations felt that it should again
be Italian. Beyond that was the route to the East, with

Italy the great power lying nearest to that dazzling field

and with the largest coast-line on the Mediterranean. Italy
could not forget that Rome was once mistress of the East

and West and that a Roman Emperor, Constantino, founded

Constantinople and gave it his own name.
On the outbreak of the war the most notable feature of

this national movement was the sudden disappearance from

Italy of German prestige and influence. For years Germany
had been building up a commanding position in the com-

mercial, financial, and industrial affairs of Italy. While
the Triple Alliance was the political bond, German business

men were doing in Italy more than the politicians. Practi-

cally the entire import of foreign goods, except coal, was
controlled by Germany. German capital established great
banks, built and operated railways, electric-light plants,

factories and hotels that had German managers and German
waiters. Some of the most influential capitalists of Italy

were of German origin, or had German backing. Gradually
German influence had become little short of predominant.
Even in political and international affairs that influence was

felt. Hut with Italy in the war, this Teutonic fabric was

demolished almost in a day by a movement for a realization of

Italy's national aspirations.

What Italy demanded from Austria before she declared

war and what Austria refused to grant, except in part, fell

into three categories, the Trentino, Trieste, and the Lstrian

Littoral, with the Dalmatian Islands. As to the Trentino,

meaning the Italian-speaking community on Lago di Garda
and in the middle valley of the Adige, there was every
reason why it should be Italian. The people are Latin by
race, language. ;in<l sympathy, and the Trentino was lost to

Italy only by accident. Austria in possessing it held the key
to northern Italy and Milan, and so the valley of the Po be-

came indefensible. Italy also demanded ]\Ieran, Boxen, tin-

upper valley of the Adige and the whole valley of the Esak,
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where the population is German. Geographically this region be-

longs to Italy, being south of the Alps, and strategically it

would have fortified Italy and given her a "scientific" frontier.

Trieste, however, was quite as Italian as Genoa, and so were

Pola and the shore-towns of Istria, but the inland regions

were peopled by Slovenes, who were not Latins but Slavs

and preferred to remain subjects of Austria rather than of

Italy. All the lands of the Dalmatian coast bear Italian

names, and formerly belonged to the Adriatic empire of

Venice. While a portion of the Slav population has been Latin-

ized, in the main the people are Slavs. Their natural aline-

ment politically was with the Slavs of the eastern mainland,
and not with the Latins of the remoter shore.

Save about Trent and in Trieste, however, it could not be

said that Italy was seeking to redeem Italian lands and lib-

erate Italian-speaking populations, who had become reluctant

subjects of the Hapsburgs. She was rather seeking to

extend her frontiers in ways that would include races as

hostile to her as Austrian Italians were hostile to Austria.

To have ceded the Austrian Tyrol south of the crest of the

Alps would have been for Austria an unimportant sacrifice

a price she could well afford to have paid for Italian neu-

trality. But to part with Trieste, Fiume. ami the Istrian

Littoral this would have been almost to sign her own
death warrant, for it would have deprived her of a door

on the sea, her only seaport, and so would have left the

Empire land-locked. Austria-Hungary simply could not

cede Trieste, Fiume, and the Istrian peninsula. The ques-
tion was really one of life and death to her. For her ex-

istence Trieste was vital, while Fiume was Hungary's only

seaport. The Trentino Austria could cede, the islands of the

Adriatic conceivably, but more she could not give and still

exist. She naturally chose to perish lighting.

It was the Italian people who in 1!>15 made war on

Austria. Deep down in the mind of the nation, and more

especially among the Northerners, was a gnawing desire to

get at Austria, to avenge the martyrs of Belln'ori, to cancel

the memory of (
1

usto/xa and of Lissa. Further, there was
a lively hope of demonstrating the value of Italian arms and

winning the Trentino and Trieste, not by negotiation, but
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by the sword. But deeper still, was a revolt against the

arrogance of the Teutonic Powers in their conduct thus far

of the war. The Belgian atrocities, as confirmed by the

Bryce Commission's report, the sinking of the Lusitania,

and in lesser degree the use of poisonous gases, roused the

Italian populace and made them demand that Rome, the

great "Latin .Mother" of Western civilization, should not

stand aside when that civilization was threatened by Prussia,

to whose principles and domination all Germany had sub-

mitted herself. To Italians Germany was a great world force,

but "all head and no heart," with much cunning, little

chivalry and dominated by the most "soulless polity" known
to the modern world. Germany before the war was domi-

nating Italian industries and commerce more and more in

the main to the profit of Italy, but not to liking for German
dominance.

The relations between Italy and the Teutonic League
remained curiously vague long after Italy had declared war
on Austria; she remained definitely at war only with

Austria. While it was a war supported by the full weight
of racial aversion ami traditional grievances, Italy was not

for many months at war with Germany, nor was Germany
at war wiih her, altho diplomatic, relations between the two
were suspended. It was assumed that Germany was opposed to

a rupture with Italy, an. I hoped after the war to placate
her perhaps at Austria's expense. Germany having been

engaged for forty years in building up great commercial

interests in Italy, had no desire to lose the financial control

she possest over some of the chief Italian industries. Except
for this condition it is doubtful if Italy could have won so

often as against Teutonic forces. It was only when Germany
finally became a belligerent against Italy that Austria had

any real successes notably the success at Caporetto which,

however, was more distinctly a German victory.

During the winter following tin 1 outbreak of war. Ger-

many had kept in Rome the astute and accomplished Prince

von Uiil'.w. a former Chancellor of the Empire, well known
in Italy, where he had married his wife and had served as

Ambassador, the purpose of his stay in 1D14-1 !M ."> being to

kee Ital in the defensive alliance she had formed with
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Germany and Austria. It was understood that, in the course

of his endeavors, certain attractive offers of territory from

Austria were made to Italy, these being largely in the direction

of Italy's traditional ambitions. Nothing, however, came of

Billow's negotiations. It was all too obvious that the Italian

people, as a mass, were opposed to going to war in cooperation
with their hereditary enemy, Austria, and favored cooperation
with the Entente Allies.

2

5 Principal Sources: The Statist (London); The Tribune, "Bulletins" of

the National Geographic Society, New York ; The Daily Chronicle, The Time*,

London ; Associated I'ress dispatches ; The Evening Sun, The Hun, New York ;

The Quarterly Hevicic (London).

PIUNTK AXD PRIXPKSS VON P.rT.OW

Prinro von P.iilow. who spent several weeks in Italy in the winter ami sprinjr

of 1014-1015 in a fruitless endeavor to prevent Italy from enteriim: the war
mi the side of the Kntente. had formerly lieen the (Jerman Ambassador
to Italy and the Cennan Chanrellor. The Princess is an Italian woman
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THE FIRST YEAR OF AVAR IX THE TRENTINO AND
ON THE ISONZO

May 23, 1915 November 15, 1915

WHEN Italy came definitely into the war, on May 23, .

1915, she had to overcome modern fortresses on moun-
tains round about Trent and outlying places. It was a

prime necessity for her to overcome them before Austria

could call masses of her troops back from Galicia and send

them against her. Unless Italy could close the Trentino

gateway that is, the Adige Valley to a Teutonic advance,
all the progress she might make eastward toward the Isonzo

and Trieste would be as futile as was the French foray
into Alsace-Lorraine in the first weeks of August, 1914.

Strategically, much the same kind of campaign was in pros-

pect. Teutonic troops in descending toward Italy by the

Brenner Pass to the Adige Valley would be in the same

relative position to Italian masses sent eastward to the

Ison/o as were the Germans who came through Belgium to

those French masses who in August poured against the

frontier between Met/, Strassburg, and Belfort. On both

these fronts, for two and one-half years, Italy maintained

herself successfully and advanced well toward Trieste, her

armies commanded all that time by Count Cadorna. It was
often remarked in 1917 how Cadorna, who was one of the

>ldest generals in the war on either side, had kept his com-

mand so long, fully justifying Italian faith in him. Other

Entente generals for instance, Sir John French, the Grand

Duke, and perhaps a score of men who served immediately
under Jofl're had lost their original commands, each going
into other service; while among the Germans, Moltke and

Falkenhayn, both of whom had been chief of staff, had been

retired, and Kluck and others had lost commands. Cadorna

never failed until November, 1917. when (more perhaps from

18
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circumstances outside himself than from faults of his own)
he lost almost a decisive day at Caporetto, but even then

Italian faith in him was not lost, for Cadorna was sent to

Paris as the Italian member of the Inter-Allied Council.

Two main lines by road and rail lead out of northeastern

Italy, one going up the Adige through the Brenner and the

Tyrol, where it descends by the valley of the Inn to Munich,
in Bavaria; the other, further east, going between the

Carnic and Julian Alps over the Pontafel Pass to Tarvis, at

AX ITALIAX MOBILIZATION SCKNK

the head of the Save River, from which place it reaches

Villach, and thence follows a direct route to Vienna. There

are subsidiary routes leading over these mountains to and
from the Po, but all converge on the main thoroughfares.

going, the one to Germany, the other to Austria. A third

outlet from northeastern Italy runs south of the Julian

Alps through Trieste to the Dalmatian coast, but this in

the present war was far removed from the theater of stra-

tegical interest. The central pivot of the Tsonxo River de-

fenses was Gorizia, which was surrounded with outlying forts

19
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armed with the latest guns. As the capture of Gorizia would

cut Trieste from railway communications with Austria, ex-

cept through Laibach, its subjugation was the first real

objective of the Italian army. But the Trentino, as Italy's

left flank, had first to be made secure.

In the opening days Italy sent a large army against the

Trentino, making attacks from the south along Lago di

Garda and the Adige Valley, from the east through the

Dolomites, from the Ampezzo to the Brenta valleys, and
from the west on the pass from Stelvio to Lago di Garda,
west of Riva. Here the object was to close an open door

from the north into the valley of the Po, the existence of

which had been the chief source of grievance by Italy

against Austria since 1866. A second force was sent east-

ward toward the upper Save in order to cut communica-
tions between Vienna and the Trentino and to close the

Pusterthal, a long corridor north of the Julian and Carnic

Alps, running parallel . to the Italian frontier. This de-

fensive offensive was designed to cut railway-lines near the

highways and to protect Italy from an eventual offensive

from Germany. A third army pushed east from the

Venetian province, passed the frontier, and presently began
to press over the Tsonxo, which guarded the entrance into

Austria from the Julian Alps and the Adriatic.

The Italians operating to the westward crossed the fron-

tier at a number of points, and meeting with no serious dp-

position, soon established themselves a few miles inside tin-

border. Alpine troops, the Bersaglieri, a corps of Italian

troops famous for their marksmanship, as their name in-

dicates, whom tourists know from their wide-plumed hatv

distinguished themselves by scaling heights on the western

side of the Austrian Tyrol. From these points of vantage.

MX or seven thousand feet high, they aimed to secure com-

mand of passes leading into the Trentino.

.Over Stelvio Pass, one of the most difficult mountaJi-

passes in Europe, an Italian column undertook to make an

advance. Stelvio Pass, through which runs the hiirhesi

wagon-mad in Europe, near the border of Switzerland and

between Italy and Austria, begins among a wild tangle df

hills, plunges through a savage ravine, and struggles tor-
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tuously out again, over a tossing sea of rocks, now going for-

ward, now doubling back upon itself. The road is filled

throughout its course with sharp hairpin-turns, lifting itself

ever higher up the mountain ledge, until it reaches 9,200

feet above the sea, the summit being the highest point in

the world accessible to carriages. There is an indescribable

grandeur in the scenery at the summit, and also an in-

describably bleak savagery as a war theater, something, in

fact, appalling. The Ortler-Spitz, massive brother crags,

command the way. The crash and echo of mountain-artillery

among these rocky heights was something almost unendur-

able to human ears.

Robed in eternal snow, the forbidding Ortler-Spitz sends

glaciers down the valley. Great rock masses, themselves

almost of the size of mountains, lie as they were thrown down
iu rugged, broken, black-scarred pattern along the way. By
the side of the deep ravine into which the glaciers sink the

roadway is carried up to within a stone's throw of glaciers,

and bordered with pinnacled rocks. Formerly this was the

most dangerous passage of the Alps, because it was swept

by unexpected avalanches, scoured by bitter winds, and

often overlaid with treacherous ice and fallen debris. Ava-

lanche galleries, however, which have been cut through solid

ruck and reinforced by masonry, have made those who use

Mie pass more secure from threats of destruction from

overhead. The Romans had forced their way through this

passage. Austria poured legions through it to suppress re-

volts in Italy in 1850. It was over this road that the

Italians and French in an earlier war drove back the Aus-

trians. It was originally constructed by the Austrians in

1S-JO, to serve for military communications with Italy, and

was improved in 1S70 as a means of civil communication,

h is now one of the most admired of tourist roads. At the

summit of Stclvio, 9.200 feet above the sea, a stone pillar

murks the: highest point in the pass. Here three frontiers

meet among the clouds Swiss, Austrian. Italian. A hotel

guards the heights, and nearby rises the Dreisprachenspit/e,
or "the peak of three languages." where the fJerman.

Italian, and Rornanish tongues da>h on common ground.
Like the ascent from Italy, the descent into Austria follows
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a tortuous, difficult course. The whole route forms one of

the least inviting war-theaters that could be imagined.
In the western Trentino, early in August, a correspondent

saw an Italian cannon on its gun-carriage at a height of

three thousand meters. It appeared like "a solitary hawk
in an inaccessible cave amid the snow." Alpini in the

space of six hours had dragged that gun from the valley
below to that haunt of the chamois. They had raised it

"with the same prodigious tenacity that is displayed by
ants in dragging a large grain of wheat," and on the Avay
had responded to attacks made by Austrians from a neigh-

boring height. That cannon, which reflections from sur-

rounding snows "colored with strange, dazzling lights."
filled one with amazement "at the prodigious feat to which

it bore silent witness." The men by whom it was taken to

its place, like all the Alpine troops of Italy, were sons of

the mountain, tall, sturdy, self-contained men, who had de-

rived from their mountain air the strength that enabled

them to perform such prodigious feats.

The sight of that fortress, at the top of a mountain never

before trodden by the foot of man, made one think "the

very mountains had a soul and favored their liberators."

The Alpini had barricaded crevices with barbed-wire entan-

glements, had mined pathways, and circumscribed rocks

with trenches, so that, no outward sign was discoverable of

this cannon at a distance of only one kilometer. Officers

said that for three months they had not seen a human being
who was not in uniform. During all that time they had

been separated from their country and from the world,

hemmed in by this defile between their own guns and those

of the enemy. Their only amusement consisted in perfect-

ing their defenses and protecting themselves against tie'

forces of nature and the opposing army. In word and in

thought the conditions under which they were living effected

a great change in them. One saw in their faces how much

they were accustomed to commune only with themselves.

Within the first few days of war the Italian troops had

secured the highest points on the frontier and the most

prominent had been converted into fortresses. The line "f

defense was an extreme sector, which ran from the St.-lv;<i

00
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to the Corno dei Tre Signori, and so continuous and com-

plete was it that it constituted an impassable wall to an

attempted invasion. Nearly all the heights in possession of

the Italians were taken by surprize attacks. Before they
had time actually to realize their successes they would set

about consolidating positions won and in less than twenty-four
hours could convert one into a fortress. No obstacle was
allowed to stand in the way. Cannon were planted amid

ITALIAN I?KHSA<;LIKIU ON TIIH MAKCII

eternal snows where for the first time the silence of cen-

turies was broken.

During the first week after declaring war the Italians,

pressing toward Trent, occupied the heights of Zuga, seven

miles from Roveredo, and were bringing up heavy gnus to

mount on these heights as offsets to long-range Austrian

artillery. On the night of May .'51, after a stiff fight lasting

several hours, the Italian tricolor was hoisted on Coni

Zugna. which is more than (J.OOO feet high, with a cone-like
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eminence dominating alike the east bank of the Adige and
the railway line running north through Roveredo to Trent.

Several regiments pushed forwar.d from Ala and began the

stiff ascent of towering heights bristling with Austrian

guns. Upward and onward they went undismayed by fire.

In vain did the Austrians attempt to stem the rising tide.

Some of the storming party, before coming to close grips
with the enemy, put aside their knapsacks to secure freedom

of action, rolled up their sleeves and when the moment
came charged home with the bayonet until the Austrians

were routed. There was no restraining the impetuosity of

the Italians, who with cries of ''Viva I'ltalia!" dashed

bravely on while the Austrians fell back thirteen miles,

Italy's troops employed here had been recruited from

mountaineers, familiar with all the difficulties and dangers
of the Alps. Small in body and hardy in constitution,

these men were valuable additions to her fighting forces.

They fought sometimes for whole days in small groups,

crouching in crevices of rocks which commanded a valley,

or hidden in an Alpine forest and half-covered with snow
where they were as safe as if behind the battlements of a

fortress. A Swiss patrol saw six of these "Alpiui" fighting

for three successive days against Austrian forces numbering
five or six hundred. The men had entrenched themselves

on the crest of a mountain near the Fourth Canton, and

there established themselves as in a fortress. Profiting by
the superiority of their position, they held their ground

against Austrian assailants, who returned to the attack each

night, trying in vain to scale rocks and reach their foe.

"When, after three days, the six Alpini received reinforce-

ments, the rock side of the mountain was strewn with

Austrian dead.

These Alpini were magnificent shots, their eyes accus-

tomed to hunting the chamois and the white hare, and

bringing them down with one shot in their swift course.

Xot one of the Alpini ever spent a shot unless certain not

to miss his mark. In this lay an explanation of the fact

that each was capable of holding out for a long time against

superior numbers. They ate sparingly and slept in the

hollows of rocks. Each carried on his shoulders a knapsack
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weighing about 75 pounds. In several places they made

raids in which they forced themselves into Austrian terri-

tory twenty or thirty kilometers from the battle-front.

Patrols, composed of a few dozen men only, advanced over

mountains and destroyed bridges and railway-lines.

In a region like the Tyrol which precludes aerial recon-

naissance, motor-traction, and the use of cavalry, Alpini

proved wonderful scouts. Moving with the speed and

agility of the chamois, on almost inaccessible mountain-

tops, they robbed the Austrians of the most important
secrets of their military position. They, were known to

push into inhabited districts, from which the army of oc-

cupation had been temporarily withdrawn, and there to

put fresh heart into the Italian population, renewing their

loyalty and courage and showing by their own boldness

that the liberating army of Italy knew neither doubt nor

fear. The Alpini were scattered over the whole mountain-

ous frontier from the Isonzo to the Swiss border. All the

progress made by the Italian army in the first three weeks

of the war was accomplished by these and other light

troops of the advanced guard, the bulk of the army having
been consolidated further back. A general offensive move-

ment was yet to come.

One of the mysteries of the war was the unopposed ad-

vance of Italy. It evidently surprized Italy herself no
less than the rest of the world. At the beginning, no one

expected an easy advance. It seemed to be assumed that

victory would come only at the cost of a long and bloody

campaign. This was not because the Italian fighting quali-
ties were doubted, but because the nature of the land along
the boundary gave advantages to the Austrians. The Tren-

tino wedge which Austria had kept pushed down into Italy,

belted as it was with mountains, was expected to present
an almost impregnable barrier. Hut the Italians went on

from victory to victory. Their steady work in pushing
back the Austrians resembled the German work of 1!)15 in

driving Russians back in flalieia and in making their first rush

on Paris in 1914. Austrian bulletins said the Italians had

been pushed back, but these fallings back, when made at all.

were made from points further north or east than those
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which they occupied the day before. When the Austrian

authorities maintained silence, the mystery grew, complicated

by the further mystery that neither Germany nor Turkey
had declared war on Italy, and that, altho the German
Ambassador had withdrawn, the Turkish Ambassador still

remained in Rome.
It almost seemed as if the Teutonic Allies were willing

to let Italy conquer the very territory which had so long
been the bone of contention between Italy and Austria, since,

in the event of the Western Allies winning the war, Italy

would get that territory anyway, whereas a victory for the

Teutonic Allies would enable them to get it back with ease.

Perhaps Austria, like Russia, was finding her ammunition-

supply running short and most of it tied up on the San.

It was remembered, too, that the Russians for a time had
had things all their own way with Austria, while even

Serbia had inflicted a disastrous and totally unlooked-for

defeat on a great Austrian army. Austria had never given
a good account of herself, in any recent war, except when
she had aid from capable allies. In the campaign of 1915

against Italy she apparently stood alone; at least nothing
was heard of assistance from Germany. Just before the

declaration of war, Germans freely spoke of forces number-

ing 800,000 men as ready to throw themselves from the

Trentino into Italy, but apparently Germany had left

Austria to face the new enemy alone.

Austrian inactivity was the more remarkable since, about

the end of March, it had been understood that half a

million Austrian troops were massed in the southern Tyrol
and the Trentino, where a strategical organization for a

fortnight had been effected with feverish activity, indicat-

ing a fi'ar that invasion was imminent. Practically all the

villages between Sugana Pass and Lake Garda had been

evacuated, and many houses along the frontier blown up
witli dynamite, so as not to hamper the range of guns

dominating accessible points. The eastern portion of

Roveredo had been ra/ed to the ground, and the debris of

destroyed houses used to improvise fortifications. Trees had

been ruthlessly felled everywhere, and the region entirely

devastated, even where already defended by permanent
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fortifications. Guns had been mounted to an altitude of

7,000 feet.

At the close of the first week the Italians felt satisfied

with their position. Their frontier, once thought the

weakest in Europe, now seemed to be one of the strongest.

Italian troops had wrested from the Austrians an offensive

position that formerly had seemed of such power as to lay

the whole of northern Italy at Austria's mercy. From the

Stelvio Pass to Grado, a distance of 306 miles, 276 miles of

which were mountains, there was no vulnerable point at

TIIK KINK OF ITALY LKAVIMJ KOMK FOR TIIK FRONT

which Italian arms were not established. Could they hold

their position? that was now the question. The real

offensive, it was to he always remembered, was not against

the Trent ino, but against the Ison/o line. Against the

Trent ino the operations were of an entirely defensive

character a protection of the Italian left. Hasy to

be seen was the fact that a movement against Trieste

would be too dangerous to be thought of, provided the

forces engaged in it were not protected against an attack

in their rear and Hank from Austrians pourinir down through
the passes of the Trent ino. Thai open bottle had iirst to lie
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tightly corked, the Trentino to be neutralized. This the

Italians were doing by sending, not their main army, but

strong columns into every outlet that led into Italy.

Along the Trentino front was a wonderful panorama.
From a bare plateau more than 7,000 feet above the sea, a

vast mountain range could be seen in all directions. Clouds

gathered, drove past, and disappeared. Snow-peaks were
shrouded in white, great jagged rocks showed fantastically

through drifting vapor, and veils of mist came between the

Italian and Austrian positions far below. Both armies

watched passes. All the skill of man was brought into

play to bar the road. Below, to the north, a bare saddle

marked by a winding ribbon of road, separated Italy from

Austria, and on each side of the pass were forts, squat and

gray. Guns spoke from hidden positions on mountain

slopes. A correspondent
3 described one scene that came

under his eyes:

"The Austrians open fire. A big gun booms, and after an interval

another. The shells burst upon the Italian slope of the saddle. They
seem to have been fired tentatively, on the chance of hitting any
adventurous body of infantry who might think of approaching

1 the

summit of the puss. More shots follow, but no reply comes from
the Italian side for some time, till suddenly a heavier note echoes

through the mountain air. An Italian big gun lias spoken, but we
can see no results. The target lies outside our limited range of

vision, round a corner, where there are two Austrian forts and some

mobile batteries. An Austrian fort that shows clearly on the other

side of the valley remains silent, and its appearance seems not quite

normal. Two days ago a 12-in. shell from an Italian heavy bat-

tery found its mark; a great flame went up, and very little dust.

It seemed as tho the shell had landed fair and square upon a

cupola. Since then the fort has given no sign of life."

Before August ended everything was being prepared for

winter. The population had left the district, but down be-

low soldiers were cutting hay for fodder. Cattle had been

collected a score of cows to give fresh milk in case of

illness, and others for meat, if snows should block the way
of supply trains. Wooden lulls that had sheltered soldiers

wriv being walled in with stone, and stoves were being

3 Of Thf 7 i *.* (London).
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built under the direction of a soldier who in civil life had
been an engineer. Shelters were being constructed for out-

posts that would watch the enemy from higher up, under

towering rocky ridges that backed the plateau. A supply
of skis had been sent up from below, as movements in

winter would be impossible without them. More guns had
been brought up, along winding, nerve-racking roads, with

drops in places of 5,000 feet, almost sheer, to green valleys
below. The way had been blocked and the watch seemed
sure.

Late in August the Italians made considerable headway
in the Val Sugana, while important positions were won and
consolidated to the east and northeast of Rovereto. In the

Val Sugana the Austrians had been driven from Borgo and
the Italians had pushed westward on slopes to the north.

Farther west an advance was made, in the face of de-

termined opposition, against strongly fortified lines in the

Lavarone district. Here the fighting had been severe. "The

movement to the east of Rovereto was equally successful,

the Austrian lines on Monte Maronia, to the north of

Monte Maggio, being taken by storm. Every attempt was
made to shell the Italians out of positions- they had won.

which put under fire the formidable group of forts on the

Folgaria plateau, but they hung on tenaciously in spite of

considerable losses.

While the Austrians were being pushed slowly back, many
barriers remained. As these were reached, the ground had
to be won yard by yard, almost foot by foot, as it was in

Flanders. But here it was as tho Hat Flanders had been

tilted to an impossible angle, riven by gullies and scarred

by rocks. On the barren mountain slope of the Col di Lana,

Austrian and Italian trenches could be plainly seen from

observation posts on the other side of the valley. The

Italians had fought their way up step by step till their fore-

most trench was within 100 yards of the Austrians. (Inns

rained common shell and shrapnel on the Austrian lines.

The rapidity of fire and the "pattern" secured were alike

remarkable. There was no rifle-fire, except a little sniping

by picked shots. Here, as elsewhere, the bayonet and the

hand-grenade became the chief weapons of the infantrymen.
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The positions of the Austrians enabled them to adopt a

third, in the shape of inflammable liquid, which they rolled

down on the Italian trenches. It was a bitter and cruel

fight.

The Italians had a great advantage in numbers; but the

Austrians still had all the advantages of position for de-

fensive warfare. The superiority of the Italian artillery

usually cleared the way for the infantrymen. The Aus-

trians seemed to have plenty of guns and ammunition.

They gave great evidence of preparations for war. But
the superiority of the Italian artillery was not long in ques-
tion. The Italians had better guns, they shot better, and

developed that marvelous faculty for hoisting their artillery

into apparently inaccessible places. If those who know the

Dolomite country could have seen from what ridges Italian

guns were belching fire in August, they would have shared the

admiration felt by all who were permitted to see the work they
had done.

The progress made in October on the Trentino front was
considerable. The last Austrian was driven from the Coldi

Lana, a mountain 8,000 feet high, thus opening the way for

an infantry advance in the Parola Valley. Victorious en-

gagements around Pontafel and Leopoldskirchen revealed

incidentally the ' fact that the Italians were in Ihe Fella

Valley, and so gaining ground among a purely Austrian

population. Xo incident so thrilled the Italian people as

the capture of Be/zecca and the heights west of Riva which

were hallowed by memories of the (laribaldi campaign.
After the lapse of forty-nine years the Italian tricolor again

floated over the hilltop of San Stefano, where lie buried

Garibaldian heroes slain in July, 18(i(i.

On November 1)3 thirty persons lay dead in Verona after

three Austrian aeroplanes had dropt bombs on that city.

Thirty others were seriously and nineteen slightly injured
The bombs of the aircraft found most of their victims in

Hie principal square where citi/ens and peasants from the

outlying districts were at the market. Nineteen persons
were killed by one bomb. This was the second time Austro-

Ilungarian aeroplanes had made a raid on Verona, which

was a fortified city. In .Inly an Austrian machine had dropt a
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dozen bombs on the city. Passengers arriving in Milan

from Verona gave thrilling pictures of the carnage wrought

by one of the bombs in the Piazza della Erbe when the

market-place contained at least 2,000 people. When the

alarm was given people made a rush for shelter, a large

number choosing a narrow passage leading from the Piazza

to the Palace of Justice. As fate decreed, a bomb dropt

right in front of this passage when it was full of people,

and mowed down those who were nearest to the entrance.

TIIK CITY OF ANCONA, ON THE ADRIATIC
The Austriiins attacked Ant'ona with airplane bombs

An indescribable scene occurred in which about sixty per-

sons, the majority of them women, were killed or injured.

Another bomb fell near "Juliet's house," in the outskirts

of the city.

The chief Italian offensive in I!*!."), however, was directed

against that part of the Austrian frontier which lies north-

east of the Adriatic. Here, for a distance of some forty

miles, the Italians established themselves on Austrian terri-

tory, along two railroads which cross the common frontier,
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their destination Trieste. On the line from Udine to

Gorizia they occupied Cormono, just over the frontier, and
on the other line, which goes along the coast, advanced to

the Isonzo, which, in negotiations before war was declared,

they had demanded of Austria as their frontier. They
soon occupied the hills commanding Monfalcone, which lie

some ten miles inside Austrian territory. On the coast they
took the fishing-town of Grado. By June 15 they had ap-

proached the first strong defensive position of the Aus-

trians, at Monfalcone, where their extreme right was barely

twenty miles from Trieste. Their object in this section

was to isolate and then to capture Trieste. The operations,
altho preliminary, had disclosed their objective. Nothing,

however, as to Austro-German intentions was yet disclosed;

nothing, in fact, of real importance occurred for weeks.

Before the end of June the central Isonzo district was

being wrenched from Austrian hands, bit by bit, and the

invaders were surging on to the north toward Tolmino.

The tricolor of Italy had already been raised in the south

at several points Monfalcone, Gradisca, and Cormono.
The sweeping movement to the north aimed at driving the

Austrians from the right bank of the Isonzo. Tolmino was
an important stronghold, about which it was expected that

a ring of steel would close. The Isonzo cuts its way south-

ward through the butt of the Julian Alps in a deep gorge
which, ending sharply north of Gorizia, lies in a pocket
of the hills, with uplands protecting it in a semi-circle on

the north. West of the Isonzo, dominating the bridge-

head and the road and railway to Gradisca and Udine, is

the spur of Podgora, which also commands Gorizia. South

of the town stretch some four miles of level plain, till on

the east bank of the river rises the extraordinary plateau
which Italians call the Carso, and Austrians the Karst, and

which rolls east and west behind Trieste and south almost

to the >ea.

The Carso territory is a low. wind-swept tableland,

strewn with limestone boulders seamed with deep fissures

and covered with rough scrub and masses of scree. North

of (iorizia the Julian Alps rise toward the stony uplands
of Monte Nero. A tributary, the Baea, enters the Isonzo
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on the eastern bank a little south of Tolmino. Up its diffi-

cult valley and through the great Wochein tunnel runs the

railway to Villach and Vienna. The difficulties such a

country presents for an offensive are obvious. The only

passage through the uplands was a strip of land beside the

sea, which is far too narrow for an army to travel. The
flat land south of Gorizia is not really in a gap in the

hills, for the hills close in a mile or two east of the town.

Not only the ridges of Monte Nero and the gorge of the

upper Isonzo but the plateau of the Carso offered secure

ITALIAN TROOPS MARCHING TO TIIK FRONT

positions for defense. Gorizia was the key to the Austrian

front. So long as it could be held it would block any real

advance across the Carso, since it threatened an attack on

the Hank, and, till the Carso railway was cut, could be

munitioned direct from Trieste. The Austrians held not

only the town but the bridgehead on the west bank of the

Isonzo, and the spur of Podgora which commanded that

bridgehead.
In the third week of Juno a bombardment of Divazzo
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began. Divazzo lies on the railway which traverses Istria

and ends at Pola. With Divazzo destroyed, all railway
communications with Pola, except from Trieste, would be
cut off. It would then be necessary to use motor-cars in

going from Trieste to Fiume. Divazzo was a junction for

both Fiume and Laibach. Early in July heavy fighting
occurred on the Isonzo, desperate Italian attacks being made
against the Doberdo plateau, which, with its flanks, St.

Martin and San Michele, formed the key to the southern ex-

tremity of the Austrian position and 'blocked the way along
the coast to Trieste. A general attack began on July 31,

with an artillery bombardment almost unprecedented in

intensity. King Victor Emmanuel and the Italian Premier,

Salandra, visited the front waiting for an expected victory.

Up the western s'lopes of the plateau the Italians charged
time and again. One attack was headed by the Bersaglieri.

who were without rifles, but carried hand-grenades and so

opened the way for infantry who followed. All their at-

tacks, however, were repulsed, their losses being heavy,

chiefly because outcropping rock did not permit the con-

struction of trenches. Violent attacks were made against

the bridgehead at dorizia. Massed guns, including the

Italian 11-inch mortars, delivered a prolonged and intense

bombardment, until it seemed as if nothing would be left

of the Austrian positions and defenders. Infantry-attacks
were repulsed, however. The Austrians were about 200,000

strong; they occupied a front that was capable of being de-

fended against superior forces and were entrenched on a

chain of hills and high peaks that stretched from Tolmino

southward almost to the coast, and thence ran along the

shore to Trieste. Several important positions on this front

Malborghetto, the 1'redil Pass, Tolmino, (Jori/ia. and

(iradisca had been bombarded by heavy Italian batteries

from nearby hills.

Xaval operations began but were confined to shelling

coast-towns. The Austrians made several attacks on the

Italian side of the Adriatic and the Italians bombarded

Dalmatian towns and islands. Hut there was no nvneral

naval engagement nothing beyond encounters between

small war craft, which resulted in the sinking of perhaps
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half a dozen vessels. The campaign was, however, re-

sponsible for an engagement the first of its kind between

two submarines, in which the Italian craft was sent to the

bottom. Meanwhile the bulk of the Austrian fleet had been

locked up in Pola. Apparently the Italians were refraining
from making an attack on Pola until their army on the

Isonzo could push its way to Trieste and thus cut off the

ITALIANS I.AYI.Ni; MINKS IN I.AKK CAKPA

ciil ire Italian peninsula from Austria, and so permit a com-

bined land- and sea-attack on Pola and Finnic.

It \vas announced on July 8 that the Italian Government
had cloved the Adriatic to navigation by merchant vessels

of all countries, altho sale convoy was to be furnished for

ships wishing to enter ports belonging to or occupied by

Italy or Montenegro. On the same day an Italian armored

cruiser, the Anittlfi, was torpedoed and sunk at dawn by an

Austrian submarine while taking part in a reconnaissance in

the upper Adriatic. Most members of the crew were saved.
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The commander, before giving orders to the crew to jump
overboard, cried "Long live the King! Long live Italy!"
and the entire crew drew up along the stern and echoed the

shout. The commander, the last to leave the ship, slipt over-

board shortly before the Amalfi sank.

The effect of the Amalfi's loss was to furnish the Italian

people with new proof of the necessity of going into the

war, showing as it did the ease with which Austria could

attack their navy, the Amalfi having been torpedoed only

eighteen miles from the Italian coast. Italy's Adriatic

coast line was without one good naval base, while the

Austrians had many, thanks to the formation of the eastern

coast, with its myriad islands shielding and giving unap-
proachable havens of refuge from ships. A large number
of the crew of the Amalfi had been recruited in Venice,
where their loss was deeply mourned. Venice was now no

longer a gay, pleasant city. Many of her art treasures had
been covered up or hidden away. The illumination of

houses and gondolas had ceased. The Queen of the Adriatic

seemed to have changed her character in keeping with those

tragic days. Even the Colliseum was temporarily lost to view.

"While regular siege-operations were carried on against

Tolmino and Gorizia, the Italians put forth great efforts to

secure possession of the Carso plateau that dominated the

railroad and carriage-way between Monfalcone and Trieste,

as well as the Ison/o valley as far as Gorizia. This plateau
had to be completely subjugated before any advance could be

made along the coast road into Istria and before Gorizia

could be attacked from the south. On July 18 the Italians,

who were already in possession of the bridgehead at

Sairarado, stormed several lines of trenches on the summit

of the western face of the plateau and captured 2.OHO

prisoners with a large quantity of war-material. They fol-

lowed up this success by an infantry-attack supported by

heavy iield-guns. Further north another army operated

against Tarvis along two routes, one of which went over

the Carnic Alps through the Pontafel pass, and was

traversed by the Venice-Vienna railway, the other being

the coach-road.

It is doubtful whether Xeuve Chapelle or Ypres should
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stand out as more grimly terrible than were some of the

battles fought in July along this eastern part of the

Austro-Italian frontier. A picture of the green Isonzo

literally filled with bodies, of meadows and fields along its

course made into veritable shambles, of whole companies
and battalions wiped out of existence on both sides, of

prowling night-attacks, uncovered by searchlights, and of

almost unbearable artillery-fire withering and destroying

everything in its path was drawn by Leonard Adelt, in a

ITALIAN CAVALRY OFFICIOUS

dispatch
4 from the Ison/o frontier. Adelt sketched events

leading up to the Italian attacks, the secrecy of the prepara-
tions. the terrible strains of withstanding them when they
did come, and the bravery displayed on both sides:

"Behind the ruin of every house in Oslavija, Grndiscntla, ;m<l

Podirora, behind every stone ami hush, (here were Italians. Their

number grew to an entire corps, three infantry divisions. Their

catapults spat mines into our obstructions, and at ni.u'ht smaller

groups assailed our positions with hand-grenades and rille-lire.

* To Tin- B< Ta</< blatt.
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All through the fifth of July the cannons thundered about us. Again
and again they made dirt heaps of our covering and graves of our
shelters. The howitzer-shells acted much like a sword that mows
down everything in front of it, and under their shelter there ad-

vanced toward us from Oslavija column after column of the enemy.

"Opposition looked impossible and retreat out of the question, yet
the Dalmatians, the Hungarians, and the Croatians did resist, out-

lasted the shell-covered death-zone, dug themselves out of the living

graves into which they had been catapulted, and met the enemy with

a lightning-fire that decimated the attacking lines. They held the

position all that day and until the attack stopt at night. While an

entire Italian army corps was trying to force the northern entrance

to Gorizia, not less than three army corps were trying to get at it

from the south, by a route which has as its pivot the plateau ol'

Doberdp.
"The night of the Gth five strong divisions of Italians advanced

against the Croatians, who were in inferior numbers, robbed of their

shelters by the Italian artillery bombardment. Discharging their

rifles and machine-guns until the muzzles threatened to burst, they

met the onslaught, literally mowing down as with scythes whole

columns. But the gaping holes continued to fill up. and the Italian

flood swept on. crested the first hill, and threatened to engulf.' the

exhausted defenders.

"Every available reserve was thrown into the breach, and by
almost superhuman efforts it was possible to bring the enemy to a

halt and then to throw him back. There the Italians took refuge

behind bags of sand that had been brought along, and rested, await-

ing another day and reinforcements. Dawn broke once more, and

the bloody, dusty warriors rose wearily after a short, disturbed sleep

among the stones, and resumed their work of slaughter like so many
wild beasts. The ground was almost as blood-red as the sky. Thou-

sands lost their lives during these two days."

The Italian trendies nearest the Austrian*, hi^li up in

the Carnic Alps, had spread out before them a magnificent

panorama. The mountain uroup comprised Avostanis, Pal

(Irande. Fivikoi'el, and Pal Piccolo, where the frontier be-

fore the war was nothing but a formidable Austrian

fortress. <>n the Italian side the declivity was in the nature

of a gigantic bastion, while the Austrian side consisted of

woods and meadows, through which ran roads constructed

with military exactitude. Looking at the precipitous slopes

of The Freikof'el. which the Alpini scaled and captured
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under fire of the enemy, it was obvious that the Italian

troops possest almost superhuman endurance. There was

something uncanny about what they accomplished. One of

the officers said that on the morning of the day on which

the Italians captured the heights, they had to lower their

wounded from the summit to the base of the mountain with

ropes. There was not even a path by which they could

send them down to ambulances. Here blood-stained men,

hanging by ropes above a terrible abyss, were exposed to the

pitiless fire of the enemy in the clear light of morning. The
old days of the Risorgimeuto had been revived in these

combats.

Every day some history was here being made. The

heights of Pal Grande, Pal Piccolo, and Freikofel were

day by day abandoned successively by the Austrians, who
fell back on prepared trenches facing those occupied by the

Italians. One had to climb some summit of the Carnic Alps
in order to understand a warfare which had no equivalent
on any other part of the European battle-fronts. One
illustrative example was that of two men, an officer and a

corporal of artillery, who lived for four months in a cavern

in the rocks at an elevation of more than 2,000 meters,

where they communicated with their companions solely by
means of a telephone wire extending from a mountain

peak, having a heavy battery, to a point ten kilometers

away. Once a week a patrol of Alpini climbed up to this

haunt of the chamois to deliver to the two men their rations

and letters. At other times the two were absolutely alone

amid snows, the only other living creatures being hawks
that Hew about in the noonday sun.

Within a space of three months the Italians succeeded

in destroying on these heights nearly all the strongly
fortified modern works which it had taken the Austrians

years to prepare. The defenses were nearly all provided
with heavy guns, but it was impossible to direct the fire of

the Italian batteries by use of aeroplanes, or other aircraft

called ''draken balions.
"

It was extremely difficult to fire

indirectly across mountains which were seldom less than a

thousand meters in heiirht. Little had been known pre-

viously of barometric and atmospheric conditions in these
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narrow regions. The transport of heavy siege guns was
extremely difficult in the face of the natural obstacles and

notably so in the absence of roads. And yet all these

difficulties were overcome. Among those Carnic heights

siege-guns were transported from points in valleys to ex-

traordinary heights along roads which in a few weeks' time
had been constructed by Italian engineers in place of paths
that had long been used by shepherds. Some of these new
roads were so fine that they could be traveled over in a

motor-car. There was in this work a kind of Roman grandeur
in conception and execution that imprest one as a triumph of

man over nature. These roads would remain as a memento of

the war and fill future tourists with amazement. One saw how
in the Italian much remained of the ancient Roman.
As one motored rapidly in the Priuli along the swiftly

flowing upper Isonzo, one was profoundly imprest by the

frowning, precipitous rocks which shut in the clear blue

waters beneath. The whole valley, from (lorizia to Plezzo,

had an indescribably terrible aspect, suggesting that the

work of human hands had been superadded to a gigantic
convulsion of natural forces. Between Tolmino and

Caporetto, the scene of the Italian defeat in October, 1917,

where Monte Nero shows up against the sky its sharp out-

line, the sense of awe was overpowering. On the left bank
of the river there was nothing but an almost perpendicular
mass of limestone, a thousand or inore meters in height.

Every peak, crevice, and moraine, formed, as it were, a

natural bastion. Vegetation of all kinds seemed to have

been torn or uprooted from sterile ground. Heights quite

bare, the surface of various colors, white and yellow lime-

stone, alternating with red marl, every peak at twilight

shone with sparkling lights. From Santa Lucia to Zaga
it looked as if majestic mountains were illuminated by a

gigantic conflagration, while the granite banks of the Isonzo

so swelled the echoes of cannon-fire as to cause the narrow

valley actually to tremble. In this wild region Italians

took the measurements of mountains, studied every rock

and projection, and where no foothold existed, cut one out

of solid stone. When this was done, they scaled heights.

That in brief was the story of Monte Nero, on the inoun-
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tains that surround Tolmino, and of Plava, where great out-

posts were captured as a result of supreme efforts on the

upper left bank.

The losses of the Austrians at these points rendered use-

less their defensive system on the Isonzo, which was one of

the strongest in Europe. Never did a line of frontier ap-

pear so impregnable as that from the Predil to the foot of

the Carso, where it ended in two natural entrenched camps,
more powerful than any artificial fortifications, Plesso and

BOMBING POSITION OF ITALIANS ON THE ASIACO FHOXT

Clorizia. It was impossible to keep the Alpini out of any
picture in this region. They were in evidence at every
turn. Wherever one went in the high valleys, some new

story was toM of their feats. "What could ordinary troops
do against men who trod mountains like wild goats, and

by the help of a rope did deeds that left goats staring after

them!

"While the Alpini hold chief place in any picture of

Ihis mountain warfare, next to them came the guns little

mountain-guns that barked from topmost heights and 1--
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inch howitzers that fired over at least three mountains be-

fore they dropt on an Austrian cupola. When shots were

fired from a large caliber gun each found its mark. Some

huge, clumsy-looking gun would be seen pointed skyward
far above a great mass of rock to the east, and then would
come the crashing departure of a shell and its visible flight

through the sky to a point that lay beyond ridge after

ridge, a telephone message from some one on a distant peak
telling what had happened. Artillery stood behind the

Alpini, but behind the artillery and all its works stood

engineers, sappers and miners. Engineers had been the

forerunners of the artillery, big guns being able to

dominate the situation only because of the extraordinary

way in which engineers built roads round and through
mountains. In a few months they made solid roads where

nothing but .a mountain-path or a mule-track had been.

By late October along the 475 miles of the Italian front

(ieneral Cadorna's forces had engaged many thousands of

Austrians, of whom some 25,000 were reported to have

fallen on the Isonzo and Carso fronts. In the latter sectors,

after sixty hours of fierce bombardment, the total haul of

prisoners exceeded 100 officers and 5,000 men, and the

Italian left wing was advancing up an inclined plane of

which every turn was a fortress. An official announcement
that the Italian center had sei/.ed entrenched dunes in the

neighborhood of Marcotini was evidence that the long-eon-

tested saddle of San Martin, which connects with San
Michele. had finally passed into Italian hands. Satisfaction

was felt that, after five months of effort. Mount M/ril,

which dominated Tolmino from the northwest, had been

conquered. Italian soldiers asserted with pride that they
were now reaping the benefit of their systematic destruction

of Austrian observation points on the mountain-peaks, mas-

tered after fierce struggles lasting for months and lack of

which, they said, greatly decreased the accuracy of the

Austrian aim.

In the midst of these Italian successes came word that-

Austrian aeroplanes had made two separate attack's on

Venice on October "24, when Italy suffered the first serious

loss of art-treasures which she had experienced in the war.
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One of the bombs fell upon the roof of a church and
smashed a ceiling ornamented with frescoes by Tiepolo.
Another missile fell on the piazzetta of St. Mark's and in

front of the Palace of the Doges. Roman newspapers ex-

prest great indignation at the bombardment of the famous
Scalzi Church and the destruction of the Tiepolo frescoes.

People were stirred to an extraordinary degree. The
frescoed ceiling in the Scalzi was one of the best-known
works of Tiepolo, the church itself a notable example of the

rococo style. Tiepolo was the last great master of the

Venetian school, a contemporary of (Joldoni, the play-

wright, whose appearance in the world of letters, so long
after the Renaissance had run its course, was almost as

remarkable as that of Tiepolo in art.

In this war zone was a town of ancient memories, a rem-

nant left over from old destruction in war. Indeed, there is

now little left of Aquileia, which was a great city of the

Roman Empire and became a sort of ecclesiastical principal-
in the Middle Ages. After the Roman town had been

burned by Attila, the inhabitants fled to the coast and its

islands, the port silted up and malaria did the rest. But
a revival came in the eighth century, and for (JOO years the

patriarchs of Aquileia exercised temporal power over a

great domain. Aquileia fought hard against the House of

Hapsbury, but the Holy Roman Emperors gradually
crush! out all resistance. Temporal power was finally lost

in 1451. Some -'500 years later the patriarchate was abolished

and Aquileia reduced to a country parish. To-day the

population is about '5,000, but in its great basilica of the

eleventh century, and in the museum that enshrines many
thousands of Roman relics, twenty centuries of history

seem to be unfolded. The present basilica was built on the

site of a church destroyed by Attila. Of that fourth cen-

tury church, the wonderful mosaic pavement was recently

discovered, marvelously preserved under debris that had

iain upon it since the walls and roofs that sheltered it

were burned. In the courtyard of the museum near by
are many Roman tombstones, on one of which the fact i-

slated that the man buried there had been an officer in "The
British Legion of Veterans."

4:;
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The Italians were still fighting bravely all through late

October and into November and especially on the Isonzo

front, where a series of desperate attempts were made to

storm the bridgehead of Gorizia, and establish a firm foot-

ing on the Doberdo plateau. This plateau, which acted as

the citadel for the more extensive Carso position, rises from
350 to 650 feet above the level of the valley and dominates
all the approaches to Gorizia. Monte San Michele, which
is a ridge on the north side of the plateau, and rises in one

place to 900 feet above sea-level, was the key to the whole

position, and round it there took place some of the most

sanguinary hand-to-hand fighting of the war, the Italians

sometimes gaining the advantage, and at others the Aus-

trians. Against that position Cadorna concentrated 1,500

guns, some of which were 14- and 15-inch howitzers.

Italians outnumbered Austro-IIungarian troops, and there

were no reserves to reinforce Boroevic, the Austrian com-

mander. The defenses, especially on the Isonzo front, were

enormously strong, and could only be captured after a

heavy sacrifice of life and an unlimited expenditure of

artillery ammunition.

For a month the Italian offensive on the Isonzo front had

been pushed with great vigor, but altho it brought some

appreciable success to the Italian arms their aim was not

reached. Twenty-four divisions and two Alpine brigades

were in action. Over 300,000 rifles and 1,500 guns had been

directed against the defenders of the Isonzo. The first

signs of an offensive had been clearly evident in the middle

of October, when an artillery cannonade was feeling its

way all along the front. The first heavy shells fell on

October 15, and the first infantry hand-to-hand battle

was fought on October 18. The first attack was delivered

against the northern part of the front, where the Carso and

the bridgehead of Tolmino were the objectives. At the same

time the battle be.iran to rage on the Doberdo as well. The

rt-al battle began on the 121st, when the first important in-

fantry action was fought. On the 20th and 21st the

Italian artillery worked with such vigor that the Austrians

had to seek refuse in caves. The most strongly-fortified
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positions became quite unsafe. Guns of all calibers were

used, and the bombardment lasted for fully fifty hours.

The battle reached its height on October 24 when . the

attacks against the Doberdo ceased, only to begin against the

Monte San Michele and the San Martino. On October 26

it seemed for a moment that the struggle was coming to an
end. But on October 28 the titanic conflict assumed a still

more desperate character. This time the bridgehead of

Tolmino bore the brunt of the attack for three days. In

the first days of November the bridgehead of Gorizia was
the goal of Italian endeavor, not only because its capture
would be a visible symbol of Italian success, but because

it formed a gap between the mountainous region and the

sea, and on a front of almost twenty miles contained six

excellent roads leading from Italy to Austria. The attacks

delivered here were the most furious, and the losses in-

flicted the greatest.

The battle raged in three distinct periods first, from

October 18 to the 22d, which period was characterized by
fierce assaults delivered on the whole of the front: second,

from the 22d to the 2(>th, when the attacks were delivered

only on the northern sector of the front; and third, from

the 2b'th. in which attacks were made solely on the bridge-

head of Gorizia and the neighboring heights. Vet there

was one point where, from October 15 up to November !">,

the battle did not cease for a moment, and that was the

northern part of the Doberdo plateau. Boroevic afterward

described this region
5

as "a hell of hells," where Italian

artillery showered thousands of shells almost continually,

and where more than thirty infantry attacks were delivered.

Over three thousand bodies were counted before the posi-

tions of one regiment. "Altho the enemy's efforts did not

succeed," he said, "and 1 hope they will not succeed in

the fulure; neither can I refrain from saying that the

liraverv of the Italian troops is almost incredible, for, even

if certain regiments lost all their officers, it did not deter

the men from advancing with the urea test contempt for

death."

General Boroevic was the anvil in the Carpathians upon

Mr. a Hungarian ii'-wspa PIT.
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whom the Grand Duke's army, 1,000,000 strong, rained sledge-

hammer blows during the terrible winter and spring months
of 1914-15, when Austria-Hungary's fate at times seemed
to hang in the balance until the Russian front was broken

through by Mackensen at the great battle of the Dunajec and
the wonderful rolling-up process with Jaroslaw, Przemysl,

Lemberg in it followed. When Italy turned upon Austria

in the following May Boroevic was sent to repeat, if possible,
his Carpathian resistance upon the most critical and most

endangered sector of the Italian front. For five months
and with all the force of his superior Italian army, Cadorna
had battered against Boroevic 's lines on the Isonzo, smashing
away with artillery which, in excellence, number and size

of guns, was unequaled on any front. Boroevic was a

Croatian, and looked to be about fifty, with a weather-tanned

face, a little dark mustache, and small, sharp eyes, which were

not unsympathetic in expression, altho they reflected inten-

sity. Quick of decision, he was a bulldog for tenacity.

The fourth battle of the Isonzo, which began after a

week's lull, following on terrific fighting that had lasted

well over a month, was fought in the last week of November
with even greater desperation than the three previous ones.

Of the 2,500 houses in Oorizia every one had been struck

and 1,500 badly damaged. Xot a single church escaped.
There was not a whole pane of glass left in the town.

Everywhere you saw heaps of debris one story high. A
30.5-centimeter shell would fall before a coffee-house, and
the street be turned into a yawning hole. Only a few hun-

dred persons remained above ground in a city formerly of

thirty thousand. There were no longer inhabitants above

ground in CJorizia, for they had founded a new city

underground where the inhabitants numbered three thousand.

They did not live in houses, but in cellars and hi catacombs

like the early Christians, where a pathetic primitive com-

munism bound them together. Xot only citizens, but. the

whole of official (lori/ia as well crawled underground. Th>'

entire city government retired into cellars, having a whole

row of subterranean offices. Entering you almost fell over

a writing-table and a straw seat, which was the Bureau of

Finance. A pile of straw lay near by; that was where the
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Finance Director slept. Immediately adjoining were the

Police Headquarters with table, stool, wash-basin, robes,

everything, in a space two yards square.
Gori/ia known to Austrians as Gorz was the capital of

the Austrian crown land of Gorizia-Gradisca. It had been
on the map since 1307, when its town charter was granted,
and had been mentioned in history from much earlier times.

The war made Gorizia known to the whole world by the

fierce struggle of the Italians to capture it, which lasted for

four months in 1915 and was renewed in 1916. It was the

burial-place of Attila, the ruthless Hun, whose body was
laid away, according to tradition, in what is now the bed of

the Isonzo River, in front of what is now Gorizia, about

the middle of the fifth century. Austria had taken Gorizia

from Italy more than five hundred years ago. Italy's

modern claim to the town was justified not by this, but by the

more substantial fact that of 30,000 inhabitants in peace
times about 26,000 were Italians. The older part of the

town clustered on and around the castle hill which rises to

about five hundred feet. On the outskirts to the east is

the Franciscan convent of Castagnavizza. In the church

attached thereto are the tombs of Charles X of France,

the Duke and Duchess d'Angouleme and of him that his-

tory knows as the Comte de Chambord. The Comte de

Chambord tinder other circumstances would have been King

Henry Y of France. An inscription beside his sarcophagus
declares :

"Here rests the high-born and very excellent Prince Henry, fifth

<>}' that name, by the (trace of God Kin"1 of France and Navarre.

Bom in Paris September 29, 1S20. Died at Frohsdorf, August '24,

Tlie fighting on this front was declared by more than one

writer to rank with the most sustained and fierce of the

whole war. For weeks until winter set in the Italians were

attacking Austrian bridgeheads and mountain positions and

slowly but surely drawing their nets around Tolmino,

Uorizia and Doberdo. Here, for the time being, was Italy's

contribution to the war. It had kept a large force of Aus-
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trians busy on the Isonzo when it was necessary for them
also to supply reinforcements against the Montenegrins and
Serbians. 6

Principal Sources: The Morning Poxt (London), The Transcript (Bos-

ton), "Nelson's History of the War" by John Buchan, The Independent (New
York) ; The Dalit/ Chronicle, The Morning Pout, London ; The Sun, The World,
The Times, New York; The Berliner Tayeblatt ; The Daily Mail, The Times,

London ; "Bulletins" of the National Geographic Society (New York).
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Ill

AUSTRIAN'S REPULSED IN THE TRENTINO AND
GORIZIA TAKEN THE WAR IN THE

DOLOMITES

May 14, 1916 December 31, 1916

AUSTRIA
on May 14. 1916, began an offensive in the

Trentino between the Adige and the Brenta. The fact

that the Italians were overcome in the first rush and unable

to resist, even when they retired on what were considered

their lines of resistance, was attributed at the time to strong

pressure from Austrian artillery, numerous powerful guns

making repeated attacks; but it was openly admitted after-

ward that the Italians were swept away mainly because

they had not dug themselves in. By early June, however,
the losses they were able to inflict on the Austrians became

notable. Austrian officers taken prisoners admitted that

some of their regiments had been literally cut to pieces. It

was estimated in Allied circles that within a few days the

Austrians lost approximately 00,000 men in dead and

wounded. Austria had accumulated a total of some 400,000

men in the Trentino with a striking force of fifteen picked
divisions. She wished to forestall a great Isonzo attack

which in March and April she had begun to fear. Her

immediate purpose was to alarm Cadorna as to his com-

munications, to upset whatever plans lie had for his sum-

mer campaign. Here in essence was seen again the motive

of the Verdun assault. Austria was playing the German game
to forestall in Italy by an immediate assault the expected

Allied offensive on all fronts, which had become Germany's
greatest peril. It was the summer of the great Somme battle.

In November, 191"), the Austrian troops on the entire

Italian front had consisted of about twenty divisions, of

which only three were, massed in the Trentino, where barrier

forts were considered sufficient to check an invasion. They
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began to be reinforced toward the end of 1915, and by May
15, 1916, had been increased to thirty-eight divisions,

eighteen new ones having been formed, in part from troops
withdrawn from the Russian front, in part from new

formations, in part from troops taken from Serbia, Monte-

negro, and Albania. It was estimated that sixteen divisions

had been massed between the Adige and the Brenta. These

were mostly Alpine troops, Kaiserjaegers, Landeschuetzen,
and other men equipped for mountain warfare. It was
difficult to estimate the number of guns, but the supply was
formidable. On the plateau of Lavarone and Folgaria
alone thirty 12-inch guns were in position.

After the subjugation of Serbia and Montenegro in the

early winter of 1915-191(5, the Austrian General Staff had

decided to prepare for a spring campaign on the Italian

front with a view to breaking through the Trentino and

reaching the Venetian plain, and so to cut Italian communi-
cations on the Isonzo with Verona. The Archduke Karl-

Fran/.-Joseph was entrusted with the nominal command, with

General von Ilotzendorf. Chief of the General Staff, in

actual command. Xo German troops were employed. A
month before the offensive began a dramatic episode in the

war had occurred on the Trent ino frontier. The Adamello

range, with a vast glacier, seemed to offer an impassable
barrier between the Austrians and Italians, but Colonel

(iiordana, believing in April that the Austrian lines might
be seriously invaded, determined to attempt a sei/ure of

Austrian positions on the far side of the glacier. This

glacier is cut by three rock ridges that run rouirhly parallel

to one another, north and south. Bein^- almost on the edge

of the glacier the ridges were lightly held by Austrian and

Italian posts.

Karly in April, the Austrians meanwhile having sent

forward outposts to the central riduv, :]()(") Italian Alpini.

clothed in their \vhile winter uniform, left the Rifuirio

(laribaldi on skis, and by way of the I'.ri/io Pass reached

the glacier. Here, at 10.000 feet above the sea. they en-

tered a region polar in severity and encountered a wild

Arctic storm in which they lost their way. In a turmoil of

wind and snow they kept moving all niii'lit to escape death.
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which would have gript them had they stopt. The morning
found them scattered over the glacier with all hope of a

surprize gone, the Austrians having machine-guns on the

central ridge. Dividing themselves into two columns, and
in spite of weariness and heavy losses, they succeeded in

storming the Austrian positions, the Austrians being nearly
all killed or captured. A fortnight later the Italians

completed their occupation of the eastern ridge and the

Crozzon del Diavolo, which is the highest point of the ridge

dividing the Fargorida and Lares glaciers. Accounts of

this undertaking emphasized the support given by Italian

artillery, which had been hoisted into impossible places.
A battery of six-inch guns had been adroitly brought up to the

western edge of the Adamello glacier. Words could not

make clear the skill, toil, and hardship involved in the con-

duct of these operations. They were rightly called epic.

Adamello was crowned by Virgil as "King of the Italian

Alps." It now acquired the further distinction of being
the most elevated spot in the world where war had been

actively waged. It is 11.500 feet high and covered with

eternal snow. In this fighting white-clad Alpine soldiers,

alert and eager, crossed glaciers, challenged avalanches and

charged with tixt bayonets, all above the clouds. Heavy
artillery was fired from the highest point in the world

where artillery had ever before been placed. It seemed

almost, a miracle that such big guns had been transported
in two mouths of hard labor from a point fifteen miles

below. More than two hundred men were required in

dragging up one of these pieces. At one stage of the work
an avalanche swooped down from the mountain sides and swal-

lowed up ihe cannon and forty men. Mountain climbers had

never before attempted to reach the top of Adamello ex-

eept. in summer. The view from its summit, with Mont
Hlanc. the .lungfrau. the Matterhorn, and Monte Rosa, all in

view, is considered the best in Europe. There Austrians and

Italians met in silent death grip, their deaths and their

deeds all but unrecorded save in dry army annals, or a

brief line in the terse bulletins of Cadorna.

While Austrian and Italian cannon rumbled lazily, ex-

<-hanirin<_r rude courtesies, or seeking to dislodge avalanches
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in order the better to destroy and hamper the enemy,

awakening echoes that leapt from dozens of miles up and

down abrupt peaks, an Italian colonel was heard to say that

in no other war had such fighting ever occurred. Neither

Hannibal, nor Ctesar, nor Napoleon had ever dared to

engage in work that resembled it; their armies had gone
over mountains not half so high and were hardly larger

than a regiment of Alpine troops as to-day organized.

AN AfSTHIAN SHKI.TKH IN TIIK ALTS

Above all, their armies did not winter in the mountains,

not- did they deal with heavy artillery, or drag up to such

fastnesses, pound by pound, plank by plunk, piece by piece,

their food, their supplies, their guns and their ammunition.

One of the curious facts connected with this mountain

front was that nowhere had the SOIILT birds deserted it.

Said this officer: "If f were to write home that every

night 1 had to go to sleep listening to the boom of cannon
1 would have been readilv believed, but if 1 added that
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often I lay awake for hours listening to the liquid trill of

friendly nightingales in the nearby woods, my statement
would have been taken for a soldier's yarn. That song
was not an exception. I have crossed this valley at night
for -weeks on my way to my quarters, and that bird was

always singing no matter how violent the artillery noise."

In those upper mountain districts skylarks also "held to

their usual haunts with the same tenacity as nightingales
in the lower country, flying high in the air until they went
out of sight above snowy peaks, apparently undisturbed by
the whiz/ing of shells that went through the air hundreds
of feet above the soldiers."

The Austrian attack was delivered on a front of about

fifty miles, extending along the western edge of the Tyrol
from the valley of the Brenta, or Sugana, southwestward
across the plateau of Lavarone and the Astiaco to Monte

Maggio, and thence west across Austrian territory south of

Rovereto to the Adige and Lake (Jarda. The hottest light-

ing took place along the eastern half of this line from

Mandriolo, ten miles east of the Astiaco, to Maggio. about

the same distance west. That the Italian repulse did not

amount to a disaster was indicated by the fact that the

Austrian report of May 18, as issued five days later,

still spoke of one end of the Austrian line as resting on

that point. The Austrian forward advance had apparently

averaged a couple of miles, and so it was altogether prema-
ture to speak of Hapsburg armies as descending from the

Alps and cutting the railroads which fed the Italian armies

on the I sou/o front. Hut Austria had come to the rescue of

(lermany with an offensive; against Italy.

The offensive was carried out in two separate localities.

< Mi May 14 a strong Austrian force stormed opposing posi-

tions to the west of San Martino. an important Italian

post in the Dolomite Alps, twenty-five miles northeast of

Trent. Xo sooner was this offensive well under way than

the Austrians. on May 1-~>. launched a still more formidable

movement south of Trent, alon^r the east bank of the Adis^e.

and down the valley of the Astiaco. ten miles further easf.

It was only twenty miles down the Adiire to Verona and

fort miles down the Astiaco to Venice. The Austrian ad-
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vaiice between the two streams therefore carried a threat

against the rear of the whole Italian field army, operating

against Trieste. The Austrian blow assumed dangerous
proportions from the very start. This outburst was more
remarkable in that it constituted the first true Austrian
offensive against the Italians. During the Polish cam-

paign, up to September, and during the Balkan campaign
and the Galician in the summer and autumn of 1915, the

Austrian forces had been mainly busy elsewhere, and a min-
imum of defenders only could be sent to oppose Italy.

That Austrian troops should be withdrawn from the

Russian front within a fortnight of the time when the

season's advance would expose that front to renewed

pressure, was a sign that the Teutons felt it necessary to

take great chances. That troops should have been with-

drawn from the conquered Serbian districts, endangering
Mackensen 's hard-won territories there, was equally a sign of

desperation. Yet Austrian troops had been found some-

where and brought down into the Trentino to the number
of one hundred thousand. The Italian chiefs faced the

possibility of a capture of Verona, a great natural fortress

commanding at once Yenetia to the northeast and the valley
of the Po to the west. The extent of the danger depended
on the hitting power which the Austrian attack could de-

velop. The loss of Verona, to the Italians would have

meant ruin. Once in Austrian hands Verona would have

meant the forced retreat of the Italian army before (lori/ia

and Trieste. It would have had to withdraw from Yenetia,

both to avoid being surrounded and in order to defend the

Po valley. But it was still a long way to Verona, for an

attack with insufficient numbers. The Austrian offensive

continued from about May K> until the first week of .June,

when the Russians under Brusiloff were advancing with so

much splendid but unfulfilled promise toward the Bukowina.

From the Tonale Pass region in the western Trentino to

Monfalcone, a short distance from the head of the <!ulf of

Trieste, the Austrians were now vigorously on the offensive.

In the Tyrol, and the south of Trent, heavy infantry-attacks

east of tlie Adige forced the Italians to abandon some of

their advanced positions and resulted in the capture by the
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Austrians of an aggregate of 141 officers and 6,200 men.
In addition thirteen guns and seventeen machine-guns were

captured. South of Rovereto the Austrians stormed Zegna-

torta, but five of their attacks were checked with heavy
casualties, the bodies of numerous dead Austrians floating

away in the swift current of the Adige. The repulse of

another Austrian attack was made in the Sugana valley.

Along the remainder of the front were heavy artillery

bombardments, with here and there infantry-attacks. Bomb-

ing operations by aviators of both sides took place against

opposing positions. By May 19 the Italians in the southern

Tyrol were tenaciously holding back the Austrians from
further inroads. In the Ledro valley, southwest of Trent,

and in the Lagarina valley, to the south of the city, the

Austrians, after heavy artillery preparations, threw vicious

attacks against the Italian lines, but all were repulsed. Five

attacks were made on Zegnatorta, but all were stopt. In

the Adamello zone, to the west of Trent, where previous

gains had been made by the Italians, the Italians occupied
additional territory in the Sarca River region, while in the

Monfalcone region, near the. head of the (iulf of Trieste,

they recaptured trenches that had been taken from them

by the Austrians.

Despite the most stubborn resistance the armies of the

Austrian Crown Prince still pushed forward against Vicenza,

the Italian Verdun, and Austrian artillery began a bom-

bardment of the snow-capped peak of Monte Pasubio,

twenty-one miles northwest of Vicenxa. That position had

been strongly fortified by the Italians. It barred the north-

ern entrance into valleys leading directly into the northern

Italian plain, less than ten miles distant. The whole Tyrol
front now became the scene of desperate fighting. South

of Rovereto the Italians made a stand near Serravalle.

Italian guns on the ridge of Monte Baldo sent shells scream-

ing across the intervening gorges against attacking forces.

East and southeast of Rovereto, the Austrians entered upon
Italian soil at three different places. Rome reported furious

fighting in this region with hand-to-hand struggles, first on

the Italian and then on the Austrian side of the border,

but sent out, expressions of confidence in the outcome of



the battle. Italian military critics believed the Austrians

had driven southward solely to divert the Italians from a

great offensive on the Isonzo line, and that the attacking

forces would soon abandon their offensive because of heavy
losses.

By the end of May there were distinct signs that the first

chapter of the Austrian offensive had come to an end and
that in consequence of difficulties and hardships the General

Staff had decided to give its men a rest. There was no in-

clination, however, to attribute the Austrian success to any-

thing but artillery. All military critics agreed that only
with artillery could the Austrians have achieved their suc-

cesses. On a fifty-kilometer front the number of guns em-

ployed was much greater than in any other of the operations
undertaken by the Austro-Hungarian army. On this par-
ticular sector there were perhaps 4,000 guns of all kinds in

action, at certain stages of the operation at least that was
the belief in Budapest. "When the Austro-IIungarian troops
had occupied the Cornolo fort and on the Asiago sector had

taken the fortifications which barred the road to the Yal

D'Assa, they believed they had achieved their object, which

was to frustrate an Italian offensive on the Isonzo. In the

Sugana valley the Italians yielded a territory extending to

16 kilometers, retired from the Lafraun plateau for 18 kilo-

meters, and from the Vilgereuth plateau 22 kilometers.

On the morning of May 21 the Italian position had become

critical. Cadorna had in fact to contemplate the possibility

of the Austrians reaching the Venetian plain. Meeting the

crisis squarely he gave orders to draw up plans for a new

army, to be concentrated in the Vicen/a district. By mid-

day on May 22 these plans were finished, and by June 2 the

new army was in place. Meanwhile things had been going

badly on the Italian right, in the highlands of the Sette

Communi, where the Austrians were pressing hard upon
their positions east of the Val d'Assa, and on the following

day succeeded in advancing to the north of the valley, break-

ing the Portule line and occupying the height of Corno di

(
1

ampo Verde (6,815 feet). The lighting on May 26 was very

stiff, and both sides lost heavily. The Italians were still

completely outgunned.
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On May 24, after a very heavy bombardment, the Aus-
trians had attacked all along the line from Coni to Pasubio.

They came forward in the early morning in masses against
both sides of Coni Zugna, against the pass that divides Coni

Zugna from the Mezzana (called the Passo di Buole) and

against Pasubio, but were repulsed. Before midday they
renewed the attack against Passo di Buole, but were flung
back again, and the Italians, counter-attacking, occupied a

position southeast of the pass, on the northern slope of Cima
di Mezzana. Artillery thundered all day. On the following

morning the enemy, in compact masses, came again to the

assault, and a brigade which was sent against the Passo di

Buole was almost exterminated. For six days fighting con-

tinued, practically without ceasing. The Austrians showed
the utmost bravery, but nothing could shake the resistance

of the Thirty-seventh Division, who occupied the Zugna
ridge. It was old-fashioned fighting, except for the guns.
Trenches were makeshift affairs where they existed at all.

When the Austrians approached the Italians leapt at them
with bayonets. On May 30 the Austrians made their last

attack on the Passo di Buole. Again and again they came

up the slopes, but the Italians, who held the pass, never

moved, except when they dashed forward to finish their work
with bayonets. On this day alone it was said that 7,000

Austrians were killed. During the six days' fighting they
lost perhaps 4.0 per cent, of their infantry effectives in this

sector.

The Setti Communi position is an elevated plateau extend-

ing from the southern banks of the Posina to the Brenta.

It is a position of considerable natural strength. Frequent

attempts were made during the first half of .June 1 to break

through and gain possession of the road to Schio, which

runs down the Astiaco valley, and of the road to Yastagna
down the Frenzela valley. Yiolent battles took place on

June 7 and 8 east of Asiago, and on the 10th a whole Aus-

trian division, eighteen to twenty battalions strong, was

hurled against the Italian posit ons covering the railway to

Schio. These attacks were repulsed, but without any ap-

preciable gain of ground. The defeat of .June 10 brought

tlie Austrian offensive to a close. After that date the
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Italians recovered the initiative. It was down the valley

of the Brenta River where the Archduke Charles Francis

Joseph had thus sought to press back the Italians that Napoleon
made his amazing descent upon the Austrians in 17%.

t

Pasubio, the natural guardian of the Valle Ogra. had
offered the most tempting access for the Austrians to the

Venetian plain. It rears a snowy head 7,'i.'i5 feet high.

Before the war its enormous ridge was partly in possession
of Austria and partly in that of Italy. When the Italians

completed its occupation during the early days of the war
it was found that the Austrians had bored a gallery through
the summit from their own side and prepared bases for

heavy guns that were to bombard Seliio. Only a .-dernier

rock curtain remained to be destroyed before guns placed
on Pasubio could have dominated the whole valley. This

possibility the Italians nipt in the bud and so prevented the

invasion of the Valle Ogra at least for as long as Pasubio

remained Italian. The struggle for the great bulwark was

violent and bloody, but the gallantry of its defenders pre-

cluded an Austrian victory. For twenty-five days the Aus-

trians outnumbered the Italians on this ridge. The heaviest

guns were trained on it. but the Italians did not cede a

foot. They slept in snow and fought in snow. At one time

they had 200 cases of frostbite.

The resistance at the Passo di Buole saved Pasnhio. and

on the fate of Pasubio depended the fate of the Italian line

south of the Posina. All the weight they could bring to

bear was flung by the Austrians against this bulwark. For

weeks heavy guns thundered against the Italian positions.

\Vave after wave of massed infantry was dashed to pieces.

For three weeks the Austrians out numbered the Italians in

this sector, their artillery greally superior, but neither

masked men nor massed guns could break through. The

conditions were terrible for both sides, and in May and

lune snow still lay deep on the high ridges. Particularly

heavy fighting took place beneath Sogli di Campiglia and

Pria Fora (.~>.41."> feet 1
. It was practically the laM line of

defense in the mountains. .Monte lira/ome 4.<>L.)vi feet i

formed the very last bulwark: beneath lay Sdiiu and the

Venetian plain.
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It had been Cadorna's aim to draw and hold the Aus-
trians well inside the salient that their great drive had
made. By the night of May 22 the whole of the Venetian

plaki had been alive with troops and their transport, and
in ten days more than half a million men, with guns, ammu-
nition, and provisions, countless motor-camions and endless

trains of mule-transport had been made ready in the plain
to meet the Austrians. It was a great feat of organization
and energy and by June 2 Cadorna knew the Austrians

would never reach the plain. In addition to forming his

fifth army, he had been able to draw on other reserves to

reinforce bis lengthening line in the uplands, and fill the

gaps. For days a wonderful motor-transport was moving
men and machine-guns and ammunition up to the moun-

tains, while behind them, more slowly, came artillery, and
still more artillery. The most spectacular fact was the

transference of an entire division by motor in a single

night, from the Carnic Alps in the east to the Pasubio

district.

For fifteen days fighting in the Posina sector was heavy
and continuous. Every morning the Austrian guns opened
fire at G.30, and the bombardment never ceased as long as

daylight lasted. On June 2, 3, and 4, the Austrians de-

livered massed infantry-attacks on various parts of the

front, from Colle di Xuino to Schiri in the Astiaco v::lley. but

were unsuccessful. Next morning, under cover of the usual

bombardments all along the line, they mad* 1 one more at-

tempt on Monte f'iove. After a furious preliminary shell-

ing they lifted their fire to the rear of the Italian positions

and launched a powerful infantry-attack. Nearly all the

Italian officers were put out of action, so that it became

almost impossible to get supporting troops through the cur-

tain of fire. "\Yhen the general could not see how the defense

was going. a colonel from his staff climbed to a point of vantage
and from there called through a megaphone to his waiting
chief during a lull in the storm of fire: "They are holding

marvoloiisly." Nor did they cease to hold. At > o'clock

the Austrians fell back.

The position of the Austrians had become critical. They
now reali/eil the weight of the Italian counter-offensive,

no
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and staked everything on an attempt to drive a wedge be-

tween the Lemerle-Magnaboschi line and positions east of

the Val Canaglia. On a narrow front, well under two

miles, they sent in an attacking force of over twenty bat-

talions. On June 15 their command issued an order that

Lemerle would fall in two days, and that afterward only

three mountains lay between them and Milan. But in the

four days' fighting they did not gain anything. An attack

on June 18 was their last effort. All along the line from

AN Al'STKlAN I'lKI.D P.AKKUY

the Adige to Ihe Brenta the Italians test.-d the ground for

an advance, now that the Austrian offensive was over. Three

out of four reserve divisions, originally concentrated on the

Trentino, had either been brought into the front, line, or

sent in haste to (ialicia. The smashing blows dealt by the

Russians on the Eastern Front had shown that the Austrian

Trent ino attack was based on a great miscalculation. In-

stead of being able to bring more troops against Italy the

.Austrian command had now to study the problem of re-

Hi
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moving a part of those that were already there. For a

week they opposed a firm resistance to the Italian pressure,
but their position was becoming untenable. Alpini were

recapturing high peaks on the right, and on the left Col

Santo was being seriously threatened.

The Austrian retreat, was conducted with great skill.

.A Tost guns were got away. Cadorna's counter-offensive had

only partial results, for the Austrians had realized its force

in time. Despite all their efforts the Austrians were not

able to detach more than three divisions, or possibly four,

to the help of their armies in Galicia. They had inflicted

heavy losses on the Italians, both in men and guns, and
had made a rapid and brilliant advance on Italian soil, but

they had not possest the necessary staying-power, and so

their effort died out. They lost perhaps 150,000 men in

two months' fighting. Altho they were better placed strate-

getically than before their offensive began, the price they
had paid was far too high for what they had gained. It

might perhaps have been worth paying if it could have

paralyzed the Italian preparations for a big movement on

the Isonzo. Critics thought this was its real purpose. But
while the echoes of heavy guns in the Trentino were still

resounding, Cadorna's vas able to smash through the iron

fortresses of Sabot ino. Podgora. and San Michele, occupy
the western segment of the Carso, and to drive the Aus-

trians from Gorizia.

All over The world the Italian army won great fame by
this resistance in the Trent ino. Vet a greater title to renown

was that ('adorna could have held back the invaders with his

left arm while keeping his right ready for a blow elsewhere.

What Cadorna did before Caporetto would never be forgotten

by the Italians, and should not be by others in the Entente

world. By June 2i) the Austrian troops had begun a general

retreat on the Trentino front. The Italian gains were the

moxt important made by Cadorna's armies in a single at-

tack since the fiiM few weeks following the outbreak of the

war. The retreat was most pronounced in the Val Sngana.
where Cadorna's advance threatened an envelopment. In

the region southeast of Trent, where the Austrians fell

hack, the Italians recaptured numerous important points.
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The towns of Posina and Arseiero again fell into their

hands, while between the Adige and Brenta rivers peaks
and mountain positions were retaken.

In bringing forward men and materials, thousands of

Italian laborers had worked night and day, widening old

roads and cutting new ones, smoothing paths and construct-

ing transport cables. Whole brigades of infantry were
carried up from the plain in motor-wagons during the first

week. About 100,000 men were fighting on the Asiago table-

head. Where a month ago a sparse population depended on
wells for its water, hundreds of motor-cars carried up water

ceaselessly for troops and served the plateau with men,

guns, and supplies. Motoring down the fort-crowned moun-
tain along a commodious road which before the offensive

was a bridlepath, a correspondent met soldiers trailing heavy

guns, motor-lorries with troops, mules and pack-horses,

Milanese, Sicilian, and Neapolitan carts in one never-ending

convoy.
In a single night an entire division had been trans-

ported to the Carnic Alps and to the Pasubio region in

automobiles. 360 motor-lorries being allotted to each brigade.

Along improvised tracks whole batteries of cannon were

rushed to the Trentino Alps in this fashion. In ten days
five double-line overhead electric railways were erected for

the transport of thousands of laborers, who toiled incessantly

at the construction of new roads. To solve the burning

problem of an adequate water supply for the combatants, a

new artificial lake was created by damming the outlets of

a stream. Four hundred-odd cistern motor-lorries also pro-
vided for the transport of water. Throughout the fiercest

phases of the battle from June l(i to June '21 Cadorna

hurried hither and thither to the scene of the struggle and

often was under fire while personally supervising operations.

Austria in this offensive had made one of the worst blunders

of the war. She had in one month's fighting gain ,1 about

1") kilometers of ground as much as the Russians wrested

from her in a single day or. to state the balance differently.

>he had gained in Italy about one kilometer for every 10.000

prisoners she lost to lirusiloff's armies.

It was now possible to measure the true scope of the
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Austrian offensive. In theory, with such a preponderance
of men and munitions, the scheme of invading the Venetian

plain should have succeeded, for the Italian operations were
directed mainly to the Isonzo front. But Cadorna, who in

this ordeal proved his title to be a real captain of men, knew
how to adapt his own forces to the new situation. His
swift transport of whole divisions, 'with all their trains, the

employment of thousands of motors, the selection of new
positions in the rear of those menaced, the organization of

an unshakable resistance on his wings all these conditions

of a successful stand were provided for with sureness of

judgment. Cadorna 's problem was first to hold the Austrian

onrush toward the plateau. If and when that task became

impossible, he had to make sure of holding it and beating
it in the plains. It was a situation demanding in a com-

mander just those qualities which Joffre displayed in the

first months of the war. When the full story of this Tren-

tino campaign is written, it will probably be better realized

that the things accomplished by Cadorna place his work

among the brilliant achievements of the war.

On June 8 the Imperial Appeal Court at Leipzig ren-

dered a verdict in which it was stated that Germany was
now actually, altho not formally, at war with Italy. The
case in which the verdict was rendered arose over a dis-

pute about a clause in a contract for a supply of Italian

produce. The court decided that "formally a condition of

war docs not exist between Germany and Italy, but, never-

theless, in view of the Austro-German alliance, it must be

considered that Germany shares in the Austro-Italian war

because she is bound to send troops to replace on other

sectors the Austrian troops sent against Italy." This de-

cision made clear a situation which for a year had been a

source of wide speculation and wonder.

The first week in August saw an Italian offensive begin
with smashing blows on the Isonzo front, the line of advance

aiming ultimately at Trieste. But to advance on Trieste

the Italians had first to take Gorizia, as defended by a

formidable plateau and high hills, an enterprise in which

they formerly, and for many months, had failed. They
now seized the Gorizia bridgehead and two commanding

G4
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hills, and in two days took 10,000 prisoners. On August 9

their flag was flying over Gorizia's citadel and the Austrians

were in full retreat. Two months before this event Russia

had struck at Austria, and the following weeks had been

filled with reports of great Russian successes. Barely a

month elapsed before the attack by the Allies on the Somme
marked the passing of the offensive in the West to the

British and French. Not until long after the war was over

could men expect to learn who had been the master-

s-Vrategist that designed this campaign of 1916 on all fronts.

A SUI'.riir. OF CiORIZIA

There was every reason to believe that the supreme direct-

ing head was Joffre. Whoever he might be. the Allies were

now acting as one. Their first aim appeared to be the destruc-

tion of Austria. Ilaig had said the decision of the war
''would come in the AVest," but it seemed that the directing
mind of the Entente had determined to crush Austria first.

BrusilofF's campaign was not simply a brilliant Russian

dash or a sledge-hammer blow. It was true that he dashed

and hammered, but he did so alternately, at different points,

wherever he could inflict the most damage on Austria. lie
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threatened Lemberg from two points, and then descended

toward it from a third. So Italy first pushed ahead in the

Trent ino, and then suddenly delivered her most destructive

blow on the Isonzo. With each of these attacks Austria

lost more and more of her resisting power. She had not

men enough to save any one point from slugging blows de-

livered here to-day and there to-morrow, and Germany ap-

parently could not reinforce her further. Germany must
have seen that the plan of the Entente chief was the de-

struction of Austria, but she did not. attempt to foil that

plan, as she would have done in the early part of the war.

because now she had to hold on desperately to her own
western lines. Austria was therefore left to save herself.

and this she could not do. If only she could be eliminated,

the decision then would clearly come in the "West. Ger-

many had to hold on to the west, however, whatever the

cost to Austria, and so Gorizia fell one day and Lemberg
was expected to fall another. Russia and Italy thus brought
the Allies somewhat nearer their final triumph two years later.

When Italy entered the war she had more troops available

than Austria could spare from the western frontier, but she

could not use her superiority until she had first broken

into Austria through the narrow Gorizia gateway. Once

through this gateway she would have more room in whieh

to deploy her masses and Austria could not meet her with

equal numbers. It had therefore been the sole purpose of

Austrian strategy to hold Gorizia and so to keep Italy in

a position where she could not use her greater numbers.

Once Ftaly got through the Gorizia gateway, she would be

in the rear of the great port of Trieste, which apparently
could be cut off from the rest of Austria, invested and cap-

tured by siege. Contrary to popular belief, the Ison/n

River, along whieh in lit 1.1 the Italians had made their

first attack on Austria, is not a national boundary. It }\c^

wholly within Austrian territory, from two to twelve miles

east of the border. Its source in the north is near the

juncture of the Carnie and Julian Alps, on Ml. Terglou.

the loftiest peak of the latter range. After following a

tortuous channel for seventy miles, it empties into the Gulf

of Trieste. So turbulent are its waters that it is practically
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unnavigable, except in its estuary, where for a few miles its

course runs through a wide delta, having another name,
its mouth less than twenty miles from Trieste.

Against Gorizia the Italians had made substantial progress

by August 7. Concentrating their forces in the Monfalcone

district and in the southern section of the Doberdo plateau,

they carried lines of Austrian intrenehments, seized prac-
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:ically the whole of the dominating position of Hill S."> and

took ,

4

>.(jO() prisoners. This territory had all been under

hombardment since .July 14. It was now subjected to a

ceaseless had of shells of every caliber for nine hours. No
Mich awe-inspiring cascade o| tire had ever before been

witnessed on the Italian froiit. Houses in the (iori/ia plain,

when not hit. were often shattered or made to collapse by
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the mere force of seismic waves. Mouths of caverns on

the Carso, into which thousands of Austrian troops had
hurried crouching for refuge, were dammed and choked by
tons of debris and so converted into living tombs.

"When the order was given for the Italian infantry to quit
the trenches where they had passed many months pent-up,

they bounded forth in a way that recalled legendary heroes.

Thousands in the front ranks wore round their helmets

floral garlands, specially woven and forwarded to them for

what was regarded as an historic occasion by women of

Thiebe and Schio, of Vorastiea and Vicenxa. To the stirring

cry of "Great Italy forever!" they bounded at the bridge-
head of Gorizia and lower down scaled the lines of the

Carso plateau, everywhere engaging in a hand-to-hand

struggle with the foe. Ahead of the main masses went men

bearing aloft big white disks, mounted on slender gray-

green poles as guides to gunners in lengthening their range
as the great advance proceeded.

AVlien 011 August 8 Cadorna's troops captured the Gorizia

bridgehead and more than 10.000 Austrians, London wel-

comed the event as one of the most significant and encourag-

ing of the war. Not only did it give evidence of the regu-

larity and solidarity of the Allies' scheduled advance, but

it shattered all remaining hop*
1 for the Austrian offensive

on the Trentino front. It was fresh proof that the initiative

had been wrested definitely from the Teutons. The Italian

successes also created a serious menace to Trieste. Gorizia,

lying between mountains on the north and the Carso plateau

on the south, had blocked the road to Trieste. The Italians

a year before had won a hold on the Carso plateau, but

they could not advance on Trieste because such a move

would have laid their flank and rear open to attack by

Austrians at Gorizia. The hitter's surrender now made

possible both an advance on Trieste and a new offensive

eastward along the Carso plateau into Austria proper.

Descriptions of the capture of Gorizia which came from

Home showed that the final attack on the bridgehead after

long bombardment was furious.

The siruggle for possession of San Michele and Sabot ino,

the two giant scntincK which guarded Gorizia, was attended

GS
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by unusual severity. San Michele was taken and lost by
the Italians many times. For seven months they had held

half of its summit but could take no more. Final pos-
session was gained only after the capture of Sabotino, from
which the Austrians commanded the crest. In the last effort

Italian infantry was able to silence guns on both these

positions, with the aid of twenty-four dirigible balloons, each

of which carried four tons of explosives. By day and night
these balloons were operated in the most daring manner.

They were attacked frequently by Austrian aeroplanes,
which were driven off either by Italian aeroplanes or by
guns mounted on the dirigibles. The Italians also used

dirigibles to harass the Austrians who were defending

Gorizia, in which they did effective work.

Italian freedom from Austria and a reunited country

originally came through aid rendered by other nations, by
France first and then by Prussia; but now Italy had won by
her own efforts. Hence, in Italian history the day
that saw the fall of Gorizia became a landmark that stood

for the completion of the great work of restoring Italy that

had been first undertaken a century before, that, in fact,

was begun on the morning after the Congress of Vienna
turned Italy over to her ancient masters. By winning this

victory Italy also made a notable contribution to the Allied

cause. She took prisoners, captured guns, and inflicted

casualties upon Austria at a moment when she was suffering

terrible reverses in another Held. The Italian victory cut

another fragment from the war map of Bethmann-IIollweg

UOKIXIA WITH TIM: ISON/.O IN THE IUSTAXCE
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and added a new and heavy burden to all the other burdens
the Hapsburg monarchy was carrying. It was not a Water-
loo; it was not a Leipzig; but it might prove to be another

Eylau which was the first authentic sign of the crumbling
of the Napoleonic prestige.

Altlio the Italians had been fighting continually for fifteen

months their successes before had been local rather than

general. At the beginning of August they seemed no nearer

the goal of their ambition than when they first took to arms,

but now they felt they had in Gori/ia something real to

show for the sacrifices they had made. They had beaten

the Austrians on their own ground, and were on the road to

Trieste. Deprest as they had been by a temporary setback

in the Trentino, their spirits had recovered their normal

buoyancy. From the outset of the declaration of war
Cadorna had been playing a waiting game, watching for

every opportunity, taking every chance offered, but refusing
to inenr risks, or waste the lives of his men when by hus-

banding their strength he knew the future would swing to his

side. Altho the principal obstacle was cleared, there

promised to be severe fighting before Trieste could be taken.

The Austrians had several strong positions to fall back

upon. Hut when Trieste fell, the way to Pola, the great

Austrian naval base and arsenal, would be open, and, with

Pola menaced from the land, the Austrian fleet would have

either to surrender or seek battle.

The occupation of (iori/.ia was followed by advances from

Cadorna 's forces in two directions northward against Tol-

iniiio. to secure and consolidate the Italian position and

prevent an Austrian attack from the north while the Italian

campaign against Trieste was pushed; south and eastward

i-n the great Carso plateau, which lies for twenty miles be-

tween (iori/ia to the north and Trieste to the south, with

valleys at east and west through which rivers and railways

pass. The Italians already had a foothold on this plateau

before (iori/.ia was taken, and in the week of August !> to Ki

made valuable gains. It was not assumed, however, that the

capture of Trieste would lie an easy task.

Military events of such great magnitude had easily

diverted attention from operations going on at the sam-
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time in the heart of the Dolomites. In that fairyland of

pines and peaks, so well known to all travelers, the Italians

had advanced their lines eight miles in a few weeks. In

the first days of the war Italian soldiers were carried over

the frontier for some fifteen miles up the Val Cortella and
Val Cismone along the Dolomite road, and then followed a

pause lasting for over a year during which the Austrians

dug in on the Fassa Alps, where superiority of guns and

of numbers had kept them at bay so long that no fears

seemed to be entertained of a possible turning of the tables.

But early in July the Italians prepared for an advance.

The upper Val Cismone is completely barred by the

Cavallazxa, an enormous natural fortress at an elevation of

7,800 feet. To the northeast is the Rolle Pass, through
which winds the Dolomite road. To the west is the deep
and narrow pass of Colbrieon. These are gateways to an

otherwise inaccessible rock castle. Cimone gave the Aus-

trians an observatory over the Venetian plain ;
Cavallazza

commanded the Val Cismone with its important military
road. The Italian preparations were carried on entirely at

night when heavy guns were hauled up rocky walls border-

ing Val Cismone. During the night of July 19 attacking

columns, profiting by a violent thunderstorm, crossed the

Bosco unobserved. On the 20th, when a thick fog prevented
action, artillery troops rested an entire day in the wood,
their presence unsuspected. On the morning of the 21st,

under a serene sky, heavy guns opened fire on the great
bastions of Cavallazxa. and for three hours the Austrian

trenches and caverns were subjected to the battering of

heavy projectiles from batteries whose existence the Aus-

trians had not suspected.
The Italians soon began climbing steep slopes while a

strong column which moved up the Dolomite road occupied
the Rolle I'ass and cut oil' the enemy's retreat. When the

Austrians left their dugouts to meet the attack, they found

their front trenches already occupied by the Italians. So

great had been the sense of security of the Austrians thai

an Italian soldier, on finding himself alone in front of a

dugout containing sixty Ausirians. was able to make them

surrender and to hold them with his rifle till assistance
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came. Mess for Austrian officers was being prepared
in another dugout when a platoon of Italians forced

the door and finished the meal served for them. The oc-

cupation of the Colbricon Pass was followed by the occupa-
tion of the Cima di Colbricon, the eastermost peak of the

Fassa Ridge, 8,700 feet high. Five hundred prisoners, as

well as guns of various kinds and a quantity of stores were
taken.

The day following the Cima Stradone was stormed and

occupied, and by the 28th the Italian line had been pushed
west to Val Ceremana, after several days of ceaseless fight-

ing and a further capture of men and guns. Dur'ng suc-

ceeding weeks the Austrians made many efforts to win back

lost positions, but the Italians held their own, and in fifteen

days transferred an entire column with its service and guns

twenty-two miles over a difficult mountainous country. This

operation gave the Italians dominion over the upper Val

Travignolo, and freed the whole of the Val Cismone. Along
with the military advantages won, pleasure for many
tourists was found in the fact that the wonderful Val Cis-

mone, Italy's by right of race and culture, had become hers

by right of conquest.
On August 12 the historic Venetian church of Santa

Maria Formosa was destroyed during an Austrian air-raid.

This church which had been visited by most tourists was

one of the oldest in Venire, dating as it did from the be-

ginning of the ninth century. Many of its most precious
art-treasures had been removed from the city a year before

in anticipation of an attack when war began, and s:;fely

stored in an inland depository. But there were beautiful

mosaics in the dome, from designs by Palina Vecchio, which

were destroyed in the air raid. In the careful measures

taken to protect buildings in Venice, every arch, of which

there are about a hundred in the Doge's Palace, had been

walled up. Sand, put in sacks, had been used to protect

roofs and walls throughout the city. Some 2~>.0()0 sacks

were used for St. Mark's alone. Santa Maria. Formosa was

first built in 842. restored in 1:550, and remodeled in 16W>.

One of the altars was considered the masterpiece of Talma

Vecchio.
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By September 12 a new offensive was started on the

Isonzo, with Trieste as the objective. The drive had then

been going on for some days from Gorizia to the Adriatic,

but was still in its first stages, the Austrian^ still in-

trenching and blocking the way to Trieste. One hundred
new 305-millimeter guns were being employed by the

Italians, the aim of wrhich was deadly, due to an invention

for long-distance range-finding, by which observation was
made possible despite rain. In the Monfalcone sector, where

ITALIAN AKTILLEKY IN ACTION

the invaders were striving to advance along the railway.
the drive was making progress. The Austrians had begun
counter-attacks in an effort to check the entire offensive

before it could win important points on the strategic rail-

ways. Heights east of (lorizia were proving a greater

obstacle, but some progress was being made in the south,

along the coast. The Italians broke into the Austrian third

line in the region of Monfalcone al'tcr three days of

light ing.

v. ix f.
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On the whole front from Gorizia south the drive on

Trieste was proceeding. Austrian positions from Oppac-
chiasella southward through Pietra Rossa were carried and

the Austrians driven back to trench positions. The ad-

vanced Italian lines were now less than thirteen miles from
Trieste. Heavy rainstorms had interfered with the progress
of the offensive, preventing aerial observations and thus im-

peding the artillery attack. Cadorna's men, however, had
driven the Austrians down the eastern slopes of dominant

positions and thus held up the advance along the Vallone.

By September 19 a great battle was raging on the Carso.

In intensity it was said to resemble the battles of Verdun
and the Somme. Between September 13 and 16 the Aus-

trians had lost something like two-thirds of their front line

in killed, wounded, or disabled. The bloodiest encounters

thus far witnessed in those sectors marked the second and

third days' attacks, when Austrian reserves sent by General

Boroevic and concentrated on the Carso plateau and in the

Vippacco plain, entered into action. The whole country be-

tween Tercena and Nova was marked with the bodies of the

slain. Slavic villages, which had served as veritable hives

for Austrian reserves, were reduced to mounds of pulverized
ruins, "sprouting all over with arms, legs and heads of the

overwhelmed defenders." Entire battalions were annihilated.

The battle one day extended up the Ison/o valley as far as

Plezzo.

The September operations had left the trench-line on tin 1

Carso full of twists and /igzags, which were straightened

out by the attack of October 10. By the end of the day
the Italian line ran almost in a straight line from Hill 144

to the western slopes of Veliki Ilribach, with a slight curve

forward east of Oppacchiasella, and a slight curve back-

ward west of Lokvica. The Italians had now won the whole

of the first line to which the enemy had retreated in August,
and had taken many prisoners. The total for the day was

l.O.'U, including lf)4 officers, and a great store of war

material found in conquered positions.

The losses during the four days' fighting were heavy on

both sides. On the first day the Italians lost comparatively
few but the Austrians suffered severelv. Italian artillery-
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fire was exceedingly destructive, and on many parts of the

line the Austrians were unable to put up a tight. On the

second and third days, when the Austrians threw in their

reserves, the struggle was terrible. It was comparatively
old-fashioned fighting, more or less in the open, for the

trenches were crusht and flattened, and the only cover was

supplied by the unevenness of the ground. It was a ghastly

melee, where companies and battalions fought hand to hand,

while the artillery on both sides put a very heavy barrage
tire on the reserve lines. The Italians brought their num-
ber of captures up to over 8.000. The Austrians claimed

2.700, but on this occasion, as on many others, they in-

cluded in the number the dead left in their lines.

The Austrian line was completely broken on a front of

over two miles, from the northern rim of the C'arso to the

Oppacchiasella-Kostanjevica road, and it is difficult to say
how far the attacking troops might have gone if they had
not been held back to avoid the formation of too pro-
nounced a salient. The enemy lost 4,7-'U prisoners, includ-

ing l.'J2 officers, and a great mass of war-material. The

speed and impetus of the Italian attack were so great that

mule-trains, laden with provisions and ammunition, were

captured far in the rear of the trenches, before the Aus-

trians had realixed that their line had crumpled.
The .Italian offensive now had as its immediate occasion

the relief of Teuton pressure on Koumania. The Teutonic

forces called for more men, whether Austrian or (ierman

mattered little. Cadorna had begun his drive on tin 1 Carso

plateau two weeks ahead of time, for the sake of the Rou-

manians. The most important result of the fighting was

that the Italian line was established on the plateau. In this

situation the main thing was the ('arso itself a long, nar-

row plateau about 1, ")()() feet above the level of the sea, run-

ning parallel to the coast all the way from Trieste to within

live or six miles of the Ison/.o. The stretch of fiat country
between the foot of the Carso and the lson/,o had been oc-

cupied long before. But when the foot of the slope was

reached the advance had stopt. The western edge of the

Carso is crowned with a road which runs from (}ori/.ia to

Monfalcone. This road had been crossed and left behind
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over a mile when the Italians undertook to clear the west-

ern edge of the plateau for its entire width. Firmly estab-

lished on the plateau, their line stretched from the coast

due north across it.

A fight between an Italian dirigible airship and an Aus-
trian aeroplane, at a height of more than three miles on

the Albanian coast, resulted late in October in the aeroplane
being shot down and the dirigible being afterward destroyed

by its own officer inside the Austrian lines. On the morning
of October 12, while off the Albanian coast, this Italian

dirigible, piloted by Captain Ercole. with Captain Corbelli

and Captain Albino as observers, was surprized and at-

tacked at a height of 16.000 feet. On obtaining a favorable

position the Austrian turned his machine-gun on the

dirigible, wounding the observers and disabling Captain
Ercole 's left arm: but Ercole succeeded in overcoming the

aeroplane and killing its pilot, altho he was obliged to land

thirty miles within the enemy's lines. Captain Ercole then

destroyed his dirigible and, after two days of wandering
and suffering from cold and hunger, managed to elude the

Austrians, recross the mountains, and finally to reach the

Italian camp on The River Voyusa.
Italian troops resumed their activity on the lower Fsonzo

front on November 1 as if in preparation for a ne\v drive

on Trieste. A Berlin dispatch several days before said the,

Italians would shortly launch another offensive to help re-

lieve the Austrian pressure on Roumania. This move
seemed to be on a larger scale and belter sustained than

any others which the Italians had made sine* 1 (}orizia fell,

and was coming at a time when the indications were that

the Austrians were none too well prepared to meet it. In

Transylvania there were a fe\v (Jerman divisions under

Falkenhayn. but the greater part of the forces were

Austrian. The lighting with Russians in (lalicia also oc-

cupied the attention of a considerable number of Austrian

troops.

Apparently the Italians, by resuming a period of activity

after long inaction, and l>y the suddenness of their attack,

had caught the Au>trians hy surprize and were scoring im-

portant successes. From (Jorizia to the Gulf of Pan/aim,
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which is an arm of the Gulf of Trieste, a distance of about

twelve miles, they struck the Austrian lines with terrific

force and made notable gains. Before the attack was

launched the Italians were in possession of the western edge
of the Carso plateau. They were facing, however, defenses

which the Austrians had had plenty of time to prepare and
which had stopt' their attempt to advance a month before.

Xorth of the Carso, and just east of Gorizia. the Italians had
been held in place since the day when Gorizia fell. Possession

of the heights in this section, flanking as they did the Italian

line to the south, was necessary to an Italian advance.

The Italian army therefore struck at these two points

against the heights east of Gorizia and on the Carso and
in both cases were successful. For nearly a mile along the

railroad from Gorizia to Prebacina they moved forward, oc-

cupying heights overlooking the railroad from the north as

they advanced. Further south to the foothills of the Carso

plateau their line kept pace with the advances. On the

Carso as well as at the southern foot of the plateau, in the

narrow neck of land between the Carso and the gulf, the

offensive was particularly severe. For nearly a mile here

the Italians pushed ahead, establishing their lines almost as

far south as Duino, the largest town on the gulf north of

Trieste. A small advance here was more important than

a much larger one in Galicia would have been. The Italians

were now only a little over fifteen miles from Trieste. The

Carso, even in greater degree than oilier battle-grounds,

was a question of artillery, and artillery for the most part
of the heavier caliber.

The main features of Italy's share in the war during 1016

were, therefore, the repulse of the Austrian offensive on the

Trent ino front and the notable advance beyond the Ison/.o.

These two fierce struggles the one lasting_ uninterruptedly
for six weeks, and the other being carried on at intervals

through more than three months were events of first-class

importance in the war, and they naturally overshadowed

other Italian military operations which were remarkable in

themselves, and would in different times have claimed wide

attention. Among these operations the most noteworthy
was the Italian advance upon the Fassa Alps. All through
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October extraordinary fighting continued. But the Entente

world in 1916 was occupied more with Verdun first and then

with the great Anglo-French offensive on the Somme. Petain

and Haig, rather than Cadorna, were the heroes in American
reader's minds, but Cadorna deserved to be classed with them.

More and more as time passed, men saw how important had
been Italy's contribution to winning the war, in that she kept

occupied large Austrian armies which otherwise might have

gone to the help of Germany on the Western front. 7

7
Principal Sources: The "Military Expert" of The Times, The Tribune, The

Times, New York; The Dailii Chronicle (London). The Krening Pott (New

York), Associated Press dispatches; The r.re\n<i t-'iin, The XIHJ, New York;

The London Time*' "History of the War."
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AFSTRIANS EAST OF GORIZIA LOSE MONTE SANTO
AND MONTE ST. GABRIELLE

May 12, 1917 October 1. 1917

WHEN late autumn snows in 1!)16 brought an end to the

campaign on the Isonzo, the town and bridgehead of

Gorizia and 43,000 Austrians had been captured. The
Italian front through intricate windings just over the fron-

tier skirted the Monte Nero heights of the Julian Alps to

the bridgehead of Tolmino, thence swung along the range
east of Gorizia, passed over the plain, and, crossing the

Vippacco, struck over the northwest corner of the Carso

plateau, reaching the sea two miles northwest of Duino, once

the summer home of the former German Chancellor. Prince

Ilohenlohe. This point on the sea was only fourteen miles

northwest of Trieste.

The Carso, which geographically forms a peninsula and
an isthmus of Istria, in its western part is a quadrilateral
elevation of volcanic soil, with rocks, mounds and craters,

and has only a few widely scattered settlements in an area

of 150 square miles. Along its northern side the Vippacco
flows westward, the railway from Gorizia ascending its

valley as far as Sa-n Daniele, while another turns south across

I he plateau to Trieste, completing the eastern side of the

quadrilateral. The precipitous southern side, which re-

sembles the Palisades of the Hudson, with a highway along
its base and a railway on its summit, faces the bay of

Trieste. On its plateau the rise of the Yippaceo averages

an altitude of f>00 feet. In this region the Austrians.

strongly intrenched, swept the face of the Italian front with

their guns, from the Carso north to advanced works on

Monte San Gabriele and San Marco, east of Gori/ia.

Here on May 12 the Italians opened a violent bombard-

ment of Austrian positions from Tolmino to the sea. Two
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days later this was concentrated across the Isonzo, five

miles north of Gorizia, where the Austrians in their de-

fenses on the Cucco, at an elevation of 611 meters, and on

the Vodice, at the height of 524 meters, still held the

Italians on the right bank of the stream. By the middle

of May the Italians were either keeping up the offensive or

warding off violent counter-attacks, all of which failed. In

six days of fighting, 4,021 Austrians were made prisoners.

By the end of May Italian troops on a Carso front of

nearly ten miles had smashed the Austrian line. Positions

from the town of Castagnavizza to the head of the gulf
were taken, the Italians being aided by British batteries off

the coast. More than 9,000 Austrian prisoners, and officers

exceeding 300 in number were taken. The Austrians seemed

to have been completely surprized by the sudden onslaught.
To divert their attention the Italians had first struck a

blow in the north. Cadorna then switched his attack from

north of Gorizia, and debouched on a bulging front from

Castagnavizza to the gulf, seizing part of the area south of

the Castagnavizza as far as Bagni, a coast bathing-resort.

A fleet of 130 airplanes flew ahead of the troops, dropping
several tons of bombs. When the counter-thrusts came, the

Austrians were thrown back everywhere.
From the outset of Italy's entry into the war, Cadorna 's

strategy had been steadily directed toward Trieste. Recent

operations had justified the care with which he first sealed

up the valleys of the Trentino and then removed the Aus-

trian menace at Gorizia. Trieste, with a-populatioii of 279,475,

mostly Italians, was a much more important place than

Gorizia, with its 30,000 souls. It is a magnificently im-

proved seaport, originally a Roman city, and historically a

part of Italy, but it had been under Austrian rule for cen-

turies. Should Trieste fall, domination of the Adriatic would

pass with it, but the strip of territory over which the Italian

armies had still to operate, as already stated, was one of

great difficulty for an attacking force, and had been

elaborately fortified. In their advance the Italians were

confronted by an enemy-line quarried into solid rock, with

barbed wire in acre-wide complexity supported by iron

.standards cemented into stone a front, in short, where all
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that Austria's war-genius could accomplish in eight quiet
months had been done lavishly and well. As in the north,

where floods threatened to prevent the passage of the Isonzo.

the weather favored a battle only at the last minute. The

day before a violent east wind, locally called a bora, had
been roaring down the battle-front, raising the stinging
red Carso dust into blinding clouds, sweeping the smoke of

guns backward upon Italian observers. Every shell that

fell against those stony heights now became a great leap of

flame immediately densified into a high-spreading column of

red smoke, shot with rust-colored dust. Hundreds of

trench-mortars of the largest caliber, each more portentously

noisy than whole batteries of howitzers, furnished unending
thunder, and their effect on the trenches was disastrous.

For ten hours this red-hot hailstorm of shells of every
caliber systematically and remorselessly kneaded the Aus-
trian line. At 4 o'clock came the infantry's turn, a visible

token of their movement being the sudden appearance of an

Austrian shrapnel-barrage which broke into rose and white

clouds, "as pretty as confetti." Perceval Gibbon 8 said it

might as well have been confetti, "for all the effect it had

upon that forward fighting impulse of the troops, who had
fretted for nothing better than this," and then added:

"Parallel with the road from Castagnavizza to Hudhog. where

every ruined cottage was a machine-gun hive, gray, dust-caked,

thick-set men, each a goblin horror in his gas-mask, thrust forward

ia the death fog of shells, stumbling, tripping over ground, where

every inch was barbed with jagged stone, methodically, scientifically

bombing one machine-gun position after another, till they stumbled,

silent and terrible in their masks, across the shattered parapets into

the Austrian trenches. Jamiano Lad subterranean shelters where

the gdrrison was packed like sardines, .with oflicers and men together

sheltering from the shelling. The first line here once taken, these

surrendered en manxc, and went to swell the procession of prisoners
who were marching back to the rear by every road from the front.

Their number was .enormous. Yesterday they estimated the strength

of the first batches at about 12.000. At daylight this morning the

commanders of the cages were wildly telephoning for assistance,

and up to now the prisoners counted number in all 0,000, with .'500

5
('urrospondi'iit of Tlio 7'iwir.v (Ntw York).
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odd officers, and again there were identified among them those sus-

pected divisions newly withdrawn from the Russian front. The
effects of the victory are manifold. Apart from its obvious aspects,
the great advance and severe blow to the enemy forces, it singularly
stultifies the Austrian endeavor to draw the attention of the supreme
command to the Trentino and local attacks. It also straightens
most advantageously the Carso line, ironing out that abrupt cape
from Castagnavizza to Hudhog. And finally it shows to Italy her-

self what Italy in her capacity of a great power can achieve and

hope for."

Rome was delirious with joy over the success of her troops
in this, her greatest blow thus far in the war. Special
editions of the newspapers which told of 9,000 prisoners
taken were issued just as great crowds had assembled in the

streets to celebrate the second anniversary of Italy's en-

trance into the war. Crowds paraded, singing, shouting
and cheering for Italian heroes and those of the Allies as well.

It was now understood that the offensive between Tolmino

and the Gulf of Trieste was likely to assume large propor-
tions. Austrians realized that if the Italians occupied
Laibach they would be only 160 miles from Vienna, but

the immediate objective was Trieste, with the ultimate one

Laibach. Loss of Trieste would not have constituted a death-

blow to Austria, nor would its capture have justified the

enormous preparations which the Italians had made on the

Julian front, where the bulk of the Italian army, estimated

at over 2.000,000, were massed. Besides this great body. Aus-

trians believed that 250,000 British troops were in this terri-

tory and that the British were largely artillerymen.

The Italians by May 23 had pushed forward their lines

more than a mile on a front of six on the Carso plateau.

In ten days they had captured 1S,000 prisoners. Along the

southern edge of the Carso and on the Adriatic coast they

had forced the enemy back south of .Jamiano to a line run-

ning from Hill '}], just south of .lamiano, through the

village of Flondat, to Foce Timavo, directly on the coast.

Here the Italians faced a natural fortress, a solid rock

plateau, of which Medeaxxa was the center and Hill :\'2-
f
>

the highest point. With the capture of another strongly

fortified position on the southern Carso the Italians next
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day took 3,500 additional prisoners, making a total of 22,419

captured since the offensive began. Near Trieste, on May
26, they cut oft' an entire battery of field-guns, ten pieces
in all, with a quantity of ammunition, and took 812 more

prisoners. On the Ison/o they captured another gun, two

trench-mortars, seven machine-guns, and 488 prisoners, mak-

ing a total of 23,669 prisoners for the fighting since May 14.

On the southern edge of the Carso plateau and on the coast

of the Adriatic, they penetrated on a three-mile front to a

depth of two miles and more, crossed the railroad from
Monfalcone to Duino and captured Hill 145, northeast of

the point where the railroad was crossed.

This Italian assault was the most remarkable of the

year. It lasted for sixteen days. While French and British

in France and Flanders had been fighting for little hills, or

"rising ground." the Italians had scaled mountains. French
and British had been going forward, but the Italians had
been going upward, the French and British fighting hori-

zontally, the Italians perpendicularly. The Italians were

now on a so-called plateau, but the plateau was of volcanic

creation and consisted of craters, rocks, and caves, bare,

blasted, and waterless. Never was a battlefield that looked

so like some petrified specimen of nature. It furnished no

water and so the Italians had to build an aqueduct leading
to it. bit by bit. as they went along. This land of coves, of

hiding places and desolate rocks had been fortified by the

Austrians with barbed wire and ehevaiix-de-frisc until

nature and art bad made it seemingly impassable to man.

To the Italians these obstacles came only as a modifica-

tion (if their original task. For two years they had been

fighting their way up into the air. had had to ascend steep

face* of high mountains which ordinary men do not ascend

in time of peace, and these mountains had been well fortified

and garrisoned by a powerful foe. Other armies opposed
to the Teutonic Powers had to attack soldiers, but the

Italians had to attack mountain-peaks, and to take heavy
runs and supply-trains up mountains that had hitherto

been ascended only by Alpine climbers roped together.

Soldiers in the^c regions s\vung bridges from one mountain

peak to another, built trench-fortifications, road-tunnels, and
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retaining walls, 10,000 feet above the sea level, all in the

face of an enemy lighting desperately on the defensive.

But before snch superhuman resourcefulness the Austrians

gave way. After the taking of Gorizia the Italians emerged
from perpendicular warfare in the Alps to horizontal war-

fare on the Carso plateau, and so they no longer fought in

the eyries of eagles. But they still had to battle with nature

in a place nature had fortified, as if determined that man
should never intrude upon it. It had been additionally

fortified by Austria with all the arts of military science.

It was no longer possible for Italy to count upon the

collapse of Austria as an incident of Russian victories. For
no nation had the revolution in Russia meant as much as for

Italy, for it might ultimately bring a new invasion of the

Trentino. She had to contemplate the possibility of having
at no distant date to face the entire military power of

Austria, which would be turned against her if Russia should

make a separate peace. She already had before her some

Austrian divisions that had been released by the truce on

the Eastern Front. It was with this situation confronting

her that Italy had undertaken this spring campaign. If it

succeeded it would give her Trieste. If it failed, it might

easily be followed by an attack from Austria through the

Trentino, where an Austrian attack had only just failed of

success in 1916, while the Germans were battering at

Verdun and the French and British on the Somme.
In the presence of the King, who in all these operations

spent his time at the front living a soldier's life, and un-

der command of Cadorna. the Italians on August 19 re-

sumed their attack on the Julian front from Monte Nero

to the sea. Cadorna 's May offensive had for weeks been

in suspense because on this rugged Julian front it was

necessary to proceed by stages, and to wait until men and

ammunition could be made available in sufficient numbers,

and communication with a new front could be assured.

Nearly half the Austrian weight of men and guns was

assembled on the f'arso between the Yippacco and the sea.

more than half of these Slavs; namely. Czechs. Pole<.

Ruthenians, Serbo-Croats, and Slovenes. Considering the

great natural strength of the Julian front and the numl>r
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of available rifles and guns, the work which lay before the

Italian armies required great qualities of leadership and

courage. Italy's previous efforts on the Julian front had
forced the enemy back on the Carso "to the sea at the mouth
of the Timavo, whence the Austrian line ran approximately
north through Fornaza, Versie, Kstanjevica, and Dosso

Faiti, to hills south of the Vippacco and of Biglia. The
Italian lines were 100 to 400 yards distant, east and north-

east of Gorizia. Here the dominating heights of Santo.

BRITISH OFFICIAL PHOTO

AN ITALIAN AK.M<HU)I> TKAIN WAITING Koll A SICNAI. TO FIUK

Gabriele, and Daniele. witli their easterly extensions, for-

bade for 1he moment an advance.

Cadorna's resources had been greatly increased in both

men and guns. One branch had received remarkable ex-

pansion his flying corps, which performed valuable service.

Victories, under the particular conditions in which battles

were now fought, were not actually won by airmen, but they
were begun by them. and. witlmut opening success by air-

men victories were difficult to obtain. These Italian airmen

obtained complete photographs of all the Austrian arrange-

ments, and during the preliminary Italian bombardment,

8."
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which was violent and lasted for twenty-four hours through-
out the day and night of August 19. bombed the enemy's

communications, depots; and centers of distribution of food

and water. The Italian airmen materially contributed to

success by bombing the Chiapovano valley, a deep, rugged
indentation, which was probably the main line of Austrian

communication in this quarter, and was reported to be full

of troops. This brilliant affair almost cose to the height
of a maneuver-battle. The capture of 25,000 prisoners and
75 guns in a week of fighting was a record which gave
the measure of Austrian claims to success. No Allied army
had such natural difficulties to contend with, nor could any
other have displayed greater resolution and skill in over-

coming them.

The initial battle was described as the most violent fought
on the Isonzo. The Austrian line gave way at various

points, and in three days' fighting more than 10,000 pris-

oners were taken. At the same time, the Italians concen-

trated on the Carso hundreds of heavy guns on a line of

fifty miles. Entire Austrian units broke and fled under

the bombardment, until Germany and Austria had to with-

draw troops from the Russian front to arrest the Italian

gains. Naval guns placed at the mouth of the Ison/o swept
Austrian positions with a terrific fire. Shells passed

ihroiigh and even beyond Mirimar, where the former un-

happy Empress Carlotta of Mexico lived so long, which is

less than two miles from Trieste. The Italian batteries

advanced in the open unprotected and without cover.

l>y August 2(> Monte Santo had fallen. The tricolor

of Italy, carried up its slopes by the battalion which had

assaulted it from its steepest side, was unfurled from a

long stone heap crowning the hill at a point where once

^tood a beautiful old monastery. It could be seen there

distinctly by troops who were far below at ('ucco, or in

the Ison/o valley, and by watchers from the grim slopes

of Santa Caternia and (Jori/ia's ruined suburb of Salcano.

Kyes. field-glasses, and telescopes of artillery-observers at

once converged on it from a thousand points of the battle-

line. The news of its fall traveled to the uttermost ends

if the front, so that the cheers of the victors on the sum-

Si i
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mit of the hill found a distinct echo from troops who had
been consolidated at Selo, on the Carso. Monte Santo,
which looks north and south across the whole battle-area,

had been a symbol of Austrian strength. Its fall ensued

as a result of the great operation which began on August
18, when the Second Army threw the first of fourteen

bridges across the Isonzo under the shifting glare of search-

lights and the fire of Austrian shrapnel. Their objective

lay before them beyond a chain of precipitous, wooded
hills which flank the river on its eastern bank and lead up
toward the great forest-clad plateau of JBainsizza and across

to the big Chiapovano valley, whose roads were the line of

the chief Austrian communications north and south with

the Isonzo. Any Italian advance in this direction became
a menace to these sections of the Austrian line.

9

The Italian army had been fighting a week with valor

and dash, from Tolmino to Gorizia, and through the rocky,

pitiless heights of the Carso. In the assault on Monte
Santo could be seen from the neighboring heights, small,

hardy, intrepid soldiers sweeping up the mountain-sides,

their bayonets fixt, and shouting the national war cry of

"Avanti Savoia." Momentarily their drive onward was

checked as they met the Austrians, and a desperate bloody

fight would ensue. Then on again they would press in a

grey-green irresistible stream until they gained the heights.

Here a battle raged to and fro as men were locked in

deadly fight. At first the enemy gave way slowly, but at

last, hard-prest, they took to flight, followed by the joyous

yell of the pursuing Italians. The capture of Monte Santo,

which lies four miles northeast of Gorizia, cleared the way
for the Italians in two directions to the north, where they
had been held back at Tomino, and to the south, where they

had been held back by the Carso plateau. Through Tol-

mino lay the way to Klakenfurt and Vienna, while, over the

Carso ran the road to Trieste.

When the Italians gained control of the Bainsizza plateau,

they were almost ready to enter the Chiapovano valley, so

that the entire group of Tolmino defenses was threatened.

Control of the Chiapovano valley meant that the communi-

9 Dispatch from I'erdvul Gibbon to The Y'lwu'.x I N-\v York).
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cations of the Austrian forces both north and south would

be cut, and that their armies would then be dealt with in

retreating fragments. The Bainsizza plateau is 600 meters

high, and lies between the Isonzo and Chiapovano valleys.

It measures ten by fifteen miles, and was a formidable

fortress, with precipitous slopes on the Isonzo and with

strong redoubts and covers extremely well supplied with

machine-guns cleverly protected and hidden in caves and

dugouts. Austrian counter-attacks in force were made

against the new Italian positions in the front above

Gorizia on August 30, but everywhere the Austrians were

driven back. Arthur Toscanini, the noted Italian conduc-

tor, who for several years, up to 1915, was musical director

at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, was deco-

rated by the Italian Government for bravery under fire in

this offensive. Toscanini kept his military band playing

during the battle of Monte Santo, soldiers storming posi-

tions to the strains of this martial music. In the midst of

the fighting, and at a time when the Austrian barrage fire

was at its height, Toscanini led his band to one of the ad-

vanced positions where, sheltered by a huge rock, he con-

ducted a concert until word came to him that the Italian

soldiers had stormed and taken the trenches of the Austrians.

"With Monte Santo eliminated, it was necessary only to

occupy San Gabriele and San Daniele. The Italians

would then be able to push a wedge into the Austrian lines

down the Yippaeeo valley, or across the plateau, and so

flank the whole Austrian line to the south, throw them to

the rear of the Carso line, and force a long retreat. Monte
San Gabriele early in September was reported unofficially

to have been taken, but the Austrians in violent counter-

attacks reoccupied it. Several times the position changed
hands.

By September 4 infantry activity came to a pause, and
the Italians paid their respects by air to Pola, Austria's

big naval base on the Adriatic. Nine tons of explosives

were dropt on warships in the roadstead and on military

works. Pola at the same time was bombarded by great
new Ttal-ian and British monitors. It was recalled how

early in the war British monitor^, having light draught,

8!)
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had been able to keep up an effective bombardment on
German lines along the Belgian seacoast, and how later

they had repeatedly shelled the German naval base at

Zeebrugge. The monitor was a peculiarly American type of

vessel, the fruit of Ericsson's genius. In thus receiving rec-

ognition in this war, after it had been discarded at home, no

surprize was created among its advocates.

Trieste was the center of Italianism on the east Adriatic-

coast. Its acquisition, more nearly than any other single

conquest, would have meant a realization of the Irreden-

tists' dream of a reunited Italy. Trieste had no such senti-

mental significance to Austria. To her it represented noth-

ing in terms of racial strife. Trieste was, however, Aus-

tria's most important seaport, the home port of her trans-

oceanic Mediterranean and Levant lines. Without Trieste

Austria's sea-traffic could practically be eliminated, for there

would remain to her only the Hungarian port of Finme
and the smaller ports of the Dalmatian coast, making her

almost as completely landlocked as she had so long made
Serbia. Trieste had an even greater Teutonic significance.

Bismarck had once told Italy she could never have Trieste.

Austria had planted large Teutonic colonies in Italy and its

neighborhood to assure her a permanent position there. In

the Kaiser's ambitious scheme of controlling southeastern

Europe, Trieste was to become a stepping stone to Asia.

To Alexandretta, on the Asia Minor coast, where reship-

ments could be made to and from the Bagdad railway,
Trieste was to be a route shorter than any other route from

Berlin. Trieste, in fact, was the southern key to the Cen-

tral European State of which Pan-Germanism had been

dreaming, from the North Sea to the Mediterranean, and

which was to spread Ilolienzollern kultur and trade through-

out the Near and Far East. Because the imminence of the

capture of Trieste was thus a peril, not only to Austria

but to Germany, an importance attached to the advance

of the Italians greater than any of their military activities

had been before.

The battle of the Jsonzo was now at its height. Once

more the Carso had been made to resemble Dante's Inferno.

In a birdseye view the whole front appeared like a long
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road fringed with black pine-trees which grew as by magic
from bare rock, the result of continuous explosions of shells

which the combatants had rained on each other's trenches.

These trenches had been dug in porous Carso rock, but had
now been wiped out by incessant artillery fire. Deep below

the surface in caves and dugouts defenders had huddled

together, watching their time. Some of the entrances were
blocked again and again by falling rocks. On a clear

calm night one saw a fantastic display of fireworks of

IIKUSACLIKHIS OX THE CAKSO PLATEAU

incomparably gigantic proportions, an orgy of destruction

which called up everything dead as witness against living

men. Against this broken-loose hell Austrian artillery had
1o defend itself had to protect men in the front trendies

lliat seemed to be serving as a dancing floor for a devil's

own party. That ghostly avenue of smoke, earth, tire, and

steel actually danced to the hellish music of Austro-IIun-

irarian batteries. In the background one saw clumps that

seemed like chaotic comets rishii: from the earth. 10

'
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Fourteen fortified positions on the Isonzo front had been

stormed and captured by September 1, and a breach made
in the Austrian lines over eleven miles in width. Italian

advance-guards were bivouacking at some points seven and
a half miles ahead of their old positions. The newly con-

quered territory embraced some forty villages and hamlets,

the civil population of which had been found in famishing

condition, because all food supplies had been withheld since

the eve of battle. The Italians by September 7 had taken

-SO.000 prisoners, with total losses to the Austrians esti-

mated at 120,000. For upward of a fortnight a fierce

battle pivoted on Monte San Gabriele, the twin sister of

Monte Santo, the long saddle and high peak of which rise

between the Gargaro valley and the plain to the northeast

of Gorizia. The concept of the battle was Napoleonic.
Sheer audacity was what contributed to its initial success.

The retreat of the Austrians across the Bainsizza plateau
became almost a flight, partly because they could not be-

lieve the Italians had the courage to try this venture.

The crest of Monte San Gabriele which commanded the

plain of Gori/ia to the south and southeast and the Frigido

valley to the east, was eaptured on September 14. after

three weeks of bitter fighting.'

By October 1 the Italians had started another offensive

on the Ison/.o front, where for a fortnight virtual quietude
had prevaihd. On the Ba'nsi/xa height portions were

stormed and taken by Cadorna's forces ;uid I.-4'IO prisoners

apt uri'd. By their new successes the Italians brought their

line almost to the bridgehead of the Chiapovano river, which

gave them possession of almost all the southeastern portion of

the plateau. Little did the Knlente world dream thai before

the month ended the Italians would lie overwhelmed on the

|s<)ii/o. would be forced to evacuate Gori/ia and the Ki'iuliai!

plain, be driven back' across the Tagliamento and unable to

make a stand airain until thev reached the hank-; of the 1'iave."
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THE ITALIAN DISASTER AT CAPORETTO, AND THE
RETREAT ACROSS THE TAGLIAMENTO TO

THE PIAVE

October 23, 1917 February 1, 1918

THE
late summer of 1917 had seen the army of Cadorna

with a great record behind it. Starting from a posi-

tion in a high degree precarious and difficult, it had slowly
won security for its flanks and in well pjanned stages had
hewn its way towards Trieste. It had resisted one of the

most formidable attacks that had been delivered by the

Central Powers. It had shown a genius in fighting natural

difficulties in the Alps that brought many of its achieve-

ments into the realms of unique romance. Its morale had
been superb, and it had acquired that mechanical backing
without which no army could succeed in modern warfare.

By the autumn of 1917 the omens seemed propitious for

a final effort which would crumble the last barriers between

Italy and Trieste. But there were forces at work dark

forces, far from the battle-line which, combined with

Teutonic military skill, were destined to frustrate the skill

of Cadorna and Cappello and the valor of Alpini and

Bersaglieri. The foes of Italy were not only those she had

to meet before her gates, but foes in her own household as

raised up by a skilful (Jerman propaganda.
The storm broke on the night of October 2:5-24, when a

tremendous Austro-German bombardment was opened from

the Ple/y.o valley to the northern sector of the Bainsi//.a.

Heavy (ire extended southward over the whole front of the

Italian Second and Third Annies, the main concentration

directed upon lines between Ple/./o and the Avscek valley.

The crisis came when troops, driven back from the Capo-
retto-Tolmino sector, got out of control and in their dis-

ordered retreat, along deep, narrow mountain glens, over-

whelmed and carried away with them the reserves, which
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had been hastily dispatched to the line in small detach-

ments. A breach was made and it widened rapidly owing
to failure of reserves to arrive in good order. Those who
came through, certain broken troops retiring from the front

line, got out of touch with commands, until they could put

up a resistance only in isolated handfuls. Many never

reached the fighting line at all, infected, as they were, by
the state of mind of those who were pouring back down
narrow mountain roads. Somehow the word was spread

(probably by enemy troops disguised in Italian uniforms,
for a number of these were caught later and shot) that the

war was over, and that there was nothing to do but "go
home." It was a curious case of collective deception,

spreading among weary, dispirited, hungry men, completely

staggered by the crushing blow which had befallen them
so unexpectedly.
The main disaster was not wholly due to the number of

German men or German guns concentrated upon the upper
Isonzo. It was due primarily to Socialist propaganda

operating among the soldiers short of food an influence

exerted to break down morale. After the Pope had made
his peace proposal a few months before, Italian troops
had been encouraged to cheer both for the Pope and for

peace until the terms had become to them almost synony-
mous. "\Vhat the Bolsheviki did in Petrograd after the

collapse of Russia, Socialists and failure of food supplies

had been doing in northern Italy. In the military disaster at

Caporetto, large German numbers, drawn from the Russian

front, had reinforced the Austrian line until a big battle

was possible over a 25-mile front from Monte Rambon
southeastward through Flitch and Tolmino and thence south-

ward to the Bainsizza plateau, ten miles northward of

Gorizia. The capture was reported on October 25 of posi-

tions near Flitch and Tolmino and points in the northern

portion of the Bainsizza plateau.

The Germans began their offensive with an intensive fire,

in which specially constructed gas-shells were thrown.

Large quantities of booty were taken and more than ten

thousand prisoners in the first onset, including divisional

and brigade staffs. By October 26. the Italians on the

1)4
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northern wing of the 25-raile front had been forced to

give ground and at several points were forced back across

the Isonzo north and south of Tolmino where the battle

was raging on Italian territory. To the south the situation

of the Italians was precarious. Here the evacuation of the

Bainsizza plateau became necessary, a retirement which

neutralized in great measure the brilliant Italian successes

in the summer campaign. By October 29 Austro-German
armies were shaking the Italian line from the Julian Alps
to the Adriatic. They had pushed forward and captured

Cividale, northeast of Udine, and were nearing the plains

beyond. In addition Gorizia was retaken. Perhaps 10,000
Italians had by this time been made prisoners and more
than 700 guns captured.

It was idle to deny the gravity of the situation. The
Germans had won a great victory with tremendous speed.

Throwing their weight on the weakest spot in the Italian

line, they had won back much of the territory conquered

by the Italians. In five days they had obtained control of

a district which it had cost the Italians perhaps half a

million men to take during a period of sixteen months.

The effect could only be to hamper the reform movement
in Germany, to stiffen the Junkers and, therefore, to pro-

long the war. That it was another desperate move by
Berlin with a view to forcing peace, by subjecting Italy
to the treatment given to Serbia and Roumania, was obvious.

What the effect would be upon Italy was watched with the

greatest anxiety. Lack of coal, lack of food, and war weari-

ness had greatly swollen not only the Socialist forces, but

the republican movement as well. The operation was one

more undertaking forced upon the Kaiser by the weakness

of his Ilapsburg ally. Confirmation of much that had been

published concerning conditions in Austria was found in the

decision of Germany to employ her few remaining resources

in this attack upon Italy. The attack had been made pos-
sible to Germany by the Russian collapse, Italy having
been called to pay the price of the folly and madness which
ruled in Russia. The attack was the second one in Italy
in which German troops and guns participated. Because

of the world interest in Verdun, the combined German

or,
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anf Austrian offensive from the Trentiuo in the spring of

1! " o had attracted little notice, and yet at that time desperate
battles on the Asiago plateau only narrowly escaped leading
to an Italian disaster and an Austrian eruption into the

Valley of the Po. Cadorna managed to stop that advance

into the Venetian plain, just as Petain a few weeks before

had halted the German onrush before Verdun. It was Brusil-

otV's Russian offensive of June, 1916 that drew from the Italian

front the men and the guns which Austria and Germany had

ma.-r.ed for an expected thrust southward to Vicenza and Ve-

rona. Brusiloff at that time probably saved Italy from disaster.

Upon Italy had fallen the heavy task of fronting a blow

into which Germany put every ounce of power that was

left at her command. Germany aimed at something more
than the frustration of an intended Italian offensive or the

shaking of the Italian morale. She needed very substantial

fruits of victory, in order to brace her armies on the

French and Belgian front, and. more than that, to repair
the tottering Junker prestige at home. Large captures of

prisoners and the carrying of war into enemy territoiy

were something, but it needed a broad sweep into Italian

territory, out of the mountains into the Venetian plain, and

cyond, in order to justify the German effort and the aims
J

,o which it was directed. From that point of view the

'oss of men and guns to Cadorna was Ie-s than the possible

effet t on his lines from Gorixia to the Adriatic. If these

could have been held the German purpose would have failed.

The attack aimed primarily, not at a victory on the tield. or a

capture of territory, but at the paralysis of Italian war

power and the ultimate elimination of Italy from the con-

flict. On the military side, it had to be compared with

Mackensen's victory at the Dunajec.
The Germans after having broken their way through

the Italian defenses west of the upper Isonxo. and pushed

through the mountain passes, came down toward ("dine,

through Cividale. across the rear of all the lines of com-

munication which served ('adorna'> army facing the Carso

and occupying the Bainsixxa plateau. Once the resistance

of the Northern Army was broken, Cadorna had no choice

but to draw his troops from Gorixia and off' the Bainsix/a
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plateau. The sole quest 'on was whether he could retreat

westward quickly enough to escape envelopment by forces

coming down from the north. His natural line of defense

was the Tagliamento river, which runs south from the Alps
to the Adriatic, and it would have proved an admirable

line, if his forces could have been reconcentrated behind it

in time. It was on the east bank of this stream that the

Austrians made their final stand in Napoleon's Italian

operations in 1797.

The peril to Austria of a thrust toward Laibach, the im-

mediate menace to Trieste, was now over. All the great
sacrifices of two years of the Italian campaign had been

lost. Austrians and Germans could hereafter fight on

Italian soil. The Germans had evidently taken from the

Russian lines a considerable number of battalions, but prob-

ably less than 200,000 troops. The attack was made irre-

sistible by the weight of artillery and the amount of shells

accumulated. The Italians were surprized on the upper
Isonzo as the Russians were surprized at the Dunajec, as

the French were surprized in the early days of Verdun.

At the Dunajec the Russian collapse was so complete that

the dislocation of the whole Russian front followed. At
Verdun the French were able to avoid a general dislocation

ind pinned down the advance four miles south of its start-

ing point. The problem was now whether the Italians

would he capable of following the French precedent, or

woul< :

prove, themselves unable 1o escape a disaster like the

Russian.

V e were not to overlook the fact that- the front between

Switzerland and the North Sea was still the decisive front,

and that all German operations away from this front were

in thf nature of a side-show, unless they produced results

that affected that front. Should they succeed in detaching
a large number of French and hr'tish troops from the

Western front, their campaign alon<_r the Ison/o might bring
relief along the Vser and the Ai^ne. lint this was a con-

tingency for the future to work out. If Italy could rally

from her defeat as France rallied in late August 1!U4.

Germany would have won only in M) far as she had suc-

ceeded in saving Austria from dissolution and in restoring
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the drooping spirits of her own countrymen. All the same
a great battle had been lost and the whole Italian offensive

for the time ruined. The Italians had been within three

miles of the greatest and most decisive victory of the war.

Had these miles been covered, the Austrians would have

been thrown into the greatest danger, their loft wing threat-

ened with destruction and the way opened to Trieste and
Laibach. The danger had been so pressing that Germany
could not afford to disregard it, because further Italian suc-

cess might have driven Austria out of the war. Germany
was thus forced to abandon whatever plans she might have
formed for herself in Russia. Her preparations for the at-

tack must have been going on for many weeks. The con-

centration of heavy guns and of shell, with which the Ital-

ian lines were deluged, was on a scale that had required
much time to complete. Certain it is that, when the attack

was launched, everything was in readiness for a quick and

overwhelming victory. The Teutonic plan was the essence

of simplicity, as all great military plans are. It was ex-

actly the same idea that was employed on the Dunajec
to mass all available strength against a short section of

front, break through, and turn against the rear of the

enemy's line on one side of the breach.

Tolmino had never been taken by the Italians, nor had they

been able to take the entire eastern bank of the Tsonzo

up to Santa Lucia, which had resisted all attacks. Making
full use of facilities for pushing troops across the western

bank of the river, the Germans struck southwest from

Tolmino against Italian lines on the western side of the

Tsonzo. So rapid were the movements that Teutonic troops

reached the rear of two divisions of Italians before they

had time to withdraw and practically the full strength

of these divisions were made prisoners. This exposed the

flank of the Italians occupying the center and lower por-

tions of the Bainsizza plateau. Two things were apparent
from this success. The first was that Austria had been about

exhausted. She had little resisting power left and no striking

power. Germany alone could have saved her.

By the end of October the Teutons were standing before

Udine, the former grand headquarters of the Italian army.
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In the press westward from Gorizia they had captured
Cormono, ten miles to the southeast of Udine, and the en-

tire Italian line southward to the head of the Adriatic was
in retreat. To some extent the Italians appeared to be

checking the advance and Great Britain and France were

preparing to lend them aid. Troops were being hastened
across the western Italian frontier by way of Turin and
Milan. As a result of the Teutonic offensive internal condi-

tions in Italy had been unified, the prepondering idea of

the entire population now being to abolish party lines in

order to meet the situation. Even a Cabinet crisis was
solved with comparatively few changes in portfolios. The
drive in the main, however, continued, with Italian cavalry

fighting rear-guard actions to cover the retreat. Udine was

captured and the Teutons were invading Italian territory

from the north through passes in the Carnic Alps. Vir-

tually one thousand square miles of Italian territory had
been overrun by Xovember 1. more than 120,000 Italians

made prisoners and in excess of 1.000 guns captured. The
Teutons were well within gun-range of the Tagliamento.

It was useless to deny that Italy's position was serious.

On the other hand, every mile the Austro-Gfermans advanced

weakened their striking force, and every mile the Italians

retreated brought them nearer their reserves, which would

create an enormous numerical superiority in their favor.

Xews from Rome showed that the heart of Italy was sound,

that all disunion had been forgotten in the common danger,
and that the possibility of creating internal political weak-

ness had disappeared. The advance had slowed up appre-

ciably and the situation appeared slightly better. Koine

dispatches described a marked relaxation of the German

pressure on the center of Cadorna's line, due to lack of

railways.
12

Even if the Teutons compelled Cadorna to go back to

the Adige, with the loss of Venice, Padua, Verona, and

Vicen/a. it was still true that the In-art and bulk of Italy

remained Lombardy and Piedmont and the entire peninsula
south of the Po. It was not a cheerful eventuality to con-

template, but it fell far short of a disaster such as the

12 Cable dispatrh from (1. II. IVrris to The Times (Now York).
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Roumanians had had. Yenetia was an Italian Poland thrust

out into hostile territory. It might be lopped off and leave

nine-tenths of Italian soil intact, and the richest and best

organized portion. Unlike the occupied departments of

France, with their great bulk of the mineral and industrial

resources of the country, the Yenetian plain contained only
a small part of Italy's war-resources. Cadorna's loss in

men was not so serious as his loss of guns. If Great Britain

and France could rush help forward to their ally it would
come in the form of artillery. Of all the leading com-

batants Italy had suffered least in human wastage. Moun-
tain fighting during two years and a half had been costly,

and 320.000 prisoners meant a total casualty list of close to

200.000 men. Nevertheless, Italy was a nation of nearly

forty millions, with a fighting man-powet* of nearly five

millions, and it was doubtful whether O'adorna had more
than a million of his men along this entire front.

Whether or not the Italians were inadequately supplied
with shell, the primary cause of their defeat was probably
the superior generalship of the Teulons. The Italian line,

crossing and recrossing the Ison/.o, had its flanks unpro-

tected, particularly in the north, where the line was thinly

held. Tin 1 Germans struck where they were not expected to

strike. Never before in history had Italy been invaded from

the Isonxo front. The barbarians had come down through

passes in the north. Napoleon through the Trentino on

either side of the lake of Gratia, but the Teutons raine from

the cast, caught the Italians unawares, and. before they

had recovered from their surpri/e, sent them reeling back

toward the plains.

It docs not appear that ('adorna alone wa> to blame for

failure to anticipate the Teutonic offensive. It had been

a fairly good guess that Germany would make another effort:

somewhere before the year ended, for she was being depicted

rapidly. In Flanders the war had been going iiadly for

her. As weeks passed the number of American : roops in

France had steadily increased ;md the we'ght of American

resources began to bear heavily, and would soon bear still

more heavily. The spring held no hope, it was only a day
of dread the day when the opening guns of a new offensive

]oo
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would be fired. Verdun had sealed the German fate in the

west, and made a successful German offensive impossible

ever afterward, while in the east nothing could be gained

by attacking Russia. The only remaining front was Italy.

But on which Italian front ? Obviously the front where

there was real danger. Only a few miles had separated

Italy from a victory which would have been as important as

the Marne, but this situation, for Germany, irrespective of

an attack in the Trentino, could be reversed by a success

on the Isonzo. Germany's method since her failure at the

Marne had been to strengthen a front with artificial de-

fenses instead of men, to man it with just enough men
to hold it without attempting to strike out beyond and then

to free the army thus released for operations on other

fields. This is what happened when Germany turned on

Russia in 191."); it happened in the case of Serbia, and

again in the case of Roumania. Xow it had happened in

the ease of Italy.

By November 2 the Italian Army was assembled on the

Tagliamento, toward which Austrian and German armed
cars and cavalry patrols had been feeling their way. The
line of tlie Tagliamento is a phrase which is exact only as

regards its southern end. Northward its whole length wrig-

gles and writhes like a broken-backed snake. It is ordi-

narily a mile-wide bed with a mere trickle of vater, but now

tempestuous rains had converted it into a boiling flood.

For a time Cadorna 's forces were holding the invaders

along ihe Tagliamento by means of heavy artillery and

quick-firers. On the left wing they replied vigorously to

strong pressure and held the attacking forces. Italian

aviators, soaring over the lines, dropl bombs on ammunition

depots and troop formations. But by November f> the Tag-
hameiilo river, west of which Cadorna had establishei

new liii'
1

. was crossed by the invaders, and in a great

more than ll!<> miles in length, the Italian armies were fall-

ing back upon and through the plains of Venetia to a new
shorter line of defense. From the Fella valley to the

of the Adriatic the entire line of the Tagliamento was

given up. while from virtually the borders of the Trentino

northeastward and eastward through the Dolomites and the
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Carnic Alps to the Fella, the Italians were carrying out a

retrograde movement southward through the mountainous

country toward the plains. Germans and Austro-IIungarians
were everywhere following them up, but with the Italians

offering resistance to rear-guard actions.

The decision of the Italians to evacuate the Tagliamento
line was taken after the enemy had intensified his pressure

along the upper reaches of the river among highlands and

pushed forces across the stream in the center and to the

south. This movement compelled a simultaneous withdrawal

along the northern front from the Fella valley to Colbricon.

Cadorna, in falling back, shortened his battle front from

approximately 160 miles to slightly more than 60 miles

along the Piave river east of Venice and northwesterly to

the Trentino boundary and also gave British and French
reinforcements an opportunity to arrive in sufficient num-
bers to check the invaders. The retreat was declared to be

an orderly one, with rear-guards on both fighting fronts hold-

ing back the enemy and with airplanes playing an import-
ant part in harassing the invaders, destroying bridges that

had been thrown over the Tagliamento. and bombing troops
who were trying to cross the stream. Thus far during the

retreat the invaders had not come in close contact with the

main Italian forces; no great battle had been fought any-

where, nor was any large number of prisoners taken. Macken-

sen was not there as reported, the Germans being com-

manded by Von Below. As to German claims of prisoners
and booty, experience had shown that the Germans in these

circumstances reckon every male inhabitant, whether soldier

or not, as a war prisoner, and in reckoning guns count

trench-mortars and machine-guns.
The larger units of the Italians continued to fall back

without molestation, but considerable fighting continued in

the hills of Vittorio and at other points in the north. On
the middle Tagliamento. Italian troops who Mood out

against the invaders were captured, a general and 17.000

additional troops. It was asserted that guns in excess of

J.MOO had fallen into the hands of the Teutonic allies. The
bulk of the invading forces presented on November S a

main frontage of about thirty-five miles back uf and along
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the Tagliamento, with reconnaissance parties thrust forward

eight or ten miles west of the river. The Livenza river, to

which the Italians were withdrawing, was only one of a

series of successive defensive parallels. The Italian army
still had in reserve large bodies of troops. The Teutonic
forces were occupying territory in the Friuli plain, the

eastermost part of Tenet ia, an age-long possession of the

Latins. Such an invasion struck at the very heart of the

principle of nationality and thrust a Teutonic wedge south-

ward along the Adriatic. This brought up the grave ques-
tion whether Germany might not finally secure territorial

lodgment in Italy with ports and naval bases on the

Adriatic, thus realizing her ambition to become a Mediter-

ranean as well as a North Sea power.
Italian armies continued their retreat, across the plain,

but it was expected that a stand would shortly be made,
aided by reinforcements from British and French armies,

and under a newly formed military command, which was

to work in conjunction with a permanent inter-allied confer-

ence of military officers. Cadorna was relieved from su-

preme command and given a post on the inter-allied con-

ferences, the other members of which would be General

Foch and General "Wilson, of the British General Staff,

and General Diaz was placed in command of the Italians.

Diaz was rated as one of ihe ablest Italian military leaders.

For years he had been connected with the General Stall'.

He took part in the Libyan war, serving as a colonel, and

was wounded so severely that he asked to be wrapt in a.

flag, feeling that death was at hand. He had rendered dis-

tinguished service in the present war. He was from south-

ern Italy, as Salandra, Prime Minister when Italy declared

war. had been.

The German success wa-- initiated, in part at leaM. by
the use of poison-gas, the Teutonic wedge being preceded by
a violent gas-attack. The Italians had not made a specialty

of this mode of wartV'e. ;is had the English and French,

who now far snrpas-ed iheir enemies both in the quantity

and effectiveness of ga^es employed. The mountainous na-

ture of the Julian front and atmospheric conditions there

made gas bombardments often as dangerous for attackers
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as attacked. Hence neither the Austrians nor the Italians

had adopted sufficient protective devices, masks, etc. The
Germans had just invented a new and particularly powerful

weapon in their so-called "mustard gas," which had made
its appearance in the West, and against which even the

excellent masks invented by the English proved only par-

tially effective, since this new product attacked the entire

body surface, as well as the respiratory organs. An un-

expected concentrated barrage of gas-shells, containing a

new and terrible poison paralyzing trench occupants from

head to foot, would naturally have caused a panic on the

Italian front, and the German forward-surging masses took

prompt advantage of it.

By November 12 the Italian and Austro-German armies

were in battle array along the Piave the Italians on the

western side, the Teutons along the eastern. The Italians

were stoutly holding the river line and the region running
westward. Several attempts made by the Teutons to pierce

the northern front and encircle the Italian left wing had
failed. On the upper Piave, however, the Italians had been

cut off and forced to surrender. Asiago, on the Trentino

front, twenty miles west of the Piave, had been captured
after desperate street fighting. British batteries had now
taken position along the front, prepared to give support to

the defense. An agreement for a Central Military Council

for "the entire western front" for the first time recognized
and incorporated the Italian as part of the western front,

thus terminating the Italian front as a separate unity.

It also established a reciprocal control, nat only giving the

French and British a voice in the Italian campaign, but per-

mitting Italy to advise in the French and British campaign.
Austrians on November 12 crossed the Piave on floats

between two railway bridges which linked Trevigo and

Oder/o and tlje Port of Rnaro and Mestres. They had

been advancing across the evacuated country at the speed
at which the Italian rear-guards retired, feeling their way
over roads and halting to make good some of the broken-

down bridges. Between the Ison/.o and Piave the foot-

prints of war had been stamped deep. It was a country
covered with villages and bristling with tall, slender cain-
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paniles which are characteristic of North Italy those bell-

towers of churches which are descendants of the old Vene-

tian watch-towers along a pirate-infested coast. Many
villages had been shelled flat lest the retreating army should

use them as observation points. So many churches had

suffered ruin at the hands of Germans that it had probably
been useless to protest, but the plain of Venice without its

companiles became ''like a woman without her hair."

Venice was now almost empty, the population having
been reduced from the usual 160,000 to 20,000 or even

less. The outward appearance of the city was desolate,

much as when the Austrians made their last descent upon
it more than fifty years before. All the main hotels, cafes,

and factories, the jewelry and glassware stores patronized by
tourists, were closed. One hotel, on the Grand Canal, re-

mained partly open, and two well-known cafes on the Piazza

San Marco or Square of St. Mark, but there was nothing

open along the Lido. Authorities were furnishing trains

and ships to take away any of the remaining population
who wished to go. Such centers as the Rialto, St. Mark's

Square, and the quay where gondolas are hired were de-

serted, except for a few stragglers. All the Grand ('anal

palaces were closed and the occupants gone, except for a

few noble families who remained with a firm purpose not

to abandon the city under any circumstances. All Govern-

ment offices had been removed to points outside the city. Pope
Benedict by November 20 had extracted from Germany
and Austria, a promise not to damage Venice, nor remove

her art treasures in case the city should be evacuated. Dis-

patches from Venice reported heartrending scenes as the

civil population went out. Every man between 18 and 45

who was able to handle a gun had left to fight. Practically

all women and children had been removed. A few old

men, weeping and insisting upon their right to stay in the

city, were all who remained. Lagoons and canals were de-

serted, and interior palace walls showed empty spaces from

which works of art had been removed. Even the pigeons
in St. Mark's, hungry and neglected for the first time,

fluttered with apprehension as the far-off sound of guns
vibrated through the air.
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The reconcentration of the Italian armies behind the

Piave had eliminated the greatest of all perils, which was
an enveloping: movement coining down from the upper
Isonzo and cutting: off the retreat of the main armies before

Gorizia. Thus the danger of an enormous Sedan had

passed. Here was exactly the same thing that had hap-

pened in the first Marne campaign when the British and
French retired behind the Oise and the Marne. The only

question that remained was whether or not the Italians had
elected to make their final stand along the Piave. Their

line now ran from the hills where the Piave breaks into the

Venetian plain, straight south behind the Piave to the

Adriatic, the Piave a natural obstacle, an admirable defen-

sive basis, but now, as three weeks before at the Isonzo,

the Italians were threatened with an attack from the north

behind their front. Precisely as Below struck south from
the upper Isonzo behind Cadorna's line about Gorizia, the

Austro-Germans could strike south from Borgo, north of

the Asiago plateau, behind the Piave. On the military
side, the chances indicated that the Italians would retire

once more, this time to the Adige, and take their stand

behind this river from the Lago di Garda, near Verona, to

the Gulf of Venice. Once in this position, their northern

flank would rest upon the Lago di Garda. safe from all

peril of a flanking thrust. The parallel was with Jotfre's

strategy in withdrawing bis exposed flank until it rested

upon the forts of Paris in the Marne campaign. Such a

retirement carried with it the evacuation of Venice, Vicen/.a,

and Padua, and would bring Austrian and German artillery

to the forts of Verona, with a consequent peril to that city.

It would mean a sacrifice which, on the sentimental side,

would be very bitter to all Italians, but on the military

side it would bring a security it was impossible to see :n the

Piave position.

During the bewilderment that followed tin- Caporetto
disaster, the simple explanation that it was due to a break-

down in morale found most favor. Later it became obvious

that not one cause had led to the defeat, but a complex of

eauses. It was the year that saw the outbreak of the

Russian Revolution, the subsequent collapse of the Russian
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armies, and the beginning of the final crumbling of the

whole Russian Empire. It was a critical year, as far as

morale was concerned, not only for Italy, but for the

Entente in general. War-weariness had grown with the

mere passage of time and as the prospect of an early En-

tente victory more and more receded, war-weariness in-

creased still further, until the futility of dreams based on

Russia had become evident everywhere. "Peace without

victory'' had aecpuired attractions for many people. So-

cialist leaders, in each of the Allied countries, were playing
the German game, wittingly or unwittingly, until in Italy,

France, and Great Britain there had been a definite growth
of Bolshevist ideas. Cadorna had protested against the

pacifist propaganda with which his drafted men were be-

coming infected before they got to the front
;

in fact a

proportion of the troops that came to him from the depots
were centers of infection. While the infection was not

widespread, the majority of cases being slight, still there

were incidents during the summer to give cause for uneasi-

ness.

Besides all this, the trials and hardships undergone by
the Italian army and the Italian people had far exceeded,

in most ways, those experienced by Great Britain and
France. There was great shortage of the type of "canteen"
which had been worked with wonderful effect in France

a place where the men. coming up to and going from the

trenches, could find hot coffee, or hot soup to cheer them.

The necessity for these helps to the life of the sold'er came
to be understood in Italy slowly. The idea of such assist-

ance had thus far been Anglo-Saxon. The work in France,

even with the French Army, was originally started by
Ilritish and Americans, altho the later development was

French. Italy had little assistance of this kind from her

allies. Another cause of depression was scarcity of food,

both in the army and in the country. The soldier's ration

had had to be cut down in 11)17 to a scale which would

have seemed utterly insufficient to an Englishman or a

Frenchman. And while the Italian had to go short of

little luxuries and even necessaries, he was further dis-

turbed by new-, that his family at home was worse off.

HIS
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There was great suffering in Italy. In many places there

was hunger. Cadorna seems to have miscalculated the

weight of the blow that was being prepared against the

left of the Second Army, and perhaps trusted too much to

the apparent strength of the positions held by the Fourth

Corps. In any event, he was heavily outnumbered in a

critical sector, and the disposition of troops did not take

into account to the best advantage the natural strength
of ground.

Before heavy snow had fallen in the Alps, the question
whether General Diaz could hold the invading forces was

being answered in the affirmative. Lesjs than a week after

the Teuton blow fell on the-Isonzo, the arrival of some

Anglo-French forces in the war zone was announced. While
the halt to the advancing Germans and Austrians was ef-

fected in the field by Italians alone that is. except for the

help given them by a few batteries of Allied guns and a

certain number of British aeroplanes there was great moral

value in the support- these British and French forces gave,
small as they were in number, but this support did not

warrant any claims that the British and French forces were

mainly responsible for "saving Italy." Until the begin-

ning of December, as far as front lines were concerned,

the Italian army had stood entirely alone, and a new front

had been established by them before Allied troops oven got
into line. At the same time, such confidence as was given

by knowledge that British and French divisions were stand-

ing back of them as reserves, "became of great value during
those critical days. The actual fighting, however, was done

by the Italians.

Teuton forces were reported on November !'! as having
crossed the Piave between Monte San Dana and Zenson,

some twenty-three miles northeast of Venice, and to have

established a bridgehead on the west side of the river.

Meanwhile preparations were be'ng made to protect Venice

and its historic buildings from the shells of the invaders;

sandbags had been piled high around the Palace of the

Doges and the Campanile. ()n the Asiago plateau the in-

vaders had met with several reverses and the Italians on

November ]~> defeated their efforts to cross the Piave.
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Even-where from Lake Garda eastward and thence south-

ward along the Piave to the Adriatic, they were holding the

enemy in check, except in the hilly region of the Asiago

plateau, where additional gains had been made by the

invaders.

In the hills to the north of the Venetian plain, General

Diaz had withdrawn his advanced posts south of Monte

Romatico, and thence eastward to where the battle-front

met the upper reaches of the Piave. The Italians continued

to stiffen their front from Lake Garda to the Adriatic.

The Teutonic allies were unable to make any gains of

importance. Such attacks as they made met with fierce

resistance and ultimate repulse, except in the north, where
the town of Cismon, on the east bank of the Brenta, and

several hill positions, were taken. All along the Piave a

furious artillery action was in progress on November 21.

Italian airplanes came into the fray and did notable work in

dropping bombs. Near the south of the Piave, in the region

known as the "Holland of Italy." engineers opened dikes

against Teutonic forces which crossed the stream at Griso-

lera. The inundation made harder the Teutonic task of

bringing up guns with which to shell Venice from the

northeast.

One began to hear talk that if the Italian line could

hold out a few days longer the tide would turn. A suc-

cessful Italian defense, extending over six fearful days,

had established the fact that the Teutonic power had its

limitations. Nothing beyond battalions had as yet crossed

the river; no corps or brigade, much less a division, had

passed the dead-line. Only at Zenson and Grisolera were

there any serious lodgments on 'the west bank. Because the

Italians on the lower Piave had resisted so well, the Ger-

mans turned to the north where they still hoped to make a

bread). At several places where they gained access to the

western bank, they were counter-attacked and forced to

withdraw to the water's edge, the Italians capturing con-

siderably more than two thousand prisoners and taking

twenty-seven machine-guns. In the hilly region, represent-

ing the northern front from Lake Garda to the region south
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of Feltre, all Austro-German attacks, some of them deliv-

ered with extreme violence, were repelled.

Less importance was attached to the situation on the

lower, than on the upper, Piave, because on the lower river

the defending forces had Austrians alone to deal with. On
the edge of the Asiago plateau between the upper Piave

and the Brenta, German troops were in action, but the

defenders appeared to be slowly giving ground. Neverthe-

less the vigor of the defense suggested that here, too, the

Italians were digging their heels into the ground, and that

the battle was approaching the trench deadlock stage. For
a comparatively narrow front of about thirty miles between

the Piave and the Brenta, the defenders had railway facili-

ties in two short lines which ran up the valleys from the

main Verona-Padua-Treviso line, whereas the invaders had
to depend on two widely bifurcating lines, one from the

west through the Val Sugana in the Trentino, the other

from the east through Udine.

Germany found compensations for her arrested drive.

Her rich harvest of war-material constituted an enormous
asset. The guns captured were not only a positive addition

to her artillery, but a loss to the Allies of a great part of

the recent production of guns which had been going on in

Great Britain and France. The loss in fact represented a

large part of what those countries could produce over and
above replacements in twelve months. Already the Allies'

demands for guns had been hard to meet. The Admiralty
wanted them for arming merchantmen, the air service

wanted great numbers for anti-aircraft pin-poses, and the

armies always wanted them. How to equip with guns the

coining American forces had been a pressing problem, when

suddenly was superadded to these tasks that of making good
the loss of guns by the Italians. All the needed guns
would eventually be made, and the demands met, but this

would take time. The Italian losses in men and material

were enormous. More than 200.01)0 prisoners and 2..'!00

guns fell into Teutonic hands. In regard to prisoners, a

large proportion consisted of non-combatant troops, chiefly

labor battalions, who had been engaged in hurrying on the

construction of new roads, hutments and water-supply, r-n-
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dered necessary by the advance upon the Bainsizza. But
the number of combatants captured was large, and many
more who had become ''disbanded" could not be reckoned

upon for weeks to come. The loss of guns, stores, and

equipment was no less serious, and perhaps was even more
serious.

After severe repulses with heavy casualties, the invaders,

by November 25, had switched their main offensive to the

Asiago plateau, but here also they were held up and could

not gain a yard of ground. The fighting along the Piave,
from the hilly region to the Adriatic, was sporadic, but at

one place where the Teutons attempted to cross on pon-
toons they were wiped out by the fire of defending artil-

lery. The Italians had now caught their breath, having
become accustomed to German attacks, with all their feroc-

ity and disregard of loss. They fought steadily every foot

of the way, and in general gave the Germans as hard blows

as they received. German gains were unimportant, as far

as actual territory was concerned, but they made in the

south slight ones which brought them somewhat nearer the

plains. The experience of three years had shown that

almost inevitably when a German offensive of this charac-

ter slowed down and halted it was difficult to "speed it up"
again.

By November 24 considerable British and French rein-

forcements infantry and artillery had arrived after days
of anxious waiting in which the Italians had borne the

brunt of terrific fighting on' both fronts and kept back the

enemy from a further invasion of the Venetian plain. It

was no\v a month since the offensive started, and more

than a fortnight since the Italians checked it on the Piave.

The whole campaign had been made up of episodes of

heroism too numerous even to be listed. One brigade fought

for eight consecutive days, stopping neither day nor night

all this in weather ten degrees below the free/ing point,

in a region covered with snow, where soldiers were com-

pelled to remain for a long time motionless, lest they be

discovered against the whiteness of the snow before they

pounced in surpri/.e attaek^ upon the enemy.

Alpini and Bersaglieri who defended strongholds on the
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Asiago wore troops taken from the Carnia and Cadore

fronts, where they had passed their lives. They dug
trenches in solid rock during battle, built shelters for the

wounded, hid machine-guns under ground and suffered hard-

ships which were aggregated by the winter season. A bat-

talion of Alpini, attacked by great enemy masses near

Meletta di Gallic, lost two-thirds of its effectives without

yielding an inch of ground. The Teutonic losses also were

heavy. Three divisions on a front of ten miles, between
San Marino and Fener, had to be withdrawn because

decimated. From the Asiago plateau to the Piave the

Teutons suffered appalling losses without gaining any ad-

vantage. Between the Piave and the Brenta they wore out

six divisions. Terrible blizzards swept over the mountains,
and on November 27 a heavy fall of snow forced the enemy
to delay moving up heavy artillery and made movements
of reinforcements practically impossible. The Italians, ac-

customed to mountain-fighting, repeatedly attacked with all

the fury of the storm which was raging across the lines.

They harassed the Austrians day and night.

The Italian rally, when it came, took on the character of

the French resistance at Verdun. If the Italians could

hold the invaders, they promised to rank with Petain's

troops, who on the hills above the Meuse had made good
their proud boast, "They shall not pass." Apparently the

peril of a supreme disaster was over. The situation was

well in hand, so far as it was a military situation, while, so

far as it was a moral situation, there had been an unmis-

takable rebound of Italian spirit. Invaded Italy had re-

turned to the fight in something of the spirit of France.

One could hope that Venice was safe and that the crest

of the invasion had passed. Germany elsewhere had lost

the war so far as it was a military question. She could

not defeat the armies of her enemies. She coultl only win

by corrupting people behind armies and portions of the armies

themselves. On the Western Front it was the period of Haig's

advance on the Flemish ridges.

Again had German history in the war been repeated.

After a great initial success, when it seemed that the op-

posing force had been completely shattered, suddenly tin-re
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had come a lull in the fighting, a temporary check, and then

a halting of the advance. The reason in the Italian case

was most probably found in the breaking down of the Ger-

man transport service. Beyond a certain point transport
difficulties in war are multiplied. In Italy, before German

transports could bring up a full ammunition supply, the

Italians had seized the more vital points in their retreat,

prepared them for defense, and made a positive stand.

Delay was fatal to Teutonic success. Meanwhile English
and French guns were being hurried to the front to replace
those left in German hands. The Germans tried desper-

ately, but in vain, to forestall this work. Real winter had
now seized the mountains in its grip. The temperature was

fluttering about zero. Each day made the Teuton task more
and more difficult. It was beginning to appear impossible
for them to make any impression .on the Italian lines in the

mountain section. Intense cold and heavy snows, with

drifts and dangerous slides, offered to transports more and
more difficulties. The Entente Allies could now breathe

more easily and conclude with justifiable optimism that the

Teuton danger to Italy was at an end.

The first American ambulances to enter active service on

the Italian front left Milan on December I'.]. There were

three units, comprising 65 ambulances and 110 American

university students. Citizens of Milan gave the Americans
a great send-off. They passed in review before high offi-

cials in a great parade. By January 1, the American Red
Cross expected to have at least 200 ears on the Italian

front. These units were America's first official participation
in the war in Italy.

The mountains between the Asiago plateau and the plain
an- a jumbled mass, penetrated by small valleys, through
which run roads, winding in and out among precipitous

peaks. The Austrians attempted to gain access to these

valley-roads and to follow them down into the plain. Such
an operation, if successful, would not only have flanked the

Piave line but cut in behind the Brenta position, and thus

turned both rivers at the same time, forcing the Italians

t make a long retreat from the Piave to the Adige. Only
minor successes were achieved, however. Checked on this
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front, the Austrians were trying the same thing east of the

Brenta. The fight was kept at the highest pitch, but incon-

siderable progress was made. Practically all the Austrian

effort was expended against heights within two miles of

the Brenta. The Austrians stormed Monte Capriele, one

of this series of peaks. This placed them on both the

north and west of Monte Asolone. They then shifted the

attack to Monte Grappa. But after repeated attacks in

which they suffered heavy losses, the action was suspended
and the fighting taken up between Monte Grappa and Monte
Asolone. Here a wedge was driven into the Italian posi-

tions which completed the semicircle about Asolone.

The Italians, being flanked, were obliged to fall back

and leave Asolone in Austrian hands, which left Monte

Grappa exposed to attacks from both the north and west.

The Teutonic gains were not commensurate, however, with

their losses. The Austrians were fighting against time.

The weather had been unusually favorable for them. Heavy
snows and blizzards of great intensity were common in those

mountains at that time of the year, but the weather now
was fine. Had new storms occurred, the fighting would

have bad to come to an end. because the Austrian army
would then have been in a difficult position as to supplies.

The lines of supply available were railroads which ran

down the valleys of the Piave and Brenta and the connect-

ing highway which came westward from Feltre. Leading
from these to the actual fighting front were nothing but

indifferent mountain-roads and narrow trails. Not only
would all dirt roads be blocked by heavy snows character-

istic of these regions, but there was a probability that rail-

road traffic would be seriously interfered with. Should

this happen, the Austrians would have to draw out of the

mountains, leaving only a thin line to hold their positions.

Altogether the Italian situation, despite great Teutonic

LII ins, seemed at last to be well in hand. Kven a cursory
visit to the Grappa sector was sufficient to reveal convinc-

ingly how very far the enemy was from achieving his ob-

jectives, and how formidable the Italian positions were,

hacked up now by a rejuvenated army, thoroughly reor-

ganized and re-equipped and whose spirit had been shown
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by a counter-attack which recaptured the great Solone

position.

In the third week of December the Austro-Germans
renewed in great strength their effort to pierce the Italian

line. In fierce fighting around Monte Asolone, reinforce-

ments in large numbers were brought up and the Italians

compelled to give ground. Likewise, along the southern

reaches of the Piave, there was heavy fighting. A crossing
of the old Piave on pontoon bridges was successfully car-

ried out, but later the Italians drove back the Teutons to

the water's edge. In attacking positions near Monte Aso-

lone. Diaz's troops regained a considerable portion of the

terrain and held it, notwithstanding the terrific artillery-

fire that was turned upon them. The situation was not ex-

pected long to continue, for the Austro-Germans were con-

stantly bringing up heavy reinforcements and a return to

their offensive was expected. Reinforced by British and
French troops and newly equipped in every department, the

Italians, however, were prepared to sell at a dear price

every inch of ground.
The battle on the Piave was raging as late as December

2-"), but the Italians had recaptured, despite stubborn re-

sistance, positions they had lost on the Asiago plateau.
Berlin reports tended to minimi/e the setbaek and put
stress on the repulse of Italian counter-attacks. The entire

mountain region where the heavy fighting had been going
on was having an unusual experience for the holiday sea-

son. Slopes and summits were green, the entire area in the

Brenta valley free from snow, and the weather mild. Be-

tween the Brenta and the Piave. Monte (Jrappa, which us-

ually lias Four to six feet of snow, had only from ten to

twelve inches on its northern slopes and six inches on its

southern. Montes Asolone, Perliea, and Solarolo, where

the heaviest fighting occurred had only a few inches; it

varied from three to five inches and did not last. owin>_r to

the mild weather. In the foothills was no snow and the

temperature was above free/ing-point. Similar conditions

existed on the ('arso and in -Julian ranges. througJi which th>'

Austrians maintained their communications with the in-

vadi-d regions of eastern Yenetia. Owing to this mild
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weather, the enemy was able to operate four distinct lines

of communication to Gorizia, Udine, and Venetia.

One of the heaviest air-raids the Teutons had attempted
on this front came to grief on December 25, when eleven

airplanes of a fleet of twenty-five were destroyed. The big
fleet swept over the camp west of Treviso, sixteen miles

north of Venice, at 8 o'clock in the morning, flying low

and discharging machine-guns. Considerable damage was
done, but, notwithstanding the surprize, Italian and British

machines were soon in the air and engaged at close quar-
ters. The fighting was most spectacular, eight of the Teu-

tonic cars being brought down, six of them falling within

the Italian lines. The other machines beat a hasty retreat.

The raiders returned at 11 o'clock and three more were

disposed of, two falling inside the Italian lines. One of

the machines brought down was a dreadnought carrying
three persons. The others carried two. All the Italian ma-

chines returned safely.

By January 1, winter at last had come to the relief of

the Italians and their French and British allies. The
New Year brought blizzard weather, choking gorges with

snow and bringing arctic temperature. For the invaders

the setting in of winter, bitter ami relentless, meant priva-

tion and difficulties, which it had been their plan to escape

by a rapid and irresistible advance. Luck had deserted the

Teutonic armies on what seemed the threshold of success.

The degree of cold could be judged from a zero tempera-
ture reported at Lyons. The whole mountain country as

far north as the Vosges was snowbound. Even in Central

France snow lay three feet deep on the level, with railroads

"completely blocked." The grave problem for the Anstro-

Oerinan commander was to keep his troops rationed over

a single railroad buried in snow. In addition, he had to

protect them from 'severer cold than the (Irinnli' Arm'n'

ever encountered on its retreat from ^Moscow. Regiments
were said to be crippled and in a state of 'starvation, t'n-

less they were relieved, a surrender to the enemy might
follow, in spite of iron German discipline.

Italian troops struck the Teutons a hard blow on January
28 in the mountain region west of the JJivnta. where ili-ir
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purpose had been to push down the Frenzela valley toward

Bassano. They made an advance along the stretch from

the Brenta to Asiago, and captured more than 2,000 men,

including sixty officers. War-material was taken and havoc

spread in some of the forward trenches. Aerial activity

was especially active, Italians bringing down ton machines

and the French two. The battle was fought by mountain

troops, infantry, and Bersaglieri, with support from bat-

teries and fleets of airplanes, manned by Italian, French,
and British. Late in the day the enemy made violent

counter-attacks, which were broken up. The Italians re-

tained possession of Col de Rosso and Monte di Val Bella,

but were unsuccessful in the Monte Sisemol region, where

their attack collapsed with heavy casualties. On February
1 the Austrians made an attempt to drive the Italians from

Monte di Val Bella, but were unable to reach the Italian

line. Remarkable fighting qualities were shown by the

Sardinians. Austro-Germans captured the heights of Col

de Rosso and Monte di Val Bella, peaks rising just outside

of the mountain wall, through which the Brenta breaks

before going down to Bassano. A heavy fall of snow then

delayed the Austro-German offensive.
13

13
Principal Sources : "Nelson's History of tho War" by John Buchan, The

London Times' ''History of tho War' 1

; Tho Tribune, The Time*, Tho Ercninij

I'oxt, the "Military Export" of Tho Time*, New York : Associated Press dis-

patches.
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VI

AUSTRIA'S DEBACLE ON THE PIAVE ITALIAN
NAVAL EXPLOITS

May 1, 1918 November 3, 1918

THAT
Austria would resume her successful offensive in

the spring of 1918 was thought probable, but weeks

passed without any visible sign of her doing so. Not until

early in May, or about six weeks after Ludendorff began
his offensive in northern France, did increased tension

appear. Emperor Charles, accompanied by his Chief of

Staff and other German officers, was then reported on his

way to the Italian front, and a great movement of troops
was taking place in the Tyrol. Another offensive had

really become obligatory upon Austria because of the grave

political and economic conditions at home. The Austrian

movement, however, was essentially a part of Ludendorff 's

offensive. German domination of Austria had now become

complete. For food administration purposes at least the

Tyrol and Bohemia had virtually been annexed.

By the middle of May, the Asiago plateau, east of the

Brenta, had flared up into violent action, but the aggressive
had been taken by the Italians, so that Austro-German

forces, instead of launching a long-expected assault of their

own, found themselves compelled to fight hard to maintain

the positions they had been occupying since November.

The fighting centered between Monte Asolone and Monte

Pertica, two heights about three miles apart, rising to an

altitude of ;">.000 feet. From Vienna and Home official

statements spoke of the fighting as bitter. Koine stating that

Italian soldiers had enteivd Austrian trenches on Monte

Asolone in two places. The fighting was fierce east of the

Brenta. but the whole Italian line from Lake Garda to

the Piave and thence to the sea was marked by isolated

actions, which might become component parts of a greater

plan later in the season.
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A daring raid, at this time, on the Austrian naval base

at Pola was made by Italian units, and an Austrian battle-

ship of the 20,000 ton type was destroyed, naval forces

being aided in their operations by cooperation from an

aerial squadron. Details of the exploit showed that it was
one of the most audacious feats of the war, worthy to rank

with the British exploit at Zeebrugge. The plans for it

had been matured by Lieutenant-Commander Pellegrini.

A raiding party escorted by destroyers arrived at Pola

at 2 o'clock in the morning when it was very dark. The
moon had been down two hours, but a long neck of land

pointed the way into the great harbor, in which lay Aus-

tria's fleet of battleships, cruisers, and destroyers, encircled

by a frowning terrace of land batteries. The preparations
called for a dash in the darkness followed by a discharge
of torpedoes at the big ships, after which the Italians,

having blown up their own craft, were to jump over-

board and take their chances of capture or drowning. All

realized that there would be practically no chance of return-

ing alive.

Three lines of Austrian defense were encountered, first a

guardship, then wooden buoys marking a chain of mines,

and last, a heavy steel net strung from bank to bank.

How the Italians were able to penetrate these obstructions

remained a mystery, particularly as to the steel net. The
silence was first broken by two distant explosions of tor-

pedoes, followed by the sound of an alarm-gun from the inner

harbor. Two signals of parti-colored lights then slowly
rose. The first meant that Pellegrini had torpedoed a bat-

tleship; the second said "Don't mind us; we have no

chance." In the meantime, the sky had become vivid with

searchlights, while land batteries poured a terrific fire on

the invaders who, however, managed to escape, altho search-

lights and countless batteries continued to play for them.

As daylight broke, a fleet of Austrian airplanes swooped
down upon the scene, but they were beaten off by a smaller

fleet of Italian planes. Three Austrian machines fell into

the water during the battle.

Pellegrini's exploit recalled how, only a few months

before, on December 0, ]f17, Luigi Riz/.o, a Sicilian, aged
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31, formerly in the merchant service, had sunk in Trieste

harbor the battleship W.'oi dn a dark and moonless night.

With Italian torpedo-boats, Rizzo had approached the port,

steering with great caution, as far as Muggia, and then

after cutting the wire entanglements at the mouth of the

harbor, shot his boats through. It was about two o'clock

in the morning when the outlines of great vessels were seen.

Rizzo went for the first, while Ferrarini, who was in the

second motor-scout, steered for the other. Each discharged
two torpedoes and the two warships were hit. Rizzo 's ship,

sank the Wien. Ferrarini's victim was only damaged. Con-

fusion followed, guns were fired and torpedoes discharged,

but both scouts escaped and reached their base.

Rizzo afterward had an exploit more amazing than the

first. In June he destroyed the Szcnt Istvan this time

not in harbor but in the open Adriatic. No other indi-

vidual in this war had had the fortune to sink two such

monsters. The fight in June occurred six miles off shore.

The warship was sunk, or believed to have been sunk, by

torpedoes released from two tiny motor-craft, while hemmed
in by dreadnoughts and destroyers. The exploit was hailed

throughout Italy as one of the most gallant of the war,
and Rizzo became a popular naval hero. lie had been cruis-

ing at the time off the Dalmatian coast, in a motor-craft

belonging to a flotilla that he commanded. He had with

him one other boat in command of a midshipman named
Aeni/o. Between them the two had approximately thirty
men. They were going quietly along the coast thirty miles

southeast of Pola when a great column of smoke attracted

their attention. Rizzo said afterward:

''I changed my course and was soon running- northward. I could

make out in the dim dawn it was about 2.f><) o'clock that a power-
ful enemy-squadron was approaching. There were two dreadnoughts
flanked l>y two destroyers, i called on my men for volunteers and

every one said he was ready to begin an attack. I ordered Aeni/o to

attack as he thought best, and then I made straight for the squadron.

They did not see or hear me. When I judged the moment was right,

I slipt between the second and third escorting
1

destroyers. As I

passed, the former caught sight of me and the alarm whistle was
blown violently. She began firing- but her shells passed over us. I
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was already over the line a distance of 400 or 600 feet. I let go niy

torpedoes, one striking on a line with the funnels and the second

struck further off, but exploded with full force."

Commander Rizzo was now inside the Austrian line with

his torpedoes all gone. An Austrian destroyer turned to

run him down. But he had another resource left depth

charges. Comparing the speed of his own little vessel with

that of the destroyer, he flung a charge overboard. As it

failed to explode, he forced a second depth charge into the

water and then saw the destroyer "lifted up in the sea

and roll like a drunken man," badly hit. Altho a third

destroyer rushed toward him in an attempt to ram his small

craft, Rizzo slipt away, the whole fight not lasting more
than twenty minutes. Meanwhile Aenizo's boat had slipt

up to the rear convoy of the destroyers and fired two tor-

pedoes at the second Virtbus Unites. The first slipt past
her bows, but the second hit her full toward the stern.

Aenizo saw the dreadnought that had been attacked by
Rizzo was keeling over, and he pushed away his own boat.

Some desultory firing in his direction followed, but the shots

failed to hit because of his nearness. Sixteen hours after-

ward. Italian aircraft flying over the scene saw masses of

wreckage drifting away to the north. Other aircraft which

flew over Pola reported that only one dreadnought was left

where once there were four. The third dreadnought of the

Virtbus Unit is type was the one which had been torpedoed
earlier in the harbor of Pola.

Austria's expected land offensive, which developed into

one of great force, and was made after long preparations,

began on June 15, and extended over the entire front.

At that time Ludendorft' had been slightly checked in the

west notably by the American marines and otln-r units

of the Second Division at Chateau-Thierry and Helleau Wood.
On the Asiago line, Italian, Hritish, and French forces still

held positions firmly and recaptured other portions on

Monte Asolone, east of the lirenla and on Monte Solarola,

but at two places on the lower Piave the Austrians forced

a passage. This was at a poin ( thirty-three miles from tin-

sea, but in the Fagare-Musile region nearer the coast, the

Italians prest them closely. The Austrian offensive had been
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fixt by Ludendorff for June, in expectation that by that

time his own campaign in the west would have attained a

decisive success, and that a similar achievement in the

South, by crushing the only remaining active hostile En-
tente army, would have ended the war. His program by
the middle of June had miscarried, through successive

checkmates administered by Foch to German efforts in the

"NVest in Picardy, French Flanders, and on the Marne.
A great change had come over the Italians since October,

1917. Their leaders, roused to new efforts from conscious-

ness of their shortcomings, had carried on a systematic

campaign of education, bringing home to the people ex-

actly what the war meant and what it was for. The tem-

per and morale of the Italian had in fact been raised

higher than it had ever been. Teutonic barbarism, as

evidenced in German treatment of occupied parts of Italy.

had reacted and, together with educational forces, had done
much to restore the fighting ability of the Italians and

bring back their confidence, and so the Italian lines stood

fast: in fact, the Italians and their all
:

es gained ground
after the attack lost its momentum. Small initial advances

were made by the Austrians, but nowhere was there any
evidence of an Italian panic such as had occurred when
the two antagonists last met. Every foot temporarily

gained by the Austrians was gained at terrible cost. The
attack in one sense became unique 'in the war.

Heretofore in the first rush of a heavy attack, the de-

fense had gained ground rapidly until the shock of impact
could be absorbed, which usually was after the first feu-

miles, hut the Italian lines in this offensive praetically

stood fast from the beginning. The character of the Aus-

trian troops employed was obviously below par. They had

eft for fight; they could nut be driven 1'or-

face of destructive opposition. Never first-

they had been beaten in this war in every

they had been engaged. It was only when
to their aid that they were able to hold

against Serbians, Russians, Italians, or

now they had to fight alone, for Germany
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The Austrians at the beginning secured a strong foothold

on Montello, took the village of Nervesa and established a

bridgehead. Fifteen pontoons were thrown across the

river to connect the two forces and keep up the necessary
flow of supplies. Other crossings were effected further

down, between Maserada and Candelu. and near Fagara,
where the railroad from Treviso crossed. Near the lagoons
the Austrians took Capo Sile, occupied the triangle between

the Piave and the Fossetta Canal, and crossed the canal

a part of the operation that was, in a measure, successful.

But the mere crossing of a river was not a vital thing.

In order that any results should flow from it, it was

necessary for troops after they effected their crossing, to

debouch on the other bank. They must, in other words,

cross in such force as to be able, after establishing them-

selves on the opposite bank, to spread out laterally like a

fan and clear the bank on either side. When this had been

done, a sufficient advance had to be made from the river

to give room behind for maneuvering. If. after crossing,

the forces were held close to the river, unable to advance,

or to clear the bank above and below them: if. in short,

after gel ting across, the advance was suddenly checked, the

crossing would be more of a detriment than an advantage.

Crossing a stream in the face of an enemy, rather than by

surprize-maneuver, is always a hazardous undertaking in

war. Against troops in any way equal, with numbers as

great and with equal morale, it is practicably impossible to

achieve anything more than a mere crossing.

The fighting on Montello, where the crossing was first

made. was. fr the first two days, desperate. Then it died

down for a day, and the Austrians suddenly found them-

selves in a serious predicament. The Piave. which up to

this time had been very low. suddenly, by reason of heavy
rains in the mountains, became a flood. Bridges which the

Austrians had built were swept away, leaving Austrian

troops to the number of about 40,000 isolated mi the western

bank, where they could go neither forward nor backward.

At no point were the Austrians able to do more than make

good their crossings. They could not push their way west-

ward, but were held at the bridgeheads which they had
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established at heavy cost, unable to advance beyond them.
At Capo Sile they had a favorable opportunity, because the

condition of the ground in that marshy area made the de-

fense somewhat difficult. But here, too, they failed. The
result was that the greatest Austrian effort of the war was
doomed to failure at the beginning. The Austrians had to

make some move to relieve the situation to recross the

river and acknowledge themselves beaten, or surrender.

There was no alternative, unless Germany could again come to

Austria's assistance. This she had done many times before,
so often in fact as to have formed the habit. But if this

were done, it would so seriously interfere with the German
needs in France as to make them hazardous and practically
unworkable. Ludendorff afterward maintained that Austria's

failure was the chief cause of his own.

Germany was in the saddle or Ludondorff was and was

exercising complete control. Germany had had excellent

reasons for insisting on an offensive in Italy at this time.

Her experience in France, and especially in the last ten

days, had not been particularly cheering. She had found

that, while the Allied line in the AVest could be bent, and,
if taken by surprize, bent badly, there was nothing to in-

dicate a possibility of breaking it. An. offensive, in Italy,

should it succeed, might result as before in a shifting of

Allied strength from France to Italy. Germany needed help
on the French front, and perhaps decided to get it by way
of Italy, through forcing Allied troops away from the

Western Front to protect Italy. One Teuton offensive had

thus crowded on the heels of another, so urgent was Ger-

many's fight against time. Ludendorff's fourth major
effort in France, launched on June !), toward Compiegne,
had failed on June 12, and on June 15 the offensive which

Austria-Hungary had
'

been threatening for a couple of

months in northern Italy was let loose.

The operation became a general frontal attack on a lint 1

ninety miles long, stretching from the Asiago plateau to

the Adriatic. The Italians had the advantage of interior

lines and well developed communications; they lay within

a concave arc where they had the use of both lateral and

perpendicular railroads, while the Austro-Hungarians were
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on the convex side and had no lateral communications. To

pass from one end of the Austrian line to another in-

volved a tedious and circuitous journey of many miles back

to the rear and then around. The offensive became the

weakest Teuton effort made in 1!>18. It showed ferocity

but no intensive, sustained quality. Rome soon dismissed it

a~s a failure. It emphasized again the vast discrep-

ancy between German and Austrian military capacity. Ger-

many was only just passing her peak of military efficiency,

while Austria-Hungary was in the last stages of military
decline.

Italian, French and British troops were now on the Piave

front to meet the shock on a 100-mile front. The first

force of the Austrian blow in the mountain region drove

the defenders back to their third line, but at that point they
held their ground and by successive counter-attacks reoc-

cupied important positions on the Asiago plateau and re-

captured mountain heights along the Brenta. On the low

land the Austrians had crossed the Piave at three places

south of Montello. where the battle-line left the river and
mounted westward into the Alps. Nowhere was the struggle

so severe as on the Piave, but one of the most brilliant

actions was the defense of the Monte Moschin salient which

protected important Brenta positions. Here the Austrians

suffered heavy losses, having many of their machine-guns

captured. The severity of the fighting was disclosed in the

fact that artillery fired 70.000 shells in twelve hours. Austro-

Ilungarian casualties were reckoned in thousands. whil<-

those of the Allies were comparatively light. Austria had

s
:

xty divisions in Italy, and yet the attacking forces did

not really succeed at any point. There was a relatively

brief, but extremely violent, artillery preparation with gas-

shells. After a bombardment that aimed to destroy the

Italian front line and paraly/e Italian artillery, the Au>-

triatis. under cover of an artificial fog created by smoke

apparatus advanced in open formation to an attack. Tin 1

bombardment, however, had been frustrated by Italian

artillery, which destroyed lines and shelters, made full hits

on mas-ed troops. ;md drenched battle-emplacements with

gas. AVlien the Austrian infantry came into the front-line
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zones they met resistance from Italian machine-guns, and
a counter-attack from supporting troops.

Not alone did the Italians and their British and French

comrades hold in check the Austrian offensive along the

greater part of the battle-front; they soon turned aggressors
themselves on some of the more important sectors, and

especially in the mountain regions. The strokes of the

enemy were particularly violent on the Montello plateau,
the capture of which would have given them command of

roads leading through Treviso to Venice and a fairway

ITALIAN <;r.\S <>\ A r.AKKK IX Till: I.mYKK PIAYK

westward through the province <>t' Tivviso. Even with

Emperor Charles at the front the Austrian* became de-

morali/ed. Their deficiencies, in comparison with Italian

troops, became more evident than ever before, while British

airplanes did notable work. The number of foot-bridges

destroyed by British bombs was seven, some l2.">.000 cart-

ridges being tired at the Anstrians when they were scurry-

ing across bridges. The enemy had engaged '_'!> out of a

total of f>S or .V.) divisions.

The first two days were enough 1>> show that the Allies
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did not face a situation like that on the Isonzo in October,

1917, or that in Picardy, at Armeutieres, or on the Aisne

in the spring of 1918. The sense of relief shown at Rome
had a double source. In France anxiety at the front had

centered about military facts only in the worst days of

defeat there had been no really serious question of morale.

But in Italy morale had perhaps been the main cause of

anxiety. It was not simply a question whether an army
that had suffered as heavily as the Italian army did in

October, 1917, could ''come back," but whether an army
which undeniably had for a time gone to pieces in spirit,

could re-form. It was primarily the splendid Italian re-

vival of morale, the reassertion of staying power, that the

Deputies in Rome had welcomed heartily. It meant that

Italy, like France, had passed through the fire and emerged

finely tempered. Taken in conjunction with the exploits of

Italy's seamen, with Rizzo's gallant feat still on every

tongue, one could easily imagine the effect of the situation

on the nation's mind and heart.

The results obtained by the Austrians were all the more

meager, in view of the extremely ambitious nature of their

plans. The attack was delivered on a front almost twice

as long as the front of Germany's elaborate effort in

Picardy in March. One could only wonder how Austrian

leaders could have felt themselves capable of supervising an

operation twice as big as Ludendorff's, with nothing like

the striking power that Ludendorff then had at his disposal.

The Austrian total strength along the whole Italian front,

both on the line and in reserve, was estimated by the Allies

at perhaps seventy-five divisions. Instead of 10.000 men to

a mile, which Ludendorff sent forward, the Ausirians could

have employed hardly half as many men and when one

took into further account the established inferiority of

Austrian troops, and the much more rugged territory they
had to deal with, it was more difficult than eve}- to under-

stand why the attempt should have been made along the

whole front, instead of being concentrated for a break along

twenty or thirty miles, which would have been sufficient if

a real breach could have been made.

General Bovoeric's offensive, only in a restricted sense, was
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a counterpart of the tactics of Ludendorff in France and

Belgium. His armies like Ludendorff 's were equipped with

some of the newest German offensive devices, like an arti-

ficially created fog and dirigible smoke clouds to cover the

first rush
; they had the latest gassing devices, and had bene-

fited from a certain amount of training in the Hutier storm-

ing methods
; but there the resemblance ended. In strategy

the action departed widely from Ludendorff 's. The Ger-

mans, moving west from St. Quentin on March 21, had

attacked on a fifty-mile front
;
the more ambitious Austrians

chose a front of ninety miles or more, when they had not

divisions enough to maintain an attack on such a front

without compromising their ability to deliver crushing blows

at specified points such as Ludendorff always aimed at de-

livering. An offensive thus spread out was an aid to the

defensive, in that it enabled the Allies to apply a great

deal more strength in meeting- the first shock. It involved

many separate battles, instead of one great battle on one

sector, where the assailant had created an overwhelming

superiority in numbers and so equali/ed the chances of the

offensive and the defense. All this was in violation of the

fundamental Napoleonic doctrine of concentration for attack.

Austria-Hungary could look back to great victories in

olden wars on the soil of northern Italy. She could recall

Custozza and Novara, but in the Italian wars of Francis

Joseph's early days she had for leader Radet/ky, a Czech,

and the flower of her armies were Slavic troops, then the

main prop of Francis Joseph's throne, hating the Italians

and fighting against them gladly. In this war Austria-

Hungary at one time could count on the southern Slavs to

defend Trieste and the Adriatic provinces, but since the

recent Italian settlement with the Jugo-Slavs, in the Pact of

Rome, the whole situation had changed. Austrian Slavs

were now ftVhting in Allied ranks and Slav peoples of the

Dual Monarchy were practically in revolt. They had noth-

ing to fear from the break-up of the Austrian monarchy-
nothing to gain by shedding their blood for it. General

Bovoeric was no Radet/ky, altho he also was a Slav; but lie did

not lead troops whose heart was in their work. The spirit
which won (.'ustozza and Xovara was dead. Every Austrian,
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Hungarian, and Slav now serving in the armies against

Italy knew that the cause he fought for was not Austrian,

or Hungarian, or Slav, but German.

After being foiled in mountain areas, the Austrians re-

doubled their efforts to break through on the Piave front,

but without making any marked progress. This phase of the

battle became exceptionally violent. The Italians resisted

the onslaughts of twelve divisions, constantly replenished

by reserves from between Susegana and Conegliano. Mass-

attacks between Montello and the Piave were carried out by

twenty-five first-line divisions and eight reserve divisions.

On the mountain section the battle had resolved itself into

local operations. Enemy forces estimated at 92 divisions

M of infantry and 12 of cavalry approximately 1.000,000

men, and 7,500 guns of all calibers had probably been

brought into -action on the entire Italian front, but the

pincers were not closing upon Italy with the precision of

October. In fact, they did not seem to be closing in at all.

The upper jaw in the Venetian Alps had been halted by
Italian, British, and French forces.

The offensive settled down into a series of nondescript

operations, which did not disclose any definite form or

strategical purpose. Xo material advance was indicated

no advance at all. in fact, except on the west bank of the

Piave. It started raggedly and was halted almost in its

tracks. It had developed a little secondary punch in the

Piave region, but it remained a series of loosely connected

operations, along a far too extended front. It had been so

long delayed that the Italians had had ample Time in which

to colled reserves To meet it. AYhat the Emperor Charles

needed was not a local success here and there in northern

Italy, but an imposing victory with which to restore con-

fidence at home and quiet not only his half-rebellious Slavs

but his war-weary Austrians and Hungarians. With this

offensive a failure, lie had now to stand on the defensive.

Austria's fighting spirit was dickering out. Her mountain
barriers might protect her for months to come, but she could

hardly cast her eyes again toward Verona, Yicen/a. and
Padua, or even toward Venice.

Indications multiplied that the Austrians were doomed
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to defeat. The fighting, however, was not yet over, as they
had prepared for a longer offensive and had mustered their

maximum strength. The struggle settled down to a series of

pitched battles of great intensity, battles in which numbers

became the most prominent factor. Numerous attempts
were made to gain further bridgeheads on the western bank
of the Piave, but the Italians everywhere checked them with

gun-fire, doing sanguinary work in the ranks across the

river with bombs and machine-gun fire. More than 9,000

men had been taken by the Italians since the offensive

began, many guns and several hundred machine-guns. Fifty

enemy planes had been shot down, while only two Allied

machines failed to return to their base.

The heaviest fighting was around the bridgehead the

Austrians established on the lower Piave. where they were

trying to push westward toward Venice. They held the

west bank of the river from Meserade to Fossalta and San

Dona I)i Piave, a front of about twelve miles. Their

artillery was pouring thousands of poison-, tear-, emetic-,

find mustard-gas shells into rear areas, until Schio. Hassano,

Asolo, and Treviso were thus rendered practically unin-

habitable. To all outward appearances the offensive was
(loomed to failure all the way from the Venetian Alps to the

Adriatic. In the hill region ground was recaptured, while

along the Piave, where intensive fighting was in progress,

at some points with fluctuating results, the balance toward

ultimate victory swayed in favor of Italian arms. South

and east of the Asiago the French and Italians, in brilliant,

counter-offensives, retook Peiinar, Hertigo. and ( 'ostalnnga,

pa^t which the Austrians had hoped to push their front and

gain the Astigo valley, which leads to Viceii/.a on the plains

below. Not alone were the positions regained, but more,

than two hundred prisoners fell into the hand* of Allied

troops. Farther south, between Fossalta and San Dona di

Piave, the Italians pushed back the invaders and captured

('apo Sile. Possession of the valley of ('apo Sile meant con-

trol of the Piave River locks, by which a stretch of 12-">

square miles could be flooded or made dry land.

.\ftei- four days of tight ing the operations were confined

to two salients on the Piave. where the Austrians who had
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crossed were surrounded by the Italians, the swollen river

preventing their retreat, and Italian artillery and airplanes

inflicting losses upon them. Communicating bridges had
been destroyed, making it difficult to bring up supplies,

and the exhausted enemy abandoned operations in mountain

regions. Repeated attempts to cross the river south of

Montello failed and the losses inflicted were tremendous.

Italians estimated that of twenty divisions who were en-

gaged in the first three days many had been withdrawn.

Two were taken out of battle at Monte Grappa with losses

of several thousand men each. The Austrians had prac-

tically used up their reserves, whereas the Italian reserves

remained intact. The first four regiments that attacked the

Montello plateau were practically wiped out, the losses in-

flicted on some of the succeeding regiments aggregating 50

per cent. One Austrian officer, who tried to lead his men
across the Piave, stated that at least one in every ten of

his men was killed before reaching the river bank. He
had orders to cross at any cost and suffered terribly in

consequence. Austrian prisoners said they had been told

lliey would find abundant food-supplies on the other side

of the river.

The open fighting permitted Italian cavalry to act. In

a certain sector on the Piave, 500 mounted Lancers made a

spectacular charge, breaking up five barricades and slaugh-

tering large numbers. It was established that five enemy
divisions (60,000) were on the west side of the river. At-

tempts to cross or recross in boats and rafts resulted in

many being swept away and drowned. Slavonic units,

aiding Italian troops, performed brilliant work. In the

mountains, Italian, British, and French troops secured the

upper hand, and along the Piave from the Montello plateau
to the mouth of the river east of Venice, the Italians, not-

withstanding prodigious thrusts by the enemy, here and

there made gains. Hoping to alleviate the situation, the

Austrians on June 21 delivered attacks on the Montello

plateau, the keystone position for an advance to the plains,

hut met with repulse. American aviators who had joined
Allied airmen bombed the pontoon-bridges.

By June '2-> the first phase of the Austrian offensive had
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ended in defeat. The culmination of what was intended to

be the crushing: of Italy had been the rout of the invaders

themselves. With their backs to the swollen Piave, the

Austrians tried for several days to ward off vicious counter-

attacks and save the situation. Then under great pressure

they tried to recross the stream and reach safety on its

eastern bank. From Montello to the Adriatic they were

now in retreat, having had losses estimated at 180,000 men.

There was doubt if they could escape without additional

heavy casualties. Large numbers of pontoon-bridges had

been swept away by the torrential stream on all sectors of

a thirty-three-mile front. The Austrians were sorely

harassed by Italian guns, by machine-gun fire and by the

aviators' bombs.

Numerous official documents secured from prisoners af-

forded evidence that Austria had confidently expected a

big smash through along the whole front, the speedy rout

and destruction of the Allied forces, colossal booty in food-

stuffs and munitions, and comparatively easy attainment of

all objectives within three days. Fifty divisions had been

lined against the Italian front when Austria opened the

battle. They were numerically equivalent in units to

seventy-five German divisions. The force therefore was

greater than Germany had ever hurled forward at the first

moment of an offensive. Nine of these divisions had been

completely annihilated and fifteen were worn out in attacks

on the peaks east of Asiago. Fifteen more were concen-

trated against the key-position of Monte Grappa, where

they gained nothing. In the name of its heroic defenders.

Diaz afterward besought the Italian Government to pre-

serve that mountain intact as a sacred national monument
with its splendid system of defenses constructed by British

soldiers. Thirty enemy divisions were engaged from the

northern salient of Montello. fronting Fal/e, down to Cnr-

tellax/o. They succeeded in occupying, for a brief space,

more than two-thirds of the Montello hills, but after a few

days held only the northeast quarter. About 40.000 Aus-

trian troops were hemmed around in that rocky shrub-

covered ground.
14

14 faMr dispatch from Austin West to The Timi K (New York).
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In the midst of his success General Diaz warned the

nation that there were still hard days ahead. Austria was

known to be preparing feverishly for another onslaught and
to have made a desperate appeal for German aid. but the

news each day became better and better. Austria's long

prepared and greatest effort had left her with nothing but

a few miles of marshy low-land and a precarious footing

CAF.UIKLLK 1 fA.N.M N/K >

D'Annunzio, who had made a wide reputation as an author,

was serving in the war

on Montello. The western bank of the river had been prac-

tically cleared of Austrian* and Montello entirely retaken.

Only a few points on the ri.irht bank from Zenson south-

ward to the sea were occupied by the enemy. Many guns
and great quantities of material had been abandoned. All

the Italian guns lost on this front in the Austrian attack

v. ix 10 v;-
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had been recaptured. Nine Austrian divisions (103,000

men) had been annihilated. Fifteen others had been worn

out in the San Dona di Piave region, entire regiments being

destroyed. The total Austrian losses in this drive were now
estimated at more than 200,000. The Italian losses, in killed,

wounded, and captured, were 40,000. Reports indicated

that General Diaz had seized the psychological moment for re-

newed and vigorous counter-attacks along the whole river-

line where the Austrians had only two bridges of any size

left.

The Italians at last cleared the remaining Austrian rear-

guards from the west bank of the Piave, and were in pos-

session of the entire river front from Montello to the sea.

Forces that crossed the stream in pursuit of the Austrians

still harassed them, inflicted heavy casualties and drove

them into disorderly retreat. The Austrian War Office, on

June 25, admitted a reverse along the Piave, but the retro-

grade movement had been carried out "in accordance with

plans and without loss of material." It was added that

the Austrians had taken more than 50,000 prisoners from

the Italians since June 15, and that the aggregate losses of

the Italians in the fighting at the lowest estimate was 150,-

000 men an estimate not confirmed elsewhere.

From the Montello upland to San Dona the whole coun-

tryside had become a vast cemetery. In many places thou-

sands of unburied bodies rendered the air unbreathable.

Throughout Iliis district there were no longer any Austrians

other than dead, wounded, or prisoners; but from San Dona
seaward strenuous fighting was going on because the width

of the river, and the treacherous character of the currents

thereabouts, added to the difficulties of the Austrian re-

treat. Taking advantage of this situation, Italian cavalry

regiments punished the fugitives with furious charges. At

Campolungo, south of Zenson, their onrush overwhelming
all resistance, brought them to the very pontoons that were

crowded with Austrians about to cross. Italian infantry
ind cyclist Bersaglieri following in their wake destroyed
the passageway, taking many prisoners. Hundreds of bodies

were carried out to sea. The general commanding the

Xinety-tirst Schut/en Hrigade was found near Meolo with
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his brains blown out, having killed himself amid the piled-

up corpses of his forces who were annihilated after a

valiant resistance. Many Italian prisoners and wounded
were found famishing and nnteuded in caves and abandoned

dwellings. They had been despoiled of all personal be-

longings, even to their boots and clothing. Beside his

burned machine the body of the gallant Italian aviator,

Major Baraeca, was found at the foot of Montello, where
he had shot himself with a revolver to avoid capture.
Allied airmen detected Austrians busy on the left bank of

the river moving some miles inland a prodigious array of

artillery with which they had begun the battle of the

Piave.15

The Italian High Command was not thrown oft' its balance

by the victory. Diaz's proclamation breathed restraint and

caution. It was not overexultant. The great victory was,

however, the turning point in Italian fortunes, altho much
remained to be done before the enemy could be driven out

of northern Italy. Diaz was going ahead carefully and

methodically. He had cleared the entire west bank of the

Piave, the last Austro-IIungarian rear-guards having sur-

rendered, but the Hooded Piave was still a problem. It had

risen again, after subsiding, and some of the new Italian

bridges had been carried away. Probably only Italian ad-

vance-guards and cavalry were as yet operating east of the

river. General Boroevic now had time to choose a new line,

either between the Piave and Liven/a or at the Liven/a.

But if his left wing was badly broken it could hardly make
a serious stand west of the Tagliamento. The situat'on

could not be cleared until the Italians had crossed the Piave

in force.

A terrible sight was witnessed on the Piave as the An--

trians Hed under a hail of bullets and shells. They leapt

into the river and grabbed pieces of wood or anything that

would aid them, lied themselves to mules and horses, but

their efforts were in vain. for. as they reached the opposite

hank, they were caught by the fire of Italian guns from the

oilier side. On the Montello the slaughter wa^ terrific.

Bodies of troops were mowed down almost in their entirety.

'"Calilf dispatch from Austin Wrs( to Tli.> Tim*'* (New YorlO.
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At the crossing at Nervesa both banks were strewn with

dead and dying, and hundreds of bodies were carried down
to sea. At one place a correspondent counted 300 bodies

in a walk of half a mile. Along the lower Piave the Aus-

trians found themselves, if possible, in a worse plight. In

some places where the fighting had been extremely severe,

such as in the Montello region, the scene was one of fearful

havoc.

Every little village near the fighting line was a

ruin with scarcely one stone or brick left in place. The
dead were mixed with heaps of debris in incredible con-

fusion. Men familiar with Ypres and other sectors in

Flanders, and with swamps on the Russian front, said that

nothing worse in the way of desolation, destruction, and
death had been witnessed there.

10 The whole Italian army
had been at the zenith of its fighting enthusiasm. Man for

man it was worth twice what it was before. Among the in-

dividual achievements in restoring the morale was work

done by Gabriele d'Annunxio. By July 6 the Austrian

troops had been pushed back across the Piave along its

lower reaches. The Italians steadily forged ahead in this

region, until it was now admitted by Vienna that all Aus-

trian positions west of the river had been abandoned.

This restored to the Italians the west bank from northwest

of the Montello plateau to the sea.

How >erious had been the menace to Venice was indicated

by the fact that Austrian guns at one time were only five

miles away. It was due to the valor of the gunboat crew>

of sailor-soldiers lighting deep in mud. water, and reeiK

that an Austrian flanking movement was blocked. The

fighting wa> specially arduous on canals behind the lagoon

(iMrii--. where every eellarless hut was transformed into a

machine-gun ne^t. The Italians had to make night attack--,

swimming with knives in their teeth until they siirpri/ed

and killed maehiiie-gun defender.^ Artillery played ni<rht

and day upon every road in between the canals. One night

when there \va> heavy shelling an Italian captain kept up
the courage of a gi'ouj) of reserves by say i nir each time

''('al.;.- iINpiti-li from Austin W--t tu '!'!> Timi* (New Yurki.
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a shell fell: "The Americans are coming over faster than

that."

Caporetto was avenged in this fight on the Piave. In

all his unlucky reign, Kaiser Frariz-Josef had undergone uo

ghastlier reverse than this one of Kaiser Karl. Italy had

won her greatest victory of the war the greatest she had

won .since her rebirth as a nation. This battle in northern

Italy would probably be reckoned the major turning-

point in the 1918 campaign. It was won by steady courage,

unity of effort and admirable generalship against Teutonic

generals over-ambitious in strategy, with poor coordination

of armies, and representing a government find people

approaching the last stages of military disorganization. The

victory promised to remain an enduring incident in the his-

tory of the Italian people, one more landmark in their

brilliant record a history in which defeat had been fre-

quent, but patriotic devotion unfailing. After a disaster,

Italy had emerged victorious in a contest with a far greater

nation, possessing larger human resources and aided by
German material and German strategy. It was hardly less

important as a victory for the Allied cause than that French

victory at Verdun in lillli which held the western line until

Great Hritain could arrive in force for her blow on the Somme.
How serious had been the damage done by Austrian

bombs to Venice was not divulged until after 1he signing
of the armistice. Venice, Padua, and several small towns

on the Venetian plain had been repeatedly attacked. The,

worst raid made upon Venice came on the night of Feb-

ruary '2(>. lillS, after ihe city had already been visited more

than forty times. On this occasion over .'!(>() bombs were

dropt on Venice. Machines came in waves and each no

doubt made more than one journey. Venice was then very
m-ar the Austrian lines. In all fifty machines took part in

the raids. Thirty-eighl houses were destroyed and three

churches damaged SS. Giovanni e Paolo, San Giovanni

( 'risostomo and Sail Simeone Piccolo. Vet the sum of loss

was Miiall considering the thick cluster of treasures that

makes up Venice. Fifteen bombs fell near the Doge's

Palace, but all in the water. One just missed the Bridge

of Sigh>. Jiombs fell all around the Ponte di Rialto. It
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was a miracle that the finest jewels of Venice were un-

touched. A bomb had fallen within five yards of St. Mark's.

Other escapes were as narrow. The attacks were all sheer

wantonness. Xo military purpose could have been served

by attacks on the treasures of Venice. Both port and
arsenal lay far enough away to refute any excuse as to con-

fusion of aim.

For their achievement in defeating the Austrians the

Italians received no end of praise, which needed in nowise

ITALIAN OFFICIAL PHOTO

AN ITALIAN TRENCH ON THE 1'IAVE

to be modified because of flic aid rendered by British and
French troops. To have reconstituted their army and to

have reestablished its morale and spirit after one of the

most crushing defeats in history, and to win within six

months so decisive a victory of few armies had this ever

been recorded in history. The Austrian losses were

estimated later at 2")0.()00. Of these it was reported that

fully 20,000 were drowned in the retreat across the Piave.

The Thirty-first and Thirty-second Austrian Infantry
covered the retreat until only eighty men remained 1111-
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wounded and these finally surrendered. Italy was now
able to take care of herself. It was by no means certain

that a defeat of such proportions was due solely to the

breaking of Austria's military force. It was not im-

possible that the force behind the army had also begun to

disintegrate so that the spirit of the war had passed both

from the people and the military.

By July 26 American fighting troops had arrived on the

Italian front and were billeted with Italians. Before that

the only combatant American troops had been aviators. The

appearance now of a considerable body of fighting men from

the United States occasioned the greatest satisfaction. After

receiving congratulations, the overseas men sought out a

bathing-place and started several games of baseball.

"Hurrah for the Americans!" English words being used,

became the cry first from trenches along the Trentino Moun-
tains and the Piave and then throughout Italy, even to

small villages in Calabria and Sicily. Italians returning
from the United States had brought unshakable faith in

what America would do. These emigrants of southern Italy

always had predicted, even in the darkest hours, that the

fortunes of war would turn when America entered the con-

flict. They were now going about proudly saying: "I told

you so." The American work in France, at this time on the

Marne, was celebrated by them as if it had been their own
success.

On October 25 the Allies broke into Austrian positions
on a twenty-mile front between the Brenta and the Piave.

storni'-d important and formidable mountains, and took

about .'!.<>( ><) prisoners. Diax had attacked in a critical

sector, where, a successful advance could force an army to

withdraw on the whole mountain-front and give up the

line of the Piave. By the new drive it was evidently hoped
to add Midden military defeat in the field to the internal

causes which were forcing Austria toward peace. The time

was ripe. Three months had gone by since Boroevie's of-

feiiMVe. which Avas to take Venice and roll the Italians hack-

to the Adige. had ingloriously failed. Foch since then had
won great victories in France. Now. if ever, could Italy

hope to thrust the Austro-IIunirarian armies back out of

1 U
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Italian territory. In Austria-Hungary, as in Bulgaria, the

military authorities were simply waiting for a defeat in

the field in order to find a plausible excuse for surren-

dering.

By October 29 the battle was proceeding on a front of

about fifty miles from the Asiago to the Piave between

Treviso and Oderzo, and Italians and British had broken

through the Austrian lines across the Piave on a thirty-

mile front between Valdobbiadene and Roncadelle. They
had driven a great wedge into them northeast of Treviso,

and advanced more than five miles east of the Piave on a

fifteen-mile front. In the mountain region they extended
their gains north of the Ornic river. The retreat was fast

approaching a rout. Diaz's armies had driven the enemy
back everywhere in disastrous fighting with a few American

troops held in readiness to aid them. The battle was fast

assuming the proportions of the Italian dclniclc of a year
before, when Cadorna's army broke down under the Ger-

man-Austrian attack. Apparently the Austrians had no

intention of trying to check the advance south of the Taglia-
mento. Their retirement out of Venetia had become unavoid-

able. It was only a question whether Emperor Charles'

armies would go back as fugitives or. thanks to an armistice,

become willing prisoners. Caporetto was well avenged. The

twitchings of a death-agony were seen in Vienna but there

was no peace on the Piave. Emperor Charles' advisers had
been glad to abandon Serbia, Albania. Montenegro, and

Roumania, because the situation, everywhere below the

Danube, was hopeless. Xot a hand was lifted to withdraw
1 .000.000 Austrian and Hungarian soldiers from north-

<-a>tern Italy.

"While the Austro-IIungarian army hoped an armistice

would come in time to cheek the onward roll, the (h'lxldr

developed into a gigantic military catastrophe. Terrific

losses were inflicted on legions of men in flight. A whole

stretch of country, in mountains and on plains, for seventy

miles was littered with the bodies of Austrian dead.

Tumbled heaps of abandoned war-material were to be seen

everywhere colossal stores of ammunition, mounds of food-

stuffs, equipment of every sort, some of which had been

i r.
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hidden away in caves and underground labyrinths of the

Grappa and Asiago plateau. Austria-Hungary had really

been out of the war for weeks. She had ceased to exist as

a European state. Her armies were fighting in Italy under
a. flag which no longer represented anything. The Allied

armistice terms, amounting to complete surrender, had been

made known but were not accepted by the Austrian High
Command until November 4. Hostilities then ceased in the

Italian field, and Italian land and naval forces entered

Trieste, the goal of Italian Irridentist hopes for generations.

Fiume, Hungary's chief Adriatic port, was handed over to

a Croatian Local Government on friendly terms with the

Allies, and was ready to surrender to the Allied fleet the

remainder of the Austro-Hungarian navy assembled in Fiume
harbor.

Pola, the Dual Monarchy's chief naval base, had become
little more than an Austrian memory. Italian submarines

had penetrated its waters a few days before and sunk the

last remaining Austrian first-class battleship, the very
vessel which had brought back Archduke Ferdinand's body
from Serajevo in 1914. So it was that the warship which

had participated in the opening scene of the final Hapsburg
tragedy, went down at the moment when the curtain wras

falling on the history of that ill-starred house. The Viribus

Unit is was torpedoed and sunk by an Italian "naval tank"

which, manned by two officers, succeeded in penetrating the

mine field at the entrance of the harbor of Pola. The
naval "tank" was a small vessel, similar to the "Eagle
boats" that were being bnilt for the United States Navy.
The Adriatic had become an Italian lake. Trieste and

Italian Istria were under the flag of United Italy, and

Italian armies had hurried into Trent. Trent and the

Adige Valley were the keys to the northern Italian plains.

In Austrian hands they had for generations been a dagger

pointed at the heart of the Italian kingdom. Now the

Trentino had reverted to its natural possessors, and so Italy

reacquired the northern mountain barrier which made her

>efure against attacks through Alpine passes. Italian armies

passed the Tagliamento and reached Udine, their former

ba<e near the Austrian frontier. Thus did Italy close in
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glory her three and a half years of warfare with Austria-

Hungary.
Before the armistice went into effect, the Italian army

had captured nearly 300,000 Austrians and at least 5,000

guns. The value of the booty, which included thousands

of horses, amounted to several millions of lire. In the

A.MKUH'A.N TKOOI'S IN Fll'MK

Tliesi. troops were with the Italians when the latter entered Fiuino

Trentino alone over 150,000 prisoners were taken. Italian

naval vessels landed troops on Dalmatian islands, and tin-

Italian flag
1 was hoisted over them. Italian battleships and

destroyers landed troops at Kinme. Business was virtually

suspended in Koine to celebrate the victory. Bonfires \ven-

lighted on many hills throughout Italy to carry far and
wide the news of the occupation of Trieste. Church-hells
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were rung and guns fired. All windows in Rome were
illuminated regardless of police orders concerning restricted

lighting. Crowds in the streets eagerly sought newspapers
iresli from the presses, paraded through the night, carrying
American as wrell as Italian flags. American sailors were

taken through the streets on men's shoulders. Ambassador

Page was heartily acclaimed by assembled citizens. A com-

mittee asked him to convey to President Wilson the grati-

tude of the people of Rome and Italy and to express their

admiration for America's part in the great struggle.

The final defeat of Austria-Hungary, the destruction of

a despotism that had been one of the worst instruments of

oppression in modern history, was in all essentials an Italian

achievement. What Russia began, Italy completed. From
the second year of the war the Italian army and navy had

been the principal factors in bringing about Austria's down-

fall. The Italian army was 90 per cent. Italian fifty-one

Italian divisions, three British, two French, one Czecho-

slovak, and a single American regiment. It was a great

Italian achievement. Had the Austrian attack on the Piave

in June, 191tS, succeeded as well as the German attack at St.

Quentin and on the Aisne, we might still have been looking to

1919 for victory. But the Italians held the enemy back and

so won the first of that series of Allied victories which con-

tinued without interruption afterward.

The entire population turned out to welcome General

Petitti di Roreto, the new Italian Governor-General of

Trieste. On landing he was showered with flowers. This

was a notable event in the history of Italy which an Italian

poet described as "the realization of a century's dream, and

the end and aim of Italy's war against Austria-Hungary."
As the warships approached Trieste all on board were

affected by the approaching climax to Italian hopes. When
the bay came into view those on board embraced each other

and cried like children in their joy. As the ships anchored,

airplanes circled overhead, and beflagged tugs and skiffs

gathered around. Altho the population of Trieste was

only l:>0.000, it seemed as if a million inhabitants from the

new Italian province had come out to piers, the balconies

of houses and the towers of churches to welcome the war-
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ships. After landing it was impossible for the general's
automobile to move. He was embraced by weeping women,
little children, and white-haired patriots. The popular cele-

bration continued for two days. Xo peace rejoicings could

have exceeded the delirium of delight with which people
on the peninsula and adjacent islands greeted the tidings.

The humblest hamlets, like great cities, were bedecked with

flags and made a merry festival. Petitions were flowing
into Government offices from all sides demanding that the

Third of November be declared an annual holiday.
Scenes of destruction and starvation were seen in the

Trentino wherever one passed along the roads over which

Italian troops conveyed thousands of Austrian prisoners
who had been cut off southwest of Balzano. Every road

was crowded and on every hand were evidences of the great

military collapse. The horrors of Napoleon's retreat from

Russia, it was said by military observers, were eclipsed by
the sufferings of Austrian troops in this region. Great

masses of men waited for long hours to move a few feet, or

a few hundred yards, and then had to halt anew on a road

littered with carcasses of horses and with cannon, pieces of

shields, pistols, rifles, broken-down motor-trucks, and ma-

I'hine-gnns. Many Austrians died from sheer fatigue and

starvation instead of from wounds. Italians did all they
could to hasten up food supplies, but this was difficult.

Tu the meantime dead horses were eaten, the llesh being

cooked along the roadside, Between Roverto and Trent, a

distance of sixteen miles, an unending column of men was

marching none km-w whither. There was not a house left

-landing in Asiago. Throughout the mountains people were

t'oodless and had been robbed of their possessions.

The outcome of the war wrought profound changes in the

Adriatic. That inland sea. so rich in historical memories,

was to become what long before it should have been, an

Italian-South Slav lake. Austria and Hungary had been

thrust back from its shores, and hen-after their ocean trade

would find ingress and egress only through foreign ports.

At the ( 'ongress of Vienna. Austria had obtained almost

complete mastery of the Adriatic. The annexation of

V'Mictia and Dalmatia and the establishment of reactionary
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governments in Xaples and the Papal States under the

direct influence of Vienna, had extended the Hapsburg
power in one long sweep from Otranto to Cattaro. With
the war of 1859, however, and the founding of the kingdom
of Italy, Austria's monopoly of the Adriatic was broken,

and six years later still further weakened by loss of Venctia.

Xow Italy had extended her territory, reaching eastward

and southward around Istria and parts of Dalmatia. until,

with the exception of a short coast line for the new South

Slavic State, she controlled the entire circuit of the sea.

For Serbia, her acquisition of ports upon the Adriatic

assured a glorious revenge for the injustice she had suffered

for generations at Austria's hands. The little Balkan State,

landlocked and economically enslaved, had long sought an

outlet on the sea. In 1912. when at last she had attained

her ambition by a victory over Turkey, the Government of

Franx-Josef robbed her of a port and set up between Ill-l-

and the sea the artificial Stale of Albania. This was not

the least of a long series of unjustifiable aggressions by 1 1n-

Dual Monarchy which had ended in the criminal ultimatum

of 1914 and flu- World War. It was a long cry from 1914

*o 191S. but it was now Serbia and Italy that controlled the

Adriatic coasts, and il was Austria and Hungary that wen-

left without ports. Unless Trieste wen 1 made a free pur)

for goods to and from Vienna, the new South (Jet-man

State, which might emerge from the wreckage of (Vntral

Kurope. would be economically helpless. Similarly, if Hun-

garians were cut off from Fiume, they would become land-

locked and at the mercy of their neighbors.
1 '
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THE COLONIES THAT GERMANY HAD

WHEN the war broke out Germany had several large

and several small colonies in different parts of the

world. In Africa she had German East Africa, German
Southwest Africa, Kamerun, and Togoland ;

in the Pacific,

German New Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago, one of the

Solomon Islands, and the Caroline, Ladrone, Pellew, and
Marshall Islands; further east in the Pacific, the Samoa n

Islands, at least the chief portion of them, and in China,

on a long lease, Kiaochow. Altogether in Asia, Africa, and

Oceania, she owned colonial possessions and "spheres of in-

fluence" the latter being areas where she had special

privileges covering nearly 1.500.000 square miles. She

was also regarded as the dominant power in European
Turkey, and, except for Armenia, her influence was pre-

eminent in Asiatic Turkey that is, in Asia Minor, includ-

ing Antioch, Aleppo, and on Ihe Euphrates and Tigris. In

northern China, she ruled or administered 400 square
miles of territory, and enjoyed concessions in the province
of Shantung. Her ally, Austria, had a semi-protectorate
over Albania, with the right to maintain a Prussian prince
there as ruler.

In Africa alone. Germany controlled over 1.000.000 square

miles; that is, 201,5)50 square miles in the Kamerun (in-

cluding more than 100.000 square miles which she obtained

from France in 15)11 '^. 33.700 square miles in Togoland (a

possession wedged in between the British Gold Coast and
French Dahomey), 384,180 square miles in German East

Africa, and 322.450 square miles in German Southwest

Africa. In addition she had obtained from Great Britain

public or private acknowledgment of a special commercial

interest in a large portion of the Portuguese African pos-

sessions, and an admission that she was a fourth party,
with co-equal interest, in the affairs of Liberia. Sir Edward

v. IX it ->:*
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Grey had stated publicly that any scheme of German ag-

grandizement in the Kongo Basin, provided it did not in-

terfere with vested British interests to the south of that

region, or did not involve aggression against other powers,
would not be opposed by Great Britain or any part of

the empire.

Germany, joined with Austria, was thus in a fair way
toward building up a Teutonic overseas empire which, com-

bined with spheres of influence in Africa, the Near East,

and the Far East, might have aggregated a total of 2,000,-

000 square miles of productive lands for Austro-German ex-

ploitation, as sources of raw products for industries and as

markets for the purchase of German wares. This is an

area about ten times as large as that of the German Empire
in Europe, and more than double the combined areas of

Germany, France, England, Wales, Scotland. Ireland, Italy,

and Spain. Meanwhile, for twenty or thirty years, she had
been supplying Belgium with capital, enterprise, and
racial influence

;
and had been slowly winning over Holland

to a closer alliance, if not an ultimate fusion, with the

German Empire. In Brazil colonization by Germany was

proceeding apace. German interests in tropical America

generally had become a good third in rank, coming next to

those of Great Britain and the United States.

Only in the Near East had Germany's expansion sus-

tained a check. In 1911. Italy, alarmed at reports of Ger-

man designs on Tripoli, had made use of certain grievances
which Turkish policy gave her, and taken possession of all

that portion of North Africa as yet unclaimed by France

in Tunis and Morocco and by England in Egypt. This

action not only engendered the break-up of the Triple

Alliance, but placed Germany in a peculiar dilemma; for,

when Turkey appealed for help. Germany found herself

unable to give assistance against Italy who was her ally,

whom she could not strike without losing her, and so in-

juring, not only herself, but Austria. Germany thus had

to stand by while Italy took possession, not. only of Tripoli

and Barka, but of the Dodecanese fa group of twelve small

islands in the ^Egean Sea, of which Rhodes is one) and

proceeded further to demand a share in the development
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of southern Asia Minor. That, however, was only a be-

ginning, for Italy, in order to overcome Turkish resistance

in North Africa, had roused Greece, and Greece, having
been perpetually frustrated by Germany in her ambitions,
led in the movement to organize the Balkan Alliance. The

ensuing Balkan Wars of 1912 and 1913 reduced Turkey in

Europe to an area of about 10,800 square miles, and inter-

posed between Austria-Hungary and Constantinople a

formidable barrier of warlike Balkan peoples.
The irritation which this caused to Germany was partly

appeased by an international recognition of her privileged

position in what remained of Turkey by which she obtained

command of the Turkish army and control of the Bagdad
railway. At the same time she had to accord recognition
to French concessions in Syria and to Russo-French in-

terests in Armenia. It was understood that she had come
to terms with Great Britain and had virtually been able

to extend her influence not merely to Bagdad but to Bassora,
which is within sight of the Persian Gulf. But there still

remained the Balkan obstacle. Two years of the Balkan

War had effectively shut out the Dual Alliance from

Saloniki, which was the goal Austria had aimed at for

more than thirty years. Saloniki itself had instead be-

come Greek; while Serbia and Montenegro interposed a

long range of territory between Austrian dominions and an

^Egean harbor. Serbia, in fact, became an obstacle be-

tween Berlin and her coveted Byzantine supremacy, and
to Austria as well, because Austria had become almost, a

subordinate German state. The Dual Alliance had ex-

pected a quite different issue from the first Balkan War.
For the Turkish army, as reorganized by German officers,

it had anticipated a victory, after which Austria could in-

tervene, expel the Turks, and heroine mistress of the Balkan

peninsula, the interests of the two empires being thus

virtually fused in a dual rule of Ilohen/.ollern and Haps-
burg. It was the outcome of the iirst Balkan War that

dissipated those dreams.

Probably German Southwest Africa, with its minerals

and tracts of temperate mountain country, sufficiently well

watered to nourish a vigorous European or negro popula-
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tion, would in time have proved a valuable possession, and
the Kamerun, with its coast regions rich in rubber, timber,

and palm-oil, might also have been found to possess tin

as good as the tin of Nigeria. Togoland, on account of its

palm-oil and numerous other tropical products, was almost

as valuable a possession as the Gold Coast. German East

Africa was not so attractive. Its regions were as a rule

more unhealthy, yet they possest, to the north of Nyassa-

land, one of those splendid tracts of fertile, well-watered

country which had been among the wonders revealed within

the last fifty years of explorations in the Dark Continent.

Here are mountain peaks reaching to 10,000 feet in dis-

tricts sparsely populated, but as well suited to European
colonization as British East Africa and Nyassaland had

proved to be. Valuable tropical produce had been already

garnered along the shore of the great Tanganyika lake and

transported to the coast in a recently completed Tanganyika
railway, which of itself represented an outlay of probably

$50.000,000, and tapped for maritime transport all the east-

ern part of the Congo Basin. In addition, there were in-

dications of the existence of coal, diamonds, gold, and pos-

sibly copper. German East Africa was admirably adapted
to growing cereals like maize and rice, on a large scale,

and was capable of sustaining a large negro population.
In all these lands international science had made large

gains under German influences. Evidence of this was pres-

ent in German museums of ethnology and natural history;

in German contributions to African philology, to the study
of tropical diseases, to economic botany, chemistry, palaeon-

tology, history, and archeology. In East Africa, and in the

Kamerun hinterland, Germany had abolished the deeply
rooted slave-trade, but in Southwest Africa, the negro

population had diminished through long drawn out wars.

In 1SS4, when the Germans first came to this region, the

Hottentots were exterminating the Bantu negroes, and per-

ishing themselves from alcohol, smallpox, syphilis, and star-

vation due to the disappearance of big game. In later

years, however, some elements in the native population in

Southwest Africa had been on the increase. Germany had

constructed a thousand miles of road in Hast Africa, nearly
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two thousand miles in Southwest Africa, 128 miles in

Togoland, 149 miles in Kamerun, and 272 miles in Kiao-

chow. In the Near East she had built the famous Bagdad
railway from Konia almost to Skanderun and Aleppo
and, in patches, onward toward Bagdad. Her future pol-

icy in Turkey would probably have tended to secure pref-
erence for German trade

; yet in the territories actually un-

der Germany sway she had preserved the free trade prin-

ciple. Her own trade, with her entire oversea possessions

was, however, not yet very large.

Germany had made no great profit from her overseas

empire, but as a colonizing Power, she had in general de-

served attention. There were only 23,383 Germans in

"Greater Germany" as against 243,000 Germans settled in

lands under the British Crown, including 100,000 in the

United Kingdom prior to the outbreak of the war. Ger-

mans had always been welcomed by Great Britain as col-

onists, for they had been the best of settlers any nation

could desire, especially when living under a liberal form

of government. Germans had played a considerable, and
never officially recognized, part in the foundation and de-

velopment of the British Empire, of the French and colon-

ial lands in North Africa, of the United States, and of

Spanish America. German names stood out in connection

with great achievements in New Zealand, Australia, South

Africa, Nigeria, Kongoland, East Africa, British Guiana.

India, and the Himalayas. German pioneers had brought

patience, thoroughness, accuracy, endurement of hardships,
and frugality to many of these colonies and protectorates.

In 1913 the volume of Germany's trade with her Afri-

can, Pacific and Chinese colonies, was $115,000,000, of which

exports stood for $f)0,000,000. Two-fifths of this total was

accounted for by her trade with China, done through Kiao-

chow, but with that trade German possessions had little to do.

There remained for the African and Pacific colonies a total

trade of $66,000.000. of which $30,000.000 was for ex-

ports and $36.000.000 for imports. German colonial advocates

laid stress on the fact that the colonies of England, France,

Holland, and Belgium were selling tropical products to

Germany of the value of $269,000,000 a year, while they
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bought in return only $70,000,000 worth of German goods.

Of the 50,000,000 square miles of habitable earth's surface,

32,000,000 were British, 8.500,000 were Russian, 4,500,000

French, while only 1,336,000 were German.
The reason why Germany had made so little of her Afri-

can colonies was commonly stated to be that she had fol-

lowed neither her own system of government intelligently,

Tedalaka..

UPP,ER-SENEGAL AND fft'E

T\V<> CKRMAX COI.OMKS IN WESTERN AFRICA

nor the system adopted for colonies by the English. The
German Government mistrusted private enterprise, fearing

that individuals might, control, or squander, natural re-

sources. Hence there was no opening in her colonies for

keen business-men, not even for keen German business-men.

The administration was characteristically German. Regula-
tions drafted for every possible eontingeney minutely gov-

erned the activities of all who desired to entrage in colonial
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exploitation. If a business-man went to a colony, he found
he could not begin operations without official permission.
If he wished to trade with natives, to build railways and
roads, to prospect for gold or copper, to farm, to grow
rubber or cotton, he had first to get authority to do so

from Berlin.

The Germans not only hampered colonists, but overbur-

dened them with taxes; animated by an ambition to create

Kultur colon'es, they attempted to create other Germanys
in far-off wilds. Magnificent and substantial, but empty,
towns under this system were laid out, huge schools and

public buildings were erected, monuments and statues

raised, parks and public gardens created, with a huge body
of officials to see that everybody was registered and labeled,

that everything in German colonies was done exactly as it

was done in Germany. Meanwhile, the chief essentials of

colonial prosperity were neglected ;
the Government would

not allow private enterprise to build railways and the

Reichstag refused to vote sufficient funds for their con-

struction by the Government itself. In the first ten years
of her possession of African colon'es, Germany built only

eight miles of new railway. In 1914 her whole African

empire did not have as many miles of railway as Switzer-

land, Germany's actual colonial empire, altho acquired
after much pains through many years, proved the weakest

link in her line of defense. That these outposts should

lie open to early conquest was inevitable, but it was sur-

pri/ing that the conquest was accomplished so largely by
lirit'sh colonial forces.

Germany's colonial activity had been almost wholly a

post-Kismarckian development. Her struggle for commer-

cial and maritime importance began in resentment over

conditions in which her ships were at the mercy of the

colonial ports of the English, French, Portuguese, and Dutch.

At that time nowhere on the Seven Seas was Germany in

possession of any naval or commercial bases such as the

smalle>1 among the other European nations had. It was

in these, circumstances that Togoland. Kamerun. German

Southwest Africa and German East Africa were acquired,

as well a> Samoa. Kaiser YYilhelm's Land and certain
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Spanish islands in the Pacific. "While Germany was doing

this, France had acquired Madagascar, made good her

African empire from the Mediterranean to the Niger and

Kongo, extended her frontier in Indo-China, and begun
the absorption of Morocco. Great Britain, meanwhile, had

conquered the Boer republics and the United States had

acquired the Philippines and Porto Rico. Even Belgium
had come into possession of the vast Kongo Free State,

which was incomparably superior to all the colonial acqui-
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distribution of overseas land by which was allotted to

France, with her stationary population, and to Great Bri-

tain, which also in European population was inferior to

Germany, such splendid colonial territories, capable of re-

ceiving European immigrants, while Germany, with her

ever-growing population, was compelled to see her people
lose their nationality if they chose to emigrate. Meanwhile,
German industrial prosperity had been threatened by an

ever-increasing number of lands in which hostile tariffs

handicapped German exports.
Such was the colonial state of Germany prior to the war.

The effect on it of the war was that, while the world's

attention was fixt on battlefields in Western Europe, nearly
all her colonial possessions became an easy prey to her

enemies. In a similar way Napoleon saw vanish his over-

sea territories in what was French Louisiana, and so, fifty

years before, France had lost Quebec in the new world,

and India in the old.

Germany's attitude toward her colonies had not success-

fully helped in their development. Regarding a bureau-
cratic system as the best, not only for Germany but for all

the world, she had first established in each colony a cen-

tral government, rather than a trading-post. To each de-

pendency was sent out a complete complement of officials.

Germans who sought to emigrate, preferred to settle in North

or South America rather than go where they would have

to conform to an elaborate organization such as they had

been familiar with at home. Lands in abundance were

there, but Germans were not tempted to occupy them. A
government was there, but it assumed much the attitude

of a regiment having a complete set of officers but no

privates.

Germany's colonial policy brought with it new perils

and rivalries when the successors of Bismarck hastily sought

to plant the German flag on territories which had not yet

been absorbed by other nations. Ten years before the World
"War began, the Moroccan incident, out of which war be-

tween Germany and France almost broke out in 1011, aside

from its merely political aspects, had appealed to the whole

German public, because it represented an effort to prevent
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the annexation by France of the last considerable territory

in which German manufacturers could find a market, and

German colonists and merchants a foothold. Year by year

Germany was growing stronger, and yet year by year she

was being out-distanced by rivals in a portion of the earth

in which lay the potentiality of great commercial gains.

In any study of the German attitude toward England,

France, and Russia an attitude which made for war re-

sentment over colonial distributions played no inconsider-

able part. The feeling was mainly directed against Eng-
land, because it was recognized that, except for British sup-

port, the French colonies in North Africa would have met
the fate of Alsace-Lorraine that is, would have been ac-

quired by Germany. British conquest of the Boer republics
closed to Germany the last attractive home for a surplus

population, desirous of emigrating to a place where they
could remain German in tongue and German in sympathies.
But in this matter of colonies, as had already been the

case in the matter of mother lands. British sea-power was

to prove its tremendous value in the world war. 1

1 Principal Sources : The London Times' "History of the War," an Article

by Sir Harry Johnston, in the Edinburgh Rei-icu; The Literary Diycst, The

Ereniny Pun, The Journal <>] Commerce, New York.
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II

THE SIEGE AND FALL OF TSINGTAU IN KIAOCHOW
AND THE TAKING OF SAMOA

September 18, 191 7 November 7, 1017

GERMANY'S
colonial possessions being accessible from

the sea, became almost immediately the objectives of

naval operations. For one thing, they invited prompt
action from the Allies because they contained important
wireless telegraph-stations. Just what Japan would do

became an early subject of speculation, since she was an

ally of Great Britain, and Germany had in China an im-

portant possession in Kiaochow. It was not until August
15 that Japan declared her purposes. She then issued an

ultimatum to Germany, forwarding it by six different chan-

nels, in order to insure delivery, demanding the withdrawal
of German warships from the Orient and the evacuation of

the German protectorate of Kiaochow. August 2'.} was set

as the date for the expiration of the ultimatum.

Altho her alliance with Great Britain was given as the

reason for this attitude, Japan had other reasons for wish-

ing to engage in the war. Since the outbreak of hostilities

Japan had discovered that Germany was rushing military

preparations at Kiaochow, that German cruisers were seiz-

ing British ships in the Orient, and Germany had demoral-

ized Japanese and other shipping. These conditions to her

mind justified the statement that the possession of Kiaochow

by Germany as a fortified base was a menace to the peace
of the Orient.

That Japan was bound by the terms of the Anglo-

Japanese Alliance to participate in the war, if requested

to do so, there was no doubt. There were many Japanese
who longed to "get even'' with Germany, but there was

much speculation as to whether she ought not to wait for

an invitation before initialing hostile operations. The sus-

pense was more or le^s relieved when a note from the
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British Government was received on August 4 asking what

Japan could do in the way of safeguarding British shipping
in the Far East. An Imperial Council was called, and a

reply at once sent back to London that Japan could not

guarantee the safety of shipping, so long as the presence of

Germany at Tsingtau menaced it, .but Japan would under-

take the responsibility of safeguarding shipping on condi-

tion that she be allowed to end German occupation of that

part of China. In this suggestion, the British authorities

acquiesced, on condition that Kiaochow be subsequently re-

turned to China and the integrity of China be in no way
threatened. Japan then sent her ultimatum to Germany,

JAPANESE SOLDIERS LANDING NEAR TSINCTAT ON A O.CAY

P.ril.T I'.V THEMSELVES

demanding the cvacuati.m at the frontier of Tsingtau. the

disarming of her warships, and the handing over of the

territory of Kiaochow to Japan for ultimate reversal to

China. From the first, it was w'dely believed that Germany
would treat the ultimatum with silent contempt, and that

was what she did. The time limit for reply was twelve

o'clock on August 24. During the la<t moments preceding
the firing of the noon gun in Tokyo on that day. newspaper
men and others crowded the waiting-rooms at the .Japanese

Foreign Office, listening intently for the sound of the fate-

ful gun. When the sound finally reverberated over the city,

a messenger handed out a piece of paper reading: "No
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reply!" Thousands of newsboys, with ''extras" already
printed, then swarmed over the city. At 2.30 P.M. the Ger-

man Ambassador was handed his passports and war de-

clared.

Kiaochow, Germany's leasehold in China, is situated on

the eastern extremity of the Shantung province, and faces

Chefoo and the British Colony of Wei-hai-wei. The dis-

tance from Chefoo is 239 nautical miles, from Shanghai 335,
and from Moji, in Japan, 570. Kiaochow has the Yellow
Sea on the south, the Rusham Mountains on the east and
Reishaw hill on the west. The entrance to the bay is a little

less than a mile wide. A neutral zone surrounded the Ger-

man colony that had been established there. The chief

town was Tsingtau, a new German city built in the most

up-to-date style on the right side of the bay. Altho the area

of Kiaochow, including coasts and adjacent islands, is only
193 square miles, land for 30 miles adjacent to the "leased"

territory and comprising 2,750 square miles were generally

regarded as under the influence of Germany. Germany's
administrative expenditures in this colony, for the year
before the war, amounted to $4,300.000. They were cov-

ered partly by local resources, and partly by a German

subsidy of $230.000. The exports for
'

the year 1912

amounted to $13.700.000 and the imports to $20,000,000.

The population of Tsingtau was over 60.484, including

4,256 Germans, 316 Japanese, and 53.312 Chinese. Outside

the new town there was a Chinese population of 192.000,

all under the influence of the Germans. Since the German

occupation, Kiaochow had been reorganized on a large scale

and provided with the latest developments of German
science. The fact that it was directly administered by the

German Navy Department while other German colonies

were under the Colonial Minister, furnished evidence of the

importance which the German Government attached to it

as a naval station. The amount Germany had spent on

Tsingtau was slated to have been $100.000.000. To protect

the port from strong northwesterly winds, a huge mole,

nearly three miles long, enveloping nearly the whole of the

hay, had been built and two large piers had been constructed.

There was provision for loading or unloading simultaneously
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twelve steamers of as much as 6,000 tons. The accommo-
dations thus provided were far better than those at Port

Arthur, or at Dalny in Manchuria. Piers and jetties had

also been built. The new town had waterworks, hospitals,

Government buildings, schools, barracks, and large com?

mercial buildings. It offered a wonderful contrast to the

insignificant fishing village which existed there twenty

years before.

Wherever the Germans colonized they tried to reproduce
the kind of town to which thev were accustomed at home.

THE JAPANESE OPERATIONS AT TSINGTAU
Kiaochow, the small piece of Chinese territory, of which TsiiiKtau Is the
largest town, was under a long lease to Germany when the war beijan. The
reader will note the nearness of the Japanese operations in llllfi to places
where Japan some twenty years before had foujjht in her war with China,
and in her ensuing war with Russia Weihaiwei, Port Arthur and Mukden

Visitors, therefore, on arrival at Tsingtau, found themselves

surrounded by the orderly architecture, the precision, of

Germany. The place, it was clear at a glance, had not

grown up haphazardly, as so many British colonial posses-
sions appear to have done, but had been laid out and built

over in accordance with a definite, preconceived plan. The
streets ran parallel and at right, angles to one another.

There were gardens and open spaces just where they should
be. The Government House and official residence occupied
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sites that had been selected with great care. A fine street

fronted the bay and was called after the Emperor. From
the railway-station one had a choice of three routes into

the heart of the town. Either the Prince Ileinrich, Kronprin-

zen, or Ilohenzollern Strasse conld be taken, all three wide

and ornate. At the head of Berliner Strasse was a mag-
nificent police-station. In trade the place was rivaling
Chefoo and \vas threatening Shanghai and Tientsin. Com-
modities made in Germany had become a menace to those

of other Powers. Neither Great Britain nor America had

fully realized the far-reaching commercial and political in-

fluence Germany was exercising in China, altho British,

American, and Japanese commerce all had felt German

competition. Japan believed she had the same reason to fear

Germany in the Shantung peninsula that Great Britain would
have to fear her should Germany get possession of Belgium.
The German forces during the siege that now set in, in-

cluded five battalions of infantry, five of marine-artillery,

one of mechanics, and about 2,;~>00 reservists. The naval

forces included a flagship, two cruisers, two gunboats, one

torpedo-boat, one survey -boat, one transport, and one Aus-

trian warship. The place was strongly fortified and armed
with about GOO Krupp guns of varying calibers. The
blockade of Tsingtau was begun on August 27, when the

Japanese and British occupied certain adjacent isles to

serve as bases and begin mine-sweeping. Japanese troops,

destined for the siege, were safely landed on September IS,

and were joined on September 24 by a small British force.

On September 2(5 the Allies attacked the Germans on high

ground between the rivers Pai-sha and Li-tsun, and on the

following day occupied the right bank' of the latter river

at a point seven miles northeast of Tsingtau. On Sep-
tember 2S, by noon the Allies carried ground distant two

and a half miles from the German main position. Prepara-
tions for a close jit lack followed, and early i

was opened on the fortress. On Octnlier 11- 1h

ron blockading Tsingtau destroyed portions o

Kaiser furls, but a day or two later the Japanese cruiser

'I'<il,'dcli th<i 1'onled a nrne and >ank with a loss of 2S officers

54 petty officers, and Isfl seamen. Storms which then en-
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sued delayed operations until October 31, when the general
bombardment began, the Anglo-Japanese blockading fleet

concentrating their fire on the enemy's forts. This bom-
bardment did great damage to the Iltis fort. Oil-tanks in

the town were set on fire.

For five days sapping by night and digging zig-zag

trenches, three feet wide at the bottom and four and a half

at the top, continued, and the relentless bombardment from
dawn till dark became the regular order of each day.
The first three days were stormy and bitterly cold. Each

AT Till-: SIKtiK OF TSINCTAU
Hermans moving from the city to the outer defenses preparing for the attack

night sand-bagged heads drew nearer the redoubts till at

some points the German lines were only 20(1 yards away.
The whole Allied front measured, roughly, five miles. The

British headquarters lay in a muddy valley, on one side of

which three Japanese batteries blazed away at the German

forts, while on the other ran a line of bivouacs, with root's

of tarpaulin, earth, and twijrs, supported by walls of rough

stakes. The "mess" consisted of a round table with a hole

in its rim. three or four (.-hairs, and some empty provision

boxes all in the open air. Close by stood shells which on a

previous day had fallen not more than twenty yards away.

Trenches and defiles, concealing r>00 or GOO "Tommies" and

Sikhs, all as merry schoolboys.
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The final assault occurred on the night of November 6,

when, shortly after midnight. General Yamada sent two

companies of sappers to attack redoubt No. 3, and by one

o'clock the fort was in Japanese hands. Yamada immedi-

ately advised a general advance, meanwhile launching two
more companies against redoubt No. 2. By 4 o'clock that

redoubt was taken, and General Iloriuchi, on the extreme

left, apprized of what was happening, sent four companies
against redoubts 4 and 5, and captured both. General

Johogi's men, supported by the British, now advanced, while

two small bod'es of not more than 70 each were sent from
the left and center against the Iltis and Bismarck forts. Be-

fore half-past six both were taken. About half-past six redoubt

No. 1 and the forts on Moltke hill hoisted the white flag.

The Allies had to pass a 20-foot wall running the entire

length of the redoubt across entanglements of the most

scientific kind, up a slope without cover, on which heavy
guns could no longer play for fear of hurting their own

men, then across another lot of entanglements and up a

second slope, against Maxims, pompoms, rifle-fire, and finally

bayonets. After the redoubts were taken, the Allies had to

cross more than three-quarters of a mile of open ground,
and climb the steep side of Iltis, Bismarck, and Moltke.

All this was accomplished between midnight and the first

gray light of dawn. During the last hour before dawn,
the air was filled with what weiv described as "sounds

as if the hills were being flogged with gigantic iron rods,"

and then suddenly, in the midst of the din and the pale

morning light, all became still. The change was emphasized

by the disappearance of all the reserve troops, who, a few

hours before, had been bivouacked on either side of General

Kamio's headquarters where the General sat in his tent,

placidly smoking a cigar and coaxing a parrot to eat his

breakfast. Near by was a crowd of Japanese newspaper

correspondents, hastily scribbl'ng telegrams, an officer giv-

ing them details. Telephones bu/./.ed and receivers clinked.

Then two companies of infantry appeared along Ihe edge

of a Lnilly, descended into it. and piled their arms. Every
:

( ii(l then an orderly was called up and given precise
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instructions, after which he saluted, mounted and rode

away.
On entering a redoubt after its surrender one saw per-

haps two or three hundred prisoners with officers, surpriz-

ingly spick and span, in the center, a light cordon of

Japanese sentries fringing the circle. A few defenders

looked thin and pale, but the majority were well-fed and

strong. Some sulked, others chatted and laughed, and three

or four were drunk. The ground above and around was
covered with shell-marks. Jagged lumps of lead lay in all

directions. In some places the churned earth showed where
a mine had been struck or had exploded. Great heaps of

earth and stone lay across a path inside the iron gate. The

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE. N. Y.
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concrete part of the fort. Ituilt underground in horseshoe

shape, was practically unharmed, hut Ihe sandbagged para-

pets above showed big gaps and pools of blood. Parties

from the .Japanese Red Cross were turning over bodies that

lay with faces down, putting those that st'll breathed on

stretchers and those that were dead in a row on one side.

Her* 1 and there were horrible sights a man with a face un-

recogni/able, another with a leg torn away, a third in a

heap too mangled to look at. (Iroups of prisoners (over

r>.0()0 were taken > ^tooil will) hands in their pockets and

their mouths drawn down. Inside were .Japanese troops
who slept while leaning against one another in all sorts
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of postures, completely fagged out. The Germans estimated

their casualties at 1,000: the Japanese theirs at 7,000.

Jefferson Jones,
2 who witnessed the bombardment, said he

had never before heard of the possibility of seeing, in one

modern battle, "the attack of warships, the fire of infantry
and artillery, the maneuvering of airships over the enemy's
lines, and the rolling up from the rear of reinforcements

and supplies, all at one sweep of the eye." But after he

had watched for three days the siege of Tsingtau from a

position on Prinz Hemrich Berg, one thousand feet above

the level, and only three nrles from the beleaguered city,

he was sure there was actually such a thing as a ''theater

of war." On October 31, the bombardment had began,
when a great black column of smoke arose and hung like

a pall over the city. At first glance, it seemed as if "one
of the neighboring hills had turned into an active volcano

and was emitting a column of smoke," but it was soon

learned that the great cloud of smoke came from an oil-

tank in Tsingtau that was on fire.

The bombardment had been scheduled to start late in the

morning, when Mr. Jones and others were invited to ac-

company staff members of the Japanese and British forces

to Prinz Hemrich Berg. When they reached the summit,

they saw the theater of war laid out before them like a

map. To the left were Japanese and British cruisers in the

Yellow Sea, preparing for the bombardment. Below was

the Austrian cruiser Kaiscrin Elizalnih, steaming about the

harbor, while to the right one could see the Kiaochow coast,

with forts, redoubts, the entrenched .Japanese and British

camps.

They had just couched themselves comfortably between

large, jagged rocks, where they felt sure they were not in

direct line with the enemy's guns, "when suddenly there

was a flash as if some one had turned a large golden mirror

on the Held down below to the right." A little column

of black smoke drifted away from one of the Japanese
trenches, and a minute later they heard the sharp report

of a field-gun. "Gentlemen, the show has started," said

the British captain, as he removed his cap and adjusted
2 Corp'spoiulont of The Minneapolis Journal.
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his glasses. No sooner had he sa'd this than reports of

guns came from all directions, "with a .continuous rumble

as if a giant' bowling-alley were in use." Everywhere the

valley at the rear of Tsingtau was glowing with flashes

from discharging guns. At the same time, "great clouds of

bluish-white smoke suddenly sprang up around the German
batteries where Japanese shells had burst." Over near the

greater harbor of Tsingtau could be seen flames licking up
large oil-tanks, which they afterwards learned had been set

on fire by the Germans and not by bursting shells.

Warships in the Yellow Sea now opened fire on Iltis

fort, "and for three hours we continually used our glasses

on Tsingtau and the warships." They watched the effects

of the Japanese fire until the boom of guns from a German
fort on a little peninsula jutting out from Kiaoehow bay,

toward the east, attracted attention. They could see the

big siege-gun on this fort rise up over the bunker, then aim
at the warship and fire, and then quickly go down again.

Next they would turn their eyes toward the warships, "in

time to see a fountain of water shoot out 200 yards from

a vessel, where the shell had struck." They scanned the

city only to find that a 150-ton crane in the greater harbor,

which they had seen earlier in the day. and which was said

to be the largest crane in the world, had disappeared and

only its base remained.

On November 1. the second day of the bombardment, that

party again stationed themselves on Prinz lleinrich Berg.
From early morning Japanese and British forces kept up a

continuous fire on the German redoubts. AVhen tin- party
arrived in their seats "it seemed as if shells were dropping
around the German trenches every minute." On the re-

doubt of TaituHg-Chen the .Japanese fire was particularly

heavy. By early afternoon, through field-glasses, this Ger-

man redoubt "appeared to have had an attack of small-

pox, so pitted was it from holes by bursting shells.'' By

nightfall many ports in the German redoubts had been

destroyed, together with machine-guns. The result \vas to

advance the Japanese lines several hundred yards from the

bottom of hills where they had rested earlier in the day.

It was not until the third dav that Mr. Jones observed
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from the hill that this theater of war had a curtain, "a real

asbestos one that screened the fire directly ahead of us from

our eyes." Already he knew this theater was "equipped
with pits, drops, a gallery for onlookers, exits, and an

orchestra of booming: cannon and rippling, roaring pom-
poms," but that nature had provided it with a curtain

that was something new. He and the others reached the

summit of the mountain just as heavy clouds, evidently
disturbed by the bombardment during the previous night,

were dropping down in front of Tsingtau. For three hours

they all sat on the peak shivering in a blast of wind froro

the sea, "all the while wondering just what was being
enacted beyond that curtain." The firing had suddenly

ceased, and with the filmy haze before their eyes they con-

jured up pictures of Japanese trpops making a general
attack upon Iltis fort, evidently the key to Tsingtau, "while

the curtain of the theater of war was down."

By early afternoon the clouds lifted. With glasses they
were then able to distinguish fresh sappings by the Japa-
nese infantry near the German redoubts. Japanese guns,
which the day before were stationed below to the left, had

advanced half a mile and were on the road just outside the

village of Ta-Yau. Turning their glasses on Kiaochow Bay,

they discovered that the Kaiftrrht El zat>< tli was missing;
nor did a search of the shore line reveal her. Whether she

had been blown up by the Germans or had hidden behind

one of the islands, no one then knew. All guns were

silent now. The British captain quickly asked. "Well, shall

we take advantage of the intermission?" A half-hour later

the party were down the mountain and rid'ng homeward
toward Tschang-Tsiin.

After desperate assaults, extending over three weeks, in

which the Japanese were described as having rivaled the

bravery of their fellow countrymen at Tort Arthur, and in

the face of an heroic resistance by the Germans. Tsingtau
surrendered to .Japan, on November 7. when Governor

Meyer-AValdeck, following the hoisting of white (lags on the

forts, sent an officer with a llag of truce to the Anglo-

Japanese 1'nes. Japanese officers paid unstinted tribute to

the bravery of the Germans, who fought tenaciously to the
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last. Before surrendering they blew up what was left of

their forts and practically the whole town was in ruins. A
Japanese torpedo-boat flotilla that entered the bay found

nearly all the ships had been destroyed.
Thus terminated German rule in the Pacific. Tsingtau

was a fairly strong place. It was expected to hold out for

six months, but could not withstand the attack upon it for

as many weeks. As there was no possibility of giving re-

lief, the defense was hopeless from the first, and probably
was made only for the honor of the German flag. The
Allies conducted the attack with method, courage, and de-

cision. The fall of Tsingtau deprived Germany not only of

her last possession on the Asiatic mainland, but of her only

strategic position outside of Europe. For two months the

German garrison, which was almost wholly composed of

reservists who were living or doing business in China, held

out against the land- and sea-attacks of the Japanese and of

certain British detachments of both white and Indian

troops, who were already in China at the outbreak of the

war.

The immediate question which occupied the minds of the

Japanese after the fall of Tsingtau was the future of the

territory they had taken from Germany. While the terri-

tory had never been German freehold, there were many
years of the German lease still to run. The general idea

prevalent in Great Britain and in oilier countries was that

Japan had "promised" to hand over Kiaochow to China,
but this was not the general opinion in Japan. Foreign

opinion was based on the terms of the Japanese ultimatum

to Germany. As the ultimatum had not been accepted by

Germany, its terms were regarded by Japan as nugatory;
war. they considered, had altered the case as it existed when
the ultimatum was launched. Because of its rejection, Japan
had been forced into great expenditures of money and lives

and was now under no compulsion to fulfil the offer which

she had made. Acceptance of the demand made on Ger-

many would have saved Japan a waste of money and blood

and would not have involved her in the risk of defeat. She

had faced danger and had incurred losses for which she

should lie allowed to recoup herself. This thought was on
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every Japanese tongue. The Japanese Government, how-

ever, said the future of Kiaoehow would be settled by

negotiations after the war. Meanwhile the colony would
be retained by Japan as an asset for use in the negotiations.

Germany was perhaps not surprized at the fall of Tsingtau,
but its loss stirred bitter feelings. In a Berlin news-

paper, the Lokal Anzeigcr, was an article in which the

writer said :

"Germany will never forget the heroic fighting at Tsingtau and
those who have defended the colony. Never shall we forget the

brutal violence of the yellow robbers, nor England who instigated

them. We know that we can not settle our account with Japan at

present. For years she will enjoy her booty. Our mills will grind

slowly, but even if years should pass before the right moment comes
at last, then a shout of joy will resound through Germany: "Wo to

you, Nippon !'
"

Early in August a British expedition from New Zealand,

under command of Rear Admiral Sir George Patey, set out

to capture the Samoa Islands. Samoa had been the scene

of international wrangling in earlier years. Great Britain.

Germany, and the United States all had had parts in it. It

was on March 1, 1000, that the German flag was hoisted

with due ceremony at Samoa. With an almost complete
absence of ceremony it was now to be hauled down.

The New Zealand Expeditionary Force left Wellington
at dawn on August 15 and at (i A.M. met three British

cruisers in New Zealand waters the I'si/c/tc, the Pyramus,
and the Philomel. For the next fortnight or so these ships

played a game of hide and seek among certain b:g islands

that provided an excellent playground for such a game in

the Pacific. The first evening out the Pxi/cJn signaled that,

as the whereabouts of the German warships tfcharnhorst

and Gnci.tcn, then in southern waters (t\vo of the German

ships that were concerned not long afterward in the battles

with the British otT Con in el and at the Falkland Islands >. were

still unknown, the British ships were to extinguish all their

lights and proceed with shaded lights at how and stern. On

August '20 they met along the shores of New Caledonia the big

French cruiser .Won f culm, which was entering the harbor, an<1
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next day they were joined by the battle-cruiser Australia and
the light cruiser M<lbouni(. An enthusiastic reception was
accorded the French ship. As the British passed the Mont-

calm their band played the ''Marseillaise," while the band
on the French cruiser responded with the British national

anthem. Cheers from thousands of men amid the singing of

patriotic songs, added to the genera! enthusiasm, French
residents being greatly excited by this sudden and unex-

pected appearance of "their bravo Allies from New Z^a-

land's shores." When the ships were all assembled, they
moved off in the evening ]'glrr.

In due course Fiji was reached. At anchor in the harbor

of Suva was found the Japanese collier Fukoku Maru, which

had been coaling German cruisers at the Caroline Islands

just before the declaration of war. After the coaling was

completed the Japanese captain had gone on to Samoa and
called at Apia, but the Germans would not allow him to

land. He had been paid for his coal by drafts on Germany,
but on reaching Suva found them useless and so lacked the

means with which to coal and reprovision his ship. Not

being allowed to land at Samoa he went on to Pago-Pago,
still in complete ignorance that war had been declared.

Fnable to get supplies at Pago-Pago, he had left for Suva.

At the latter port, the harbor light having been extinguished,
he ran his vessel on a reef in the night. lie sent up
rockets, but no assistance could be obtained from the shore.

As 111" tide rose he got oft'.

In the early dawn of August "><) a glimpse of German
Samoa was obtained, but the American island. Tutuila, was

out of sight, away to the right. Presently the ships founded

the southeastern corner of the island of I'polu. with fertile,

wooded hills on its summits, beautiful in the morning mist,

and saw a white line of surf breaking along the coral reef

of historic rpolu. the home of Robert Louis Stevenson, on

the summit nf <me of whose mountains he Hex buried. Here

was the scene of old wars, rebellions and international

scheming: the scene. aKo. of that devastating hurricane

which wrecked six ships of war and ten other vessels and

sent 142 officers and men of the German and American

navies to their last long sleep, while the British Calliopt,
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in the teeth of the gale, and amid the cheers of the doomed

men in the other ships, steamed out between the jaws of the

Apia reef and on through the blinding rain and spray to

safety. The rusting ribs and plates of the Adlcr, the Ger-

man flagship of that time, were to be seen, still pitched

high inside the reef as a reminder of that memorable event

of many years before.

The Psyche now went on ahead, and, after the harbor had

been swept for mines, steamed in under a flag of truce and

delivered a message from Rear-Admiral Sir George Patey,

demanding the surrender of the town. The Germans, who
had been expecting their own fleet, were surprized by the

suddenness with which an overwhelming force had thus

descended upon them, and decided to offer no resistance.

Captain Marshall promptly made a signal to the ships to

steam to their anchorage. Motor launches, motor surf-boats,

and ships' boats were now7

quickly launched and the men

began to pour over the ships' sides and down the rope-
ladders into the heaving boats.

In a brief space of time the covering party was on shore,

officers and men darting out of boats up to their knees, and
sometimes their waists, in the water. The main street, cross-

roads, and bridges of the town were quickly in possession
of the men, who had landed with Maxims and ritles and
were waiting for the main body to debark. The Govern-

ment buildings were seixed, plugs in the telephone-wires
were pulled out to prevent conversations among residents,

and an armored party started out to seize the wireless-

station, which was conspicuous by its tall latticed iron-work

mast, some three or four miles distant. Meanwhile, the

German flag was hauled down, the Germans saluting it be-

fore it was carried out of sight. On the following morning,
at eight o'clock, the Hritish flag was slowly hoisted in its

place, to a salute of twenty-one guns from the I'xi/c/ie, the

flag reaching the summit of the staff as the final report was
heard. Troops (hen irave the "Royal Salulr." and the cere-

mony was ended with the British national anthem, and

three cheers for the King. The Germans, since the declara-

tion of war. had treated the British and French residents

of Samoa with courtesy. They received similar treatment

17!)
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at British hands. The German Governor was sent to New
Zealand for detention, but treated as a distinguished guest.

The largest island in the Bismarck Archipelago to the

north of New Guinea is Neu-Pomern, or New Pomerania,

formerly Xew Britain. The center of government is at

Ilerbertschohe, at the northeast end of the island on the

Gazelle Peninsula. Here was a wireless-station. An un-

successful attempt was made early in August to reach it,

but on September 11 a landing party got on shore at day-
break unobserved, presumably at some distance from the

town, and at seven o'clock presented themselves to the

astonished residents, and proceeded, without opposition, to

hoist the British Hag. They then set out to destroy the

wireless-station, but encountered opposition. Having reason

to suspect the road was mined and ambushed, they fought
their way through the tangled bush for four miles, after

which the Germans in charge of the station surrendered. On
the following day guns were landed, and the island formally

occupied. Two German officers and five non-commissioned

officers were made prisoners and thirty native policemen.
Two days later British forces paid a visit to the colony and

met with little resistance. After a parley, the Governor

surrendered on September 24 and retired to Bougaiville. in

the Solomon Islands. Wilhelmshaven, in German Xew
Guinea, was occupied without resistance.

3

3 Principal Sources: The Independent, TJic Litertirii nii/ext, The >//?i (New
York), Mnrninu Poxt, The Tii<'x iLondon) . The Jtnininl <>j Commerce (New
York I. Jefferson .Tones in The Minneapolis Journal. The Manchester F,.ramincr.
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THE BOER REBELLION QUELLED AND GERMAN
SOUTHWEST AFRICA, TOGOLAND AND

KAMERUN TAKEN

October 13, 1914 November 30, 1914

THREATENED
rebellion in the Union of South Africa

or what South African people sometimes called "the

other U. S. A." came as a shock to Great Britain, at a

time when pride in the support received generally from

her colonies and dependencies had reached its height.

Everywhere in the empire, the Motherland's call to arms
had seemed to put an end to every sign of local discontent

or quarrel in Ireland, Canada, India, Australia, and
Africa alike, individual grievances being laid aside and

official assurances given of loyal support. The attitude of

South Africa had been especially conspicuous. Public

announcement by Premier Botha that his Government would

definitely aid p]ngland was taken as crowning proof that

Britain's generous policy toward Ihe Union since the Boer
War ended had not been in vain. This satisfaction, how-

ever, was short lived, followed as it was by the open revolt

of Colonel Maritx. his apparent implication in aggressions
from German Southwest Africa, and an uncertainty as to

the proportion of burghers who were with liotha and the

number who were with Maritx. At once the picture was
drawn of an eventual expulsion of Great Britain from South

Africa which, combined with German success in Europe,
would have threatened the whole P>ritish Empire. In fact,

a dissolution of the empire miirlit then have occurred, for

Egypt would have been demanded by Tin-key, and. with

the backing of a victorious (Jermany. Turkey might have

got it. That would have meant a German Sue/ and German
domination over the route to India.
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Danger really lay, not so much in what annoyance Maritz

might cause the Colonial Government, as in his act as a

precedent and in the exaggerated rumors of it that were

likely to spread to other parts of the empire where perhaps
more real disaffection existed. It required no strain of the

imagination to picture the straits Great Britain would be

in should her Mohammedan subjects r.se, and it had been

Germany's hope to see them rise. England's chance of

avoiding serious difficulty lay in the confidence she had won
in South Africa, and in the fact that the Boers were con-

vinced that she really meant to respect their nationality.

Botha's own words "Tho many of those now here have in

the past been hostile to the British flag, they would to-day
ten times rather be under the British than under the Ger-

man flag" definitely indicated the change that had come

over the attitude of the Boers within a few years. Pro-

fessor Paul Gamassa. 4 who had spent ten years in the Trans-

vaal, had emphasized the fact that the Boers were "clinging
to the idea of realizing their racial and national ideals

under the British flag," and saw no "call of the blood"

between the Boer and German. Tn Irs opinion the Boer

still recalled Germany's failure to answer to his call for

help during the Boer "War. German Southwest Africa had

not the men nor the wealth sufficient to support the Maritz

faction, unless strengthened by a vast number of Union

Boers going over to the German standard. Another con-

sideration was the action of Portugal, which bad a colony

adjacent to German Southwest Africa, and had sided

definitely with Great Britain. The little Iberian "Republic,

heretofore almost forgotten in this war. had now an in-

fluence that was by no moans to be despised.

The Boer War, that for two years taxed the skill of

British commanders, ended in 1002. Twelve years and a

few months afterward Boer leaders who won eminence in

that conflict were now ranged against each other. Botha and

Smuts were Ministers of the Crown ;
Beyers and De "Wet

rebel leaders in the field. Of the Dutch people the majority

went will) Botha and Smuts: the others with Beyers. De Wet.

and ex-President Steyn's lieutenant and mouthpiece, Herf-

In tlio Hnml>)!r_r t'n-mtii iihlntt.
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zog. Botha became the leader on one side, Hertzog on the

other. There had been some personal quarrel between Botha

and Hertzog, but the real trouble was much deeper; it was

a definite rupture between two ideals. Within a week after

war began in Europe conditions were grave. In various

parts of the Union there were mutterings of discontent, in

the western Transvaal particularly. On October 13 Maritz

had rebelled in the northwest Cape Province and martial

law had been proclaimed throughout the Union. Maritz

was commanding German troops as well as his own; he had

-. / > . f*
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German guns in his possession; liad the German rank of

General, and had arrested officers and men unwilling to

join the Germans, and sent them ;>s prisoners of war to

German Southwest Africa. An agreement had been drawn

up between Maritz and the Governor of German Southwest

Africa guaranteeing the independence of the I'liion as a

Republic, but ceding AValliscli I>ay and other parts of the

Union to the Germans and pioviding that the Germans should

invade the Union only when Maritx asked them to do so.

At Cape Town. Marit/'s revolt, combined with prompt.
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action taken by the Government, produced a wave of en-

thusiasm for Botha personally and for his policy. By the

end of October rebels in the northwest part of the Cape
Province were dispersed and the main interest shifted to

the western Transvaal, where Beyers was the chief in-

stigator of the revolt. Here Beyers and his followers were

badly beaten by Union forces under Botha and Colonel

Lichtenburg. The main body under Beyers then crossed

the A
T

aal near Bloemhof, and were again routed on November
7 by Commandant Lemmer. Moving further south in the

Orange Free State they suffered a third defeat on November
15. In the three engagements they lost 26 men in killed, 67

wounded, and over 700 in prisoners. Another portion of

the rebels went west led by Colonel Kemp, who, like Beyers,
had been an officer of the Union Defense Forces. Apparently
he intended to effect a junction with Maritz's forces. On
November 14 seventeen were captured on the Transvaal

border and 50 more southeast of Vryburg. The third section

of the group collected by Beyers had fled northeast, led by
Commandant "Jack" Pienaar. and on November 6 were re-

ported at Warmbaths, on the railway that comes down from

Pretoria, about 64 miles from the administrative capital.

Two days later Colonel Van de Venter inflicted a defeat on

Pienaar's followers at Zandfontein, killing and wounding
120 and capturing 25. East of Pretoria occurred a detached

outbreak from rebels led by Commandant Muller. but they

were routed at Bronkhorstspniit by Colonel Mentx and

finally dispersed. Muller, wounded, was captured on the 13th.

Tt seemed probable that the rebellion in the Transvaal

was now practically at an end. but no sooner was the rising

of Maritz subdued, and his army of one thousand men

driven into German Southwest Africa, than another and

apparently more serious revolt broke out in the Orange
River Colony and the western Transvaal, under the leader-

ship of De "Wet and Beyers. A religious monomaniac

named Van Rensburg had gone about declaring that De AVet

and Beyers were the instrument of Heaven in bringing

about the restoration of the old republics. De Wet's main

success was won at Sand River, near Doornburg. where, on

November 7, he resisted a Government force and retook some
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prisoners, at the expense, however, of the death of his son

Daniel. During the next few days lie destroyed the railway-
lines near Lindley, and entered the looted Winburg. The
back of the rising was broken on November 12 at Mushroom

Valley, about 24 miles east of Winburg, where Botha and
Colonel Brand came into toueh witli De Wet's force and

severely defeated it. Many surrenders followed. De Wet
himself fled with some of his followers, first south, then

back east, and lastly westward to the railway, where at

Reitspruit his remaining force was met by Union troops

r.lUTISH SOFTI AFRICAN TUOOI'S I.KAVINC IHRKA.N FOR
KAST AFRICA

and divided. With a handful of men be succeeded in

crossing to the west, but on November 20 was pursued
toward Boshof, and next day with 2.") men trekked north

toward the Vaal River. Pursued by motor-cars, his baud

dwindled to six men. De 'Wet crossed the Yaal River but

most of his commandants were taken, and two of his sons

surrendered. A few days later ii was officially announced

that De Wet and all his followers had been captured with-

out shots being fired.
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The capture of De Wet and the death of Beyers prac-

tically ended the rebellion. Scattered parties in the Free

State who for some time held out were gradually brought
to surrender. Kemp, who operated on the extreme western

border of the Transvaal, penetrated some way into the north-

western districts of the Cape and on November 7 attacked

Kuruman, but was beaten oft'. Government forces in pur-
suit brought him to action on November 16 at Klein

Witzant, but he managed to elude them and finally disap-

peared westward into the Kalabari desert. Two months

later, in company with Maritz, he reappeared, invaded the

northwestern districts of the Cape, and attacked Upington
on January 24, but was repulsed. After desultory fighting

during the next, few days. Kemp suddenly appeared at

Kakamas with 43 officers and 486 men, surrendered volun-

tarily without conditions, and the South African rebellion

was at an end.

Interest was again drawn to South Africa when, on July

9, news came from Pretoria that General Botha, command-

ing the forces of the Union of South Africa, had accepted
the surrender of all the German military forces in German
Southwest Africa. Combined with the suppression of the

Boer rebellion, this closed one of the minor campaigns of the

war, and released for service elsewhere the South African

contingent. The campaign against German Southwest Africa

as a whole had been considered so vital that all the resources

of the South African Union had been engaged in it. Its

successful conclusion meant that, despite the fact that

German East Africa still remained unconquered, a con-

tingent could now be dispatched to France, while additional

forces could be spared to aid in continuing the campaign in

East Africa, where, in the first weeks of the war. there had

occurred some inland naval fighting on Lake Xyassa. the

northern portion of which runs into German East Africa,

altho the whole western shore lies in British Central Africa.

On this inland sea Great Britain and Germany each had

small armed steamers, which naturally came into conflict.

In one of these conflicts the Gu'f ndtilm, a vessel of about

.').")() tons, which was built on the Clyde and taken out to

Central Africa in sections and launched on the lake in
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1898, captured in August a German craft. Such minor

operations had no we'ght, however, in the conquest of Ger-

man East Africa, which became essentially a military enter-

prise that was not fully completed until the end of the war
in Europe, as detailed in the following chapter.
After suppressing the Boer rebellion in the previous

autumn, Botha had taken command of British operations

against German Southwest Africa and headed an invasion

of that territory late in February. The forces under his

command captured Olymbingua on May 4 and two days

later, after a march of thirty-five miles over a waterless

waste, occupied the railway-junction of Karibib and other

stations. During this march they suffered severely from

heat, thirst, and hunger. The road to Windhoek, the cap-
ital of the German territory, was then opened by the oc-

cupation of Keetmanshop. Windhoek was taken on May
13 without opposition, and martial law was proclaimed.
German Southwest Africa lies on the west coast between

the Orange and Kunene rivers for a distance of about 900

miles, between Portuguese West Africa and ("ape Colony,
and extends inland eastward to British lands. Its area is

322,450 square miles, or about seven times the area of New
York State and half again as large as Germany's European
Empire, but the population was only 79.r)")6, chiefly Hotten-

tots and Bushmen. The European population in 1913 was

14,810, of whom 12,292 were Germans. It was the h'rst

colony Germany acquired in Africa. It dated from 1884,

when by proclamation what was known as Luderitz's settle-'

incut was taken over as "an effective protection of German
commerce." I'arts of it are inviting but the rainfall aver-

ages no more than three inches annually in Damaralaml

and Great Namaqualand.
There is no running water south of the Kunene River.

Much of the land is waterless desert. The coast belt, espe-

cially, is lacking in water. I-lven the British settlement of

AValtisch Bay, which lies in about the center of the Atlantic

coast-line, has always been compelled to obtain fresh water

periodically by ship from Cape Town. The southern half

of Great Namaqualand is the most barren and inhospitable

region of all. The inhabitants are Hottentots, whose an-
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cestors once proudly called themselves Khooi-Khooin "men
of men" a pastoral people, split up into various sects or

clans, and nearly all of pure Hottentot blood. They speak
Boer Dutch. Formerly they numbered hundreds of thou-

sands. Unlike the Kaffirs, Bechuanas, Zulus, and Basutos,

who have thrived and increased steadily alongside the white

settlers of British South Africa, the Hottentots, quick and

intelligent altho they are, have never been capable of hold-

ing their own with their white neighbors. During the last

century they had vanished as a nation from Cape Colony.
The same fate seems to await them in their last stronghold,
Great Namaqualand.

In the campaign against German Southwest Africa, Ger-

man troops, neither in numbers nor in equipment, were able

to cope with the British. They fought an army eight or

ten times as strong as they were an army, moreover, which

was in a position to receive war supplies by sea, while the

German force was completely cut oil'. But they held out for

eleven months against heavy odds, caused the British severe

losses, and finally capitulated for lack of ammunition and

other war-materials. The surrender virtually closed a re-

markable chapter of the war the South African chapter.
If there was any part of the far-flung empire of Great

Britain on whose disaffection the Germans had confidently

reckoned, it was in that part of South Africa where a race

which Germany classified as "Low German" was supreme.
If any one man in the whole British Empire within six

months had "made good" in the war, it was Louis Botha.

Premier of the Union of South Africa. Botha personally

commanded the I nion troops. Not content with merely

crushing a Boer revolt in a remarkably short time, he had

invaded and conquered German Soul Invest Africa. Botha

himself, thirteen years before as eommander-in-chief of the

burgher forces in the field against Lord Kitchener, had

been one of the shrewdest foes with whom Lord Roberts,

Kitchener. Buller. and I-'reiich had had lo reckon. He

fought his country's enemies into the last ditch. Bui after

the treaty of peace was signed, with the independence of

the Boer republics deeded away, and when they had as-

sumed the status of Crown Colonies, no one on either side
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was more tireless than he in the work of reestablishing the

harmony and mutual understanding essential to South
African unity. Other -Boer leaders, also under stress of the

terrible warfare which had desolated their country, ac-

cepted the inevitable. De "Wet was one of the first of those

who forgot their oaths of allegiance and the self-government
and free franchise which Britain had bestowed upon them.

Beyers and De La Key had followed his example. There
was one man in South Africa, however, who could keep the

major portion of the Dutch population true, and he was
Botha.

Englishmen came almost to believe that Botha, the son of

a Dutch father and a French Huguenot mother, was Cecil

Rhodes 's peer. In less than a year he had cleared South

Africa of two distinct menaces, and was prepared to send

important contingents of South African troops, both British

and Dutch, 1o assist in northern France. When the award
of honors to Britain's statesmen and generals in this war
was to be made, it was certain that one of the prom-
inent names on the list would be that of Botha. He was

already considered eligible for a peerage, he, who fifteen

years before had beaten back British armies at Spion Kop
and the Tugela. Tho not of British blood he was born on

British soil, in the little hamlet of (Jreytown, in Natal, on

September 2!), 186:5, so that in the World War he was fifty-

two years old. When five years old his family migrated to

the Orange Free State, where his father became a sheep

farmer, and young Botha went to school. In 1884 he struck

out for himself, taking up. by occupation and purchase, a

farm in a nameless little republic \vl.ich had just been

started by white settlers within the borders of Zululand.

lie got on well in local affairs, and became a native commis-

sioner and field-cornet, a ph'ce of rank in the Boer service. In

1888, when the "New Republic." as it was called, was

assimilated with tin- Transvaal, he was continued in these

offices until 18J)(). when he was elected to the upper chamber

of the Yolksraad.

Even in those days Botha, young, dear-headed and broad-

minded, identified himsdf with the minority of burgher

progressives. \vho were opposed to the retrograde policies of
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'()om Paul" Kruger. Botha always opposed the idea of

war with England, and lived up to his convictions by being
one of the seven men in the Volksraad who voted against
the dispatch of Kruger 's ultimatum to Lord Salisbury. But
when his countrymen had committed themselves for better

or worse, he did not hesitate. He knew, as did a few others

of the younger men, the hopeless task that confronted the

Boers. Throughout that wonderful first year OL the war,

during which Ladysmith, Kimberley, and Mafeking were

besieged on the one hand, while, on the other, the Boers

held off the British troops and beat them soundly, Botha
was never deceived as to the outcome, altho he fought as

stoutly as did De Wet, Cronje, De La Rev, and other ex-

tremists, some of whom were old enough to be his father.

He fought so well, in fact, that early in 1000, after the

death of General Piet Joubert, the knightliest of the older

generation of Boers, he was appointed commandant-general
of all the Boer forces. It was Botha who directed the long-

drawn-out guerrilla war, which lasted two years after the

formal tight ing was ended. It was to him that Kitchener

made the first proposals for peace, in the course of a meet-

ing between the two leaders, on February 28, 1901. Botha's

wife, to whom he was married in 1888, was Annie Here

Emmet, a granddaughter of the Irish patriot. lie had

three sons, all of whom were with him in his campaign
against the Germans.

Besides German Southwest Africa. Germany had, in

Africa, Togoland, on the Gold Coast; Kamerun, in the Gulf

of Guinea, with a h'nterland extending to French Equatorial
Africa, and German East Africa, which lies immediately
south of the equator. Togoland. which is about the size of

Ireland, is bounded on one side by French Dahomey, and
on the other by the British Gold Coast, and is shaped like

a pyramid, with its narrow end on the sen. its coast line

being only thirty-two miles lonir. About a million natives

inhabit it. chiefly Hausas. The whites number about four

hundred. It is ;i thriving little colony, with a docile and

industrious population, and a large trade in palm-oil, cocoa,

rubber, and cotton. The natives are large owners of cattle,

sheep, and goats. One railway runs inland from Lome, and
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there is a network of admirable roads. Togoland, some

little time after the war began, was taken by the Allies as

the result of a combined British and French attack by
sea and land. Its capture was of importance, since, apart
from the fact that it was the only one of the German colo-

nies that did not encroach on the imperial revenues, it was
the chief station of the German oversea wireless system.

Farther east and south lies the Kamerun, between British

Nigeria and French Kongo. This colony extends from Lake
Chad in the north to the Ubangi and Kongo rivers. Its

area is about one-third larger than that of the German

Empire in Europe. Its population of 3,500,000 comprises
2,000 whites, the rest being Bantus and Sudanese. Kamerun
was a German colony with many possibilities. It contains a

range of high mountains, which might form a health station

for white residents, while the soil is rich and the water

abundant. Its products are much the same as those of

Togoland, but its forests provide valuable timber, and

profitable mineral developments were certain to come. Roads
had been opened, and 150 miles of railway built. Trouble

with native tribes had done much to handicap progress.

Being an inland country, it is destitute of harbor accommo-
dations and it lias no navigable rivers. Altho in part possest
of a rich soil it has a deadly climate. The coast district of

Kamerun and portions of the interior were in possession of

the Allies as far back as April, 11)15; the Germans after-

ward held only a weak grip on the colony. Edea. the point
from which Major-General Dobell's force operated, is 25 miles

from the coast and southeast of Duala. Jannde is about 40

miles to the east. The main German force at this point had

to face 1 armies on two sides almost immediately, while a

third column under Brigadier-General CunlitVe. having
"beaten and broken up" the organized German forces in

the north, was able to cooperate later. Kamerun was a

German colony that paid its way. The Germans had there

a large force of native levies, drilled and led by German
officers and provided with machine-guns. Ainoii"' other de-

fensive advantages possest by the Germans \va> the fact thai

the routes by which the Allies had to advance were covered

by dense bush and intercepted by many water-courses.
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Early in the war Duala had been captured with assistance

from the British navy, after which the Germans moved their

capital inland to Yaunde. With the British advance on

Yaunde, British columns were ambushed on several oc-

casions. German machine-guns had a great effect on British

native troops who had never seen these weapons before.

Then, at a conference with the French from Equatorial
Africa on March, 1915, a joint plan was agreed upon by
which the British were to move on Yaunde from the coast

and on Lome and Dume from the east. But they set out too

late and in insufficient force. Strong resistance was made,

sickness came with the rains, and the French were behind

the dates in their program. This campaign ended in a

forced retreat to a point near Edea, from which the British

had started. After the rains their luck turned, the troops

having been reinforced and provided with carriers. The

heaviest fighting of the two campaigns occurred between

Edea and Yaunde, but all the columns reached Yaunde
within a few days of each other. The German forces in

the country were then "rounded up" and compelled to seek

an asylum in Spanish territory.

In the short space of five months 322,348 square miles of

German territory had been conquered. There was no dec-

laration of annexation. AVhen one considered the distance

covered, the difficult nature of the country, the greater part

of which was desert constantly visited by sand-storms, the

excessive heat and the scanty communications, the precision

with which the movements of various columns were co-

ordinated, the British at home felt that it was no exaggera-

tion to say that so brilliant a piece of work had rarely been

equaled in the history of desert warfare.'

"
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IV

GERMANY'S LOSS OF EAST AFRICA, HER LAST
COLONY

August, 1914 1918

THE
last and greatest of the German colonies was Ger-

man East Afriea, which is about twice the size of

European Germany, with a population of 8,000,000, includ-

ing in normal times about 5,000 white men. Variations of

climate and landscape give the region great possibilities. Its

northern frontier runs west from tlu coast south of Mombasa,

just north of the great snow mass of Kilimanjaro, as far as

the Victoria Nyanza, of which lake two-thirds are in

German territory. Going westward, it includes also part of

the shores of lakes Kivu and Tanganyika. Great Britain

is its neighbor on the north and along part of its western

border. The remainder of the west line follows the Belgian

Kongo. The whole of the south follows Portuguese Mozam-

bique. The islands of Pemba and Zanzibar, which are

under British protection, dominate the northern part of its

coast-line of 620 miles. Its vast lake-region provides ad-

mirable means of transit and is eminently suitable for

tropical agriculture. AYater is difficult to obtain, for the

only river of any size is the Rnfiki. The snows of Kiliman-

jaro drain largely toward British territory. Nevertheless,

German East Africa is a land of great potential agricul-

tural and pastoral wealth. Its forest wealth is enormous.

Gold is known to exist, as well as base-metals and soda

deposits. Germany had expended on the colony much money
and thought. It had aimed to make it a planter's country,
where huge agricultural estates had become the rule. Four

excellent ports. Lindi. Kilwa, Tanga. and the capital, Dar-

cs-Salam, aided its commerce. It was well served by Ger-

man steamship lines. 'Two railways which ran into the

interior competed with the Fganda railway to Fort Florence.
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In German East Africa, British cruisers in August, 1914,

destroyed a wireless station on the coast of Dar-es-Salam,

thus cutting off Germany's communications, and practically

taking possession of the only German port of importance on

the east coast. Its retention completed Great Britain's

control subject to the Portuguese ports of Beira and

Delagoa Bay over the eastern and western trade-routes

of South Africa. Portugal, England's ancient ally, cooper-
ated with British forces. Actual fighting began at the end
of September, when a German raid took place across the

frontier into British East Africa, and an attempt was made
to capture Mombasa, the capital, which is the starting

point of the Uganda railroad. From this district the Ger-

mans were beaten back into their own territory by a small

body of African riflemen and Arabs from Zanzibar, who
were presently strengthened by British troops from India,

comprising regulars and men supplied by Indian Potentates

and Princes. India thus early had made her entry into

the war. In November the combined British forces made
an attack on the German stations of Tanga and Jasin, the

former an important seaport south of Mombasa, joined by
rail with Moshi, which lies among the foothills of Kiliman-

jaro. Vigorous attacks and counter attacks were made at

this time by boats on Hie Victoria Nyanza. Fighting in

this region, as in the Kamerun region on the west side of

Africa, continued into 1!)15, but by the summer of that

year the entire coast-line was in the hands of Entente

Powers, as well as several posts some hundred miles inland.

The German garrisons, however gallantly they might con-

tinue to fight, were thus cut oil' from renewing their sup-

plies of ammunition.

In December, 1 !)!."), news that General Smith-Dorrien,
who had been conspicuous in the early British defense on

the Western Front, notably in the retreat from Mons, was

to take command in Kast Africa, seemed evidence of the

importance: with which hitherto incomplete, operations

against Germany's largest colony had been viewed in Great

Britain. lie was to have assistance from a strong force

recruited from South Africa under command of Colonel

Brits, who had distinguished himself in the rounding up of
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rebels and in the invasion of German Southwest Africa.

War by these men was now to be carried on in a country
which would tax even such among them as had faced the

drought and sandstorms of Damaraland. The five hun-

dred or so miles of frontier betwreen British and German
East Africa, above which rises the 10,000 foot peak of

Scale of Miles
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(iKKMAN EAST AFRICA
The boundaries of (his former (Icrinan colony. l>y the longest east-nnd-west
and north-tuid-soutli measurements, arc about sou by tioo miles. Nearly
370,000 square miles are Mnbraced \vitliin tlieni. or nearly twice the area

of (lerniany in Kurope and seven limes the area of New York State

Mount Kilimanjaro, abound in almost every obstacle to

"the carrying out of definite military plans. There are

stretches of thick, thorny scrub through which a way could

be forced only at the expense of a uniform and one's own
skin patches of trackless and waterless desert, and many
dangerous swamps.
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Before the winter was over, however, the Boer Gen-

eral, Jan Christaan Smuts, had taken command of the

forces operating against German East Africa in succession

to Smith-Dorrien, whose sojourn in Africa had apparently
been a half-way station on the road to retirement from

active service. A victory was reported in March on the

slopes of Kilimanjaro. South African forces were coming
from the north instead of the south, owing to questions of

transport. An expedition from Rhodesia would have to

labor across a thousand miles of wilderness before it could

strike the main German forces. Instead, South African

troops were sent by ship to Mombasa and thence up the

railroad half-way to Nairobi, which lies close to the Ger-

man frontier and Kilimanjaro. British success already
achieved gave them the western terminus of the Moschi-

Pangani Railroad.

The British occupied Moshi on March 18 and were soon

pushing on to occupy Arusha. which was believed to have

been evacuated by the Germans, who appeared to be retir-

ing southward, their movements assisted by the Tanga Rail-

way. Moshi is 18 miles in a direct line west of the Kitova

Hills, the scene of a severe engagement on March 11. Arusha

lies about 45 miles further west, at the southern foot of

Mount Meru. It was on the road between Moshi ;md

Amelia that Major-General Stewart's column which had

come from the north appeared while the fight in Kitova

was in progress, and compelled the Germans threatened in

front and rear to retreat. The Germans had been twice

defeated and were now in retreat with no avenue of escape

open. Wherever they went they would meet with enemies,

with no neutral territory in which they could take refuge.

By .luiie 1 "> the British column, which was advancing

along the seaboard, had readied Makuyuni. after \Vilhelm-

thal was occupied and Tanga cleared of opposing forces.

Operating on Lake Victoria a force had captured the Ger-

man islands of T'kerewe. which constituted an important

point for an attack' on Maunsa, the principal German town

on the -out hern shores of the lake. A branch of the rail-

piad from .Mombasa to Kikuyu had been constructed to

Taveta. in order to bring the army of Smuts directly to
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Mount Kilimanjaro. The capture of Moshi, the mountain

terminus of the German railroad, opened the way into the

interior.

From this point the British army had been divided

into three sections. One moved west to Arusha and was

driving the Germans back toward Lake Victoria. The sec-

ond struck overland to the south and readied Kondoa,
where it stood off a strong attack from the Germans. The
third fought its way down the railroad which runs through
the mountains and over the tablelands to the sea. In the

northwestern corner of the colony Belgian troops under.

General Tambeur were making progress. Those that en-

tered from the Kongo south of Lake Kivu occupied the

German towns at the head of Lake Tanganyika, and cut

the roads which connected Ujiji, the lake terminal of the

central German railroad, with German plantations on the

southern shore of the Victoria Xyanza. Another Belgian
column, entering north of Lake Kivu, came into touch with

the British column entering from Uganda. British gun-
boats captured the German islands in Victoria Xyanza. The
Allies could now concentrate from three directions on a

rich and densely populated region. Dispatches from Lon-

don, early in July, stating that the British had taken Tanga,
German East Africa's principal seaport and railroad ter-

minus in the north, indicated that the campaign was pro-

ceeding successfully. As in the French and English wars

of the eighteenth century, a great prize of the war had lain

far away from the scene of heavy fighting. In the

eighteenth century the real prize which hung in the balance

was North America, and now it was Africa.

Early in August. Botha arrived in German East Africa

In witness what was believed in London In be the last phase
of the operations against Germany's one remaining colony,
but it was far from being that. l>otha was present at the

lighting north of the German Central Railway, which re-

sulted in a British advance to and occupation of the lines

at Kilimafinde and other points. "With the occupation of

Cjiji by the Belgians, and of Sadani, and other coast-ports,

by the British, the Germans apparently had nothing to

do but to retreat into the southeastern corner of the
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colony, where the Portuguese, in their East African pos-

session, were awaiting them. The ring around German East

Africa had thus been contracting. The Portuguese, who
nowhere else were in striking distance of Germany, had

advanced across the Rovuma River, and the Belgians from

their Kongo colony, at two points north of Lake Tanganyika.
AVhile British war-vessels patrolled the coast, a British ex-

pedition had entered the country from the north, near the

foot of Mount Kilimanjaro. Germany's last colony, like the

Fatherland itself, was now held in a ring of steel. The

main objective of all the expeditions had been the central

railway which the Germans built from the coast to Lake

Tanganyika. The Belgians captured Ujiji, the western

terminus; the British, after fighting their way through the

northern jungle, reached the station of Kilimatinda, and
with this as a base continued operations until they ac-

quired control of most of the important railway points of

the central high land.

The complaint that war had lost its picturesqueness might
be true of Europe, but it did not apply to Africa. Here
nature provided the strongest contrasts of climate and con-

tour, and here primitive savagery was allied with modern
science. In Africa were found the last of the world's great

game preserves. Survivors of the grotesque mammals ot

the Cenozoic era here found refuge in forests and plains.

Campaigning in German East Africa at times was like

fighting in Hagenbeck's menagerie. As troops advanced

they drove into enemy's lines herds of wild-cats and hart-

beests, gemsbok and springbok, elands, and buffalos, /ebras

and ostriches. Soldiers complained that they could not

sleep because of the howling of jackals, the laughing of

hyenas and the grunting of wild pigs. Naval combats on

lakes between British and German motor-boats were made
extra-haxardous by crocodiles and hippopotami.
The boundary line between British and German East

Africa makes a curve at one point, so that Mount Kiliman-

jaro is thrown into German territory. When the boundary
was drawn in ISW) the Kaiser insisted on having the biggest

mountain in Africa conceded to him. lie afterward kept
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on his desk a piece of stone from the top of it as a paper-

weight. Dr. Hans Meyer, who made the first ascent in 1889,
to 19,321 feet above the sea, named the mountain "Kaiser
Wilhelm Spitze." It had been discovered in 1848 by a

German, Johann Rebmann, who was sent out by the Eng-
lish Church Missionary Society to convert the natives. Per-

haps one should say he rediscovered it, s'nce it was known
to Aristotle and Ptolemy as the Groat Silver Mountain, in

which the Nile rose, a natural name since the cone of this

extinct volcano is mostly covered by a perpetual ice-cap two

hundred feet thick, from which deep glaciers flow, altho

it stands within three degrees of the equator. Kilimanjaro
is not quite as high as Mount McKinley. but McKinley
rises out of the Alaskan ice, while at the foot of Kiliman-

jaro one can pick bananas as he feasts his eyes on eternal

snows. Kilimanjaro has attracted the gaze not only of the

poet, the missionary, hunter, and statesman, but of the

socialist. Dr. Theodor Hertzka, an Austrian economist,

looking over the globe to see where lie could best found his

Utopia, selected the fertile and temperate plateau lying
between Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenia as the most

suitable.

The eventual termination of German rule in Africa

served to emphasize again the fact that the Dark Continent

remained the greatest region for colonial exploitation left

in the world. The area of Africa is 11.262,000 square miles,

exclusive of islands, which makes it about four times the size

of the United States. It has a population of 127.000,000.

There are only two small countries in the entire continent

that are independent Liberia and Abyssinia. Liberia has

the area, of Virginia and a population equal to that of the

city of Philadelphia. Abyssinia's area is a little more than

twice as great as that of France or Germany, and its popu-
lation about equal to that of Pennsylvania. Great Britain

controls a territory in Africa larger than the United States

including Alaska, and has an African population, under her

dominion, about one-half as great as the population of the

United States. France, at the outset of the war, had an

African territory equal in area to that of the United States,

and all her possessions, with Mexico added. The population

ion
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of French African territories equals that of Brazil. The

Portuguese holdings in Africa are as large as Mexico, with

a population about half as dense. The Belgian holdings are

one-third, and those of Italy one-fifth, as large as the ter-

ritory of continental United States. Great Britain's hold-

ings in Africa are almost equal in area to those she has in

North America. They are thirty-five times as large as the

Tinted Kingdom, and have a population large enough to

replace that of the United Kingdom with enough to spare to

populate another London. The African holdings of France
are twenty-two times as large in area as the home country,
while the population is nearly two-thirds as great. The

Belgian holdings are eighty-two times as great in area as

Belgium herself, while the population is more than twice as

great. Italy controls 593,000 square miles of African ter-

ritory, which is five times as much as her European area.

Before 1880 Africa had been allowed to t'rift along almost

undisturbed by world interests outside. Scientific and com-

mercial activities had invaded the continent, but there had
never been any apportionment of territory under the sanc-

tion of international agreements. It was in 1884 that King
Leopold of Belgium succeeded in having a conference called

to determine the status of the Kongo territory, which was
"held in trust for civilization" by the African International

Association. The result of this conference was the setting

up of the Kongo Free State, with the King of the Belgians

at its head. In addition thereto, the eont'erenee defined

the general spheres of influence of the Great Powers in

Africa. In 1800, following the plans of the conference.

Great Britain negotiated a treaty, signed in Berlin, which

gave her Uganda and thus thwarted a dream the Germans
had long held of a through railroad across Africa entirely

on German soil. On the other hand, by gaining possession

of territory in southeast Africa reaching to the Belgian

Kongo, Germany as effectually prevented the construction of

a Cape-to-Cairo railway under British control. A month

later the English and French signed an agreement recog-

nizing a British protectorate over Zanzibar and Pemba. a

Krench protectorate over Madagascar, and a French sphere
of influence from Algeria southward to a point between the
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town of Say and Lake Chad. Still later England and Por-

tugal came to an agreement defining the delimitations of

their respective territories. In later years came the Great
Boer War, and thereafter another general scramble for in-

fluence in Africa, in which Great Britain secured control

over the Orange Free State and the Transvaal. Belgium
formally annexed the Kongo Free State, Italy seized Tri-

poli, and France finally extended a protectorate over

Morocco.

German East Africa was not yet entirely conquered by
the Allies. After the operations already recorded, there

ensued almost a suspension of operations for a year and a

NATIVE TROOPS CROSSING A HRIIMiE IN MUTISM EAST AFRICA

half in which adequate forces for the final work were raised.

The greater part remaining uncaptured was then secured

between March and September. 1!)16. Smuts conquered
the region from Kilimanjaro to Dar-es-Salaam, the Belgians,
from the great lakes to Tabora, and General Xorthey occu-

pied the southwestern part. The Germans were now re-

stricted to the south, south-center and southeastern regions

(save for the coast-line), hut this w;is an aiva considerably

larger than England, Scotland and Wales combined. After

evacuating Tabora, German troops under General Wable in

that region retired southeast toward Mahenge. a govern-

ment-station on a high plateau centrally situated between

the northern end of Lake Xyassa and the sea at Kilva.

v. ix M 201
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Part of the forces which had opposed General Smuts re-

treated to Mahenge. Wable's force in retreat harried, and

was harried by General Northey's columns. AVablc broke

through the British lines and joined the German General

Kraut, who was being threatened from the north by General

Van Devon ter, the commander of Smuts' Second Division.

In the closing days of 1916 and the beginning of 1917 a

combined effort was made by Van Devon tor and Northey to

"round up" the Germans who were holding the Mahenge
plateau. The movement promised success, but, in the words

of Smuts, the enemy "eventually escaped through the dense

hush and forest under cover of darkness, and eluded pursuit."
On January 1, 1917, Smuts began a new offensive in the

Rufiji area, hi.s object being to cut all connections between

the enemy in the Rutiji and Mahenge regions and either to

envelop the enemy on the Rufiji or to deal a heavy blow as

he escaped south. The last object was accomplished, ji

heavy blow being inflicted on Lettow-Vorbeck 's forces, but

they were not brought to a decisive engagement. This brief

campaign was ended in March by the advent of the rainy
season. A campa'gn carried out by the Belgians had been

equally successful and only second to that of Smuts in

importance. The difficulties the Belgians had to overcome

were great. Unlike Smuts' army there were no Europeans,
other than officers and a few gunners, in the Belgian force.

The Kongo produced practically nothing that an army needed

save food. All oilier supplies had 1o be drawn from Europe.
Even when Iliey had reached Africa, there was, either from

the Kongo estuary or from Cape Town, a journey of from

2,000 to IJ.OOO miles before Belgian headquarters could be

reached.

During ten days' fighting which preceded the fall of

Tabora the Germans lost, beside killed and wounded, 125

Europeans and over .'500 Askari taken prisoners. The war-

booty of the Belgians included four one-inch guns and

several madiine-guns. A considerable quantity of railway
material was also secured. During a whole campaign, from

May to September, the Belgian losses reported were only 41

Europeans and 1 ,1':
;
..") natives, or about an eighth of the total

fighting force. The operations of the Nyassaland-Rhodesia
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Force had had no such spectacular climax as marked the

campaign of the Belgians in the capture of Tabora, nor

was it opposed by forces of the strength which Smuts and
his lieutenants had to meet. Its work was carried out in the

obscurity of an unknown region, where the obstacles pre-
sented by nature, if not on the stupendous scale of those in

the volcanic region north of Kivu. were many and great. A
total of 395,000 carriers was required to supply a force

whose fighting strength was only a few thousand. The

quantity of supplies carried may be gaged by the statement

of Lord Buxton (High Commissioner for South Africa),
that in nine months 20,000 natives carried 1,000,000 pounds
of supplies from distant bases. In the same nine months

50.000 carriers were employed in bringing grain from dis-

tricts adjacent to the frontier.

The main force under Smuts in January 1917 developed
an encircling movement. The troops, which had to march

through most difficult country, got in touch with the enemy
on the afternoon of the 3d, and on January 4, Sheppard's

Brigade caught up with the chief enemy-force as it was

retiring from Beho-Beho. A sharp engagement followed,

but altho severely handled the enemy "again slipt past,"
to use Smuts' phrase. During this fight. Captain F. C.

Selous, the intrepid hunter and explorer, fell at the head

of his company and was buried under the shadow of a

tamarind-tree, beside the graves of members of his company
who fell at the same time. Thus ended the life of the most

distinguished of the hunter-naturalists of recent years, a

friend of Colonel Roosevelt in his African hunting trip, a

man who had opened up thousands of miles of South Cen-

tral Africa. Throughout the campaign, altlio well over 60.

Selous had set an example of endurance and devotion to

duty unexcelled by any member <f the force. Smuts was

not able to bring to a conclusion the operations he had

initiated. Shortly after he began the Mgeta otVensive he

was asked by the South African (lovernment to go to Lon-

don to represent the I'mmi at special sittings of the War
Cabinet.

News of the armistice with (let-many reached German
East Africa on November 12. and somewhat to the general
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surpri/e. Von Lettow, the German commander, at once com-

plied with its terms, tendering his submission on November
14 to the magistrate at Kasama, and throwing on him the

burden of feeding his force. The formal surrender was
made to General Edwards at Abercorn. near the south end
of Lake Tanganyika, on November 25, and was a cere-

monious affair. His askari having been drawn up in a

hollow square, Von Lettow, after saluting the British flag,

took out a pocket-book and read from it in German his

formal statement of surrender. Having repeated his state-

ment in English, he called upon his few remaining troops
to lay down their arms. The force surrendering numbered
-SO officers, 125 other Europeans, 1.165 askari, 1,516 porters,
482 Portuguese natives, 282 followers 13 headmen and 819

women, with one field-gun, 24 Maxim-guns, and 14 Lewis-

guns. General Edwards formally accepted the surrender

and the German flag disappeared from the last bit of terri-

tory on the continent of Africa.

The colonial empire of Germany never was a very solid

structure, but immense hopes and world-embracing ambi-

tions had been built upon it. Even the Mitteleuropa move-

ment had not made a more powerful appeal to the Teutonic

imagination than the proposed organization of a Germanic

Mittelafrica. In point of time the latter movement took

precedence of the former, and no pains had been spared by
colonial experts, university professors, and an inspired

press, to bring home to the German people that Africa was

destined to be the corner-stone of their world empire. There

is no question that Germany had proved equally as bad a

eoloni/er in Africa as she was a neighbor in Europe. She

had employed the most barbarous methods to keep native

races in Africa in order and to do her bidding. She had

eon->i>teut ly treated them as if they were merely beasts of

burden with no human rights that a superior race need

respect. At the end of 1!>13, the total number of Germans
in German colonies, a considerable expanse of which was

entirely suitable for white settlement, was only 24.38!), of

whom a large percentage were officials and soldiers. Dur-

int,r the World \Var the (lennan press kept insisting that

the (ierman colonies must be restored, and that it was Ger-
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many's destiny to become a greater colonial power than

ever. But whatever else might happen after the war,

that, assuredly, was not among the possibilities.

Bagdad, Jerusalem, and Germany's African colonies had
been the real measure of the struggle in this war between
the Briton and the German. German statesmen and

scholars, as much as German soldiers, had proclaimed the war
a contest between a modern Rome and a modern Carthage,
in which the German would play the part of Rome. But
now after four campaigns had been fought no German ship
sailed the seas, and every German colony was in British

hands save those occupied by her allies, France and Japan.
Meanwhile Germany's Turkish ally had lost Mesopotamia,
Arabia, and the Holy Land

;
British armies had occupied

the roads to Suez and the Persian Gulf, and no single foot

of British territory was in German hands. History strangely

repeated itself. Peace with the Entente on the basis of the

war-map, would now have left the German Empire not alone

confined to Europe and Asiatic Turkey, but confronted with

the facts that the sea-gates of the Turkish Empire were in

Entente hands, and that British sea-power dominated the

exits from the North Sea to the Atlantic, and from the

Mediterranean to the Red Sea and Atlantic.

Measured by the map, Britain had repeated her achieve-

ments of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centu-

ries. When the war began she had only a fleet for defense,

witli an expeditionary land force of less than 200,000 men.

as the maximum of her military strength. In December

1!)17, Great Britain had at least five million men under

arms; she had guns that outweighed German guns; a mil-

itary machine as powerful as the German, and not yet had

her man-power been weakened by the tremendous sacrifices

which had been the price of German advances so far as

Germany had achieved advances against the French, Italians,

and Russians. If the war had ended even in li'17 Britain

would have possest a fleet overwhelmingly superior to the

German and an army at least equal to the German. No
(lei-man merchant-ship could have sailed from Hamburg to

the Far Kast save as Britain permitted it to touch at her

coaling-stations.
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Most observers in this war had been fixing their eyes on

Europe, precisely as their ancestors, in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century fixt their eyes on campaigns in Flan-

ders and Artois, unconscious of the fact that the British

Empire, in those centuries when Europe was contesting for

provinces and cities between the Somme and the Meuse, the

Rhine and the Danube, was being built up far beyond the

confines of Europe. In the same way after this war ended,
the world was to see German colonies in the Pacific perma-
nently assigned to Japan, to Australia, and to New Zealand,

German Southwest Africa perhaps annexed by British

South Africa, and the ultimate obliteration of other Ger-

man colonial power, while India and Egypt still remained

British. German commercial establishments in the Far
East had been permanently destroyed ;

German commercial

edifices in South America and the United States had dis-

appeared or were crumbling.

Nothing in what was to happen to Germany's colonial em-

pire would have seemed strange to Louis XIV, or to his suc-

cessor, Louis XV, who lost India and eastern North America

while winning campaigns in Flanders. Men had been watch-

ing the West Front with bated breath, with hopes and fears for

Russia, and they had been estimating the meaning of the war

by daily communiques that marked changes in the western

trenches, but men of a later generation would look back at the

European campaigns in this war as relatively fruitless efforts,

while lesser campaigns beyond the sea permanently altered

the fate of millions of men and the future of lands almost as

limitless as they had proved to be fertile.'
5

"Principal Sources: The Independent. The F.reninn Poxi
,
The Tribune, The

Times (New YorkK The London Time*' "History of the War." The .tniirnin

of Commerce (New York).
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GERMAN SUCCESSES AND FAILURES IN THE FIRST
YEAR BRITISH SUCCESSES IN SCANDINA-

VIAN WATERS

September 22, 1914 October 10. 1915

BEFORE
the war the general public knew little of

submarines, their design or their construction. That

they were shaped like a cigar, and could be propelled
under water while an officer in command was viewing

objects on the surface through a periscope, and that a

torpedo could be fired from them at a ship, some readers,

but not many, knew. The test of war, however, soon

demonstrated that the submarine had its place among ef-

fective warships, and that the greatest ships could not

despise them as foes. When the war ended submarines had
sunk some millions of ship tonnage.
The submarine was not a new boat, but a product of

centuries of experiments, the governing principles having
been developed long ago. It had failed in becoming practi-

cally useful only because it was deficient in certain ad-

vantages which science afterward made available. It could

not become successful until what is known as the internal

combustion oil-engine was perfected; until storage of elec-

tricity was made practicable; until the Whitehead torpedo
was devised and perfected; until the hydroplane had been

devised for keeping vessels on an even keel under water.

and until such structural materials had been evolved as

would combine length of hull with lightness. Under-water

boats had been used in three wars in the nineteenth century

against a British fleet in the War of 1812; against a

Danish blockading fleet oil' the German coast in 18f)0. and

against Federal ships in the American Civil War. It was

only in our Civil War that any real success was secured,

one ship being sunk and three others injured by submarines.

The first submarine of record was built by William

Bourne, sometime before 1-~>7S, or as early as (lie Eliza-

bethan period. As in modern boats, water ballast was used
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to ensure immersion. In 1620 a Dutch physician, Cornelius

von Drebbele, constructed an undersea-boat which made a

trip, just awash, in the Thames from Westminster to Green-

wich. It was weighed down writh. ballast and propelled by
oars projecting through holes in the sides and was kept

water-tight by leather lining. In 1653, a Frenchman named
de Son built at Rotterdam the first mechanically propelled

boat, which was 72 feet long, tapered toward a point at

both ends, and was to be propelled from Rotterdam to

London in a day. Robert Fulton, in his desire through
submarines to make navies impossible, vainly sought encour-

agement from Napoleon, Great Britain being then as strong
in ships as France was weak.

Fulton's submarine, the Nautilus, marked the beginning
of practical submarine-boats. Launched in 1801 and first

worked on the Seine, she was 21 feet 4 inches long, 7 feet

in diameter and designed to dive to a depth of 25 feet.

She was constructed of copper with iron frames. Sub-

mergence was achieved by admitting water into tanks,

pumps being used for expelling the water when she wanted
to rise. She carried a mast and sails, which were collapsi-

ble like an umbrella, and could then be folded up on deck.

The vessel was easily submerged. On the Seine she had
continued submerged for eight minutes. At other and later

trials made in the harbor at Brest, she remained below for

an hour. "When under water she could cover 500 yards in

seven minutes and return to the point of starting. As a

test an old schooner was blown up by her with 20 pounds of

gunpowder, this being the h'rst time a ship was ever blown

up in Europe by a submarine. Fulton, getting no encour-

agement in France or England, returned to America in 1806

and afterward developed here his famous steamboat, the

(l<ir< mont. The American War of 1812 with England first

brought a submarine into hostile action. The boat used

was invented by David Bushncll, of a well-known Con-

necticut family and educated at Vale. Germany's first

submarine was built in 1S50 from designs by a Bavarian

artilleryman. It was a boat 26 'j feet long, of .'58 tons.

It was John P. Holland, an Irishman living in this

, who fitiallv demonstrated the efficiency in subma-
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rines of the gasoline-engine which now took the place of

the steam-engine. Use of this engine had the most far-

reaching effect on the submarine of all that was done for

it in fifty years. Steam machinery was not only heavy,
but it involved an almost insufferable temperature on board

and increased the time required for diving; gasoline in-

volved some danger, owing to the possibility of ignition;

but when paraffin or petroleum was used, the danger was
less. What is known as the Diesel engine was adopted for

submarines by France after the Paris Exposition of 1900.

The British Admiralty gave an order for their firs'; subma-

rine in 1900, when, after careful consideration of all types,

they adopted the Holland design, which was already in

use in the United States Navy. An American company,
which had supported Mr. Holland (who was from Paterson,

New Jersey), in his experiments, entered into an agreement
with the British Vickers company, with the consent of the

Admiralty, for the construction of five boats. From that

time, until shortly before the World War, all British sub-

marines were built at the Vickers' works, which are at

Barrow-in-Furness. The results were described as most

satisfactory. Five boats were built. All embodied Hol-

land's latest ideas. In 1890 Germany ordered two boats

of this class to be built, one at Kiel, one at Danzig. They
were 114 feet 4 inches long and of 215 tons displacement
on the surface, had steam machinery, and a speed of 11

knots on the surface and 4 1/1
, knots when submerged. Ger-

many's next boat followed French lines. This craft, 47

feet long, depended exclusively on electric storage accumu-

lators and a motor for propulsion. The speed was 6 knots

on the surface and 4 knots when submerged. The radius

both of action and reliability was low. Tin- Germans next

purchased some plans from a French officer whose proposals
had been declined in Paris. From these a boat was built

by Krupp at Kiel. 116 feet (> inches long and of ISO tons

displacement on the surface. The gasoline-engine for pro-

pulsion was of 200 horsepower and gave a speed of 11

knots on the surface. The electric motor gave S knots

submerged.
While Germany entered on submarine boat building late
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in the day, she profited at once by the experience of others.

After she had evolved her policy with it, the "frightfulness"

of which was to be amply revealed during the war, she

pursued her way with the same energy that characterized

her in other departments of war preparations. The sum
set apart in her 1907 budget for submarine construction

was 250,000; in 1908 it was 350,000; in 1909, 500,000;

in 1910, 750,000; in 1913, 1,000.000; in 1914, 950,000.

After the war began, an immensely greater sum was be-

lieved to have been devoted to submarines.

It is interesting to recall that the real pioneer among
modern submarines was an imaginary one called, as was the

real one of Pulton, the Xautilu-x. This was the creation

of the ingenious French writer, Jules Verne. In some re-

spects, the real article has not yet come up to the specifi-

cations of that writer, but this is not because such a boat

lias been regarded by engineers as wholly impossible under

present conditions. Verne's Nautilus, formidable as she

was, was built largely for pleasure-cruising and scientific

observations, while the modern submarine is for war, and
to warfare it is adapted.
The earliest of German submarine exploits in this war

at least the earliest among those which caused heavy losses

in ships and men occurred in the North Sea on Septem-
ber 22. li)14. Rough weather had culminated in a gale,

the force of the wind having been quite exceptional for

northern latitudes, and almost equal to that of a cyclone,
or typhoon, when, on the 21st, the wind moderated some-

what, and arrangements were made for British destroyers to

go out of harbor and join the cruisers Aboukir, Hoguc, and

f'rfxsu. The following morning broke cloudless, with no

ha/e, a brisk northerly wind and a choppy sea. The cruisers

had just gone to their day patrol-stations, and were three

miles apart, when at a few minutes before 6.30 A.M. the

Aboukir was seen to keel violently and then settle down
with a list to port, having been struck by a torpedo. An

eye-witness of this event and other British losses that fol-

lowed afterward said.

"There was only one explosion, and most of the onlookers were
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of opinion that she had struck a mine, and, following their first

and strongest impulse, both the Cressy and Hague closed in at

once to save life. At 6.55 A.M. the Hoyue was within a quarter
of a mile of the Aboukir on her starboard bow, with the Cressy a

similar distance away on the other side. The. Aboukir had started

to lower her starboard sea-boat, but the list had become so great

that she stuck and could not be got away. The sun was shining

very brightly, and the red glow of the copper bottom with the

pink bodies of the men as they climbed down her sides made a

picture that will never be forgotten.

"Some jumped in, others sat down and slid, others contented

themselves with walking a few paces as the vessel keeled over.

Suddenly, with two tremendous crashes, one immediately after the

other, the Hogue was struck, both torpedoes exploding in the same

place, just aft of the starboard after-bridge. The ship leapt up
like a rowelled horse (she was a vessel of 12,000 tons), quivered
all over, just as a steel spring will quiver when firmly held at one

end and sharply struck at the other. Looking over the side, the

twin lines ef bubbles made by the torpedoes wore plainly visible

and led the eye at once to the first sight of the submarine's peri-

scope. The Hoyue's two sea-boats had been got away, together
with the launch, in aid of the Aboukir, and the latter, with a number
of saved, was close to on the port bow. When the Hogue was

struck she stood off a few yards and waited. Meanwhile another

party was busy throwing overboard planks and bulwarks of tim-

ber which had been used for the construction of targets. The

rest of the men stood quietly by waiting for the order to jump,
meanwhile slipping off their clothes. After a few minutes the

order came and the men went in. Unfortunately, obeying a natural

impulse, by far the greater majority went off the port side, close

to where the launch lay, and, as the Hogue disappeared about six

minutes after she had been struck, scores of them clung to the

gunwhales of the launch until she was unable to stand the strain

and fell to pieces, precipitating her own crew and those unfor-

tunates already saved from the Ahonkir into the water. AVhat

followed is host lei't to the imagination. Sullice it to say that

nearly all those from the Hogue \vho were lost perished here.

"As the Hogue went down, she partially righted, with the result

that a steam picket-boat and steam-pinnace both floated off un-

damaged. In this many survivors were saved. The Cress;/ then

came up, 'opened fire with both batteries on the submarines,' and

continued the work of rescue until she herself was struck amid-

ships by two torpedoes and sank almost at once. Trawlers did good
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work in rescuing: those who were still floating in the water, and
men from the boats were taken on board arriving steamers."

This swift and silent destruction of three b'g British

cruisers by one or more German submarines attracted wide

attention, because the episode was not only the most spec-
tacular so far in the war, but because it was the greatest
feat ever performed by submarines thus far. In the opinion
of many observers the day of big units in naval warfare
the dreadnoughts and superdreadnoughts was over. This

outcome was predicted especially by Sir Percy Scott, who
said he saw in the submarine the war-vessel of the future ;

but his opinion was vigorously challenged by Admiral
Mahan. Previous to this war the record of the submarine
had been chiefly one of self-destruction. All accounts agreed
that the Abouk r, Crcssy and Hague had been torpedoed
and sunk in rapid succession by this invisible foe. The
cruisers were all of the same type, had cost $4,000.000 each

when built about fifteen years before, and each carried a

<
; rew of more than 700 men. The loss in men and officers

\vas said to have been more than 1,300. The world had been

warned at the outset of the war that the Germans had

"surprizes" in store for their opponents. Efficiency with

the submarine had not been the only one of these sur-

prizes thus far to materialize. First was the great German

siege-gun, which had gone far to prove, by its effects at

Liege and Namur, that reliance on fortresses "had been in

vain." More than any other factor these howitzers had

contributed to the opening defeats of the Allies. Such an

attack as this naval one the British had been led to expect,

for the Germans had frankly avowed that their plan was to

reduce British naval superiority by submarine-raids and the

sowing of mines. They had long been training young
officers for sallies of this kind. Nevertheless the losses came

as a surprize to Englishmen.
Otto "Weddigen, who commanded submarine T-9. wrote

of his exploit.
1

''I had sighted several ships during my passage, but they were

not what 1 was seeking. English torpedo-boats came within mv
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reach, but I felt there was bigger game further on, so on I went.

I traveled on the surface except when we sighted vessels, and then
I submerged, not even showing niy periscope, except when it was

necessary to take bearings. It was ten minutes after six in the

morning when I caught sight of one of the big cruisers of the

enemy.
"I was then eighteen sea miles northwesterly of the Hook of

Holland. I had then traveled considerably more than 200 miles

from my base. My boat was one of an old type, but she had been

built on honor and she was behaving beautifully. I had been going
ahead partially submerged with about five feet of my periscope

showing. Almost immediately I caught sight of the first cruiser

and two others. I submerged completely and laid my course so as

to bring up in center of the trio, which held a sort of triangular
formation. I could see their gray-black sides riding high over the

water.

"When I first sighted them they wore near enough for torpedo

work, but I wanted to make my aim sure, so I went down and in

on them. I had taken the position of the three ships before sub-

merging and I succeeded in getting another flash through my
periscope before I began action. I soon reached what I regarded
as a good shooting-point. Then I fired one of my torpedoes at

the middle ship. I was then about twelve feet under water and

got the shot oi'f in good shape, my men handling the boat as if

she had been a skiff. I climbed tc the surface to get a sight through

my tube of the effect, and discovered that the shot had gone straight

and true, striking the ship, which I later learned was the Aboukir,
under one of her magazines, which in exploding helped the tor-

pedo's work of destruction. There was a fountain of water, a

burst of smoke, a flash of fire and part of the cruiser rose in the

air. Then I heard a roar and felt reverberations sent through
the water by the detonation. She had been broken apart and sank

in a few minutes. The Aboulir had been stricken in a vital spot

and by an unseen force that made the blow all the greater. I

stayed on top long enough to see the other cruisers, which 1 learned

were the Crcssy and the Ilof/uc, turn and steam full speed to their

dying sister, whose plight they could not understand, unless it had

been due to an accident. The ships came on a mission of inquiry

and rescue, for many of the AlxiHJ.-ir'x crew were now in the water,

the order having been given, 'Each man for himself.'

But soon the other two English cruisers learned what had

brought about the destruction so suddenly. As I reached my tor-

pedo depth f sent a second charge at the nearest of the oncoming

vessels, which was the lloyuc. The attack on the llot/iic went
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true. But this tin:e I did not have the advantageous aid of having
the torpedo detonate under the magazine, so for twenty minutes

the Hague lay wounded and helpless on the surface before she

heaved, half turned over and sank.

"When I got within suitable range I sent away my third attack.

This time I sent a second torpedo after the first to make the strike

doubly certain. My crew were aiming like sharpshooters and both

torpedoes went to their bull's-eye. My luck was with me again,

for the enemy was made useless and at once began sinking by her

head. Then she careened far over,

but all the while her men stayed at

the guns looking for their invisible

foe. They were brave and true to

their country's sea traditions. Then

she eventually suffered a boiler ex-

plosion and completely turned

turtle. With her keel uppermost,
she floated until the air got out

from under her and then she sank

with a loud sound, as if from a

creature in pain.

"I reached the home port on the

afternoon of the '2.'3d. and on the

24th went to Wilhelmshaven to find

that news of my effort had become

public. My wife, dry-eyed when
I went away, met me with tears.

Then I learned that my little vessel

and her brave crew had won the orm WKHDKJKN

plaudit of the Kaiser, who con- Commander of the submarine F-9,

ferred upon each of my coworkers whir " Siink th
[6^/''

" !IUC aud

the Iron Cross of the second

class, and upon me the Iron Cross of the first and second class."

On October 16, the British cruiser Hawkc, of 7.350 tons,

was sunk by the same submarine in the northern waters of

the North Sea. All the commissioned officers went down
with her except Lieut.-Commander Robert R. Rosoman and

twenty of the crew who were saved on a raft. Of the rest

of the ship's complement of 544 men only three non-com-
missioned officers were known to have been saved, in a

total of seventy-three. The Hawkv was an old ship of the

1S9()-!)1 type.

'
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Coming so soon after the exploit which had sunk the

Aboukir, the Cressy, and the Hogue, the sinking of the

Hawkc created a profound sensation throughout England.
No blame was attached to the Admiralty for these mishaps,
wh'ch were recognized as parts of the war's chances, but

everywhere the sentiment, was growing that, for some in-

explicable reason, Germany, with her smaller and weaker

equipment of submarines, had been able to inflict serious blows

on the British Navy. Including the Pathfinder and the

Amphion, which were sunk by strik'ng German mines, and
the Pegasus, which was battered to pieces off the coast of

Zanzibar by a German cruiser, the British Navy had now
lost seven cruisers. All wrere old ships, not of the first class,

but they were known by name to the British public for

some performance in the past. It was the Hawke which in

1911 came into collision with the White Star Liner Olympic
near the Isle of Wight an accident from which a pro-

longed litigation followed. Captain Smith, who commanded
the Olympic, but was exonerated, became afterward cap-

tain of the ill-fated Titanic and went down with her.

Weddigen became the hero of the hour in Germany.
Several weeks later his submarine, another and newer boat,

the '-29, to the command of which he had been advanced,
was caught in the Straits of Dover in a fish-net and sunk.

The captain of a trawler near by hailed the submarine in

English when he saw she had been caught, but, receiving
no reply, abandoned her and steamed to port, leaving the

vessel to her fate. Weddigen perished with his boat.

By the destruction of the British torpedo gun-boat Niger,
which was sunk by a submarine in the Downs on the after-

noon of November 11, the realities of war were brought
home to Deal and AValmer. A loud explosion was heard

from the gunboat as she lay oil:' Deal pier and great vol-

umes of smoke enveloped her. When the smoke cleared,

the Niger was observed to be settling down forward. Men,

women, and children rushed 1o the sea front, exclaiming
that she had been torpedoed, or mined, and soon realized

thai she was doomed. The Deal and Kingsdown lifeboats,

as well as boats from other ports, were launched in an

effort to save the sailors. Consternation and almost panic
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prevailed among hundreds who stood watching from the

beach.

In the midst of other British forebodings, came the news
late in November that the battleship Bulwark a predread-

nought while lying near Sheerness, had been mysteriously
blown up and sunk within five minutes, 700 lives

being lost. The cause was probably internal, but a subma-
rine was suspected. As there were few, if any, survivors,

and the whole affair took place quickly, it long remained

OFFICERS AND TftFW OF THE GERMAN SUBMARINE T-fl

a matter of conjecture as to what had caused the loss of a

useful warship of 15.000 tons and more than 700 men.

For some days the Bu!u-ark had lain at Sheerness. It was

a few minutes before 8 o'clock when a roaring, rumbling
sound was heard by almost everybody on the neighboring
Isle of Sheppey, and by many residents on the mainland.

The first assumption was that a Zeppelin raid had become

an accomplished fact that the first bombs had been dropt
on English soil. But the silence which followed, with tin 1
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cloud of dense smoke which hung over the river, prepared

people for something worse. Very few on land witnessed

the blowing up of the ship but all heard the report. Many
looking toward the river saw the Bulwark suddenly envel-

oped in flames.

In December came word of the loss of the Audacious, a

British battleship of the superdreadnought class, off the

northern coast of Ireland, her crew being rescued by the

Atlantic liner Olympic. No announcement in regard to this

loss was made by the British Admiralty, as the cause lay

long undetermined. She sank in shallow water and was
afterward raised. A trawler saw her from his steamer a

few weeks later and when off the Irish coast on his way to

Liverpool. She had a number of "camels," or big pon-

toons, about her, and wrecking-steamers were pumping out

the pontoons. In this method of salving sunken ships pon-
toons are partly filled with water and sunk to a moderate

depth about the wrecked vessel. Chains placed under the

wreck are fastened to the pontoons on either side and the

water is then pumped out of the pontoons, which rise grad-

ually and raise the ship with them. At either end of the

Audacioils'a deck, when this traveler saw her, a torpedo-boat

destroyer stood near by on guard. lie aterward talked

with members of the crew who said there was no doubt that

it was a torpedo, and not a mine, which had at lacked the

battleship. Sailors described the injury as "a long rent

aft," such as could scarcely have been caused by a mint 1

.

They pointed to the shape of the rent as proof that it was

the work of a torpedo. The Olympic made an effort to tow

the sinking vessel into port, but the cables broke. The

Olympic then went away and the Audacious was run on to

the beach. After she grounded, her funnels and conning-

tower remained partly out of water. Naval men exprest

a belief that 1h<' work of raising her would take only a

short time, and that, once raised and towed to Belfast, it

would be an easy task for the big yards there to put
hei- in shape for active service again.

in the midst of these disasters came word from the Dar-

danelles to hearten the Knglish. On December 1:J. the

British submarine B-ll went through the Straits, torpedoed
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and sank the Turkish battleship Messudieh at the northern
end of the Dardanelles, braving mines and the fire of forts,

and returned uninjured to the fleet outside. It was at the

time the most daring marine exploit of the war, far more
hazardous and difficult than any of the open sea raids of the

German "Untersee-boote" 7-9. The achievement not only
robbed Turkey of a big warship but greatly restored the

confidence of the public in the British Navy's ability to

match the German Navy in bold and successful use of sub-

marines. The announcement delighted London almost as

much as if the Admiralty had reported that a British sub-

marine had slipt through the mine defenses of Wilhelms-

1'IIK ['NDERSEA BOAT WHICH TORPEDOED THE TURKISH BATTLE
SHIP MESSUDICII" AFTER PASSINC! THE DARDANELLES BENEATH

ROWS OP MIXES

haven and had torpedoed one of Germany's superdread-

noughts in the Kiel Canal. It was recognized by naval

and military experts that it was as difficult a job to enter

the Dardanelles, let fly a torpedo or two and get away un-

scathed, as it would have been to dare the perils that beset

all craft at the mouth of the Elbe.

On .January 1 occurred the destruction of the British bat-

tleship For)ii\d<il>U\ by a mine or submarine. The ship was

tit'teeu years old and cost about *.">.()<)().()<)(). The British

Admiralty was unable to say whether the ship struck a mine

or was torpedoed; but as the British fleet had then been

active in shelling German positions on the Belgian coast,
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and .is German submarines had been us!ng Zeebrugge as a

base, the inclination was to believe that a submarine caused

the loss. This news dwarfed in England for the time all

news of the battles of considerable proportions that were

then taking place along the two frontiers on the Continent.

The ship went down between 3 and 3.30 A.M. From 700

to 800 men were on board. Of the four boats launched,

one, a barge, capsized and several men were thrown out.

The second, also a barge, got away w'th 70 men, who were

picked up by a light cruiser. The third, a pinnace, also

with some 60 men. got ashore at Lyme Regis, and the

fourth, a launch, with 70 men, after being in a rough sea

for 11 hours, was rescued about 15 miles off Berry Head

by the trawler Providence, and brought into Brixham.

Stories told by the Formidable's survivors showed that

the great ship, struck abaft the magazine, trembled and

quivered. At the same moment there came from the sea

an awful smell, which betokened the character of the ex-

plosive used. The ship took a list to starboard, and in about

three-quarters of an hour went down. It was a terrible

night. A gale was blowing, ra'n was falling in torrents,

and a high sea running. The extent of the injury was so

great that water poured into the engine-room. There was
no panic, but from the tirst it was realized that the

Formidable was doomed. "When the starboard cutter was
hoisted out, she got smashed against the ship's side, and

foundered, taking down four or five men who were at-

tempting to launch her. Then a pinnace and a launch

were got out with difficulty.

Jn the Dogger Bank battle of January 2!), where a dread-

nought first met a dreadnought, the German ship lilnch< r being
sunk, the submarine played a significant part. In Admiral

Beatty's report it was stated that the presence of the

enemy's submarines finally brake off the action. Here was

something undreamed of in naval warfare: the presence of

underwater boats had compelled the sudden ending of a

victorious fleet action between the most powerful battle-

cruisers yet produced. At the moment when the complete
destruction of his enemy's ships was in sight Admiral
1 '.catty had to haul off not because of the appearance of
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a great and superior fleet of battleships, but because the

enemy had submarines at hand. This was the more re-

markable because the British ships had with them their

own destroyers and torpedo-boats. More than that, the

Tiger, like the Lion, had been going at a terrific speed,

making 28 or 29 knots: yet, as in the case of the Hermes,
which was sunk by a German submarine when running at

full speed, the ability to go fast was not to Admiral Beatty
sufficient defense, despite the fact that he had once suc-

cessfully dodged submarines. All this raised the prestige

of the submarine. It had now become so formidable as to

be a deciding factor in a great fleet action, and without

having actively scored a single hit. The German cruisers

that escaped destruction plainly owed their safety to their

underwater comrades.

A German submarine made its appearance in the Irish

Sea on January .SI, and carried out a series of daring raids

on British merchant-vessels, sinking at least three. The
scene of these operations was off Morecambe Bay and a

few miles from the mouth of the Mersey. The sinking of

the vessels was witnessed by several other steamships, which,

realizing their danger, put on steam and succeeded in es-

caping. The Irish cross-Channel passenger-boat Graphic
had a particularly exciting experience. She was chased by
the submarine, but, in consequence of her captain's seaman-

ship, eluded her enemy and arrived safely, altho a little late,

at Liverpool. The raider was the f/-21, a submarine which

had figured in other exploits. She had torpedoed the

light cruiser Pathfinder on September 5, in the North Sea,

and the British ships Malachite and I'rinic on November
2-S and 26. Altho enemy submarines had appeared in the

English Channel as when His Majesty's ship Formidable

was sunk this was the first occasion on which they had

been known to penetrate the northwest coast of England.
From the time when the German submarine activity began

around the British Isles, the great stream of transports

carrying British troops and supplies across the Channel to

France apparently flowed on unchecked by undersea craft.

Only once had the Berlin official bulletin reported the sink-

ing of a transport by a submarine, and London promptly
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denied that any such thing had happened. All the evi-

dence went to show that the submarine captain made a

mistake in claiming a success. Contrary to a general notion

that a protective lane of destroyers and other warships \vas

maintained across the English Channel, it was learned that

there had been stretched from Folkstone to Cape Gris-Nez

a cable wire netting, with meshes eighteen inches square.

The cables, which were woven in the north of England,
were clamped together in sections, submerged to about 150

feet, and kept in place by anchor buoys. This submarine

"deadline" the German f/-boats could not pass. A narrow

passage was left open for merchant shipping, by way of

the Downs and Deal, and carefully guarded by torpedo-

boats and torpedo-boat destroyers. That German subma-

rines had been unable to get at the Allies' troop- and

supply-ships beyond the submerged netting was explained

by the fact that their 3,000 miles of cruising radius, while

permitting them to pass through the North Sea and around

the British Isles and return to their bases, fell short just

before the protected area was reached. Travelers from

Berlin reported in January that fourteen German subma-

rines had been lost. Many of these perhaps came to grief

in the meshes of the cable netting. Traveling at a speed
of six to eight knots when under water, these ships might
thrust their way inextricably into a tangle of steel before

they could be brought to a stop and freed.

In the spring of I!)!;"), a German submarine appeared
in the eastern Mediterranean and was reported to be near

the entrance to the Dardanelles where were assembled the

Allied fleets. Jn March the British Irresistible and Triumph
had been sunk in the battle, and the fn/h.ribfc- disabled, while

the French battleship Bourrt was sunk and the (iauloix

disabled. In April in the yTCgean Sea, the French cruiser

Lion Gambctta was sunk by an Austrian submarine, and in

June in the Adriatic an Italian boat by another Austrian

submarine. Sonic days later a fleet of five small steamships,
in close format ion. was seen in the Straits of Gibraltar.

'hving to their failure to report the contents of their

cru'go and their destination, the British destroyers ordered

liu-m to stop and gave chase. The five small ships put
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on full speed ahead, but were soon overhauled and taken

back to port. At an inquiry, conducted by the British

commander of Gibraltar, it was learned that these five

steamers were Spanish "tankers," loaded with petrol, but

having no destination. Enough, however, was made known
to show that the J7-51, on her voyage to Gibraltar, had used

these five steamers as fuel ships and tenders and that, dur-

ing the chase and capture of the petrol-ships by the British

destroyers, she had escaped unnoticed. In the midst of a

fleet of such slow-going steamers, the British had not looked

for a submarine.

In spite of the successful German attacks on British

shipping, the condition of British commerce was not as

bad as it might have seemed. From February 18, 1915,

to July 8, 1915, nearly 20,000 vessels entered or left the

port of Liverpool. To show how far the Germans failed to

blockade a British port, it was stated that, of the ships

making these 20,000 voyages to and from Liverpool, they
had captured or destroyed only twenty-nine. In other

words, the ships which sailed into and out of Liverpool

completed in safety 998 out of every 1.000 voyages upon
which they started.

On July 17, word came from Varna, on the Black Sea,

that the T-51 had been sunk in those waters by a Russian

warship. The T-51 was commanded by Captain Otto

Ilersing. It was her voyage from Wilhelmshaven, around
the British Isles, across the Bay of Biscay, through the

Straits of Gibraltar and the Mediterranean to the Darda-

nelles that led the Berliner Taycblatt of .May .'50 to remark

that the United States "must realize that, if a submarine

could be sent to the Dardanelles, the matter of sending one

across the Atlantic, which is about the same distance, would
not be attended with more difficulty."

In the third week of .Inly the Italian cruiser Garibaldi

was sunk by an Austrian submarine on" the Dalmatian coast.

It was reported that the Garibaldi-, before she was sunk,

had attacked an Austrian submarine which had come from

Spalato or Ragusa. The commander of the Garibaldi which

had served as Admiral Thoan di Revel's Hagship in the

Tripoli AVar, was among those saved. Of a crew of (JOO.
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more than 500 were rescued and transported to the Apulian
coast. Owing

1

to the exposure of ships to submarine attack

in the Adriatic, in whose confined waters the Italian fleet

had no haven of its own, every means for saving crews

in such cases as this had been adopted. The survivors said

that, after two of the Austrian undersea-craft were put to

Might and a third was sunk, a fourth, which had passed

unnoticed, lay in wait for the squadron some seven miles

off the coast. The first torpedo was fired at a distance of

500 yards and missed its mark, but it was quickly followed

by another, which shattered the ship's prow. The vessel

remained afloat only a few minutes after she was struck.

The Garibaldi was the fourth ship Italy had lost since she

declared war on May 2:5. the others being the armored

cruiser Amalfi, of 10.1 IS tons, sunk by an Austrian sub-

marine on .July S; the destroyer Turbine, sunk May 24,

and the submarine Medusa, sunk in a duel with an Austrian

submarine on -lune 17.

Some weeks later the British transport Roi/al Edtrard

was sunk by a submarine in the ./Egean Sea and 600 out

of 1.600 of the men aboard were saved. She was a steamer

of 11.000 tons. After she was built and had been in service

for one season, she was acquired by the Canadian Northern

Steamship Line, under whose ownership she was altered.

As she was to be employed in the mail service between Avon-

mouth and Montreal, her topmost deck was taken off and

her hull greatly strengthened to stand the strain of Atlantic

weather. She was fitted up luxuriously and equipped with

all the conveniences of the modern floating-hotel. After the

war broke out she was one of many fast merchantmen

requisitioned by tin- British Government to serve in bringing
the Canadian Expeditionary Koree to England. Later she

was used for sever;:! months for interned enemy aliens and

later still as a troopship.

This was the first loss of a British transport that had

occurred. That it should have happened in the time of

the operations at the Dardanelles was embarrassing. The

convoy of large bodie> of troops through the Mediterranean,

where not only (lerman but Austrian submarines were

known to be operating, had thrown upon the British Navy
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heavy responsibilities. Only surplus ships and vessels were
used in that theater of war. Marvelous work was done by
the British Navy and the British Mercantile Marine in

ensuring safe transport to troops, not only between British

shores and the Continent, but to the JEgean Sea and from
British Dominions across the oceans. The last named task

was performed at a time when German raiders were still

at large; indeed the Sydney was convoying an Australian

contingent across the Indian Ocean when she received by
wireless news of the arrival at Cocos Island of the Emden.

Speaking in the House of Commons on February 15, Mr.
Churchill said that approximately 1,000,000 men had been

<;KK.MA.\ STUMAKINKS AT WILIIKI.MSHAVKN
At the sterns of two of the boats may be seen their torpedo tubes

moved without any accident or loss of life. The number
must have 1 been doubled by the time the h'o'/dl Edward
was lost. The British Admiralty had under charter ap-

proximately one-fifth of the total British mercantile tonnage,
or about 4.000,000 tons. The task of transport as carried

out under protection of the (irand Fleet in the North Sea,

was conducted by naval convoys. On the mercantile marine

devolved the actual business of transportation.
The rise and exploits of the submarine had extended over

practically twelve months, since on September '2'2, 1!U4, a

(Jerman T-boat sank the British cruisers AbouL'ir, f'/v.s'x//.
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and Hague in the North Sea, and the British Empire was

thought by some observers to be tottering. But on October

2, 1915. a dispatch from Washington which found its way
to the front page of a great many papers, announced that

the British Empire had been saved because the submarine

peril was "ended." A year before the undersea-boat had

scrapped the dreadnought. Now the big ship and the de-

stroyer had scrapped the submarine. Such dramatic fluc-

tuations imprest the public mind. From an unseen terror

of the seas the f/-boat seemed in a way of becoming the

joke of the seas, a frail cockleshell that might be caught in

nets, that might be "bombarded" from aeroplanes, that

could be put out of business by a couple of men in a swift

motor-boat with a gun.
The British fleet had apparently tamed the submarine by

moans of submarine telephones which heralded its approach,

by establishing destroyer-patrols, by spreading nets along
the most frequented channels of traffic, by planting mines,

by using fleets of swift motor-boats, by spying from aero-

planes, by keeping thousands of trawlers on perpetual

guard. In other words, if the submarine peril was ended,

it had apparently been done through strenuous efforts of

every conceivable kind. Germany might argue that a peril

which had forced the British fleet to such extraordinary
exertions was not "ended" at all, but had served its pur-

pose.

Captain Persius, the naval expert of the Berliner

Tageblatt, came to much the same conclusion. Captain
Persius admitted the substantial accuracy of the British

figures, but he believed "every one who is not guided by
the optimism of inexperience thinks with satisfaction of the

achievements of our German ? '-boats.
" Such persons, how-

ever, he admitted, were largely confined to naval circles,

and. as a matter of fact, the results achieved by submarines

in their war on commerce were viewed in many circles as

"very modest." This article was the more notable since

Captain IVrsins had been one of the most ardent cham-

pions of the T-boat warfare. Mr. Balfour. the First Lord

of the British Admirality, declared, on September 7, that,

in spite of German submarine warfare, the British tight ing'
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fleet had become relatively stronger than it was thirteen

months before. There was no reason to suppose that, during
the future course of the war, this process would be arrested.

While the losses inflicted by German submarines had been

formidable, British mercantile tonnage in September was

greater than it was when the war began. It was mainly
the telltale wake the submarine left behind them that be-

came the evidence of losses. This trail on the surface,

a sort of wave marked by air-bubbles, British seamen soon

learned to recognize. In the summer of 1914, twenty-three
hundred trawlers were engaged in hunting the submarine.

They constantly patrolled all waters around the British

Isles.

It was confidently asserted in September that the Ger-

mans had lost twenty submarines. Of these, seven had been

noted officially. At the beginning of August. 1914, Ger-

many owned eleven large sea-going submarines, and sixteen

of a smaller type hardly suitable for voyages beyond the

North Sea. Up to the beginning of June, 1915, ten new
boats had been added to the number. By September the

total number added was probably eighteen, giving a total

of twenty-nine large seagoing vessels and sixteen of the

smaller type, omitting all losses. Of the twenty losses men-

tioned, it was assumed that three-quarters, or say fifteen,

had been of the larger class, leaving available fourteen sea-

going submarines. Two of these were known to be in the

Mediterranean, so that only twelve were available in home
waters. Taking the usual ratio of two-thirds as available,

Germany would no\v have eight large seagoing submarines

that could be relied upon for work beyond the North Sea.

The greatest secrecy was thrown around the means em-

ployed by the British for the (lest ruction of the submarines,

but one of them was well understood to be a submarine tele-

phone from observation boats, or stations planted off shore,

and connected with points on the mainland. Another means
was huge nets stretched across channels through which sub-

marines might be expected to attempt to pass. In open
waters, near steamship-lanes, or in the vicinity of warships,
nets suspended between floats were spread broadcast. Armed

patrol-boats watched and when floats disappeared beneath
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the water, showing that a submarine had become entangled,
the patrols congregated at the place and dispatched the

victim when it came to the surface as it inevitably had to

do in order to disentangle itself. A special type of mine
was laid in large fields that proved particularly dangerous
to submarines approaching steamer-lanes. But the greatest

single factor, it was said, had been a fleet of small, newly
designed seagoing motor-boats, armed with one or two

three-inch guns and possessing high speed. These boats

literally swarmed over suspected expanses of waters, and,

by an effectively worked-out system of patrol, covered almost

every mile of the surface in channels of commerce adjacent
to Great Britain. As a submarine had frequently to rise to

renew its air-supply and recharge the storage batteries by
which it was propelled when submerged, any of them

caught, in the territory covered by scouts was almost certain

to be eventually detected.

Early in October a flotilla of new British submarines

built in Canada started to cross the Atlantic to join the

British naval forces at Gibraltar. They made the passage

safely under their own power and without extraordinary
discomfort for the crews. The world thought little of this

achievement when absorbed afterward in the exploit of the

Dcutschland in crossing to an American port. Convoyed
by larger warships, the little squadron of four vessels, fresh

from the yards at which Ihey were assembled in Montreal,

proceeded down the St. Lawrence River, and, after a stop at

St. John's, N. F.. put 1o sea for Gibraltar. Xo extremely

rough weather was encountered, and all the boats were able

to make the long run under their own power. Provision

had been made to tow them if they got into any trouble.

The crews stood the heavy rolling of the craft very well,

and were said to have enjoyed the trip.

Built in Montreal, these boats by the middle of July were

ready for the water. Naval officers, who arrived from Eng-
land, had conducted a series of t rials in the St. Lawrence Kiver.

AVhen it was established that the new vessels were sea-

worthy they sailed from Montreal under convoy of the gun-
lioat C'fitxifJfi. OfV the island of Anticosti, in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, they were joined by the cruiser ( 'alt/aria ,
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an Allan liner which had been taken over by the British

Admiralty at the beginning of the war, and fitted out as an

auxiliary cruiser with four-inch guns. With the Calgarian
and Canada showing the way, the submarines followed the

south coast^of Newfoundland to St. John's. The submarines

traveled on the surface throughout the voyage, propelled by
crude-oil engines. Each carried a crew of two officers and
sixteen men. The vessels were not so large as some of the

British-built boats, and were designed more for offshore

operations than for deep-sea work. Submerged they were
driven by electric motors, but in the voyage to Gibraltar

electricity was used only for heating and cooking.
On October 11 it was announced that the German steamer

Lulca, of Lubeck, had been torpedoed by the British sub-

marine "-19 near Giedesar Lightship, in the Baltic Sea.

The crew were allowed to enter the boats before the tor-

pedo was fired. In that month British submarines in the

Baltic caused the German mercantile fleet great losses. Five

steamers were known to have been sunk by October 12.

Traffic across the Baltic was in a state of disorganization.
One of the steamers sunk was the Nicomedia, with a cargo
of 6.800 tons of iron ore bound from a Swedish port for

Hamburg. The Nicomedia was sunk off the southern point of

Oland, a Swedish island which Kalmar Sound separates
from the mainland. The crew had fifteen minutes time in

which to take to the boats. They all landed safely. Next

day came word that another German steamship had been

destroyed as a result of the British submarine campaign in

the Baltic, undertaken to prevent Germany from receiving

supplies from Scandinavia. The steamer was blown up
and sunk after her crew had taken to small boats. Two

days later it was said that a German destroyer and a Ger-

man torpedo-boat had been sunk by a British submarine

near the entrance to the Baltic in two separate engagements.
One encounter took place at the southern entrance to the

Sound, the narrow strait between Denmark and Sweden
which connects the Baltic with the North Sea. It was then

believed that British submarines had cleared the Baltic and

the Gulf of Bothnia entirely of German merchant-ships.

Kvery German ship southbound from Sweden when the sub-
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marines started on their campaign had either been sunk or

run ashore. Of fifty German ore-carriers, at least thirty-

seven were virtually interned in Swedish ports.

On October 16, British submarines operating in the Baltic

sank five German transports and forced another ashore, a

success which was regarded as a climax to operations in the

Baltic Sea whereby the British had stopt practically all

traffic between Sweden and Germany, and incidentally

hampered, for the moment at least, the manufacture of

munitions in the latter country by preventing the importa-
tion of iron ore. In an effort to check these raids a flotilla

of German vessels was sent from Kiel. Off Faxe, Denmark,
near the southern entrance to the Sound, the British sub-

marine E-19 attacked the flotilla and torpedoed one of the

German boats. The German vessels, reinforced, returned in

search of the submarine. Again the "-19 attacked the

squadron off Saxe and sank another torpedo-boat. After

this second disaster the German squadron retreated to the

south. Another flotilla was sent out a German cruiser and

three destroyers. Cruising through the Baltic and past the

place where the two torpedo-boats had been lost, it pene-
trated into the Sound. There a single British submarine

engaged the squadron. The German vessels moved in circles

in an effort to avoid the attack of the enemy, but the British

craft followed closely. The Germans, equipped with heavy

guns, directed a continuous fire at the raider, but did not

succeed in hitting her.

Finally the submarine, after continuous maneuvering, got
into position to discharge a torpedo, which struck one of the

destroyers in the bow, and the vessel foundered almost im-

mediately. After the other German warships had retreated

to the southward, the submarine rose to the surface and re-

mained on the scene for some time before it disappeared.
Information indicated that all members of the destroyer's

crew had been lost.

That thirty-four German trawlers had been captured and

taken into Grimsby since September 15 was disclosed in an

official statement printed in London on October 15. Four

days later word came from Stockholm that four German
steamers, (lie Pernanibuco, Soderhamm, Johannes Riiss, and
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Delfshaven, had been torpedoed in the Baltic off Oxlesund.

The Pernambuco and Dclfshaven were sunk, but the Sodcr-
' hamm and Johannes Russ remained afloat. All the crews

were saved. The Soderhamm, loaded with wood, and the

Pernambuco, with a cargo of iron ore, were bound for Ger-

many. Four other German steamers were reported to have

been sent to the bottom by British submarines outside the

southern Stockholm archipelago within the previous twenty-
four hours. The British sank them by opening their sea-

valves, after giving the German crews plenty of time in

which to leave their vessels. There were at this time forty-

one German ships, mostly iron-ore carriers, blockaded in

Swedish waters. The Pernambuco was a vessel of 4.788

tons, the Soderhamm of 1,499 tons, and the Johannes Russ
of 1,751 tons.

The port of Stockholm, as well as the iron-ore ports of

Lulea and Oxlesund, and the timber port of Hernosand, be-

came choked with German steamers which could not venture

out, and hotels were filled with German skippers and crews

who wore unable to sail and went ashore in boats. Six

weeks before this time the Baltic had been as safe for Ger-

man vessels as the Rhine. Germany was now repenting her

lack of foresight in not completely sealing up the Baltic

before the British submarines got in. In September. 1914.

the Danes had mined the Great Belt, which lies between

Fuenen and Seeland, as well as the Little Belt, between

Fuenen and the mainland of Jutland. They treated both

as territorial waters, and mined them so thickly that they
believed not even submarines could pass through. The

Sound, the third entrance to the Baltic, being on one side

Danish and on "the other Swedish, was a recognized inter-

national waterway which warships had a right to pass.

Much of the terror and destruction caused by German
submarines had been thwarted with apparent completeness

by the use of nets. In the narrow waters between England
and Ireland and in the English Channel ships were able to

ply to and fro without a thought of submarines. Human
ingenuity had closed these narrow seas at either end by nets,

some of which were nearly forty miles long. From a

(ii-mian paper came details of these traps: no account of
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any sort was published in England. A net was drawn

from Dover to the French coast and one from Portland

Hill, near "Weyiuouth, to Cape La Hague. Between the

two was a space of over 150 miles, sufficient for all trans-

port-service. Another net extended to Ireland from the

Mull of Kintyre in Scotland, and still another from Carn-

sore Point in Ireland to St. David's Head in South Wales,

the latter protecting the Irish Sea. To allow passage for

trading vessels and warships of the Allies, these nets were

fitted with gates which could be shut and opened. The

passages were known only to the British Admiralty, and
were often changed. Nets reached to sea-bottom, the

Channel being never deeper than 265 feet. The upper edge
of the net was fastened to buoys and both upper and lower

edges were anchored, so that storms and ebb and flood tides

could not change the position of the net or damage it. The
anchor-chains were shortened so that the buoys were a few

feet below the level of the water: consequently submarines

could not see the nets either above or below the water. If

one of them plunged into a net. it became entangled and was

so damaged that it became an easy prey. English papers
were silent on the subject of these nets, yet from time to

time stray allusions to them passed the censor. Rudyard
Kipling described how a British submarine became en-

tangled in a net and. having extricated herself "by slow

working and weaving and wriggling. Lruided only by guesses
at the meaning of each scrape of the net on her blind

forehead.'' rose from the perils of the deep only to be

confronted by those of the air in the shape of bombs from
a Zeppelin.-
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BRITISH AND GERMAN WAR ZONE DECREES-
VOX TIRPITZ THREATENS SAVAGE

SUBMARINE WARFARE
December S, 1!)14 April !.">, 1JM5

ON*
December 8. 1!14, the outer world first hoard of

Germany's intention to declare a war-xone around the

British Isles, as a rejoinder to a similar declaration made

by England at an earlier date and affecting: the North Sea.

An American newspaper correspondent, Karl II. Von

Wiegand,
3

writing from Berlin, reported Admiral von

Tirpitz. the German Minister of Marine, as saying: "Eng-
land wants to starve us! AVe can play the same game. We
can bottle her up and torpedo every English or Allied ship
which nears any harbor in Great Britain, thereby cutting
off large food supplies. "Would not such action only be the

meting out to England of what she is doing to us?" After

spending several days at the Prussian Crown Prince's head-

quarters in eastern France. Mr. von "Wiegand had motored

to the Kaiser's Held capital in France, where all the

ministries and departments of the German Government were

then assembled. Here Tirpitz received him in a private
house, the home of a French banker who had tied before the

German advance. Mentally and physically Tirpitz was

described as a "magnificent Teuton, with a mind of steel-

trap order, a marvelous organizer'' and with "more Bis-

marckian force and iron in his nature than any other Ger-

man official" Mr. von "Wiegand had met. Discussing- the

work of submarines he was asked if one of the lessons of

"
At lli.' outbreak of th<> war antl afterward. Mr. von Wicsrand roprosented

thi- I'nited IMvss in I'.erlin. lie obtained, at various tinios. notable interviews
wi'tli (Jerinan leaders, including, besides von Tit-pit/, tin- Crown I'rinee. Hin-
denburs.-. I.ndendoriT. Falkenh-iyn. and Itethmann-Hollwei:. I-'roin March.
T.'l."i. until November. r.Mi;. Mr. von Wieu'and was in the employ of the New
York Wfirlil. His interview

.
\\ith \-.ITI 'I'irpit/. hen> (jnotcd from, is jrivoii as

printed in The Wurlil and i-aliled to Kuropean newspapers.
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the war had not been that dreadnoughts had been rendered

obsolete, to which Tirpitz replied:

"It is difficult to draw conclusions just yet. It is unquestion-
able that submarines are a new and powerful weapon of naval

warfare. At the same time one must not forget that submarines
do their best work along the coasts and in shallow waters, and that

for this reason the Channel is particularly suitable for these craft.

The successes which have been achieved hitherto do not warrant
the conclusion that the day of large ships is past. It is still ques-
tionable whether submarines would have made such a tine show
in other waters. We have learned a great deal about submarines
in this war. We thought that they would not be able to remain
much longer than three days away from their base, as the crew
would then necessarily be exhausted. But we soon learned that

tlie larger type of these boats can navigate round the whole of

England and can remain absent as long as a fortnight. All that

is necessary is that the crew gets an opportunity of resting and

recuperating, and this opportunity can be afforded the men by

taking the boat into shallow and still waters, where it can rest on

the bottom and remain still in order that the crew can have a good

sleep. This is only possible where the water is comparatively
shallow."

Askod if there was any truth in reports that an invasion

of England by Zeppelins was being prepared, lie replied:
"I believe that submarine warfare against the enemy's mer-

chant ships would be more effective." Among the impres-
sions Mr. von "Wiegand carried away was that Tirpit/ ad-

vocated what would virtually be a submarine blockade of

England, and that he contemplated torpedoing several large

merchant-ships, with the result that other ships would not

venture to approach England, which would thus be bottled

up and starved out. Not long after this interview was pub-
lished the German Government announced that, beginning
on February 18 every merchant-ship entering waters sur-

rounding the United Kingdom would, if possible, lie de-

stroyed, and that even neutral vessels would be in danger,

owing to the misuse that had been made of neutral Hags.

This action by Germany brought up a question of neutral

rights that deeply touched American interests.

The reference to the misuse of neutral Hags was assumed
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to refer to an incident that had occurred on February 6

when the Lusitania arrived in Liverpool flying the Ameri-

can flag. Her captain had hauled down her Union Jack and

put up the Stars and Stripes while in the Irish Sea, on re-

ceiving by wireless a warning of danger to his ship from
German submarines. Great Britain contended that this use

of the American flag was legitimate in war, and cited the

British Merchant Shipping Act of 1894, by which use of the

British flag by a foreign vessel was prohibited, "unless the

assumption had been made for the purpose of escaping cap-
ture by the enemy, or by a foreign ship-of-war in the ex-

ercise of belligerent rights." England, on February 2, de-

clared foodstuffs contraband, even when shipped to civilians in

Germany, and about this time German submarines torpedoed
in the English Channel and Irish Sea five merchant ships
of the Allies. On February 4, an official declaration

from Berlin, declared English waters a "war-zone" and
warned neutral shipping against entering them. These acts

presented to the American Government and American ex-

porters a new and serious problem. Interest had been

further heightened by the acts of German submarines in

torpedoing in the Irish Sea, on January 30, the British mer-

chantmen Linda Blanche, Ben Crachau, Kilkoan, Tokomani,
and Ikaria. The crew of the first three ships had a chance

to escape in boats, but the Tokomaru's crew seem to have

been left to be picked up by French torpedo-boats. The
Ikaria did not sink, but was towed into port by a French

ship.

Shipping circles now became greatly alarmed. Sail-

ings were suspended and rates of insurance on British

vessels, Transatlantic as well as coastwise, were raised. All

this meant trouble for the United States as well as for

Great Britain and France, in increased freight rates and in-

surance. Thus far the sea-power of the Western Allies had

enabled them to protect neutral commerce with themselves

while prohibiting it with Germany and Austria. But, with

hostile submarines operating on the gateway of British

trade, neii|rals faced the loss of their principal markets, not

to mention other embarrassments and losses that, rose in

prospect.

2ii7
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Immense quantities of food and necessities of war at this

time were going to Germany by way of neutral nations. So

dangerous to the Allies was this trade that Great Britain

enlarged the contraband list. Even this was found 'to bo

not enough. Not, however, until the German under-sea

policy had made reprisals legally possible was the famous
British Order in Council of March 11, 1915 issued.

This instituted what in effect was a siege of Germany.
Goods for and from Germany were subjected to restraint.

America violently disliked the British contraband policy and
was greatly roused by the policy of reprisals which supple-
mented Great Britain's ever-increasing contraband list. But
Great Britain felt compelled to leave no legal measure un-

tried that would reduce Germany and so the contraband list

was steadily increased until cotton came under it. A siege

of Germany from the North Sea now went on in this manner
with relentless regularity.

"When the German war-zone policy was announced on Feb-

ruary 4, the British declaration of a "counter-blockade" by

way of reprisals followed. "With regard to goods upon
neutral ships making for a German destination, it was

ordered that no vessel be allowed to proceed on a voyage to

a German port. Unless a pass was given allowing the cargo
to make for a neutral market, the goods were to be dis-

charged in a British port, and handed back to the owner

upon such terms as the Pri/e Court, should think tit. pro-
vided the Crown did not requisition them for its own use.

If the cargo had an enemy destination, but was to be

actually discharged not at a German but a neutral port,

similar treatment was to he applied.

AVith regard to goods making their exit from Germany,
whether they were laden in the vessel at a German or a

neutral port, they were to lie discharged at a liritish port.

They could then be requisitioned by the ('rown it' necessary,

or they could be detained, or they could lie sold by direc-

tion of the ('ourl. The proceeds were to remain in ('oiirf

until the conclusion of pence, unless before the date of the

order the goods had become the property of a neutral. If

they were neutral property, they might also be released upon

application to the proper officer of the ('rown. In order to

2::s
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mitigate interference with neutral shipping as far as was

possible, instructions were issued giving a wide discretion

in the treatment to be accorded to particular vessels as each

case arose.

The obstacle to declaring a perfect blockade was the trade

carried on across the Baltic to Germany from Norway and
Sweden. Before the British began submarine activities in

the Baltic they had made no pretense of blockading that

portion of the German coast line. But trade from America
could be cut off from Germany through these neutral coun-

tries by an application of what was known as the "doctrine

of continuous voyage." Even then the home produce of

Norway and Sweden had access to Germany; so that Amer-
ica was cut off from a trade which was left open to favored

neutrals. American opinion, already irritated by British

interference with trade in efforts to stop contraband, re-

ceived the British measure of reprisals with anxiety and

disapproval. The feeling was that our trade was being

illegally interfered with.

The conduct of the German submarine policy involved the

German Government in a controversy with the United States

which was of a different nature from the discussion between

us and Great Britain. The basis of the latter was inter-

ference with trade, the basis of the former interference with

the rights and freedom of non-combatants and neutrals.

Chancellor von Bethmann-TTollweg said Germany's war-

xone declaration was her reply to England's attempt "to

starve a people numbering 70.000.000." "With regard to

the complaint that Germany was injuring neutral interests,

he added that "neutral powers had not protested against

England's action, and they must, take the consequences."

Germany's action was denounced in prominent American

newspapers and by individuals of weight and standing as

extraordinary, unprecedented, and without justification.

The New York Thins predicted that "no neutral nation on

earth would acquiesce in the establishment of a paper
blockade on such a scale as that proposed Kv Germany."
The German Admiralty could not seriously suppose, cither

that the declaration of a war-xone which in its very
nature could not evervwhere and at all times be effectively
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maintained as a barrier to commerce, would be respected,
or that the destruction of a neutral's ship within the zone

would be passed over as an unavoidable and excusable

hazard in naval warfare.

The German press maintained that a warfare of starvation

could be combated by Germany only by adopting exceptional
measures. A submarine blockade of the British Isles was

justified by the needs of Germany and by the acts of Great

Britain. The Berlin Vossische Zeitung declared that it wel-

comed the protest that had come from America, but assured

us that Berlin would show itself friendly and sympathetic.
It thought America could not question "Germany's right to

undertake military operations in all waters around the

United Kingdom." Should we wish to protest that such"

action might involve American ships, because of a misuse of

the American flag, "any such protest should be sent to

London and not to Berlin, because England already had

begun a deliberate misuse of the American flag and de-

fended it as a permissible measure of defense." Could

America expect Germany to respect its flag, "when it was

misused, as in the case of the Lusitania?" The Lokal

Anzeigcr, while it expected a protest from-the United States,

said it was first the duty of the American Government to

protest strongly "against British misuse of neutral flags."

Basing its argument on the "doctrine of necessity," the

Frankfurter Zeitung strongly indorsed the submarine

blockade and complained that neutral countries had sub-

mitted themselves to English dictation. From the great

commercial port of Hamburg came the strongest indorse-

ment of the new naval policy. The Hamburger Nachrichtcn

announced:

"At last, what we have so long hoped for is being done. Eng-
land must be struck at the most vulnerable point, and must feel

that she can no longer comfortably stand aside and rob and cheat

and practise every brutality while she is represented on the

Kuropean continent by mercenaries, the scum of her people, who

play football with (lerman bread and expose to their criminal

tools of murder the valuable lives of our healthy, gifted, and

educated youth, the springtime hope for the future of our race.

Our people are struggling and offering sacrifices for the Emperor
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and the Empire, for its existence and its future, and these

things can not be sacrificed to moral superstitions. What have

we achieved in six months with our noble-spirited conduct of war?

calumnies and hatred and bitter hostility everywhere."

Was it recklessness or desperation that had moved Great

Britain and Germany to imperil American neutrality in

these efforts to starve each other into submission? Did

their course represent the usual impulse of the war-spirit

to break through the fence of international law, or was

Germany actually facing a crisis in her food situation and

was Great Britain in real danger of isolation by German
submarines? These questions were persistently put forth

in American press comments. Whatever the compelling

motive, there was no questioning the fact that a new em-

barrassment had come to this country in our role of neutral.

Each side admitted that it had possibly somewhat strained

its interpretation of belligerent rights, but each excused

itself on the ground that the other had set the pace. Thus,

while the nations at war were rapidly developing unprece-
dented modes of attack and reprisal, the position of nations

at peace was becoming more and more difficult. The situa-

tion amounted to a determination by Great Britain to keep

food-supplies out of Germany by preventing their passage

through waters surrounding the kingdom, and a retaliation

from Germany declaring those waters a war-xone. The
American press was virtually unanimous in its approval of

a note addrest simultaneously by our Government to Great

Britain and Germany, protesting, in the one case, against
the use of our flag by British ships, and in the other against
the implied threat to our shipping in the "war-zone" dec-

laration. The note to Great Britain exprest the hope that:

"His Majesty's Government will do all in their power to restrain

vessels of British nationality in the deceptive use of the I'nited

States flair in the sea area defined by the (lerinan declaration,

since such practise would greatly endanger the vessels of a friendly
Power naviLiatinir those water.- and would even seem to impose

upon the irovernment of (!reaf Britain a measure of responsibility

for the loss of American lives and vessels in case of an attack by
a, Herman naval force."

Jll
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In the note to Germany, our State Department called

attention to "the very serious possibilities of the course of

action apparently contemplated" under the war-zone proc-
lamation of February 4, and added :

''If the commanders of German vessels of war should act upon
the presumption that the flag of the United States was not being
used in good faith and should destroy on the high seas an American
vessel or the lives of American citi/ens, it would be difficult for

the government of the United States to view the act in any other

light than as an indefensible violation of neutral rights, which it

would be very hard indeed to reconcile with the friendly relations

now happily subsisting between the two governments. If such a

deplorable situation should arise, the Imperial German Govern-

ment can readily appreciate that the government of the United

States would be constrained to hold the Imperial Government of

Germany to a strict accountability for such acts of their naval

authorities, and to take any steps it might be necessary to take to

safeguard American lives and property and to secure to American

citi/ens the full enjoyment of their acknowledged rights on the

high seas."

In reply Germany justified her war-zone proclamation on

the ground of military necessity and as an act of self-

defense; reviewed the situation in order to show that the

real responsibility rested with Great Britain, and called

attention to the fact that Germany had given two weeks'

notice before instituting the /one blockade in order that

neutral shipping might make arrangements to avoid possible

dangers. The German reply added:

"Neutral vessels that, despite this ample notice which greatly

affects the achievement of our aims in our war against Great

Hritain. enter thoe closed waters will themselves bear the re-

sponsibility for any unfortunate accidents that may occur. Ger-

many disclaims all responsibility for such accident- and their

consequences."

In answer to our Government's reminder thai "the son 1

right of a belligerent in dealing with neutral vessels on the

high seas is limited to visit and search, unless a blockade

is proclaimed and effectively maintained," the German note
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said that the situation had been altered by the "misuse of

neutral flags by British merchant-vessels," and by the fact

that "the British Government had supplied arms to British

merchant-ships and instructed them forcibly to resist Ger-

man submarines." Therefore, ''in these circumstances it

would be very difficult for submarines to recognize neutral

merchant-ships, for search in most cases can not be under-

taken, seeing that in the case of a disguised British ship
from which an attack may be expected the searching-party
and the submarine would be exposed to destruction."

In the spring of the year new and more important diplo-

matic negotiations were begun between this country and

Great Britain on the one hand, and Germany on the other.

Not only had the lives of American citizens traveling on

the high seas been endangered and even destroyed by Gor-

man submarines, but our commerce on the seas had been

obstructed by Great Britain. Negotiations were conducted

simultaneously with both countries. The wrong done to

American over-seas commerce by Great Britain's "starva-

tion blockade" of Germany was, however, greatly over-

shadowed in the public mind by the killing of Americans

by German torpedoes notably so in the case of the Luxi-

tania. Newspapers when they discust this matter showed
almost as little inclination to yield ground on the one issue

as on tin 1 other.

Our State Department's protest, made in April against

"Great Britain's resort to a course of action previously un-

known to international law," had not been answered in

July: but a British "memorandum," dated June 17.

brought the matter again decisively before the public. The
British Government, after describing in detail the steps it

had taken to alleviate the hardships suffered by American

shipping under its blockade, concluded that it could

"scarcely admit that, on the basis of actual facts, any sub-

stantial grievance on the part of American citizens was

justified ()] could be justified." Meanwhile, hundreds of

exporters and importers were besieging our State Depart-
ment with petitions seeking relief from the British embargo.
One committee spoke for importers who had $1)0.000.000

worth of articles tied up in Germany because of the refusal
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of the British Government to allow them to come through
to the United States.

One of the chief objects of Great Britain was to keep
cotton out of Germany, cotton entering largely into the

manufacture of smokeless powder and high explosives.

Thousands of tons of it were being consumed in Germany.
The waste of ammunition was so great, so excessively be-

yond what ever had been known in war before, that ability

to maintain a supply under the conditions of a blockade

which cut off the materials from which it was manufactured

might well be expected to become an important factor in

the continuance of the war.

Great Britain's long-range blockade of Germany was an-

nounced in the Orders in Council of March 15. In the

American note of protest, dated March 30. the United States

Government pointed out that the provisions of this order

amounted to "a practical assertion of unlimited belligerent

rights over neutral commerce within the whole European
area, and an almost unqualified denial of the sovereign

rights of the nations now at pence." The British memo-
randum claimed credit for his Majesty's Government f.ir

refraining from the exercise of "the right to confiscate

ships or cargoes, which belligerents had always previously
claimed in respect to breaches of blockade"; for facilitating

the proceedings in case of seizures; for paying all claims as

quickly as they were presented these payments having

already amounted to more than $2,250.000 and for show-

ing all the consideration for neutrals that is compatible with

the object in view, that object being "to prevent vessels

carrying goods for or coming from the enemy's territory in

cargoes." The reply finally came on November 7 when no

point was left uncovered and no doubt was left open as to

the position of the United States. The conclusion was
reached that the so-called blockade was "ineffective, illegal,

and indefensible"; in other words, that it was no blockade

at all. The evidence showed that it had not precluded
trade between Scandinavian countries and Germany and it

wa^ not for American shippers to make the blockade effective

by refraining from trade with those countries lest the goods
should be sent from them to Germany, or should replace

244
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others so sent. A point was made against seizing vessels

and taking them into port for adjudication instead of first

examining them at sea to ascertain whether there was any
evidence to justify such procedure. It was contrary to all

precedent to assume guilt without adequate investigation on

board, and to make searches for evidence while vessels were

held in port. Nor had the British authorities been content

to rely upon evidence discovered, or proof of violations of

belligerent rights, assuming the blockade to be real, but had

virtually required the claimants of vessels and cargoes to

prove their innocence as to the character of cargoes and
ultimate destination. But the real issue, many editors re-

minded us, was not trade but a principle. Because it

ignored this issue the British memorandum was generally

regarded as unsatisfactory.

The Allied Powers were known to have made large, and
were likely to make still larger, purchases of munitions in

this country. Germany became restive under these condi-

tions, because, in consequence of the complete cessation of

her own trade with this country, she was unable to trans-

port across the Atlantic any purchases she might make
here. In these circumstances, Count von Bernstorff, the

German Ambassador, in an official note, objected to our

policies, chiefly on the ground of what was called acquies-
cence in British aggression and selling munitions to the

enemies of Germany. This note exprest, as Americans felt,

in arbitrary, if not in dictatorial, language, was widely
resented. A reply was made in which BernstorflP was in-

formed that the negotiations between the United St'ates and
Great Britain were "hardly appropriate for discussion be-

tween the Government of the United States and the Govern-

ment of Germany." Mr. Bryan, our Secretary of State,

regretted to find the language of the Ambassador's memo-
randum "susceptible of being construed as impugning the

good faith of the United States in the performance of its

duties as a neutral," and took it for granted that "no such

implication was intended," but it was quite evident that

his Excellency was "laboring under certain false impres-
sions."

"In the. first place," said the note, "this Government has
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at no time, and in no manner yielded any one of its rights
as a neutral to any of the present belligerents." It had

acknowledged "as a matter of course the right of visit and
search and the right to apply the rules of contraband of

war to articles of commerce." It had, indeed, insisted upon
the use of visit and search, "as an absolutely necessary safe-

guard against mistaking neutral vessels for vessels owned by
an enemy and against mistaking legal cargoes for illegal."

It had omitted, also, "the right of blockade, if actually
exercised and effectively maintained." This Government
noted with sincere regret that, in discussing the sale and

exportation of arms by citixens of the Tinted States' to the

enemies of Germany, his Excellency had seemed to be

under an impression that it was4 "within the choice of the

Government of the United States, knowing its profest

neutrality and its diligent efforts to maintain it in other

particulars, to inhibit this trade, and that its failure to do
so manifested an unfair attitude toward Germany."

This Government understood and maintained that "any
change in its own laws of neutrality, during the progress of

a war, that would affect unequally the relations of the Tinted

States with the nations at war, would be an unjustifiable

departure from the principle of strict neutrality, by which

it has consistently sought to direct its action." It was re-

spectfully submitted that "none of the circumstances urged
in the memorandum altered the principle involved." The
note closed with a declaration that the Tinted Slates Gov-

ernment felt compelled to speak with perfect frankness, be-

cause "the friendship between the people of the Tnited

States and the people of Germany was so warm and of such

long standing," and because "the lies which bind them to

one another in amity were so many and so strong." Even

Americans who had been inclined to think Bernstorff's

criticism of our neutrality should have made him j>< rsmia

)0)i (/rata- in Washington, profest to be pleased with the

reply from the St.-lie Department. A sharper answer such

as it had provoked, in the opinion of the NYw York Tinxs,

"would have mightily tickled the country," but the

answer actually sent "would have its sober approval." In

the opinion of The World the answer could not fail to make "a
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profound impression throughout the world." English papers
were voluble in approval of it.

It was soon seen how little prospect there was that this

Government would attempt to stop the making of war
munitions in this country or to prohibit their sale abroad.

That the Allies realized this no less than the Germans was

indicated by a prodigious campaign to secure American
arms and munitions that was now undertaken by Mr. Lloyd

George. One metallic cartridge company obtained a con-

tract to supply 3,500.000 rounds of ammunition weekly, and

the understanding was that this would be increased to

7,000,000. A steel company received an order for 8,000

field-guns and was turning out 12,000 shrapnel-shells every

day. For one-pounders and smaller shells the rate was

50,000 a day. An electric company was said to have an

order for $100,000,000 worth of war materials. Reports of

other large contracts became common items in American

daily newspapers. Stocks in these companies traded in on

the New York Stock Exchange advanced sensationally and

continually for several weeks. Some of these stocks for

years had paid no dividends and yet they advanced sud-

denly to sums far beyond par, even to twice par and more. 4

4
Principal Sources: Dispatch l>y Karl II. von Wiejraml to The World, The

Independent, The Literary Dii/ext, The Ercninij Pout. Now York ; The Spring-

field Jlrpublican, The Journal of Commerce (New York), The London Timex'

"History of the War," Associated Press dispatches.
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SINKINGS THAT INVOLVED AMERICAN RIGHTS
THE "LUSITANIA" AND "ARABIC" CASES

May 1, 1915 September 15, 1915

SIX days before the German submarine warfare cul-

minated on May 7, 1915. in the sinking of the Cunard

steamer, Lusitan a, the Gulflight, an American sliip carrying
a large American flag and bound from Port Arthur, 'Texas,

for Havre, France, with a cargo of oil and gasoline, which

were contraband of war, was sunk off the Scilly Islands by
a torpedo fired from a submarine. While escorted by two

British patrol-boats, she had sighted a submarine two and
a half miles ahead of her, which submerged itself without

disclosing its identity. Twenty-five minutes later the (inlf-

ligJit was wrecked by a violent explosion. Altho badly

damaged, she did not sink, and was towed to port. Two of

her crew who jumped overboard were drowned. The cap-
tain died afterward from shock or heart failure. From
stories told by the crew, there appeared to be no doubt that

she had been torpedoed by a German submarine, altho con-

clusive proof was lacking.

More than a month before this, the Falaba. an African

liner bound from Lisbon for Liverpool, was torpedoed in

St. George's Channel. She carried a crew of 90 and about

100 passengers, of whom only 140 were rescued, and of

those rescued eight died from exposure. On sighting the

submarine the captain had tried to excape by putting on

speed, but the underwater-craft overtook him. The captain
was told that he had five minutes in which to get his pas-

sengers and crew into the boats, but. according to survivors,

lie fore this was possible, the torpedo was fired, striking the

engine-room, and causing a terrific explosion. In the sinking

of the I<\iltilia fifty persons wen- killed. The steamer sank in

ten minutes. Trawlers which happened to be in the neighbor-
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hood rescued most of those who survived
;
others got away in

the boats which were ready for launching and were quickly
lowered when the order came to abandon the ship. The

important thing in this case, as affecting the United States,

was that an American citizen, Leon Chester Thrasher, had
lost his life on the Falaba.

The Lusitania, on board which Germans profest to be-

lieve there were large stores of ammunition that had been

purchased in this country but on which there actually were

none, was torpedoed about 2 o'clock on the afternoon of

Friday, May 7, and sank in twenty minutes. She had sailed

from New York six days before and when struck was off the

Old Head of Kinsale, the most southerly point of Ireland,

which lies west of Queenstown. The submarine gave no

warning. Some of the passengers who were on deck at the

time caught a glimpse of it about a thousand yards away
on the starboard side and watched the white trail made by
the torpedo that was coming toward them. This torpedo ex-

ploded at the forward boiler-room and was quickly followed

by a second one which penetrated the engine-room and ex-

ploded there. As the engines had been disabled, the vessel,

altho at once turned toward the Irish coast, which was only
ten miles away, could make no progress. Owing to a list to

starboard, only half the steamer's lifeboats became available

and of these few could be launched soon enough. The first-

class passengers at the time were mostly at luncheon below

and thus more in proportion of them perished than of the

other classes. Some of the boats containing women and

children capsixed or were smashed while being lowered from

the davits. As the ship sank, the submarine which had

sent the torpedo rose to the surface and advanced to within

:}()<) yards of the scene. "Its crew stood stolidly on the

deck," a survivor said, "and surveyed their handiwork."

lie could distinguish German flags.

Captain Turner was on the bridge at the time and went

down with his ship, but, having on a life-belt, was picked

up from the water by one of many boats that came from

all directions to rescue passengers. The total number of

persons on board was 1.017. Of these 1.1.~>2 lost their lives

an ocean disaster surpassed in magnitude only by loss of the

v. ix IT
)
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Titanic with which 1,50:} went clown. The passengers num-
bered l.'jr>0, of whom 2!)0 were first cabin. f>f'!* second cabin,

and .'{")! steerage passengers. The number of Americans on

board was 17!), of whom 114 perished, among them Charles

Frohman. the New York theatrical producer; Charles Klein,

the dramatist; Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt, Justus Miles

Forman, the novelist, and Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Ilubbard.

About forty babies and twice as many other children were

drowned. Some of the passengers and crew were killed or

wounded by the explosions. Others, including many women,
perished from shock or exposure while floating in the sea

before fishing-boats arrived. Forty-seven were taken to a

hospital at Queenstown. The coroner's jury at Kinsale

rendered a verdict in which they said :

''We find that the appalling crime was committed contrary to

international law and the conventions of all civilized nations. We
also charge the officers of said submarine, and the Emperor and

the government of Oiermany. under whose orders they acted, with

the crime of wholesale murder before the tribunal of the civilized

world."

Following is the official (Jerman version of the event, as

published by the Admiralty Staff over the signature of

Admiral Behncke:

"The submarine sighted the steamer (which showed no flag)

May < at -. !_!0 o'clock. Central European time, afternoon, on the

southeast coast of Ireland, in line, clear weather. At .'5.1(1 o'clock

one torpedo was fired at the Lu*ilni(t, which hit her starboard

.>ide below the captain's bridge. The detonation of the torpedo
was followed immediately by a further explosion of extremely
-itroiiu

1

effect. The ship quickly listed to starboard and be^an to

-ink. Tin 1 second explosion nni>t be traced to the ignition of

quantities of ammunition inside the ship."

On the day tin 1 Lnx/t<initi left New York newspapers in

that city contained a notice, signed "Imperial (lerman

Embassy," warning transatlantic travelers that, if they
entered the

"
\v;i r-/< me " on "ships of (Itvat Britain or her

Allies'' they diil so ";it their own ri>k." Many passenger-;
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on the Lusitania before sailing had received telegrams,

signed with fictitious names, stating that the ship was to

be torpedoed and advising them to cancel their passage.

Others, on reaching the pier from which the ship was to

sail, were accosted by strangers who warned them to re-

main ashore. The warning notice signed by the German

Embassy read as follows:

"NOTICE: Travelers intending to embark on the Atlantic voy-

age are reminded that a state of war exists between Germany and

her allies and Great Britain and her allies; that the /one of war
includes the waters adjacent to the British Isles; that, in accord-

ance with formal notice given by the Imperial German Govern-

ment, vessels Hying the Hag of Great Britain, or of any of her

allies, are liable to destruction in those waters and that travelers

sailing in the war-zone on ships of Great Britain or her allies do

so at their own risk."

That the sinking of the Lusitania was directed from Ber-

lin, and that Ambassador von Bernstorff, who after the

event exprest. "deep regret" for it, knew before she sailed

that Germany had planned to sink her, was asserted in Feb-

ruary, Tins, in an article printed in the World's Work,
and written by .John R. Rathom, editor of the Providence

Journal. Mr. Rathom gave the following code message
which was sent from Nauen, Germany, to the Sayville, Long
Island, wireless-station at 2 A.M.. April 22, 1015, and caught

by the wireless of the Journal:

"From Berlin. Foreign OH ice, to Botsehaft, Washington. 009

(4-1-W)- Welt iiiiieteeii-lil'teen \\arne 175 '_!!> 1 slop 175 1 2

stop , lurch (i-J-J 'J 4 stop 1!> 7 is stop MX 11 ." 4 4 ('.."

This message bad been prepared after none of the familiar

codes, and, in form, was unlike any other message which

had been received at Sayville up to that time. That it was

considered important by the Germans was indicated by the

fact that in unfavorable stat.e conditions, four attempts had

been made to put it through before Sayville got it. As

finally decoded the message read: "Warn Luxilaitin pas-

senirers through piv-s not voyage across the Atlantic."
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This message was received by Count von Bernstorff in

Washington on April 28, and on April 30 he sent for pub-
lication to the offices of the New York World and the New
York Times the unusual advertisement published on the

morning of May 1, the day the Lusitania sailed. Referring
to the published statement emanating from German sources

that Bernstorff regretted the sinking of the Lusitania, Mr.
Rat horn said :

"When word came that the Lusitania was sunk and Bernstorff's

press-agents reported him as being 'overcome with grief and regret'

in a fashionable New York hotel, he was at that moment actually

giving a supper party elsewhere in New York and during this

supper the destruction of the Lusitania was hailed as a glorious

triumph for German naval prowess. During the evening von

Papen, touching glasses with his chief made the remark: 'This is

the end of the mistress of the seas.'
"

Captain Boy-Ed, who was not at this function, alone

among the entire group of embassy officials persisted in de-

claring that the sinking of the Lusitania was a blunder of

the worst sort. A feeling of indignation ran high through
all parts of the country. Nothing since the violation of

Belgium had so stirred public sentiment. Here and there

a German-American was found who deprecated the conduct

of the German admiralty. Prominent among them were men
who said publicly that, if war came between this country
and Germany, their lot would be cast with the land of their

adoption rather than the land of their birth or ancestry.

Several German-American newspapers made similar state-

ments. Dr. Bernhard Dernburg. formerly the German
Colonial Secretary, who had been in the country since the

first month of the war, and was believed to be acting as a

personal representative of the Kaiser, his mission being to

influence American public opinion favorably to the German

cause, boldly defended the sinking of the Luftifania in a

published interview in Cleveland, and placed the responsibil-

ity for it on Great Britain. Dr. Dernburg had formerly
had a respectful hearing from American audiences of all

classes and races in many cities east and west, but this de-

fi-nse of German v's conduct roused such bitter feeling toward
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him that a general demand for his return to Germany arose,

and, after a few weeks arrangements were effected by which

he could return on a Scandinavian ship unharmed. The

following statement, representing the official British view of

Germany's plea of justification for torpedoing the Lusitania,

was transmitted to the State Department at Washington:

"The German Government state that the responsibility for the

loss of the Lusitania rests with the

British Government, which, through

her plan of starving the civil pop-
ulation of Germany, has forced

Germany to resort to retaliatory

measures. The reply to this is as

follows :

"As far back as last December,

Admiral von Tirpitz (the German
Marine Minister), in an interview,

foreshadowed a submarine blockade

of Great Britain, and a merchant-

ship and a hospital-ship were tor-

pedoed January 30 and February

1, respectively. The German Gov-

ernment, on February 4, declared

their intention of instituting a gen-
eral submarine blockade of Great

Britain and Ireland, with the

avowed purpose of cutting off sup-

plies for these islands. This blockade

was put into effect February IS. As

already stated, merchant-vessels had. as a matter of fact, been sunk

by a German submarine at the end of January. IVfoiv February
4 no vessel carrying food supplies for Germany had been held up

by His Majesty's Government, except on the ground that there

was reason to believe the foodstuffs were intended for use' of the

armed forces of the enemy or the enemy LM'vernment.

"His Majesty's Government had. moreover, informed the StaK>

Department on January '_!!> that they

pri/e-court tin

.H'oiiiLT to a German port, in view

foodstuffs in Germany, as beint; de

ment, and, therefore, liable to ca

Majesty's Government to carry out,

place in a
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the Order in Council was due to the action of the German Gov-
ernment in insisting on their submarine' blockade.

"This, added to other infractions of international law by Ger-

many, led to British reprisals, which differ from the German
action in that His Majesty's Government scrupulously respect the

lives of non-combatants traveling in merchant-vessels, and do not

even enforce the recognized penaltv of confiscation for a breach

of the blockade, whereas the German policy is to sink enemy or

neutral vessels at sight, with total disregard for the lives of non-

combatants and the property of neutrals.''

When the Lusitaiua was hit, Rita Jolivet, an actress, who
survived the disaster, stood chatting on deck with Charles

F robman and Alfred G. Vanderbllt. The three, together
with G. L. S. Vernon, Miss Jolivet 's brother-in-law, and
Mr. Scott, an Englishman, who had come from Japan to

enlist in the British army, joined hands as they stood on

deck and waited, facing death together. A minute or two

before the end, Mr. Frohman said with a smile: ''Why
fear death? It is the most beautiful adventure that life

gives us." Mr. Scott had brought up three life-belts, one for

Mr. Yanderbilt. one for Mr. Frohman. and one for Miss

Jolivet 's brother-in-law, and said he was not going to wear

one himself. Mr. Yanderbilt gave his to a lady. Miss

Jolivet helped to put one on Mr. Frohman. Her brother-

in-law took hold of her hand and she grasped the hand of

Mr. Froiiman. who was lame. Mr. Scott took hold of Mr.

Frohman 's other hand, and Mr. Yanderbilt then joined the

line. All had made up their minds to die together. Mr.

Froiiman. in a calm voice, said: "They've done for us; we

had better get out." lie now knew that bis "beautiful ad-

venture" was about tn be reali/ed and bad hardly spoken

when, with a tremendous roar, a great wave swept along the

deck. The three in a moment were divided. Miss Jolivet

never saw any of her companions alive a^ain. Mr. Froh-

man. Mr. Yanderbilt. and her brother-in-law were all

drowned. Mr. Froliman's body was afterward recovered.

Thomas Slide!!, a friend of Mr. Vandi'i'bilt traveling with

him. and who survived, said that when the ship gave every

indication that it would sink within a few minutes, Mr.
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Vanderbilt "took off his life-bolt and gave it to a woman
who passed him on the deck, trembling with fear of the

fate she expected to meet." A steward who survived said

Mr. Vanderbilt "turned back, as if to look" for another

belt, but he saw him no more."

From Berlin an official communication was issued de-

claring that the Cunard liner Lusitania "was torpedoed by
a German submarine and sank"; that the Lusitania "was

naturally armed with guns, as were recently most of the

English mercantile steamers"; and that, as was "well

known here, she had large quantities of war-material in

her cargo." Her owners, therefore, "knew to what danger
the passengers were exposed," and they alone "bear all the

responsibility for what has happened." Germany, on her

part, had "left nothing undone to repeatedly and strongly
warn them." The German Ambassador in Washington had

gone so far as to "make a public warning, so as to draw
attention to this danger." The English press had "sneered

at the warning and relied on the protection of the British

fleet to safeguard the Atlantic traffic." The British Gov-

ernment declared "wholly false" the statement that the

Lustania was armed. Dudley Field Malone, Collector of

the Port of New York, gave further denial to the German

charge that the Lusiiania. carried guns mounted when she

left New York. This report, he said, "is not correct. The
Lusitania was inspected before sailing as is customary. No

guns were found, mounted or unmounted, and the vessel

sailed without any armament. No merchant -ship would be

allowed to arm in this port and leave the harbor." '"

On May 10 the German Government, through Count von

Bernstorff, sent a message to this country expressing "the

deepest sympathy for the loss of lives." but maintaining
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that responsibility rested on the British Government, since

Germany had offered to stop submarine warfare in case

England abandoned her plan of starving the civilian popu-
lation of Germany. From many quarters demands were
hoard for direct action by our Government. The case of the

Gul/Ught really concerned the United States more directly

than the Lusitania, altho the loss of life on her was com-

paratively small. The Gul/light, which was carrying gaso-
line to Havre, was not sunk and need not have cost any
lives, but she was displaying a large American flag, tho

under convoy of a British patrol. She was torpedoed with-

out warning in broad daylight. Her case appeared to come

directly within the scope of the warning President Wilson
had given to Germany.
The Lusitania case, tho having more influence on popular

feeling, was legally somewhat different. She was a Brit-

ish vessel and, since President Wilson had warned Great

Britain against using the American flag, was on this

occasion sailing under- her own colors. Technically, the

torpedoing of the Lusitania and the sacrifice of non-com-

batants, including American citizens, possest no more sig-

nificance 1
, than the torpedoing about the same time of the

other British passenger-ship, the Falaba, with the loss of

one American life. While logically, the concern of our

Government with the Lusitania was less than in the. case of

the Gul/light, yet. the fact remained that no episode of the

war so startled and aroused public opinion in this country.
The moral effect was almost beyond measure. "Dastardly"
was the word that came to millions of American lips. Ex-

President Roosevelt thought it "inconceivable that we should

refrain from taking action on this matter, for we owed it

not only to humanity, but to our national self-respect."

The act represented "not merely piracy, but piracy on a

vaster scale of murder than any old-time pirate ever prac-

tised." The kind of warfare which had destroyed Louvain

and Dinanl. and hundreds of men. women and children in

Belgium had been applied to our fellow countrymen.
The intensity of the feeling aroused may be gaged from

the utterances of several leading papers. The Xew York

Tribum. closed a vigorous editorial with the words: "The
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nation which remembered the sailors of the Maine will not

forget the civilians of the Lusitania!" From the Depart-
ment of State, said the New York Times, there must go to

Berlin "a demand that the Germans shall no longer make
war like savages drunk with blood

;
that they shall cease to

seek the attainment of their ends by the assassination of

non-combatants and neutrals." AVhile America had been

suddenly brought into the maelstrom of gigantic war by
this ''villainous blow," declared the Philadelphia Press,
"we have a right to expect that our Government will take

some quick and decided action on this foul deed of

enormous barbarity.
" America could and must demand

THE "GULF STAR." A SISTER SHIP OE TITE "(JTLE LKillT"

"an immediate accounting," said the Boston Herald. The

German-American press emphasized the fact that the Ltisi-

tania's passengers had been amply warned, and argued that

when they disregarded these warnings ''they had only them-

selves to blame for what happened."
After the first shock of horror over the Litsitania there

came repeatedly into the public mind the ominous question:

"What are we going to do about it .'" Naturally the press

sought the opinion of leaders of publie thought. An im-

posing and authoritative array of ex-Presidents, ex-Cabinet

officers. Senators, and Representatives came forward in the

newspapers from one end of the land to the oilier, and

analyzed this problem. No single spokesman failed to

realize the gravity of the issue. All pronounced their views
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fearlessly, but for the most part with moderation. While ex-

President Roosevelt raised a lond voice for "immediate de-

cision and vigor," ex-President Taft enunciated the prin-

ciple that a people must not lie hurried into the sacrifices

of war "until it. is made clear that they wish it and know
what they are doing when they wish it." Siding with Mr.

Taft as to whether war was the only right solution, was
Vice-President Marshall, who incidentally held that Ameri-

can citizens who sailed on the Lusitania were virtually on

British territory, and so had to meet the consequent risks.

Senator Stone, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, was inclined to the same belief, and remarked

that, apart from the lives lost on the Lusitnnia, the United

States had a much graver case against Germany in the

Gulflight.

Among those who considered the sinking of the Lusitan a

"a crime against civilization," were former Attorneys-Gen-
eral Griggs, of Xew Jersey, Bonaparte of Maryland, and
Wickersham of New York. In the judgment of these men,

Germany's latest offense sounded the knell of "Watchful

Waiting." No one perhaps exprest this frame of mind so

boldly as former President Roosevelt in an article written

for The Metropolitan Magazine:

"In the teeth of these tilings. we earn as a nation measureless

scorn and contempt it' \ve follow the lend of those who exalt peace
above righteousness, if we heed the voices of those feeble folk

who bleat to hi^li Heaven that there is peace when there is no

peace. For many months our u'overnment has preserved between

right and wrong a 'neutrality' which would have excited the

emulous admiration of Pontius Pilate the arch-typical neutral of

all times.''

Speaker Champ Clark was of opinion that "all American

rights should be asserted forcibly and maintained boldly."

Representative (Jarduer. of Massachusetts sincerely hoped
the President "would not recede one inch.'' Kormer Repre-
sentative liarthnhlt, of Missouri, a German-American who

long represented in Congress a constituency largely German,

did not fee] that "America should take any warlike stand

altho it should demand from (Irrmany an explanation."
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All Americans of undivided allegiance were "behind the

Government at Washington," declared the New York Sun,
an assurance that was echoed by the press of all sections.

There was every sign that, the people were "substantially of

one mind." remarked the New York Evening Post, which

noted among the newspapers of the United States printed
in English only two the St. Louis Times and the Milwaukee

Free Press, both published in cities having large German

populations which defended the sinking of the Lusitania.

If in this way Germany proposed to continue the war, if

this was the measure of her humanity, said the New York

Times, then all neutral nations were on notice that "the

complete defeat of Germany and the eradication of the

military spirit of Germany are essential to their peace and

safety."

Many papers called attention to the fact that the killing

of American citizens on board the Lusitania was not only
without the slightest sanction of international law, or the

usages of civilized warfare, but a direct defiance of the

warning given to the German Government by the Govern-

ment of the United States a few days after the publication
of the "war-zone" decree. In this warning President

Wilson gave notice that Germany would be held to "strict

accountability," if the activities of her submarines in the

"war-zone" resulted in the destruction of American ships

or the loss of American lives. This notice, remarked the

rincinnati Times-Star, "has been answered both' by the de-

struction of an American ship and by the destruction of

American lives on British ships." Germany had done ex-

actly what the United States told her. with all the force of

her position as a <*reat Power, "must not lie done," re-

marked the Baltimore \< it's. Germany would never have

committed "this atrocious act" if she had not scorned the

President's warning, said the Providence Jminnil. But if

Germany did not desire peace with the I'nited States, if

she rejected our demands, was war really Mile only alterna-

tive.' Tin \\'d/l Sin 1 1 Jtiiinnil suggested that, "if Ger-

many was trying to provoke war with the country, there

miirht be a method in her madness," since "our ships added

to the tleets which have alreadv dest roved her commerce
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could make little difference,
"

while "the obligation laid

upon us to increase our own resources in munitions of war
and foodstuffs would to that extent hamper the Allies."

That paper felt reasonably assured that the Allies "would
much prefer that the United States should remain neutral."

A German daily of the Middle West, the St. Paul Volks-

Zcitung, was glad to see the President take such a strong
stand for "upholding the rights of American citizens."

Whatever the outcome, no matter how great the suffering

and mental agony that German-Americans would undergo,
there could be "no question about their loyalty to the Stars

and Stripes." In New York, the German Herold assured

us that "the German-American press would surely prove in

any crisis that the emphasis in the term "German-Ameri-
can" rests on "American." Herman Ridder, in a signed
statement in the Staats-Zeitung, which received favorable

comment far and wide, spoke thus for German-Americans:

''They have fought to uphold (he flag in the past and they will

do so again, against any enemy whatsoever. They deserve the

fruits of past loyalty until they have forfeited the right to claim

them. There has never been but one flag under which the German-
American has fought. There never can be but one Hag under
which he will ever light. And that flag is the Stars and Stripes."

After a canvass of German-Americans in New York, the

Tribune said that, in general, among them "there can be

no doubt of their choice, if war should make it necessary
for them to choose between the land of their fathers and
the land of their choice." Many of them upheld, in a

measure, the German cause, but America "could count upon
them in the hour of need." Kight thousand Baltimore Ger-

man-Americans pledged their loyalty to President Wilson,

in a resolution passed by the German Catholic Union of

that city on May 1C. In Washington, a prominent German-
American, a gun-inventor, was quoted as saying that in

case of war with Germany, "no men would be more loyal

to the I'nited States than the German-Americans." The

Kaiser "would be wonderfully left if he expected any sup-

port from them." Further West were uttered expressions
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of the same loyalty. "We are Americans first and last,"

said a leading German-American of Cleveland. Among
representatives of different classes in Chicago's large Ger-

man population, a New York Herald canvasser found "dis-

tinct dissatisfaction with the attitude of the United States

toward Germany, but a sharp and violent resentment toward

any suggestion that they would be found under any flag but

the Stars and Stripes if the die were cast for war."

During several days following the tragedy, the American

people waited, with ill-concealed impatience, the publication
of the note of protest and demand to Germany, which Presi-

THE "FALAI'.A"

The sinking of which was one of the earliest incidents leading to strained

relations between the I'nited States and Germany

dent Wilson was known to have in preparation. When pub-
lished it was found to lie a calm assertion of American

rights and a high appeal to humanity. It cited not only the

Lnsifania ease, but the sinking of the Falalxi, an aeroplane

attack on the Ciixhhn/, and the sinking of the (lul/Hy/it.

These were "events which the flovernment of the United

States has observed with growing concern, distress, and

amazement." The Government had "understood the in-

structions of the German Government to its naval com-

manders to be upon the same plane of humane action pre-

scribed by the naval codes of other nations.'' and reminded

the German Government that it had already been brought

to the attention of Germanv that the United States could
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not admit the submarine measures "to operate as in any
degree an abbreviation of the rights of American shipmasters
or of American citizens bound on lawful errands as pas-

sengers on merchant-ships of belligerent nationality." The
note said further:

''American citi/ens net within their indisputable rights in tak-

ing their ships and in traveling wherever then- legitimate business

calls them upon the high seas, and exercise those rights in what
should he the well-justified confidence that their lives will not be

endangered by acts done in clear violation of universally acknowl-

edged international obligations, and certainty in the confidence

that their own Government will sustain them in the exercise of

their rights

"Expressions of regret and offers of reparation, in case of thc-

destruction of neutral ships sunk by mistake, while they may
satisfy international obligations, if no loss of life results, can not

justify or excuse a practise the natural and necessary effect of

which is to subject neutral nations and neutral persons to new and
immeasurable risks.

''The Imperial German flovernmeut will not expect the Govern-
ment of the United States to omit any word or act necessary to tin

performance of its sacred duty of maintaining the rights of the

I'nited States and its citizens and of safeguarding their free

exercise and enjoyment."

Referring to tin 1 amaxing "death-notice" that was issued

before the Luxiiaiiia sailed and had the words "Imperial
German Embassy" signed jo it, jhe President pointed out

that "no warning that an unlawful and inhumane act will

be committed can possibly be accepted as an excuse, or

palliation Tor that act, or as an abatement of the responsibil-

ity for its commission." Declaring that the commanders
who committed such acts against us must have done so

"under misapprehension of orders," lie exprest a confident

expectation that the Imperial German Government "will

disavow the acts of which the Government of the I'nited

States complains, that they will make reparation, so far as

reparation is possible, for injuries which are without meas-

ure, and that they will take immediate steps to prevent the

recurrence of anything so obviously subversive of the prin-

ciples of warfare for which the Imperial German Govern-

2fi2
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merit have in the past so wisely and so firmly contended."

Much more than the Lusltanla tragedy was considered by

thoughtful Americans to be involved in the correspondence
between Washington and Berlin. For that reason prin-

ciples were put before facts. Germany had introduced a

new style of marine warfare, sacrificing neutral ships and
neutral lives, and the United States stood as the champion
of neutral rights and non-combatant humanity. What the

press and the people demanded, "with virtual unanimity,"
declared the Xew York Times, was that people be pro-

tected in the ocean highways "as they are in city streets, or

anywhere else where they are going about their lawful con-

cerns."

The German reply, dated May 28, was a plea in avoidance.

Tn the cases of the Cusltlncj and the Giil/liyht, the German
Government reaffirmed that it had "no intention of submit-

ting neutral ships in the war-zone, which are guilty of no

hostile acts, to attacks by a submarine or submarines or

aviators. On the contrary, the German forces had repeatedly
been instructed most specifically to avoid attacks on such

ships." In the case of the Falabu, it said the vessel had

fled, and had summoned assistance by rocket signals; there-

upon the German submarine commander had given the

crew and passengers ten minutes to leave the vessel, and

had actually allowed twenty-three minutes, sinking her only
when "suspicious craft were hastening to the assistance of

the Falaba." As for the Liixitctniii, the German Govern-

ment exprest its "keen regret" that citixens of neutral

states had lost their lives, but Germany could not "escape
the impression that certain important facts having a direct

bearing on the sinking of the Lusit<nii<t may have escaped
the attention of the American Government." These "facts"

were that the Liis'/nni<i was an auxiliary cruiser, and \vas

carried on the British "navy list"; that the Liix'taiiin had

mounted concealed cannon below decks; that the Uritish

Government had counseled its shipping to misuse neutral

(lags, and had offered high prizes for the ramming of sub-

marines bv merchantmen. The note continued:

111 V1'\V
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dubitably known to it, is unable to regard British merchantmen
in the zone of naval operations specified by the Admiralty Staff of

the German navy as "undefended.'' German commanders conse-

quently are no longer able to observe the customary regulations of

the prize-law, which they before always followed."

The point made at the end of this note was the core of

the whole dispute as the New York World saw it, and inas-

much as "the customary regulations of the prize-law" are

the rules which hitherto defined the rights of neutrals and

non-combatants on the high seas in time of war, Germany
had torn up the whole code of international law affecting

those rights. The Imperial Government thereby "refused

to recognize any law except its own lawlessness." Indeed,

continued this paper indignantly, Germany's answer was
"the answer of an outlaw who assumed no obligations toward

society, but expected society to recognize obligations toward

him." There could be "no diplomatic negotiations on such

terms." Many papers denounced the German document as

evasive. Some, however, excused its virtual ignoring of

the main issue the right of Americans to travel in safety

through the war-zone on the ground that it was avowedly

only an ad-inter m report, and therefore neither exhaustive

nor final. The language of the note was courteous, and even

conciliatory, but few papers regarded it as satisfactory,
while many agreed with the Philadelphia Xorili American
in characterizing it as "impudently trifling in spirit and

flagrantly dishonest in matter." "Germany," remarked
the same paper again, "treads upon quaking ground when
she urges examination of the 'facts.'" since "the facts in

this case are the bodies of American men, women, and

children," and the indictment against her is for "deliberate,

calculated, bloody-minded murder." The one fact "horribly

patent" was that the torpedoing of the Lusitanui "was
not war. but massacre," and this relegated all other facts

to the category of the negligible, said the Boston Transcript,
which shared with many others the opinion that Germany
was playing for time and seeking to becloud the issue.

Immediately mi publication of the German note, it was

made manifest that the country was ready to support Presi-
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dent Wilson in a firm and uncompromising reply. When
this reply the President's second note appeared it was

universally commended, but joined with the sentiment of

approval appeared a feeling of complete amazement when

it was learned that Mr. Bryan, on the ground that he could

not sign the note, had resigned as Secretary of State. The

press of all sections and all parties commended the sec-

ond note. "The voice of the nation speaks in this note,"

declared the Richmond Vir-

ginian a phrase which ap-

peared with slight variations in

numberless papers. Even the

German - American Wcstlichc

Post of St. Louis could see

"nothing which could be con-

strued as a serious menace to

the peace of this country." 11

thought "the danger of even a

severance of diplomatic rela-

tions had passed." It was diffi-

cult to see how Germany could

controvert "either the logic or

the facts in this calm presenta-
tion of the American case," said

the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Editors who went so far as to

imply that the President's note

meant war were few. Do/ens of

papers were at one with the

New York 77/m.v in declaring that the note "makes for peace,
not for strife."

Mr. Bryan received telegrams and letters by the hundreds,

indicating approval of his position. "No one," said the

Xew York Ercnhuj /Yi.v/ '.v Washington correspondent,

"ignored Hie fact that Mr. Bryan might have a considerable

following, even outside of the German-Americans." for it

was surpri/.ing to observe "how universal was the sentiment

against having any war with Germany." There were many
people who did not hesitate to say that the Luxil<i)ti<i victims

"went at their own risk, and the countrv ought not to be

WII.MA.M .IKNMM.S I'.KYAN

Win) resigned as Secretary of State

during the Liisitania negotiations
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plunged into war because they did so." Mr. Bryan had

been Secretary of State just two years, two months, and

four days. His resignation had been under discussion for

several days before it took effect with the sending to Ger-

many, on June 9, of a note which he did not feel justified

in signing. Mr. Bryan, in his letter of resignation, told

the President that he could not share the responsibility for

the note "without violating what I deem to be an obligation

to my country, and the issue involved is of such moment
that to remain a member of the Cabinet would be as unfair

to you as it would be to the cause which is nearest my
heart, namely, the prevention of war." In an affectionately

worded letter of acceptance, President "Wilson declared that

Mr. Bryan's judgment and his own had "accorded in prac-

tically every matter of official duty and public policy, until

now," and that "even now we are not separated in the ob-

ject we seek, but only in the method by which we seek it.

"We shall continue to work for the same causes even when
.we do not work in Hie same way."

After his resignation had taken effect, Mr. Bryan ex-

plained in a public statement that two of the points upon
which he and the President differed were "as to the sugges-
tion of investigation by an international commission and as

to warning Americans against traveling on belligerent vessels,

or with cargoes of ammunition/' Later, the ex-Secretary

gave out a statement "to the American people" for simul-

taneous publication with the note to Germany which more

fully explained the basis upon which he "took the field for

peact." The "real issue," he explained, was "not between

persons." but "between systems." the system of "force"
and the system of "persuasion."

Many papers found no omen of war in the second Ijuxi-

1dni<i note, but this was not because the I'nited Stales had

yielded ground. Beneath the velvet glove of conciliation was
the iron gl^ve of purpose, said the Philadelphia IiK/idnr,
"and the German Government would do well to discern it

there." \o magnifying lens was powerful enough to enable

the New York Si/n to discover "one Verb of menace, one

noun of bluster, one adjective of provocation, one adverb

of premature h<ixtilit\." in the reply, but it did lind skil-
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fully marshaled there "the precepts of law and the forces

of moral sentiment" which should convince Germany "that

justice is with us, and that the right course is her best

course."

The note touched first on the Cus/tinf/ and Gulflight
cases and exprest the gratification of Iliis Government at

"the full recognition by the Imperial German Government"
in discussing: these cases, "of the principle of the freedom

of all parts of the open sea to neutral ships," and "the
frank willingness to acknowledge and meet its liability

where the fact of attack upon neutral ships 'which have not

been guilty of any hostile act' is satisfactorily established."

Passing to the Falaba case, by which an American citizen

lost his life, our Government found the German reply less

satisfactory :

"It was surprized to find the Imperial German Goverment con-

tending that an effort on the part of a merchantman to escape

capture and secure assistance alters the obligation of the officer

seeking to make the capture iu respect of the safety of the lives

of those on board the merchantman, altho the vessel had ceased

her attempt to escape when torpedoed."

It \v;is then declared that "nothing but actual forcible

resistance, or continued efforts to escape by flight when
ordered to stop f,ir the purpose of visit on the part of the

merchantman, has ever been held to forfeit the lives of her

passengers or crew." To the German suggestion that the

Lnxitaiiiu was equipped with masked guns, carrying troops
from Canada, and cargo not permitted under the laws of

the Cnited States to a vessel which was also carrying pas-

sengers; that, she was in effect serving as an auxiliary to

the naval forces of Great Britain, our Government replied:

"Of the facts alleged in your Kxcelleiicy's note, if (rue. the

Government of the t'mted States would have been bound to take

official coi:iii/.aiice in pcrforminu
1

its reco^m/ed duty as a neutral

Power and in enforcing its national laws. It was its duty to see

to it that the Ln^ilnniu was not armed for offensive action, thai

>he was not serving as a transport, that she did not carrv a cap-To

prohibited liv the statutes of the ('niied States, and that, if in
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fact she was a naval vessel of Great Britain, she should not re-

ceive clearance as a merchantman.
"Hut these and other contentions are irrelevant to the question

of the leality of the methods used by the German naval authori-

ties in sinking the vessel. The sinking of passenger-ships involves

principles of humanity which throw into the background any spe-
cial circumstances of detail that may be thought to affect the cases,

principles which lift it, as the Imperial German Government will

no doubt be quick to recognize and acknowledge, out of the class

of ordinary subjects of diplomatic discussion or of international

controversy. Whatever be the other facts regarding the Lusitania,

the principal fact is that a irreat steamer, primarily and chiefly

a conveyance for passengers, and carryino- more than a thousand

souls who had no part or lot in the conduct of the war, was tor-

pedoed and sunk without so much as a challenge or warning, and

that men, women and children were sent to their death in circum-

stances unparalleled in modern warfare.

''The fact that more than one hundred American citizens were

amon.tr those who perished made it the duty of the u'overnment of

the United States to speak of these things, and once more, with

solemn emphasis, to call the attention of the Imperial German
Government to the rave responsibilities which the Government of

the I'nited States conceives that it has incurred in this tragical

occurrence, and to the indisputable principle upon which that

responsibility rests. The Government of the I'nited States is

contending for something' much greater than mere rights of prop-

erty or privileges of commerce. It is contending for nothing less

hi-h and sacred than the ritrhts of humanity, which every Govern-

ment honors itself in respecting and which no Government is

justified in resitniin.ti
1 on behalf of those under its care and author-

itv. Only her actual resistance to capture or refusal to stop when

ordered to do so for the purpose of visit could have afforded the

commander of the submarine any justification for so much as put-

ting the lives of those on board the ship in jeopardy."

To Ilic sujrirestion of the German note that this Govern-

ment use its influence t<> induce Great Britain to desist

from its efTorts to starve Germany into submission, the

President replied:

"The Government of the United Stales is happy to observe that

voiir Kxcelleiicy's note closc> with the intimation that the Imperial

German < mvernment is willing. no\v as before, to accept the -jimd

otlices of the United State.-, in an attempt to come to an understand-
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ing with the government of Great Britain by which the character

and conditions of the war upon the sea may be changed. The
Government of the United States would consider it a privilege
thus to serve its friends and the world.

"The Government of the United States therefore very earnestly
and very solemnly renews the representations of its note trans-

mitted to the Imperial German Government on the 15th of May
and relies in these representations on the principles of humanity,
the universally recognized understanding of international law, and

the ancient friendship of the German nation.

"The Government of the United States can not admit that the

proclamation of a war-zone, from which neutral ships have been

warned to keep away, may be made to operate as in any degree
an abbreviation of the rights either of American shipmasters or of

American citizens bound on lawful errands as passengers on mer-

chant ships of belligerent nationality. . . .

"The Government of the United States therefore deems it rea-

sonable to expect that the Imperial German Government will adopt
the measures necessary to put these principles into practise in

respect of the safeguarding of American lives and American ships,

and asks for assurances that this will be done."

Berlin hailed the note in pleasant terms. Its newspapers
were relieved to find that it was not in the least an ulti-

matum and that it opened a way for further negotiations.

It was evident that the last thing desired was any open

rupture and the prospect, of putting off a definite answer

by a further presentation of "views" was pleasant to

Germans. Notwithstanding the friendly tone of the Ger-

man press, little doubt was felt that the Kaiser's naval

advisers would "stand pat" on the submarine issue. It

was an unescapable conclusion that the German people re-

garded the sinking of neutral vessels as perfectly justifiable

acts of war. On this point the German Government bad
behind it a uirted German nation. This sentiment

was not at all al't'eeled by President Wilson's request for

assurances that sudi warfare should cease. The semi-

official l\<>hiixc/tf' /iihtinj, which with other papers of much

consequence were prominent in views of this kind, said:

"Our submarine war will not cease. If American ships or

Americans in British ships enter the war-xone, they must

take the risk involved in such a voyage. America can
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claim the right to judge neutral's rights only when she her-

self maintains neutrality."

Germany's reply to the second American note was gen-

erally regarded as evasive and unsatisfactory. It seemed

to bring the questions at issue no nearer solution. Like her

answer to the first, it was regarded as "unresponsive."
Our note of June 9 had set forth as established beyond

question the principle that the lives of non-combatants can

not lawfully or rightfully be put in jeopardy by the cap-

ture or destruction of a non-resisting merchantman. Herr

Von Jagow's reply contained no recognition of this prin-

ciple. The first direct reference made in it to the sinking

of the Liisiiania- was not a direct apology, or offer of

reparation, but a statement that this ease "shows with

horrible clearness to what jeopardizing of human lives the

manner of conducting war employed by our adversaries

leads." The sinking of the ship was then defended on the

ground that "if the commander of the German submarine

which destroyed the Lusitania had caused the crew and pas-

sengers to take to the boats before firing a torpedo, this

would have meant the sure destruction of his own vessel."

Furthermore, it was urged, after "experience in sinking

smaller and less seaworthy vessels, that it was to be ex-

pected that the Litsitaina, would remain above water long

enough even after the torpedoing to permit passengers to

enter the ship's boats." In addition, it was pointed out

that "if the Lns!t<i>i!<i had been spared, thousands of cases

of munitions would have been sent to Germany's enemies,

and thereby thousands of German mothers and children

robbed of bread-winners." On the commander of the sub-

marine which sunk the Luxilai<i, the highest honor a Ger-

man officer can receive from the Kaiser an order Pour le

Merit e was conferred. Otto Steinbrink was his name. He
was long employed afterward in teaching other men the

difficult art of operating a submarine. A medal commemorat-

ing his achievement was struck in Berlin, but whether this

was an official or a persnnal act was not made clear.

The two governments were thus apparently as far apart

as ever, tho it was no longer alleged that the ship was

armed. The German Government, notwithstanding its atti-
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tude, said it always would be ready to do all it could to

"prevent the jeopardizing of the lives of American citi-

zens," and repeated assurances that American ships would
not be "hindered in the prosecution of legitimate shipping,"
and the lives of American citizens in neutral vessels should

not be "placed in jeopardy." It was proposed that in

order to exclude any unforeseen dangers to American pas-

senger-steamships that "German submarines be instructed

to permit the free and safe passage thereof when made recog-
nizable by special markings and that notification be given
a reasonable time in advance." In return the German Gov-

ernment confidently hoped that, the American Government
would "guarantee that these vessels have no contraband on

board."

In order to furnish adequate facilities for travel across

the Atlantic for American citizens, the German Government
submitted for consideration a proposal to increase the num-
ber of available steamers by installing in passenger-service
a reasonable number, the same to be later agreed upon, of

neutral steamships under the American flag. It was as-

sumed that i 'iis manner adequate facilities for travel

across the Atlah. ; could be afforded to American citizens,

and that there would appear to be no compelling necessity

for American citizens to travel to Europe in time of war
on ships carrying an enemy flag, particularly in view of

the fact that the German Government "was unable to admit

that American citizens can protect an enemy ship through
the mere fact of their presence on board."

Two Americans long experienced in public life gave
notable expression to the general dissatisfaction over this

German note. David .Jayne Hill. First Assistant Secretary
of State under .John Hay, and for some years the American
Ambassador at l>erlin. stated definitely that the controversy
involved only two points and upon the answer to these de-

pended "the course that ^hould be promptly followed."

These points were: (1 > "Was the sinking of the Liisitnii in

in accordance with the accepted rule-, of international law.

or was it nut.
1

' '2 Does the Imperial (lerman Government
maintain its right and intention to disregard those rules in

its treatment of the citizens of a neutral and friendlv
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try, or does it not?" If the German Government accepted
these rules and intended to observe them, the controversy
"would end the moment the assurance was given and re-

sponsibility admitted." If it did not intend to recognize
Ihem, but to act and maintain its right to act in defiance

of them and to create for itself the law of the sea, then it

would be "difficult to regard the friendly professions of that

Government as sincere." Moreover, it would be "an act of

insincerity on the part of the United States also to accept
such affirmations of friendship, and above all to express
sentiments of confidence and amity in return." Until these

two questions were directly asked and directly answered,

Dr. Hill added that "mere assertions of friendship and the

discussion of minor questions on either side only serve to

obscure the vital issue, which some day must be squarely
met."

The second of the two men was the venerable George
Franklin Edmunds, 87 years old, for several terms Senator

from Vermont, Chairman of the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations and twice a condidate in Republican con-

ventions for nomination as President. From southern Cali-

fornia Mr. Edmunds wrote direct to President AVilson. lie

apparently would not have waited long for any further

question and answer, but would have acted upon the reply
to an explicit communication already received from Ger-

many. The second reply of Germany he characterized as

"in substance an attempt to justify, or else to evade, re-

sponsibility for all the slaughter of our civilian citizens

which it has knowingly committed." "Let us then." he

said, "cease futile correspondence and withdraw our Am-
bassador and send to the German Ambassador his passport."
The ex-Senator acknowledged that he was an old man. and

that he had lontr publicly worn the badge of a peace so-

ciety, but he could no longer "endure the awful spectacle"

without an expression of his "opposition to further discus-

sion under present circumstances."

Out of this controversy, at one time apparently so irre-

concilable, students of national ideals ultimately saw wherein

lav the basic causes of such radical differences between

peoples so long friendly and so closely bound together in
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the past by human ties. Two ideas were fighting in

Europe and the outcome would shape thought and mold

human destiny for generations to come. America not less

than Europe, Asia, and Africa, was to be controlled by the

ideas which triumphed in that contest. The German notes

to the United States were admirable indications of the

German idea. They asserted that the will of one nation

superseded the rights of all nations, that international law.

the conventions that man has devised to mitigate in some

degree the horrors of organized murder and collective

killing, may be ignored and even abolished at the pleasure
of a single nation. These conventions of nations had been

the sanctuaries of civilization and Germany had asserted her

right to violate them. Among them were the rights bestowed

upon weak or neutral States, and against these the German
idea made war, as in the case of the neutrality guaranteed to

Belgium. As the German Chancellor had asserted, on the

eve of the invasion of Belgium, that a violation of its faith

was justifiable on the ground of necessity, so the German

Foreign Minister now told Americans that the murder of

the Litxitania's American passengers was defensible, in view

of the war England had made upon Germany. He asserted

the right of Germany to disregard law when law bore down
on German interests.

It had become idle for Americans to attempt to deal with

that German idea in the light of their own conceptions of

right, civilization, and morality. Germans had repudiated
the moral system established in other nations, and devised

their own code. They had proclaimed and exercised their right

to live outside the law established by the rest of humanity,
not only during the war. but before it in a literature of

national thought created from 1S90 to 1!H4. It had become
as just to quarrel with a Mohammedan for failure to live in

accordance with Christian doctrines, as to assail a German
because his Government followed other moral precepts than

the rest of the world. It was not accident that made the

application of this German practice to foreign affairs result

in a world conflict, in which the Teuton found himself as-

sailed by the Frenchman, the Italian, the Anglo-Saxon, and
the Slav; and that, apart from the Turk and the .Magyar, he
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had no ally. It became more and more certain that if Ger-

man submarines should again cause the deatli of Americans,
and (lerman statesmen should adhere to their view that it

was the right of Germans to murder Americans when it

was necessary to their purpose, we should ultimately join in

the war, not upon Germans, but upon the idea Germany
had been made to personify.

"With Germans as individuals the United States had no

quarrel. It was no desire and no business of Americans to

contribute to the conquest of the Teuton by the Slav, pro-
vided the Teuton's cause did not imperil Americans. But
the German in the Litsitania, case was assailing, not Slav

rights, but the rights of all men ; he was making war on an

idea which undermined our common civili/alion. The hope-
less tiling in our issue with Germany did not lit

1 in the cir-

cumstances, terrible as they were, of the Litxita-nia episode.

\Ve could never forget that genera! ions of Americans would

recall it as an act of hideous barbarism; we did not desire

to fight about it, but were willing to discuss with Germany
any arrangement that could be made, subject to the opera-
tion of international law, within the boundaries of right nnd

humanity. But Germany began by w'ping these out. She

talked, not about our rights or the rights which civilized

nations had conceded as binding upon themselves, but of

German rights, which had no other existence than in her

own mind and under her own system. The battle of

armies was of m'nor moment, the battle of ideas being the

fact of permanent meaning. We had no sympathy with the

territorial ambitions of Germany's enemies. So, too, we

regarded with disapproval any scheme which aimed at a

partition of Germany. But we nevertheless saw and be-

lieved that this German idea, as now revealed in unmistak-

able form, was destructive of all that we loved and had

fought for. Conceivably Germany, already a>sailed by

many nations, would yield to the I'nited States rather than

enlist a new for. lut to the American idea she could

not yield, because her idea was utterly different. The

rights we urged she did not recognize; the laws we cited

she had abolished; the humanity for which we pleaded sin-

had exchanged for her own. Dciifxchlfnid Hlx r Allts was
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with Germany no longer a song; it was a religion, a law

above all other laws!

An attack by torpedo on the Xcbraskan, an American

vessel, had been made on May 2.~> of this year. She was

struck near the bow, but was able to put back to port.

Pieces of the shattered metal of her hull were sent to Wash-

ington, with fragments of a mine or torpedo. Naval officers

examined these fragments and concluded that it was a tor-

pedo and not a mine that struck the Xebraskan. To our

protest the German Government on July 15 made reply

expressing regret and offering compensation. Its reply
was regarded as admitting the very essence of the Amer-
ican contention as to the illegality of submarine warfare as

practised on the Litsitania. The Imperial Government re-

cited the circumstances of the attack which occurred in the

dim light of early evening, when the submarine commander
was unable to see any markings showing that the Xcbraskan
was an American ship. As the sun had already set, the

flag had been lowered. Said the memorandum: ''Since

the commander of the submarine was obl
;

ged to assume from

his wide experience in the area of maritime war that only

English steamers and no neutral steamers traversed this

war area without flags and markings, he attacked the vessel

with a torpedo, in the conviction that he had an enemy
vessel before him."

It was only after the torpedo had reached its mark, with-

out inflicting fatal damage, that the Xcbnixh-ftti raised the

American flag, and then Ihe German commander "of course

refrained from any further attack." The German Govern-

ment assured our Government that the attack "was not

meant for the American flag, and was not traceable to any
fault on the part of the commander of the submarine." It

should be "considered an unfortunate accident." The Ger-

man Government exprest its regret and declared its readi-

ness "to make compensation for the damage thereby sus-

tained by American citi/.ens."

Americans held that this "unfortunate accident" afforded

proof of the soundness of the position taken by our Govern-

ment in its note of May 1:{. after the sinking of the />t/x/-

l<iiii<i, when it said to Germany that the objection to present
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methods of attack against the trade of Germany's enemies

lay "in the practical impossibility of employing submarines
in the destruction of commerce without disregarding those

rules of fairness, reason, justice, and humanity which all

modern opinion regards as imperative." That visit and

search, with adequate provision for the safety of a ship's

company should precede attack was the only safe rule ; in

fact, the only rule of which this Government could admit

the legality. Germany had had her warning and she ap-

peared to have taken heed of it, since at this time (May 15)
it had been apparent for some days that it was not her pur-

pose lo persist in murderous warfare on the seas. She had

not given us another Lusitania case as a ground of com-

plaint. But Germany, while admitting that her submarine

destroyed the Lusitania, had thus far carefully avoided any
avowal of responsibility and had tendered no expression of

regret, made no offer of compensation. The American con-

tention was that, to dispatch a torpedo against an American

ship, or to dispatch a torpedo without warning against a

belligerent merchant-ship carrying American passengers,

was in either case a crime against law and a crime com-

mitted against us as neutrals. Disavowal of intent and
tender of compensation should logically follow in both cases,

unless Germany intended to persist in being a law unto her-

self.

The last German note was suspected in Washington as

serving notice on the United States that Germany proposed
to continue to torpedo belligerent merchant-ships, regardless

of whether or not American citixens were on board. It was

feared that it would gravely complicate a situation still

tense between this country and Germany. To admit that

in the \tbroskan case, or in that of the William I'. Fnj<\
the German action was justified would be to establish a dan-

gerous precedent. The German Government in its memo-
randum virtually advised this country that, had the

\thraxkan been Hying the British flag, its torpedoing would

have been juslitied, regardless of the fact that American

citi/eiis might have been on board. Whether or not the

.\ < hraskan was marked, or whether she displayed the Amer-

ican flag, did not enter into the merits of the case. Even

27fi
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if the submarine commander had been certain she was hos-

tile, he was still bound to apply the rule of visit and to give

proper opportunity for the crew to escape.

"While President Wilson was preparing a third note to

Germany, the public was stunned by news received on

July 18 that the Cunard steamer Orduna, when near

Queenstown, on July 9, on a voyage to New York, escaped
a German torpedo only by steering further west, with

twenty-one Americans on board her and that no notice was

given by the submarine commander. While the Orduna

escaped unhurt, this did not relieve the case of grave possi-

bilities. The fact that a belligerent merchant-ship, bound
for the United States with Americans on board, and with-

out arms and ammunition or contraband cargo (which had

been the reason assigned for the provocation for previous

attacks), was assailed, while her passengers were asleep,

convinced many that the theory which had been steadily

growing of an actual change in the practise of German sub-

marine commanders was not warranted.

The attack on the Orduna, bound westward and so carry-

ing no munitions of war, or other contraband, and having
21 Americans among her 227 passengers, increased the

gravity of the situation arising from the destruction of the

Lusttan'.a. Coming at a time when the President was pre-

paring his not* 1 in reply to the German message of July 9.

this event excited a sinister influence. It was impossible to

reconcile an attempt to destroy 492 lives with the pro-
fe-sions of the German Government in its apology for the

attack on the .\tbraxkan, which also was bound westward
and carrying no contraband. That act (the attack on tin 1

Xchraskdn) was characterized by Germany as "an unfor-

tunate accident." Clearly, the attempted destruction of

the Ordinal, was no accident. She was free from suspicion,
and that, she was carrying American passengers was in-

evitable. The Ordinal was attacked without warning. The

torpedo failing to hit her. the vessel was pursued and
shelled. Only good seamanship and courage saved her from

the 1. ii si I a n ia 'x fate.

Telling Germany that another act like the sinking- of the

Luxifaiiia, would be regarded as "deliberately unfriemllv.'
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and rejecting the last German note with its elaborate pro-

posals as "very unsatisfactory," might not be an ultimatum,
but it was practically the last word, and this is what the

President now said. It was the air of finality about, the

Prc: : dent's note, his third to Germany, that made the

deepest impression on the world. President Taft's state-

ment was that it "succinctly, forcibly, and finally presents
the just attitude of the United States," and President Wil-

son would have and should have "the approval of the

American people in maintaining it." President Wilson, in

this note, declared that "if a belligerent can not retaliate

against an enemy without injuring the lives of neutrals as

well as their property, humanity, as well as justice, and a

due regard for the dignity of neutral Powers, should dic-

tate that the practise be discontinued." Neutral rights were

based on immutable principles, and it was held to be "the

duty and obligation of belligerents to find a way" to adapt
the new circumstances of modern warfare to them. Germany
and the United States had both contended, and were both

contending, for the freedom of the sea. and "the Govern-

ment of the United States would continue to contend for

that freedom, from whatever quarter violated, without com-

promise and at any cost." It was still willing to help

belligerents to find a way for a mitigation of their respective

blockade-programs; but, in the meantime, it insisted

"solemnly" upon German observance of neutral rights.

Finally, it w;is declared that "friendship itself prompts it

to say to the Imperial Government that contravention of

the rights must be regarded by the Governmenl of the

United States, when they affect American citixens. as de-

liberately unfriendly."
In the midst of discussion of this note, came news that

the White Star liner Ar<i/>ir had been sunk. Was this Ger-

many's answer to the note.' .Just thirty days after our

Government had warned Germany that any further contra-

vention of our rights at sea as neutrals would be regarded
as an act "deliberately unfriendly." the Arnluc was struck

liv a Gel-man submarine without warning ofV the south coast

of Ireland while on her way from Liverpool to New York,

and in her passenger-list of 1S1 were '20 Americans, her
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crew numbering 242. Most qf those on board were rescued,

but the names of two American passengers were in the list

of more than fifty persons reported missing. The steamer

was struck at 9.15 in the morning, at a time when she

was fifty miles west of the spot where the Lusitania went

down, and sank in eleven minutes. The fact that a large
loss of life was averted was explained on two grounds.

First, perfect weather prevailed ; and, secondly, from the

time the Arabic left the Mersey her life-boats had been

swung out, her life-rafts made ready for launching, and
her life-belts freed from their racks. The sinking of the

Arabic with the loss of American lives took place on August
li. It threatened to prove the instance that would lead to

THK WHITK STAR LINER "ARABIC"
Sunk by a Gorman submarine in August, 1915, when on lior westward trip

the breaking off of relations. But on September 1 Count

von Bernstorllf sent a communication to the Secretary of

State of the United States saying his instructions concerning

Germany's answer to our last Lnx'ttania note contained the

following passage :

"Liners will not be sunk by our submarines without warning and

without safety of the lives of non-combatants provided that the

liners do not try to escape or offer resistance."

lie added that "this policy of my Government was de-

cided on before the Arabic- incident occurred." The United

States Government was believed to have won a great diplo-

matic victory in a communication from the German Govern-

ment, dated October f> a complete disavowal of the sinking of

the Arnhic. and assurance thai "stringent'' orders had been
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issued to prevent further submarine illegal attacks. The note

added that the German Government was prepared "to pay
an indemnity for the American lives which to its deep re-

gret have been lost on the Arabic." Count von Bernstorff

had been authorized to negotiate about the amount of this

indemnity. President "Wilson, in the opinion of the New
York Evening Post, "without rattling a sword, without

mobilizing a corporal's guard of soldiers or lifting the

anchor of a warship had won for civilization the greatest

diplomatic victory of generations." The Ambassador's state-

ment was accepted in good faith as a recognition of the

fundamental principle contended for, but events soon proved
that good faith from Prussianized Germany was a thing no

longer to be expected by us.

Whether the submarine that attacked the Arabic had

been sunk, as reported, whether its commander had dis-

obeyed orders, or whether the orders issued by his Govern-

ment had never reached him, was thought to be a matter of

minor moment. The important fact was that "the case of

the Arabic and the case of the Lusitania, as well, were now
in the way of honorable and friendly adjustment." All

anxiety and doubt were not dispelled, however. No grati-

tude was due Germany, said Colonel Roosevelt, for simply

announcing that she "intends to stop the policy of assassina-

tion." On its face, he said, the announcement "appears to

be most gratifying, and, if the acts of the Germans bear it

out, and if suitable amends are made for the lives lost on

the Lusitania and Arab c and for the Gul/Iight and Falaba

and similar cases, and if there is no provision exprest or

implied as to action on our part, such as was requested by

Germany before as regards England and France, the results

will in every way be satisfactory."

Much to everybody's astonishment there was received at

the State Department on September 9 a "memorandum" in

which the German Government, most deeply regretted the

loss of life on the Arabic, especially American life, but

adding that the German Government was "unable to ac-

knowledge any obligation to grant indemnity in the matter,

even if the commander should have been mistaken as to the

aggressive intentions of the Arabic." The disappointment
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and vexation which this caused were intense. The German
Government apparently was unwilling, or unable, to sup-

port the reassurances that had been given informally by its

Ambassador.

Several days later Bernstorff was able to deliver to the

State Department a very different kind of memorandum.
The German Government did not reject the opinion of its

submarine commander that the Arabic's intentions were ag-

gressive, and yet it did not doubt the good faith of English

testimony to the contrary. Therefore it regretted and dis-

avowed the submarine commander's act, which was against

the instructions issued in regard to submarine warfare at

the time, and the Government was prepared "to pay in-

demnity for the American lives which, to its deep regret,

have been lost on the Arabic." Furthermore, the orders

issued by his Majesty, the Emperor, to the commanders of

the German submarines, had been made "so stringent that

the recurrence of an incident similar to the Arabic case is

considered out of the question." Thus not only was the

Arabic case disposed of, but our whole case against Ger-

many's submarine warfare, so far as one could see, had

been conceded. But wonder arose as to why the sinking of

the Lusitania had not been disavowed.

The note on the Arabic led to many American editorial

utterances exultant in strain. Even witli papers that had been

almost willing to make an appeal to the sword this was the

case. The Brooklyn Eagle said the administration had won "a

signal victory for humanity, had cleared the track for the

settlement of the Jjusitatiid. case and other cases, and had

caused the Imperial German Government to tile a bid for

the restoration of at least some degree of lost respect." The

Philadelphia Record could not "rejoice over this unprece-
dented triumph for internal

: onal morality achieved by Presi-

dent Wilson without also rejoicing that Germany had the

courage to yield." Everywhere in Washington, said the

Xew York Sun's correspondent, there was "a disposition to

concede to the German Ambassador great credit for his part

in the diplomatic triumph." it being "no secret" that "his

/eal and refusal to be discouraged were influential in bring-

ing the German Government to the point of yielding." The
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Philadelphia Evening Ledger and the New York Evening
tiun also paid editorial tribute to Bernstorff. Since the

sinking of the Arabic the submarine controversy had no

longer been carried on by a series of diplomatic notes, but

by informal discussions between the German Ambassador,
the President, and Secretary Lansing, Bernstorff apparently

having received full powers from the German Government. 5

5 Principal Sources : The Literary Diijext, The Independent, Bradutrect's,

The Journal of Commerce, The Tribune, The Times, The World, New York ;

The London Times' "History of the War," The Eucniny Post (New York).
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IV

AMERICAN MUNITION PLANT EXPLOSIONS AND
THE ANGLO-FRENCH LOAN

July 1, 1915 April 6, 1016

GERMANY
had set out to disrupt met hods by which

England, Franco, and Russia wore being provided
from America with food, ammunition, and money, and so

helping them to victory. But Germany saw that if our

munition industries and the facilities for convoying them to

Europe were to cease, the stoppage would have to be

effected, not by direct Government action, but by a voluntary
or induced action, on the part of those who were engaged
in it. Early in the war there were rumors of German
emissaries seeking to suppress or cripple this traffic, by
buying up American factories and shipping, by subsidizing
their owners to cease operations, by corrupting newspapers
and by fomenting strikes. But these efforts, for various and
more or less obvious reasons, failed to help Iho Gorman
cause. A climax came early in September, 11)15, when
President "Wilson requested the recall of Or. Constantin

Dumba, the Austro-IIungarian Ambassador at "Washington,
because of activities in instigating strikes in American

munition-plants. Through the general chorus of editorial

praise of the President's action ran a suggestion that the

incident had a wider significance than appeared on the sur-

face. The Chicago Herald observed that Dr. Dumba de-

stroyed his welcome at Washington by ''plotting to destroy
our industrial peace." The Ualtimore American said the

incident "should prove a salutary warning to other foreign

representatives who had been just as active, but who had so

far been shrewd enough to prevent a full exposure of their

acts." The penitentiary sentence imposed about the same

time mi a German named Staid who was a sel I'-coni'est per-

jurer in having sworn that he saw guns on the Lusitania,

added to the demand i'or the recall of Dr. Dumba. The New
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York Times said we had served notice to Austrians, Germans,
ai.d German-Americans that "the cure for this plague of con-

spiracies is in our hands and that we are going to apply it."

The activities which made Dr. Dumba "no longer ac-

ceptable" to the United States Government came to light

when British authorities seized certain papers carried by
James P. J. Archibald, an American war-correspondent, who
sailed from New York on August 21 on the Holland-America
liner Rotterdam, bound for Rotterdam. The Rotterdam

having been ordered into Falmouth, a search of Archibald's

stateroom disclosed in his possession a number of confidential

communications from the Austrian and German Ambassadors
at Washington to their home governments. One of these,

written in Dr. Dumba 's own hand, and addrest to Baron

Burian, Minister for Foreign Affairs for Austria-Hungary,
outlined and "most warmly recommended to your Ex-

cellency's favorable consideration" a plan for "the prepara-
tion of disturbances in the Bethlehem steel and munitions

factories as well as in the Middle West." In this letter Dr.

Dumba said: "I am under the impression that we could,

if not entirely prevent the production of war material in

Bethlehem and in the Middle West, at any rate strongly

disorganize it and hold it up for months which, according to

the statement of the German military attache, is of great

importance, and wh'ch amply outweighs the relatively small

sacrifice of money." Dr. Dumba secured passage on a

steamer of the Holland-America line and reached Vienna
without difficulty.

In the midst of the Lufn'tania negotiations in 1015, and

as a bomb from the sky, which, if not clear, was becoming
clearer than it was. came early in July an explosion in the

Senate rooms of the Capitol at Washington and a pistol at-

tack on J. P. Morgan, the banker, at his summer home on

hong Island. That the criminal in both cases, Frank Holt

(or Erich Muenter, as his real name was), was insane or a

crank, all agreed. That pro-German clamor for an embargo
on arms had driven Holt mad was emphatically stated by
tin 1 Boston AVjr.s Bureau. New York Sun and Times, Phila-

delphia liiquirn', Washington Times, and Richmond Xeirs-

r. The man's diseased mind, said The Star of St.
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Louis, a city of large German population, "was given its

peculiar bent by the arms embargo harangue that has been

indulged in by the pro-German press, the misnamed Neutral-

ity Leagues, and the so-called Independence Unions, which

have been too long tolerated in this country, as the crimes

of the madman witness." The New York Tribune wondered
whether the assailant ol' Mr. Morgan was really "more in-

sane than the statesmen who ordered the massacre of the

Lusitania." He was "the agent

of the same propaganda of

the same spirit of truculence

and violence which the world

had come to associate with Ger-

man military policy." That

paper said further: "German
partizans in this country are

beginning to take their cue

from the barbarity and lawless-

ness of the German Govern-

ment. They are trying to prac-
tise the terrorisms inculcated

by the German military code

and are beginning to remove by
violence those who hinder, or

are supposed to hinder, Ger-

many's success." The New
York Times suggested that "the
worst enemy of Germany could hardly
mans a greater disservice than by such deeds," which could

have no other effect than to "turn public opinion against Ger-

many and her cause."

Denounced by Dr. ('. .1. Ilexamer. president of the Na-

tional German-American Alliance, as a "nefarious plot" to

"rob the American people of the'r savings," and defended

by no less an authority than .lames .7. Hill, as "of far more

importance to the United States than to England." a pro-

posed loan of a billion dollars to England and France for

the negotiation of which the Lord Chief Justice of England
and eminent bankers from London and Paris came to New
York earlv in October. l'.ll.~>. interested the man in the street

have done the Ger-
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almost as much as it did the bankers, because, in the last

analysis, it was his money that would be borrowed and used

to buy American wheat, cotton and manufactures. Opposi-
tion to the loan ran high in many pro-German circles. The
lives of the Anglo-French commissioners were threatened by
letter, and there was a short-lived agitation for the with-

drawal of German-American deposits from American banks

subscribing to the board. Some few of the great Eastern

banking-houses of German affiliation, however, shared Mr.

Hill's view of the loan; they agreed with him that its failure

would be a severe blow to American prosperity. It was

imperative that a very large loan be consummated, and it

was the duty of every one interested in American commerce

and labor to work for its accomplishment, said a representa-
tive of one of these houses.

The object of the commission in seeking this loan was to

facilitate, by the establishment of a commercial credit, the

purchase of American wheat, cotton, meat, and other com-

modities, traffic in which had been seriously menaced by an

unstable condition of foreign exchange. Failure of the

Allies to borrow money here would have resulted in whole-

sale curtailment of orders all the way down the list from the

least to the greatest exports, with the single exception of

munitions of war. Since the Allies must get war-munitions

from us at any cost, it was explained that it' this loan should

fail they would find other ways of financing their other

traffic, such as shipments of gold or the sale of American
securities. James J. Hill declared emphatically that the

prosperity of the American farmer depended on the con-

summation of the loan. But to Dr. Ilexamer the loan was

a conspiracy of the "Money Trust" to rob the American

people of their savings. lie called upon "all patriotic

American citi/.ens" to thwart it by vigorous protests and

earnest appeals to the President and Secretary of Slate and

to American hankers. The loan as finally agreed upon was

regarded as a compromise, the amount being ^ilOO.000,000.

At this time subscriptions to the third German war loan,

put out a few months before, were still being received in

this country. According to an estimate made by one closely

in touch with the situation, over $20,000,000 would be sub-
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scribed before the lists were closed. Subscriptions came

through sundry channels, public and private. A good por-
tion was privately transmitted through local banks with Ger-

man connections. It was estimated that, through various

German consulates in this country, and by other private

means, about $9,000,000 had been secured in Greater New
York alone and from $4,000,000 to $5,000,000 in the West.

The proposal to extend a credit of $500,000,000 to the

Allies had a stimulating effect on the rate at which subscrip-

tions for the German loan came in. Circulars and hand-

bills distributed among German-Americans urged them to

invest their bank-deposits in the loan, "instead of letting

the banks use it for the proposed Allies' loan," and a gen-
eral propaganda was conducted through the advertising
columns of the German pi-ess. In several instances property
was known to have been sold or mortgaged to raise funds

for the loan.

The most serious plot uncovered in this country since the

war began resulted near the end of October in the arrest of

Robert Fay, Walter Schol/, Paul Daesche, Herbert Kienzle,
and Max Breitung on a charge of "conspiring against the

United States" by planning to blow up ships carrying
American munitions of war to the Allies. Fay, who claimed

to be a Prussian lieutenant sent here on a mission of de-

struction by the German Secret Service, was arrested with

Schol/ in a wood near Grantwood, New Jersey, where they
were experimenting with explosives. In their rooms on Fifth

Street. Weehawken, detectives claimed to have found docu-

ments connecting Fay with the German Army and the Ger-

man Foreign Office: a. United States Coast Survey map,
showing New York Harbor, with all its docks ;md piers in

detail; and four suit-cases containing disguises, mechanism
for bombs, and a quantity of h'gh explosives. Other arrests

then followed, the prisoners being held for trial under bail

of $25.000 each. According to a signed statement made by

Kay after his arrest, he had received before leaving Ger-

many his instructions and $4.000 from Ilerr .lansen. of the

German Secret Service.

Fay and his colleagues were said to have spent in six

months some $.'50,000 on experiments and preparations.

2S7
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Other rumors credited them with the command of large

sums of money. Whether the instigators were German
officials, or German sympathizers in the United States, the

\vork of these men, many papers pointed out, was no less

stupid than criminal. The New York Journal of Commerce
said: "Nothing had done the cause of Germany in this

\var more harm in the estimation of the people of this coun-

try than these schemes, vainly designed to help that cause

l>y committing crimes in its behalf." Among the German-
American press in condemning the activities of the bomb-

plotters and deploring the "undesired adventurers" that

follow in the train of a great war was The Xew Yorker

Staats-Zeitung. In the New York Deiitschcs Journal was
advanced a theory that Fay was not a German at all, but an

English agent provocateur. That the real mission of Fay
was to sink or destroy the British warships on guard out-

side the three-mile limit off Sandy Hook was set forth in

affidavits in possession of the United States. Laid up in

Iloboken, the fleets of the two German lines could have gone
to sea except for the British cruisers and auxiliary vessels

lying in wait off Sandy Hook. Fay was credited with an

idea that, notwithstanding the vigilance of the British ships,

he could make his way to their sterns, attach his machine to

them witli its time device in action, and escape before the

explosions destroyed them.

By the autumn of 1 !)!."> there had grown up such an

epidemic of tires and mysterious explosions in American

munition-plants and on ships carrying American arms to

the Allies, that a growing insistence arose among the public
as to whether they were due to chance, to irresponsible

fanatics, or to the secret promptings of a foreign Govern-

ment. According to a list published in the New York
Journal of Commerce, there had been about forty of these

fires, involving more than a score of deaths and property
losses aggregating over $5.000,000. In one week papers re-

ported a $55.000 fire in the Baldwin Locomotive works,
where engines for the Russian Government were being built;

the destruction of two buildings of the Midvale Steel and
Ordnance Company, which \vas making 3:000,000 rifles for

the British Government ; damage amounting to about $1.500.-
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000 iii the Bethlehem Steel Company's ordnance plant; a

$1.000.000 fire in the Roebling steel-rope plant, which was

filling orders for the Allies; and a fire in the ordnance plant

of a company in Philadelphia. In the same period a firr

occurred at Stamford, Conn., in the plant of a company
which was manufacturing aniline dyes until recently a Ger-

man monopoly.
In the light of these events many editors were re-reading

the bomb-plot confession of "Lieutenant" Fay, then under

indictment on a charge of conspiring against the United

States, and were giving a less skeptical hearing than they
would otherwise have given to a still more startling state-

ment of Dr. Joseph Goricar, who was for fifteen years in

the Austro-IIungarian consular service. They recalled what

Dr. Constantin Duniba, the Austrian Ambassador at "Wash-

ington, had written to the Austrian Minister of Foreign
Affairs. When a dispatch from Berlin was printed which said

that in Germany and Austria it is "openly boasted that the

destruction of American ammunition works is only begin-

ning." The Austrian Embassy denounced Dr. Goricar as

a liar and a paid agent of the Russian Government, but the

Brooklyn ('ifi:rn thought it was not necessary to credit his

story "in order to reach the conclusion that a vast con-

spiracy exists in the country, having for its object the de-

struction of American factories filling war-orders for the

Allies and the setting lire to passenger- and cargo-ships

plying between American ports and ports of the Allies."

The whole question of the Teutonic propagandist methods
in the Cnited States was emphasized in the public mind by
the alleged "revelations" of Dr. Goricar which were made
through the columns of the Providence Journal. Dr. Goricar,

who claimed to have resigned from the Austro-IIungarian
consular service because his Government demanded of him.

when slat injied in San Francisco, the work of a spy as well

a- of a con-ul. said there was an army of about .'!.()()( I

Teutonic spies m this country, all of them card-indexed in

the offices of Captains Boy-Ed and von Papen and Consul

General von Xuber. lie maintained aNo that all operations

against munition-plants were known in advance and ap-

proved by the Austrian and German embassies.
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While no law was violated and no offense committed

against American neutrality by the Hamburg-American
line's officials in chartering, provisioning, and coaling steam-

ships and sending them out to supply German warships,
four officials were found guilty in November by a Federal

jury of conspiring to defraud the United States by "obtaining

clearance for twelve ships to coal and provision the German
fleet by means of false shippers' manifests, and causing
customs officials to make and transmit to the Department of

Commerce false statistics based on these false manifests."

The verdict, said the New York World, was no "more than

what the admitted facts called for," but the German-Ameri-

can Xew Yorker Staats-Zeitung found it "extremely difficult

to understand how the United States was injured by the de-

livery of provisions, stores, and the like to a ship of a

warring nation upon the high seas." Tn view of the

technical nature of their crime, the Staats-Zeitung thought
Messrs. Buenz, Koetter, Hachmeister, and Poppinhaus the

four men found guilty could go on with their appeal to

the higher court. There was no intention, declared an at-

torney for these men during the early course of the trial,

to harm any one but the enemies of Germany. Moreover.

these activities "were of but little benefit to Germany."
The whole enterprise had cost something like $1,500,000,

but only one of the ships got its supplies to a German ship.

This was the Bcnritnl, but within a few hours after the

B( nclnd put its supplies on the Cap Trafa!</(tr, the Cap
Trafalgar was sunk by the British converted cruiser

Carmania.

Attorneys connected with the prosecution congratulated
the Government on winning one of the most important
court victories in recent years. The verdict "meant that the

laws of the United States must be observed by all

belligerent Powers, and that if its laws are violated by
of them, and the Government finds it out. they wil

prosecuted." There was no question of neutrality or in-

ternational law. said .Judge Ilarland P>. Howe, in his charge
to the jury. Tin- I'nited States simply said to tlio-e who sent

ships out of her ports: "You may come and go as you
like, but when vou yo out vou must tell the truth about
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where you are going and what you have got with you when

you leave; you must not intentionally deceive us." The
United States had suffered wrong, said the Federal attorneys,
in that every manifest and clearance issued by our authori-

ties had been brought under suspicion. District-Attorney
Marshal explained: "The first act of these defendants was
to get neutral ships for their work, so that they could slip

past the watching British cruisers. The next was to get
clearances for these ships and such clearances were given

under the seal of the United

States. These defendants filled

the South Atlantic Ocean with

lying clearances
; they placed

the seal of the United States on

lie after lie. The wrong they
did was not only against the

United States, but against every
honest shipper." To use the

spirited phrase of another fed-

eral attorney, Mr. AVood, "lie if

you will to your enemies, but

you shall not make the United

States an indorser of your
lies."

Early in December the Wash-

ington Government formally
asked for the recall of two

German diplomatic attaches on

account of "improper activities in military and naval

matters." These were Captain von Papen and Captain

Boy-Ed, who were declared to be "no longer acceptable

to this Government." Demands from Berlin for detailed

explanations were met by a courteous but firm insistence

that diplomatic usage did not require the tiling of a bill

of particulars when a member of a foreign legation had

eased to be a satisfactory pel-son. "Proofs of pernicious

activity have in part been made public and others are in

the hands of the State Department," said the New York

ThiK*, "ample in volume and in character to justifv the

action now taken." The request for their recall seemed to

INTERNATIONAL FILM StRVICE. N. Y.
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the Brooklyn Eagle more "important and significant than

the enforced recall of Dr. Dumba, because it strikes directly
at the heart of a criminal conspiracy of which the inspira-
tion comes from Berlin and in which the part played by the

former Austrian Ambassador was merely secondary." Be-

fore the end of the year both men sailed for home under

guaranty from Great Britain and France of safe conduct.

It seemed at the time to the New York World that an im-

portant service could be performed by Captains von Papen
and Boy-Ed to Germany in respect to German relations with

the United States. They could inform their Government
that American resentment against the German propaganda
was "steadily increasing and that a continuation of the con-

spiracy would soon make friendly relations between the two
countries all but impossible." The World said further:

"They can tell Berlin that the American people are not frightened

by threats of a hyphenated revolution; that the American Govern-

ment can not be coerced by pro-German threats, and that the German

campaign in the United States has been one of the gravest of the

many blunders of which German diplomacy is guilty. It lias not

only failed completely, but it has produced an effect diametrically

opposite to the effects it was expected to produce. If the two

attaches can convince the German Government that the money it

has spent in the United States in supporting
1

perjury, in capitalizing

conspiracies against our domestic warfare, in buying anarchy south

of the Rio Grande, and in subsidizing sedition on American soil has

all been worse than wasted, they may perhaps do more for the

Fatherland than any other two men have yet done on the battle-line."

As the war proceeded other arrests were made of German
officers. Early in April, 1!)17, ('apt. Alfred A. Frit/en, a

former German artillery-officer and reservist, who had been

arrested in March, pleaded guilty to complicity in a plot to

dynamite the Welland Canal in Canada and was sentenced

to serve eighteen months in Atlanta Federal prison and to

pay a fine. Upon his appearance before the court his ease

was outlined by John C. Knox. Chief Assistant United

States District Attorney. "I fed." said Mr. Knox. "that

this defendant had been merely a tool and instrument in the

hands of the unspeakable Fran/ von I'apen. who was military
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attache of the German Embassy, and who, at the outbreak

of the European war, planned to create a veritable reign
of terror among persons working in the interests of the

Allies. The ambition of his schemes was equalled only by
their asininify." Mr. Knox described the scheme for the

blowing up of the Weiland Canal, near Niagara Falls, by
which the Teutons sought to interfere writh the shipment of

food and war munitions by the Canadians and denounced

Captain Tauscher, husband of the opera singer, Mme.
Gadski, and agent for the Krupps in this country, who,
altho indicted for complicity in the plot, was acquitted upon
trial. "Captain Tauscher," he said, "was a most willing

party to this conspiracy, but the credulity of a jury in

this court was so imposed upon that he was allowed to go
free."

Prison sentences were also imposed early in April on six

Teutons convicted of conspiracy to destroy merchant-ships'
of the Allies by means of fire-bombs. Upon Captain Charles

von Kh'ist. who was a naturalized American citizen, and

upon Chief Engineer Karl Schmidt, of the Fricdfrcli drr

Grossc, who was largely instrumental in the employment of

the bomb-makers, was imposed the maximum sentence of

two years in Atlanta Federal prison and $5.000 fine. The
four other conspirators, George Praedeal, Frederick Kar-

bade, "Wilhelm Parades, and Ernest Becker, who did work
on the instruments under orders from their superiors,

escaped with light sentences of six mouths' imprisonment in

the .Mercer County Penitentiary at Trenton, New Jersey,

and $500 tine each. Von Kleist. who. as a chemist, had been

associated with Dr. AValther T. Seheele of Tloboken, then a

fugitive from justice, in the making of the bombs, flushed

crimson under a sharp rebuke from Judge Van Fleet, who

told him that, being an American citi/en. his action re-

flected upon all other citizens of his race. "Happily."
Judge Van Fleet said. "I believe that when the supreme
test comes most of the citizens of your race will be found

to be loyal." Hail for the men. should they j;ike an appeal,

was fi\t in the cases of Von Kleist and Schmidt at $15.000

each, and in the cases of the other defendants at $5.000

each. The nlot of which the men were convicted was that
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of conspiracy to place incendiary bombs in the holds

of food-ships "with a view to setting the vessels afire on the

high seas." These bombs, about 250 in all, had been manu-
factured on the deck of the interned North German Lloyd
vessel Fricderich dcr Grosse and were filled with com-

bustibles in a chemical laboratory in Hoboken.6

Immediately after our formal declaration of a state of

war with Germany in April, 1917, on the receipt of orders

ruuvi.M; <;u<u M>S AT HKTHLKHKAI r<u Tin:

AMKIUCAX SOIXAXTK-QT'TX/K

from "Washington to sei/e the German ships in this country,
t'niled States Marshal McCarthy rounded up in this city,

eight Gel-mans, five of whom were taken to the Tombs.
Three of the prisoners were Captain Paul Koenig, nominally
head of a hand of secret agents of the Hamburg-American
I/me, who was regarded by the Government as one of the

master-spies of the Wilhelmstrasse; Frederick StulH'oiiii, a

"The !: niiiiii/ *ini I Nr\v York).
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German banker from Parral, Mexico, and a friend of Cap-
tain Franz von Rinteleu, a man well informed as to the

attempts made by Germany to embroil this country with

Mexico; and Dr. Carl von Baur Breitenfeld, a chemist. The
l/nited States Marshals first went to Paul Koenig's office,

at 45 Broadway, and arrested him. Koenig was taken to

the Federal Building, where the prisoners were kept until

after midnight, when they were removed to the Tombs. All

the books and papers in Koenig's office were seized, includ-

ing what was believed to be a set of code books. From
Washington came word that "somewhere in Illinois" twelve

others had been arrested. Sixty-five German propagandists
were named in the orders from Washington, most of them

residents of New York City.

Every man who was arrested, or whose arrest had been

ordered, was regarded by the Government as dangerous to

be at large, and all were known to the Government to have

been connected with German intrigues. Most of them had
worked under Captain von Papen and Captain Boy-Ed.

Among the men taken into custody but later released was
E. J. Justice, indicted with Paul Koenig and others on a

charge of plotting to blow up the Welland Canal. He had

been out on $80.000 bail for eighteen months. Another was
Frederick Schleindl, indicted on a charge of purloining
documents from the National City Bank, where he was a

clerk. These documents revealed the munition contracts of

the Allies, and Schleindl at Ihe time confest he sold them
to Paul Koenig. Next to Koenig the most important arrest

was that of Stallforth, made in his office at 120 Broad-

way, lie formerly occupied a suite of offices in the same

building with Captain Fran/ von Rintelen, then a prisoner
in England, and who. while here, spent sums to foment strikes

in munition-plants and in propaganda work for Germany.
The Department of Justice still had under strict sur-

veillance thousands of German reservists residents in the

Tnited States who were suspected of having been connected

with plots already brought to light, or with plots abandoned
before perfection, or who had been active in German pro-

paganda, or who. because of accentuated leanings toward the

German Government, were regarded as likelv to work against
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the interests of the United States during the war. How
many German reservists were residents of the United States

had never been accurately determined, and was largely a

matter of conjecture. While the belief was that the number

ranged between 150,000 and 200,000, the great majority
were men in middle life, or beyond. There was, however, an

army of between 15,000 and 18,000 young reservists in the

prime of life, who had been here a short time from three

to five years and they might be properly regarded as

potential sources of trouble. Of the persons ordered appre-
hended virtually all could be classed as quasi-officials of

the German Government. Many were instrumentalities

through which Captains Boy-Ed and von Papen carried out

their activities. A few of the number could properly be

classed as spies.
7

'
Principal Sources : The Times, The Literary Digest, New York ; The

Journal (Providence), The World's Work. Associated Press dispatches.

Till: AMERICAN SolXANTK (.'I l.\/.i:

Of this pun. as made at Bethlehem, prent numbers were supplied during the
war to the British and American armies in spite of German submarines
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INCREASED SUBMARINE ACTIVITY, BRITISH,
GERMAN, AND AUSTRIAN THE COMING
OF THE "DEUTSCHLAND," AND THE

CASE OF CAPTAIN FRYATT

October 14, 1915 May .'H, 1916

REPORTS
from the Baltic all through the autumn of

11)15 gave evidence of continued activity in those

waters by British submarines. At one time English reports
were that an average of one ship a clay was destroyed. Of
more consequence was the moral effect produced on the Ger-

man mercantile marine which ever since the beginning of

the war had been plying between ports of Germany, Den-

mark, and Sweden. A state of panic set in which for the

time being paraly/ed both passenger- and cargo-traffic, and

stopt the ferry services between the connected ports of the

three countries. British submarines had been in the Baltic

since' early in the year.
On October 14 it had been stated from a Swedish source that,

up to that time, altogether eleven German steamships had
been sunk by British submarines. All were large vessels

laden with ore from Sweden. A few days later two German

steamers, the Pcrnambuco (5,000 tons), of the Hamburg-
American Line, and the $<>!< rJiauni (1.200 tons), of Ham-

burg, had been torpedoed by British submarines near Stock-

holm. The I'crnam'buco sank immediately, but the So<d<r-

It'imn was run aground on Swedish territory. Both carried

iron ore. British submarines in the Bailie also torpedoed
tlie German steamers Jnlnnm U'i////' and II i rntxsitnd . Within

a few months after the British submarine campaign in the

Baltie began fifteen German vessels had been torpedoed and

in addition were sunk six German transports and a torpedo-
boat destrover. This record accounted for Bailie war risk
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premiums going up from 10s. to 5 per 100 or ten times

what they were before the campaign set in.

On October 21 Germany was said to have admitted that

27 of her submarines had been caught in British nets, and

that 16 others had been destroyed by other means before the

use of nets. By the end of October, Germany had appar-

ently lost 43 submarines since the beginning of the war, and

English submarines appeared to have established full com-

mand in the Baltic. They were doing what the German
submarines had expected to do on the British coasts. At one

time German transports were sunk almost daily, but the

doomed vessels were visited, examined, condemned, and sunk

only after half an hour had been given to the crews to

escape. Before the war broke out the Russians had quite a

flotilla of recently-built submarines, and had constructed,

without German help, a number of submarines after the

war began.

Early in November a German T-boat which had been

launched at Stettin, within a few hours of leaving there

was caught in one of the traps the British had laid. On
November 3 the German steamer Sites was sunk by a

British submarine (iff Karis Reowa, Sweden. On November
4 a German submarine of the U-8 type, found in distress,

was towed into Terschelling, a Dutch Island in the North

Sea, by a Dutch life-boat. On November 8 the small Ger-

man cruiser Und'nc was torpedoed and sunk by a sub-

marine oil' the Swedish coast, and on November 11 the Ger-

man protected cruiser Fraucnlos, a sister ship of the

finfinc, was torpedoed off the south coast of Sweden. On
October 24 a British submarine sank the Turkish transport

Cannni, laden with munitions, in the Sea of Marmora. The
<'<trmrn was an Austrian steamer of 4,424 tons, tied up at

Constantinople at the beginning of the war. and converted

into a Turkish transport. She was built at Sunderland
in 11)11.

On November S word came that five ships, four of them

British, had been sunk, but only in one case, that of the

armed steamer Torn, was the scene of the sinking revealed.

Two German submarines, which a short time before had

passed through Gibraltar, destroyed the Tara. The other
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ships sunk were the steamer Woohv'ch of London, 2,936 tons

gross; the BurcsJi, 2.278 tons gross, and the Glcnmore, 1,656
tons. An official statement, given out in London on No-
vember 13, announced that the British submarine E-2,0 had
been sunk by the Turks. On the same day the British

steamship tiir Richard Awdry, of 2,234 tons gross, was said

to have been sunk, and the British steamer Den of Crombic,
whose crew were saved, a vessel of 4,949 tons gross.

The British hospital ship Anglia, with about 300 wounded
men aboard, in addition to the crew, nurses and attendants

bound from France for Dover, struck a mine in mid-Channel

on November 17 and sank in a very short time. Nearly
100 men, most of them seriously wounded and unable to move,
lost their lives while in their cots. The collier Lii-s-itania,

which was near at the time of the accident, went to the

assistance of the Anglia. Her boats had just been loaded

when she also struck a mine. All her crew were saved. A
patrol vessel succeeded in rescuing 300 of the Anglia''s pas-

sengers and crew, including some nurses. A number of

bodies were recovered. It was believed that the mines had

been broken from their moorings during a storm. The loss

of the Anglia led to an official communication that King
George "was shocked to hear that the Anglia, which so re-

cently conveyed him across the Channel, had been sunk."

King George had made this trip in the Anglia, when going
to the front in France, only a few weeks before she went down.

Near the end of December the activity of German sub-

marines was reported to have been revived in British waters,

several ships having been sunk, one of them a French

steamer with a loss of eighty lives. There were reports
from Vienna that Austrian and German submarines, within

the six weeks ending on December 14. had sunk eight troop-

ships, twenty-five transports and thirty-four merchantmen,
a total of sixty-seven, the loss of life in the case of the

troop-ships being estimated at .").()()(). The largest of the

vessels was the Cunard liner Transylvania, of 14,000 tons.

Near the end of December, in an engagement oft' Durax/.o,

the Auslrians lost two destroyers, in consequence, however,

of an attack from Italian warships rather than from sub-

marines. In .January a British submarine sank an Austrian
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hydroplane in the upper Adriatic and an Austrian torpedo-

boat which went to the rescue, capturing the crews of both.

In the same month Russian torpedo-boats swooped down on

the coast of Anatolia, and as a result no fewer than 163

Turkish sailing-ships lay at the bottom of the Black Sea.

Just as Great Britain had begun to believe herself almost

freed from a further Teutonic submarine menace, there

now came a new outburst of activity in the Mediterranean.

It gave rise to much anxiety. Advices had indicated that

Germany was sending a large part of her submarine fleet

to those waters. This activity in the Mediterranean was

closely connected with military developments in the Balkans

and the Dardanelles. The sending of Allied troops to

Saloniki and the Gallipoli Peninsula had imposed a strain

on the Allied^ fleets such as they had not previously ex-

perienced. Hitherto it had been the British boast that two

and a half million men had been ferried to and from Eng-
land with a loss of less than 1 per cent., and this loss had

occurred almost entirely in the Mediterranean. With a

larger proportion of troops now going to the Near East,

and the German Admiralty transferring its main submarine

operations from the North Sea to the Mediterranean, the

toll paid by the Allies was bound to rise. There was no

possibility of guarding the long sea passage as effectively as

the short lane across the Channel had been guarded. From
Marseilles to Saloniki was a matter of a week's voyage for

passenger-ships in times of peace. From Alexandria to

Saloniki was three days. The offset to this difficult situation

was that the German submarines had to set out from the

North Sea harbors for a long and perilous trip to southern

waters.

This activity resulted in Italian, British, and French war-

ships entering upon a strong campaign to capture or de-

stroy underwater-boats. Soon came a report, from Morocco
of the destruction of two German submarines by a British

cruiser and a third F-boat was said to have been captured
while in a disabled condition. Then the French steamship
Ysrr, formerly the Dae in, which had been seized by a French
cruiser in February. 101;"), while carrying a cargo of cotton

from the Tinted Stales to Germany, was torpedoed in the
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Mediterranean, but the passengers and crew all were landed.

For several months the Dacia, which formerly belonged to

the Hamburg-American Line, had been a vessel of inter-

national consequence, the subject of a long controversy. A
French prize-court, after formal proceedings, had sold her

to a private owner, who renamed her the Yscr. This vessel

first came into general notice when Edward N. Breitung,
a banker and mine-owner of Marquette, Mich, bought her

from the Hamburg-American Line, while she lay at, Port

Arthur, Texas. Mr. Breitung immediately placed her under

American registry, the United States Government approving
the transfer. On January 9, 1915, four days after the sale,

the British Government gave notice that the vessel would be

seized if caught trading with any of the enemies of Great

Britain.

In spite of this, the Dacia., on Februaiy 1, started on a

test voyage. She sailed from Galveston for Rotterdam with

11.000 bales of cotton, which were to be transhipped to

Bremen, her German crew having been replaced by Americans.

She had a cargo said to be worth $880,000 when laid down
in Bremen. A week later the Dacia put in at Norfolk, Va.,

and on February 12 sailed for Europe. On Februaiy 28

it was reported that she had been captured at the entrance

of the English Channel by the French cruiser Eurofx, and

taken to the French port of Brest, where France, on March

12.'5, offered to buy the cargo of the Dacia, if her owners

would establish their American citizenship. On May -0 the

French Cabinet passed a bill to reimburse the owners, and
on August 1 the French prize-court announced that the

Dacia had been confiscated. The court found no proof that

the transfer to American registry had not been made for the

purpose of saving the ship from capture, but that, on the

contrary, the ship, under her new rlag. was making a voyage
for whii-h she had been loaded while umliT a German rlag.

The court accordingly found the transfer "tainted with

fraud and again-t the rights of belligerents." and ordered

the ship confiscated as a prize. The judgment of the court

was baM-d on Article -">(> of the Declaration of London. After

the >Iiip was bombarded in the Mediterranean, .Mr. Breitung
said that, if he was defeated linally in the French courts,
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as he expected to be, and if it should turn out that there

was no American law to- afford him redress, Congress would
be asked to relieve the situation and pass a law that would

protect him and others similarly situated. The vessel was
a freighter of 2,2-40 tons.

Late in December the British armored cruiser Natal

was sunk after an explosion in an English harbor, the

explosion being internal. There were about 400 sur-

vivors. The loss was attributed to foul play, attention

being called to the similar disaster which overtook the

British battleship Bulwark, blown up off Sheerness in

November, 1914, with the loss of 700 or more men, and
the British steamship Princess Irene, blown up in Sheer-

ness Harbor in May, 1015, with the loss of between

300 and 400 lives. The Xafal had been built eleven

years before and was still considered a powerful ship.

Her displacement was 1.3,550 tons, her length 480 feet,

her beam 73 feet. She carried six 9.2-inch guns, three

ahead and three astern ; four 7.5-inch guns, twenty-
four 3-pounders, and three torpedo tubes.

The British received another severe shock on January
10, in the announcement of the loss of the battleship King
Edward VII, which was blown up by a mine. The official

statement did not reveal the scene of the disaster. Owing
to the heavy sea she had to be abandoned and sank shortly

afterward. The ship's company was taken off without any
loss of life. Only two men were injured. The King Edward
VII represented an investment of nearly 1,600,000 ($8.000,-

000), and was one of the finest of the new class of super-

dreadnoughts. She corresponded in general to American

warships of the Ntir Jrrxt if and Nebraska- type and was only

slightly older than the Nalaf. She was the eighth British

battleship lost in the war, not one of which was destroyed
in action. She also was the heaviest vessel lost.

On February 14 it was officially announced that the

British ship AntJnisa had struck a mine off the east coast

of England. About ten lives were lost. This cruiser was

one of tht 1 most popular ships in the navy and generally
known as the "Saucy Arethusa." She was covered with

scars from many encounters, and was believed to have been
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in more naval actions during war than any other ship
in the navy. Within three days after leaving the shipyard
where she was built she was in the Heligoland naval fight,

rind she had the distinction of firing the torpedo which finally

settled the fate of the German cruiser Bliichcr. Altho one

of the smallest light cruisers, her fighting qualities and her

exploits had given her a reputation for embodying the real

war spirit, of the British Navy. She displaced only 3,000

tons, was 410 feet long, of 39 feet beam, and had a mean
draft of 14 feet.

A brilliant chapter in the history of the Dardanelles un-

dertaking was that which concerned French and British

submarines in penetrating to the Sea of Marmora. After

avoiding all the obstacles in that hazardous passage and

passing under mine-fields, these vessels up to October 26

had succeeded in sinking or damaging two battleships, five

gunboats, one torpedo-boat, eight transports, and 196 supply

ships of all kinds, an activity which had effects on the re-

inforcement and supplies of the Turkish army. More than

one of the submarines entered the harbor at Constantinople
itself and attacked shipping at the wharves. The Turkish

power mills at Zeintunlik and a railway cutting near Kara
Burnu were also shelled. The measure of risk attached to

this work was shown by the heavy losses sustained by the

Franco-British flotilla, the submarines Saphir, Marietta,
Joule and Turquoise being sunk or captured during the

year. On February 21 another Allied submarine passed

through the Dardanelles to the Bosporus and torpedoed a

tug and six transports laden with munitions. Its presence
caused something like a panic in Constantinople. The feat

of a former British submarine which passed under a chain

of mines in the Dardanelles and torpedoed a Turkish warship

early in 191."), was thus repeated a year later. The Bosporus
is harder to "negotiate" than the Dardanelles. It' only a

flotilla of British submarine boats could have made their

way into the Black Sea. they could have repeated on a large

scale the work done by the British in the Baltic. For opera-
tions in eastern Asia Minor the Turks were largely de-

pendent on sea transport. The story of how the K-l in

I'Ybrnary entered the Sea of Marmora and operating for
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twenty-four days sank twenty-three ships, shelled two rail-

way trains, and did other damage, was told in a letter

written by a young officer who was on board her, under

Cochrane, the commander. He said:

"We broke all previous records. Cochrane was absolutely splen-

did. We went around the Sea of Marmora, leaving a trail of sunk

and burning ships. AVe were the first submarine in history to bom-
bard a place on shore under fire. I think we were under fire about

three times a day on an average, and penetrated into all sorts of

places and destroyed shipping
1

. We even shelled a railway and

destroyed two troop-trains. Altogether we sunk one gun-boat,
five steamers (one of 3,000 tons) and seventeen large sailing-ships,

and hit two trains, one railway embankment and a few villages

that fired on us and 'got it in the neck' for doing so. We also

dived up to Constantinople and fired a torpedo at the arsenal

wharf where were a lot of ammunition lighters. There was a

terrific explosion, which shook the boat, altlio we were one and

one-quarter miles away. One day we had a duel with a small gun-
boat on the surface and drove her off, altho she fired 200 rounds

from two guns. After that we were left alone, and everything
ran like bla/es when we got anywhere near.

"We had no trouble in diving in the Sea of Marmora, but when
we came up we had an awful time, as the Turks rigged up all sorts

of nets and things to catch us, and we got mixed up in them and

also were fouled by mines three times. The reception we got on

returning to base- was great. The whole fleet cheered us madly.
lust imagine, all dirty and unshaven, our flag with bullet-holes all

over it, our conning-tower all dents from bullets, and rusty, steam-

ing through the air and thousands of men cheering us like mad,

battleships, cruisers, torpedo-boats, transports, and captains lead-

ing cheers. I have heard cheers before, lint this was the real thing.

Poor old Corhrane's eyes were full of tears as he saluted to the

cries of 'Are we down-hearted .'' and 'Well done, l-'.-l .'

"

On February 2(J the French auxiliary cruiser Provence

was sunk in the Mediterranean. She settled rapidly and

water soon got to the boilers, which began to explode within

a few minutes. There were nearly 4.OHO men aboard. The

number of survivors was S70. of whom 2!M> were landed at

Malta. The first official statement said no signs of a sub-

marine were noticed either before or after the sinking. A
second official statement gave no explanation as to the cause
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of the disaster. The Provence was a French liner that had
been long in service between New York and Havre.

The press of Holland in discussing the sinking of the

Dutch liner Tnbantia on or about March 15 referred to the

possibilities of war with Germany. The Netherlands Min-

ister of Marine did not declare definitely that the Tubantia

had been torpedoed, but from all evidence in its possession it

regarded that explanation as extremely probable. Corre-

spondents said that it was impossible to exaggerate the anger
and anxiety that prevailed in Holland over this news of a

second disaster to Dutch shipping in the North Sea. In

street-crowds and cafe-throngs in Amsterdam one heard on

all sides expressions of exasperation and declarations that

the time to act had arrived. Holland suddenly changed
from a nation indirectly affected by the war to one pre-

pared and determined, if necessary, to take a very different

role. On March 18 the Dutch steamship Palembang was

torpedoed near Galloper Lights, in the Thames estuary, all

the crew being saved. The Palembang was bound from Rot-

terdam for Java. She was thus the second Dutch steam-

ship sunk within three days. She was steaming along fairly

rapidly when a slight explosion quickly followed by two of

greater intensity, occurred. She listed immediately and
sank head on.

About the middle of May three German steamers, the

Kolga, Bianea, and Hera, were sunk by submarines in the

Baltic. Russian submarines and a large number of British

undersea craft had been operating in the eastern and south-

ern portions of the Baltic, then ice-free. A British sub-

marine had sunk the Ifera. The Kolija and B'anea were tor-

pedoed off the Swedish island of Landsort, the Kolga being
shelled for twenty minutes. Two members of the crew were

slightly injured. The Kolga was then torpedoed. Thirteen

of the crew were pieked up by a Swedish steamer. Half

an hour later the Hitmen was shelled and then torpedoed,
the captain being taken prisoner. The sinking of the Hera
marked the first activity of British submarines in the Baltic

that season. The Ilfrn had left Stockholm to take on a

cargo of 2.000 tons of iron ore at Oxlesund. This sub-

marine's activity stopt the movement of numerous German
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vessels with cargoes of ore then at Oxlesund and other

ports.

A record of a submarine staying out on a trip lasting

forty-six days without touching land was made by a British

commander about this time. During its long journey the

vessel participated in many thrilling episodes, including the

sinking of more than one German warcraft. It had many
narrow escapes. At one time it had to pick its way gingerly

through mine-fields, in imminent peril at any moment of

striking a mine. It towed many floating mines toward

various ports, turning them over to other British craft. One

striking feature of the forty-six-day trip was that, during
the first forty-eight hours out it had to keep under water

forty hours without once coming to the surface. It was

amply equipped with fuel for the forty-six-day trip. In

fact, it had enough left at the end to last a few days more,
while plenty of food was on hand.

By June 21 there was reported from Berlin a growing
indifference to American opinion as to submarine warfare.

Advocates of a strong policy had reopened a campaign for

a more effective use of T-boats. The German people were

said to have realized that hostilities would not end that

summer and might drag on into the next year. Faced with

this fact they desired to see the war pushed with vigor. The

slackening of the press censorship had been followed by
rather bold statements regarding the effectiveness of the sub-

marine as a war-weapon and by renewed activity on the part
of the Navy League.
One of the unusual events of the war was the arrival at

Baltimore, on July 10, of a new German merchant-submarine

called the Dcutschland. For some weeks rumors concerning
the prospective voyage to America of such a submarine,

carrying a cargo and capable of providing for passengers,
had round their way into print, and like many other rumors,

taxed credulity, hut had a basis in real fact. What was
novel about the Dcutxchluud'x trip was not that she crossed

the Atlantic, but that she was the first cargo-carrying mer-

chant-submarine vessel to do so. A year before ten British

.submarines, the parts of which were made in the United

States, voyaged without mishap from .Montreal to I'orts-
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mouth, England, 3,600 miles. Of course, there were no
German warships on the way which could attack them, and

they had as convoys one or more British cruisers. In send-

ing submarines from their home-ports to the Dardanelles,
both Germany and Great Britain long before had made
marvelous long-distance records.

The facts as to the Deutschland, according to Captain
Koenig's published statements and the report of the United
States inspectors, were briefly these: She was 275 feet

long, of 791 gross tonnage, carried 29 officers and sailors and

UNOtRlVOOD D UNUtRWOUU. N. 1.

TIIK CKKMAN SUBMARINE "DKI'TSCIILAND"

was entirely unarmed altho the question whether she had
structural facilities for mounting guns and putting in

torpedo-tubes seemed unsettled. The time of her voyage was

sixteen days. Her cargo was chiefly, or solely, dyestuffs, and

other chemicals 7-~>0 tons was said to be the amount. These

chemicals were extremely valuable one estimate placed their

value at $7~>0.000. she could carry back rubber and other

things greatly desired in Germany that is, provided she

escaped the cordon of British cruisers which was awaiting
her outside the Virginia ('apes. The 7)(ii1schland bore no

letter from the Kaiser to the President, as had been re-

ported. Her mail was of a semi-private kind, most, or all.

of it for the German Embassy. Captain Koenig's story of
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the voyage was optimistic. He submerged for only ninety
miles out of the 3,800 he traveled. There was no break-

down or delay. He had waited at Heligoland a week after

his announced sailing date in order to throw his enemies

off the track. He was sure no enemy cruiser saw him, and

few, if any, merchant-steamers. His longest submergence
was in the British Channel, where it lasted for four hours.

This submergence was described by Captain Koenig:

"And we lay on the floor of the British Channel, because the

roof was crowded with noisy destroyers; we drank good French

champagne while we sang 'We've Rings on Our Fingers and Bells

on Our Toes.' Presently the destroyers gave us room on the roof,

and we came up and went on to America. It was all just as

simple as that."

It was not until August 1 that the Deutscliland sailed

from Baltimore under her own power down Chesapeake Bay,

intending to cross the Atlantic and return to Germany. <

She had been in the United States territorial waters a little

longer than twenty-three days, and was taking back a cargo of

rubber and nickel and, it was said, a quantity of gold.

Shortly before midnight she was well on her way toward

the open sea, moving at a speed of about twelve knots an

hour and attended only by her convoying tug and a lone

yacht with newspaper correspondents and photographers
aboard. News of her departure was flashed to the fleet of

Allied warships lying outside the three-mile limit but which

had drawn as closely as possible inshore to await her coming.
As peacefully as a ferryboat crossing the Hudson River

she passed out of the Virginia Capes at 8. .'{;"> o'clock the

next night homeward bound for Bremen. There was not a

ship of the Allied patrol in sight as she submerged under

cover of darkness and tunneled her way through the danger
/.one. It was not until August L'.'! thai she arrived at the

mouth of the YVeser on her way to l>remen. when she had

been just three weeks on the way a slow trip since it had

taken IK r only sixteen days to get to Baltimore from

Bremen, counting the many hours spent submerged.

Germany was exultant over the safe return in home-
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waters of this submarine. She had traveled only 100 miles
under water. In many cities in Germany the event was
made known by the distribution of extra editions of the

newspapers and by the reading of telegrams at the prin-
cipal cafes, restaurants, hotels, and theaters. Everywhere
was rejoicing as if Hindenburg had won another victory.
Bands played patriotic tunes, houses were decorated with

flags and people congratulated each other as if they them-

selves had safely returned from
a voyage so beset with the dan-

gers of war and weather.

A storm of protest in some
neutral and in Allied lands

arose over the execution on

July 27 of the British sea-cap-

tain, Charles Fryatt, for what
the German authorities de-

scribed as "a franc-tireur
crime against armed German
sea-forces." According to the

official account, Fryatt, who was

captain of the Brussels, a

passenger-ship plying between

England and Holland, at-

tempted, on March 20, to ram
the Gorman submarine Z7-33.

Evidence adduced at his trial

in Bruges showed lhat the r
r

-33

when off the Maas lightship had signalled to the Brussels to

show her flag and stop, whereupon Fryatt turned his ship at

high speed toward the submarine, which escaped by diving.
For this act Fryatt, whose boat was captured by the Germans
June 2.'5, 11)16, paid the penalty of his life. In Berlin his exe-

cution was declared to have been right and legal. The German
court-martial condemned him to death because he had "com-
mitted an act of war against Germany without being en-

listed in bis country's forces." lie was not shot in cold

blood and with premeditation, "as the British Government
asserted, but was condemned as a frauc-tircur after a formal

court-martial.
'
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Everybody in Harwich knew Fryatt. He had lived all

his life in the suburb of Parkeston. He was also known to

the Dutch of Rotterdam. Between Harwich and Rotterdam
for years he had made fortnightly trips as captain of the

Great Eastern Railway Company's steamship Brussels. At
Parkeston he had a wife and seven children. On her last

trip of March 21, the Brussels, when off the Maas lightship,

encountered the German submarine. The crew and passengers
first knew of the presence of the submarine when they felt

the quiver of their keel grating upon the Z7-boat's upper
works. The Brussels stopt almost instantly, whereupon the

submarine came alongside, so close "that you could have

leaned over the bulwarks and hung your cap on the peri-

scope." Passengers and crew were horror-stricken. Death

seemed certain when the propellers of the Brussels began to

churn as the ship turned, and the submarine began to slide

along her side aft. Had the swirling propeller blades

touched the German craft they would have broken her

plates like paper, but by an extraordinary maneuver the

submarine swung clear, then dived and was seen no more.

No shot came and no torpedo was discharged.
All this Fryatt, on his return, told in the simple language

of a Harwich sailor to Harwich people who assembled in the

Council Chamber, where the Mayor presented him with a

gold watch inscribed with his name and a reference to his

deed. That watch and the inscription led to his death when
three months afterward the Brussels was captured by two

submarines and taken to Zeebrugge as a prize of war. At

Zeebrugge the prisoner was searched and the watch found.

Fryatt thus identified was sent to Bruges, with his officers

and crew, and later taken to the Ruhleben Prison Camp.
On the night of July 26 Fryatt was hastily taken back to

Bruges and the next morning, at the Town Hall, was

arraigned before a naval court-martial on a charge of being
a "freebooter" of the sea, and sentenced to death by shoot-

ing. The same afternoon, against a wall behind the Town
.Hall, the sentence was carried out. Commenting

1 on this

event, the "Wai- Cyclopedia" issued by the Tinted Slates

Committee on Public [nformntion in 1!>1S, remarked: "Cap-
tain Fryatt was entirely within his rights, and his execution
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as a franc-tirciir was an outrage upon law and humanity."
Soon after the armistice had been signed, men responsible
for Pryatt's execution were put on trial in Germany, the

result being that, underneath a camouflage of impartiality
in the trial, the men were whitewashed. This fact was

enough to deter the Peace Conference from trusting Ger-

many for any punishment of men responsible for causing the

war and conducting it with barbarity.
Not until September 11 was announcement made of a

swift catastrophe which had befallen the Italian super-

dreadnought Leonardo da Vinci, on August 4. Toward mid-

night on that date the darkened city of Taranto was sud-

denly made brilliantly light by tongues of flame coming
from seaward. The whole population rushed into the streets

in a state of panic and almost immediately there followed a

series of terrific explosions that shook houses to their founda-

tions and smashed in windows. From the shore awe-stricken

spectators beheld a huge fire raging from one of the maga-
zines in the center of the Leonardo. Tons of metal and
debris were hurled high into the air by the force of the ex-

plosions. A large quantity of shells which had been laid

ready for the next day's gun practise were the first to

explode ; they tore a hole some 40 feet square in the right
side of the vessel. AYith a view to averting further disaster

the Marquis Galeazzo Sommi Picenardi, her commander, gave
orders to open the bulkheads and scuttle the ship. In

accomplishing this and other acts, 21 officers and 227 mem-
bers of the crew forfeited their lives. The remainder of

13 officers and 929 men got safely to land, many wounded
men being brought off by torpedo-boats, while the others

were picked up while they were swimming ashore. With hun-

dreds of search-lights converging upon her from other war-

ships anchored in the neighborhood, the Leonardo slowly rose

by the stern, snapped her anchors one by one and sank to

the bottom. As the depth of the water where the warship
sank was only about 42 feet, hopes were entertained that the

battleship might be saved by constructing a dry dock around
her. In any case it would be possible to save her thirteen

12-inch guns, besides 38 guns of smaller caliber and much
of her material. An inquiry held by the Italian Admiralty
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altogether excluded the theory of internal combustion as

the cause of the disaster, and also that of an external at-

tack by the enemy. In the .summer of 1919 this great ship

was being raised. It was then currently stated in Italy that

the sinking had been due to treachery on the part of a priest,

whose position was so important in Italy that nothing could

be done to punish him.

In August a statement was given out by the German

Admiralty comparing the losses of the German navy with

those of navies opposed to it. According to this estimate,

the British and French had lost seventy-two battleships and

cruisers and the Germans twenty-five. Reckoning in ton-

nage, the losses of the Allies were said to be almost eight

times as great as the German losses. The figures as quoted
were found by some critics to be incomprehensible, because

the total German tonnage was given as 62,687, which was

considerably less than the combined tonnage of, say, the

Liltzow, Bliicher, Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, to name only
four of the twenty-five vessels admitted lost by the Germans
themselves. There was not the slightest doubt that the

British losses alone were vastly in excess of the German
losses; that was the price the British had to pay for command
of the sea. For two years the traffic of the Germans at sea

had been virtually suspended. Only on rare occasions had
a fleet, or a squadron of war vessels dared to venture be-

yond a protection of mine-fields near the German coast. The
French and British fleet, on the other hand, had been free

to go where they pleased ; commerce, altho hampered by sub-

marine attacks, was uninterrupted, and millions of troops
had been transported to several parts of the world. For
this freedom it was inevitable that a price should be paid,
but the price was small, considering the helplessness at sea

that had been imposed on Germany.
Hardly had speculation over the uncertain fate of a new

merchant submarine named the Bremen that had been re-

ported as on its way to America after the Dcutschland's

success, given place to items of later interest, than Germany
sent to America another submarine as if to remind the world

that the road between Germany and the United States was
still open at least beneath the Atlantic. On October 7. at

v. ix 21 313
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2 o'clock in the afternoon, this submarine, the Z7-53, ap-

peared in Narragansett Bay and made a three hours' call at

Newport. Unlike the Deutschland and the Bremen, she was
no peaceful trader, but a ship of war. Her presence in

American waters gave added emphasis to the preparedness

argument that the Atlantic was no longer a defense against

European aggression on this continent. By international

law the U-53 was privileged to remain for twenty-four hours

in one of our neutral ports, but it stopt only long enough to

deliver official mail for the German ambassador, Lieutenant-

Captain Hans Rose being the only member of the crew who
went ashore. This submarine was of the largest and newest

type, more than two hundred feet in length and armed with

torpedo-tubes and two guns of large caliber. Altho it had

just completed a continuous voyage, of seventeen days, it

required no repairs, and no supplies for the return voyage
were necessary.

After leaving Newport the commander placed his vessel in

the main avenue of transatlantic traffic a few miles from
the Nantucket lightship and waited for victims. The first

ship stopt was the American Kansan, which encountered

the submarine at half-past five but was not attacked. The
British freighters, Strathdcnc and West Point, however,
were sunk soon afterward, or as soon as their crews had en-

tered life-boats. In the afternoon the submarine halted and
sank the Newfoundland passenger ship Stepliano, the British

freighter Kingston, the Dutch steamer Bloomersdijk, and
the Norwegian tank steamer Christian- Knudscn. Each of

the doomed ships received sufficient warning to ensure the

safety in small boats of those on board.

The lives of all were saved because of the instant response
of our destroyer squadron at Newport, to wireless-calls. It

would be impossible to say what, the submarine would have

done if help had not been at hand. There were not lacking
instances elsewhere in which German submarines had left

neutrals and non-combatants at sea in open boats. In this

instance many Americans saw that our Navy had been

forced to act as a tender to a commerce-destroying warfare 1

which President "Wilson had described as being "utterly

incompatible with the principles of humanity." All were
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saved, but the driving of helpless women and children into

open boats, lowered in haste on the high seas, was far from

being a process free from "jeopardy."
After her day's work in destruction, the Z7-53 disappeared.

Conjecture and imagination played rather wildly about the

questions whether th'.s was a single spectacular raid or the

beginning of an extensive commerce-destroying war just out-

side our three-mile limit
;
whether we were facing a prac-

tical blockade of our ports from beyond the three-mile

limit, such as we had already warned Great Britain might
amount to an unfriendly act

;
whether the 7-53 had a

supply-ship, possibly one of the monster German merchant

submarines; whether she had a supply station on some re-

mote, unoccupied island, or beach
;
even whether she was

built in Germany or put together somewhere 011 this side of the

water. Meanwhile, our Government received a memorandum
from the Allies urging it "to take efficacious measures tending
to prevent belligerent submarines, regardless of their use, to

avail themselves of neutral waters, roadsteads, and harbors."

On October 19, the Order Pour le Merite was awarded
to Lieutenant-Commander Arnauld de la Perriere, com-

mander of the submarine r-53, for his achievements in

sinking lL'6 vessels totaling 270,000 tons. Among the ships

destroyed by '-53 were a French and an English small

cruiser. AVhile assigned to the Mediterranean, Perriere had
sunk a number of loaded transports, munitions-supply ships
and eleven armed merchantmen. lie was credited with

having fought seventeen battles. In one voyage he de-

stroyed 31,000 tons of shipping and brought home four can-

non as pri/es.

From the statements of American survivors it. appeared
that the British steamship Marina, outward hound from

Glasgow to Baltimore, and carrying a general cargo, had been

attacked without, warning. American members of the crew
said they saw two submarines, plainly visible from the

bridge; one attacked from the starboard side, ''while the

other lay oil' some distance to port doing observation duty."
It remained to be determined whether the Mariini. "attempted
to escape, or whether she showed resistance." Upon the

first, point, there was testimony as to the absence ot' warning.
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showing that the attack was sudden and unexpected. As
to the second, it was admitted that there was a small gun
aboard but denied that any attempt was made to use it.

This denial was supported by the statement that the aftack

had been made without warning. Our Government in-

structed its diplomatic representatives in Berlin and London
to ascertain and. report the facts with all possible haste.

Members of the crew were known to have 'been from seven-

teen to thirty hours in open boats in a rough sea before they
were landed. We had the pledge of the German Govern-

ment, given as the result of the Sussex correspondence, that

submarine warfare would be so conducted as not to involve

the sinking of merchant ships without warning, or without

providing for the safety of passengers and crew unless they
tried to CvScape or offered resistance.

The submarine followed the ship's boats for half an hour
after the Marina went down but offered no assistance. Altho

a violation -of Germany's pledge had officially been an-

nounced by the President as justification for an immediate

break with Germany, American papers paid little atten-

tion to the Marina. For one thing, it was sunk on the eve

of a Presidential election, when the public were otherwise oc-

cupied. Many conflicting elements appeared in connection

with the incident and it threatened to fall into a technical

discussion rather than a clean-cut issue. The Marina on

her eastward trips had been carrying horses to be used by
the British Government, and was described in the dispatches

announcing her loss as a "horse transport." In Washington
a tangled controversy was expected to grow out of the ques-

tion whether Germany's pledges were broad enough to cover

merchantmen carrying a defensive armament.

Less than a fortnight later a German submarine sank the

American steamship Columbian off the coast of northwest

Spain. The submarine compelled the Columbian- to stop and
lie to under surveillance from November 6 to November 8,

when the storm subsided and the submarine ordered the

crew to abandon the ship and then sank her. Late in Novem-
ber the new White Star Line steamship Britannic, serving as

a hospital-ship for wounded soldiers of the Entente Allies,

was sunk off the Island of Kea, southeast of Attica in the
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The loss of life was small. The Britannic was the

largest ship then afloat, and was nearing completion for

passenger service at the outbreak of the war, when she was

requisitioned by the Government and converted into a hos-

pital-ship. In company with the Mauretania and the

Olympic, she had been engaged in bringing thousands of

wounded from the Gallipoli peninsula after the evacuation

of the peninsula by the Allies. She was the Titanic''s suc-

cessor in the White Star fleet. The Britannic was sunk by
a mine. There were no wounded on board when she went
down.

The loss inflicted on British shipping had been about 4

per cent, in numbers and 6 per cent, in tonnage, but

these losses new construction had somewhat more than made

good. The British marine in May, 1916, comprised eighty-

eight vessels and 343.616 tons above the figures for 1914.

Conditions were the same for other Allies. The Allies had
lost 538 vessels, besides hundreds of trawlers, and neutrals

198, but while submarines were active, commerce was more
than making the losses good. The submarines had de-

stroyed some warships, but in their case also the additions

made to fleets were greater than losses. Germany had not

been able with all her resources to open the sea for herself,

or to close it to her enemies. What was true of submarines

was true also of Zeppelins and to a degree was true of

some of the uses made of aeroplanes.

Neutrals had by no means been immune from attack.

Those whose ports were near the field of naval warfare had

had serious losses. Norway had 110 vessels of 150,624 tons

sunk or otherwise destroyed or rendered useless, out of a

total at the beginning of the war of 2,174 vessels of 2.529,-

188 aggregate tonnage. Sweden suffered less, losing 48 of

43.992 tons out of 1,462 of 1.122.8S3 tons. Denmark and

Holland each suffered a loss of 29 vessels, but the losses of

Holland in tonnage were more than twice as large as those

of Denmark, her total tonnage being 84.934 and Denmark's

40.653. The Tnited Stales suffered comparatively little,

losing only 6 vessels of 10,377 tons total capacity out of

2,580 of 3,522.913 of the seagoing class. One had to re-

member. however, that in all these countries there had been

:n7
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in the meantime a great deal of activity in shipyards in

replacing destroyed vessels.

The publicat'on in May by Lloyd's Register of Great

Britain's mercantile gains and losses during the year 1915

provided an instructive commentary on the futility of Ger-

many's aims at a destruction of Great Britain's maritime

power. In the twelve months which closed on December 31,

1915, the register showed that, in spite of the precedence it

had been necessary to give to warship construction over the

building of mercantile vessels, the additions in the United

Kingdom consisted of 655 steamers, having a gross tonnage
of 1,461,816, and 152 sailing-vessels, of a gross tonnage of

61,924, an aggregate of 1.523,750 tons. Not all of these,

however, were turned out by British shipyards, the propor-
tion of new tonnage in the total being 51 per cent., prac-

tically the whole of which was built by the United Kingdom,
the precise number of new steamers being 377, of 769,530

tons, and the number of sailing ships 61, of 8,791 tons. The

acquisitions from foreign countries consisted of 77 steamers,

of a tonnage of 101,351, and 15 sailing ships, of a tonnage
of 7,139. Against these figures the country had to submit

to tho loss or transference of 741 steam vessels possessing a

gross tonnage of 1,452,679 and of 334 sailing-ships of an

aggregate of 82,222 tons, in all 1,534.901 tons, so that in

the twelve months there was a net reduction of tonnage to

the extent of only 11,151 tons represented by 2(58 vessels.

In the ensuing year, however, the situation changed some-

what for the worse. The British Government found that

the demands upon the country's shipping resources called

for an acceleration of the rate of construction. During
1915, it was possible to replace all losses, however caused,

but in May, 191(5. it was found that 4:5 per cent, of British

shipping had been requisitioned by the Government for naval

and military purposes and the requirements of the Allies,

and another 14 per cent, had been allocated for the carriage

of foodstuffs and raw materials for the British Government
and the Allies, leaving only 43 per cent, to the British

owner, and this amount under strict regulations as to its

employment. Of a total of between 3.000 and 4.000 ocean-

going vessels, over 500 had been dedicated to the exclusive
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service of France, Italy, and Russia, and there had been

thus far in 1916 a greater percentage of wastage compared
with new construction. This was owing, in part, to the

increasing ferocity with which the Germans carried on un-

dersea depredations, but primarily to a shortage of labor and

the prior claims of naval authorities. Freight charges al-

ready had risen to prodigious heights; a reflection of this

was seen in the great cost of all the necessaries of life. In

May, 1916, 500 new vessels were on the stocks in the United

Kingdom, representing about 1,500,000 tons in carrying

capacity. In addition to vessels being built in the United

Kingdom, about 500,000 tons were being built in neutral

European countries, and a st'll greater tonnage in the United

States for Great Britain and Norway alone, which meant

that, if Germany carried out her promise to the American

Government in regard to the future conduct of her sub-

marines, a very substantial addition to the sea-carrying

capacity at the disposal of the Allied Powers would take

place within a few months.

Under closest guard the undersea freighter Deutsehlancl,
laden deep with a cargo which her captain said was worth

$10,000.000. including securities and precious stone, arrived,

on November 1, in the Thames River, Connecticut, at the

end of her second Atlantic voyage. Despite the fate of the

Bremen, which had sailed but never reached her port, the

fact that the Deittschland had made a voyage twice across

the Atlantic proved the feasibility of underwater freight

trade. "With the early completion of the Amcrika, sister

ship to the Deutschland and Bremen, it was promised that

there would be established a regular service from Bremen
to Ne\v London, with sailings every forty days. The
Deiifsc/iland was to return to Germany in a fortnight, and come
bark as soon as practicable. Her voyage over took twenty-
one days. The joy of the Germans who went to New Lon-

don to welcome the De.utschland was dampened by the an-

nouncement brought by her captain. Paul Koenig, that the

Bremen- had been lost at sea. but had not been sunk by an

enemy.

During one week in April 30 vessels, with a gross tonnage
of 85,045, were reported sunk by German submarines and
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mines; 2,201,823 tons of shipping had previously been re-

ported
8

as having been sunk. Between May 7, 1915, and

May 7, 1916, 37 unarmed British merchantmen and 22

neutral vessels had been torpedoed without warning. Un-
usual activity on the part of the German submarines during
October brought the total number of ships of all classes and

types destroyed by mines, torpedoes, or other war causes,

during twenty-seven months of hostilities, to 1,820, with an

aggregate gross tonnage of approximately 3,328,584 tons.

The loss during October was larger than in any one of the

five preceding months, amounting as it did to 127 vessels

with an aggregate gross tonnage of 227,116 tons, or more
than twice the tonnage destroyed in July. Ten flags were

represented in the October losses a Roumanian ship ap-

pearing on the list of casualties for the first time. The fol-

lowing table showed the number of vessels and the tonnage

destroyed during each of the six months of 1916, with late

corrections of the September figures:

Number dross tons

October 123 227,11 (i

September 101 154.(5SS

August 100 130,262

July 14.") 102,522
June (54 12(>,3(i9

May (i3 118,994

Total (()() S,")!),!),')!

Following close upon the great naval fight ofl' Jutland, on

May 3, 1916. came news of the sea-tragedy which cost Britain

the life of her foremost soldier. Lord Kitchener. He had

embarked for Russia in the armored cruiser Hampshire
three days before the -Jutland battle. About 8 P.M. that

evening the ship sank in wild weather off' the western coast

of the Orkneys, from striking a mine that had been laid by
a German submarine. Four boats left the vessel, but all

were overturned. One or two survivors were washed ashore

on a bleak and rugged coast. Of Kitchener and his col-

leagues no word was ever heard again/'
4 In Fair Plaii.

"
Principal Sources : Fair I'luii. Tin' fjtrnirii Jh'ui-xt. Tin- Oiitlnnk, New

York; Tlie Ihiilii fin-much- (London): The \\'nrl<l, '!'! In<l>-jn-t\<lciit , The
I'l'mili'l I'nxt Tlie .fnnrnnl (if Cnmmcrrc, The Timrx' A mmlixt. New York.



VI

THE "ANCONA" AND "SUSSEX" CASES AND
GERMANY'S CONDITIONAL PROMISE

TO THE UNITED STATES

November 8, 1915 October 28, 1916

IN
any other times than these the horror of sending in-

nocent women and children to the bottom of the sea

would have appalled the world. But now, people had be-

gun to look on such events measurably with calm. After

the destruction of the Ancona in the Mediterranean on No-

vember 8, 1915, with a loss of 200 lives, people inquired

only as to technical compliance with the precepts of inter-

national law, over which President Wilson had supposedly

brought Germany to terms. It was not known whether

there were Americans among scores of passengers drowned,
or killed, or wounded by gun-fire from the attacking sub-

marine in the Ancona case. The submarine flew a flag but

whether Austrian or German was not known. The New
York Times found it "hard to look upon the act in any
other light than as one of wanton savagery, a continuation

in the Mediterranean field of the policy of frightfulness
and of butchery of innocent persons so long pursued by

Germany in waters about the British Islands." Stupid as

well as brutal, the New York Even ncj Sun called the attack,

for it brought no military advantage, its only effect being
to enhance Italian hatred of Austria and desire to defeat

and punish her. By this futile deed the Austrian authori-

ties once more drew down on their country and its allies

"the anger and detestation of the whole civilized world."

News of the sinking caused a sensation in Washington
where it was regarded as foreshadowing a new controversy
between the United States and Austria similar to the

critical dispute with Germany that followed the torpedoing
1
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of the Lusitania. Before making any comment, however,
officials awaited information on two points whether the

vessel was torpedoed without warning, and whether any
Americans were among the victims. A difficult problem con-

fronted the United States Government in the Ancona case,

because of lack of definite information, and more particularly

because the respective official statements from the Austrian

and Italian Governments contradicted each other. Partial

lists given out by the Italian steamship-line contained the

names of nine Americans among some 200 missing. The
State Department had only scattered reports, which, accord-

ing to the New York Sun's Washington correspondent, did

not "establish definitely how many Americans were on

board or how manv of them were lost, and contained no

INTERNATIONAL FILM SER

TIIK ITALIAN SUIT "ANO >NA"

The Ancona was sunk by a Ton tonic submarine, and was one of several

ships, the loss of which occasioned correspondence between this country
and (Jermany

information whatever on the vital question as to whether

the Aticona was warned or whether flight was attempted."
Neither the Austrian account, which affirmed the warning,

nor the Italian one, which denied it. could l>c taken as valid

evidence by our Department of State. The Government
conducted an inquiry of its own through its diplomatic and

consular audits. The general pre<s reports indicated a com-

bination of stubborn recklessness on the part of the Ancoua'x

captain, poor training and poor judgment among the vessel's

crew, possibly with carelessness aboard the submarine, which
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was said to have tried to frighten the Ancona's officials into

haste in abandoning the ship. The Austrian official state-

ment was found quite unconvincing by the New York Eve-

ning Sun, which asserted that it "conflicts with every par-
ticle of evidence already before the public." Other prom-
inent papers declared that, even accepting the Austrian

story at its face value, the attack on the Ancona was a

wanton act of brutality. The official Italian version, con-

tained in a communication addrest to all the neutral Powers,
called the sinking of the steamer an "unparalleled atrocity."
Tho the Austrian note did not definitely state that the sub-

marine which sank the Ancona was Austrian, such an asser-

tion was implied in the Austrian Government's assumption
of responsibility. Austria had in her time written sharp-

edged diplomatic notes "Witness the formidable demand
she made on Serbia in 1914" said the New York Evening
Post but it was "doubtful if she ever received one more
curt or cutting than the American note of December 6 on

the Ancona affair. In unofficial circles in Vienna it was re-

ferred to as "a note couched in terms of open insult." It

substituted a "demand" for a "request," and the Phila-

delphia Public L(d()<r called it "in effect an ultimatum."
Most American newspaper-writers welcomed its peremptory

tone as justified by the circumstances. Mr. Lansing's brief

recital of the facts of the sinking, as obtained from sur-

vivors, was considered the official account of the event from
the viewpoint of the United States. lie said that "a sub-

marine flying the Austro-Hungarian flag fired a solid shot"

toward the Ancona; that thereupon the liner "attempted to

escape, but, being overhauled by the submarine, she stop! :

thai, after a brief period and before the crew and pas-

sengers had been able to take to the boats, the submarine

fired a number of shells at the vessel and finally torpedoed
and sank her while there were yet many persons on board;

and that by gun-tire and foundering of the vessel a large

number of persons lost their lives or were seriously injured,

among whom were eiti/ens of the United States." A public

statement issued by the Austrian Admiralty was held to

confirm the essential points in this narrative. The sub-

marine commander's act was characterized as "wanton

323
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slaughter," but the United States preferred to believe lie

acted without authority. The American note proceeded:

"As the good relations of tlio two countries must rest upon a com-

mon regard for law and humanity, (he Government of the United

States can not be expected to do otherwise than to demand that the

Imperial and Royal Government denounce the sinking of the Ancona
as an illegal and indefensible act ; that the officer who perpetrated
the deed be punished, and that reparation by the payment of an

indemnity be made for the citizens of the United States who were

killed or injured by the attack on the vessel. The government of

the United States expects that the Austro-Hungarian Government,

appreciating the gravity of the case, will accede to its demand

promptly, and it rests this expectation on the belief that the Austro-

Hungarian Government will not sanction or defend an act which

is condemned by the world as inhumane and barbarous, which is

abhorrent to all civilized nations, and which has caused the death of

irtnocent American citizens."

The Austrian reply, while justifying the commander of

the submarine to a considerable extent, concluded with say-

ing that the commander had failed to take into account the

panic on the Ancona and the humane spirit of Austrian

naval regulations. The United States Government was in-

formed that he had been punished for thus exceeding his in-

structions. After pointing out why the Austrian Govern-

ment did not consider itself necessarily liable to pay dam-

ages for the death of all the Americans lost from the Ancona,
the note stated that the Government, because of regret for

the loss of these lives and its great friendship for the

United States, was willing to waive this point and extend

indemnities even to those whose cause could not be definitely

established. New Year's Day. 1!)H>. was brightened for

Americans by this note from Austria settling the Ancona

case in accordance with President "Wilson's demands.

Next day, however, news came of the s'nking of the

/V/ p

,s'/r/. Not only were Americans on board the ]'<rs'a,

when she was torpedoed without warning, but among the

missing was Uobert Ney McNeely, the United Slates Consul

at Aden. The I'rrsia tragedy brought President "Wilson

bai-k from his Virginian honeymoon. In- having just married

Mix. (i;ilt. The irravitv of the ft rxia case was at once
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emphasized by all Washington correspondents. The Persia

was destroyed by an explosion off the Island of Crete in

the eastern Mediterranean, and about 300 persons lost their

lives. No submarine was sighted, but one officer saw what
he thought to be the wake of a torpedo. With the sinking
of the Persia there was a loss of $4,000,000 worth of jewels

belonging to the Maharaja of Kapurthala, Grand Com-
mander of the Star of India. The jewels had been in

charge of members of his suite, the ruler of Kapurthala
having intended himself to board the Persia at Port Said.

The wealth of the Maharaja of Kapurthala was very great,

his jewels alone had been estimated at $40,000,000 ;
his rent

roll at $900,000 a year; his entire annual income at $3,000,-

() INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE. N. Y.

THK I'ASSKNCKR-SIIIP "PERSIA," SUNK IN TIIK MEDITERRANEAN

000. The Maharaja had made two visits to the United

States, the first in 1803. the. last in May, 101."). Tie had

been educated in Occidental schools, was a remarkable

linguist, and surpri/ed Americans by his democratic man-
ners. He had raised a dancing-girl by marriage to the

rank of Maharanee.

On November 12 the sinking of the Italian steamer

Fircnzc, of 3,f)73 tons, by an Austrian submarine, was made
known. There were no Americans aboard the vessel. The
Firnt:c was the l>r>l steamer belonging to the Compagnia
Maritimn, and cost .fM.OOn.(HU). She had left Syracuse.

Sicily, for Alexandria, and when forty miles oft' the Egyptian
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coast was bombarded by a submarine and obliged to halt

when a shot struck her rudder. Five boats were lowered.

Meanwhile the submarine continued to bombard the Fircnzc

until she sank. The passengers comprised 19 Italians, 11

Egyptians, 2 Swiss, and 1 French.

The Fircnzc was steaming along in beautiful weather

and with a calm sea when the submarine slowly rose and
fired a gun. All the passengers and the crew, which was

made up largely of East Indians, crowded to the deck. The.

submarine, showing the Austrian flag, came close to the

steamer and destroyed the ship's steering gear by a shot.

The commander of the submarine ordered that every one

take to the boats, as the vessel was about to be sunk. Six

boats were launched and in these every person found a

place. Coming upon the heels of the Ancona disaster, the

sinking of the Fircnzc created a profound impression in Italy.

While the boats were being lowered one capsized, but all

those in it were picked up by another boat and safely

landed. The Oriental crew were so terror-stricken that they
made a rush for the boats, but, the officers were able to

calm them. The survivors were out in the open sea all

night and suffered intensely from cold, hunger, and thirst.

In Berlin, on February 11. was officially published a list

of nineteen detailed cases, with the time, place and circum-

stance, of alleged violations of international law by British

armed merchant-ships firing upon German submarines, and

giving facsimiles of secret onlei's of the British Admiralty
to attack submarines. These statements were preliminary
to an important memorial, delivered at the same time to

the diplomatists of neutral Powers. This memorial was ac-

cepted as a preliminary step in an intentional reopening of

German submarine warfare against England in a sharper and

more acute form than any that had before been known.

All armed belligerent merchantmen were now to be considered

auxiliary cruisers. The memorial warned neutral powers
to keep citi/ens and property off such ships. Germany
would assume no responsibility for the loss of life and

property on such craft which would be sunk without warn-

ing.

Amid the tense IVelin< r which still continued over delav
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in ending our negotiations with Germany came news that

Grand Admiral von Tirpitz had resigned. It was inferred

from, this that Germany had found that the policy of fright-

fulness did not pay. Tirpitz, the creator of the German

navy, had apparently suffered the fate of a "dropt pilot."

So, at least, various editorial observers interpreted his re-

tirement, altho others augured from it no real change in the

submarine policy of the Teutonic allies. Tirpitz was a

veritable pillar of the empire. "Tirpitz the Eternal" had

held office longer than any other imperial minister except
Bismarck. The tragedy of his career was defined as having
to his record, not the splendid fleet his genius had fashioned,

but "the memory of the helpless victims he had sent to

death." Some journals called his resignation a victory for

the diplomatic methods of the Washington Administration.

Not a few saw in it a triumph for "the German party that

favored a conciliatory attitude toward the United States."

Impenetrable mystery surrounded the departure of the

Grand Admiral. Officially he had resigned because of ill-health,

but the Hamburgcr-Frcmdcnblatt frankly stated that the

malady from which he was suffering was "political illness."

Few doubted that his departure was the result of a serious

Cabinet crisis. The Kolnische Zcitung remarked that his

resignation "signalized the first serious crisis in Germany
since the war began." Many German papers did not seem

to know what to make of the situation, and frankly con-

fest it. Tlie B<rlin<r Abcndpost, without mentioning the

Admiral's name, made its opinion clear enough by printing
a long leading article on the life of Themistocles, telling of

his creation of the Athenian fleet, and his banishment by
ungrateful fellow citizens after lie had saved his country.
Led by the Kfihiixchc Zd/ioi;/, the chief organs insisted that

the departure of Tirpitz would in no way affect the vigorous

prosecution of submarine warfare. This unanimity, backed

by official assurances, was suggestive when one turned to

non-German American papers, where was exprest a belief

that Tirpitz's determination to pursue his mode of warfare

despite American protests, was accountable for his disap-

pearance from the political stage. He had apparently been

sacrificed to American opinion. In thai case (lie destruc-
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tion of the Lusitania had been morally disavowed and in a

dramatic manner.

On March 24 an English Channel steamer, the Sussex,
was damaged while on her way from Folkestone to Dieppe.

Opinion among passengers was divided as to whether she

was hit by a mine or a torpedo. The explosion took place

just ahead of the captain's bridge and tore the front part
of the steamer to pieces, killing or injuring eighty persons
on board. Many were wounded severely by flying splinters.

Some 250 survivors were landed in France and between

ninety and 100 in Dover. She had on board 386 passengers
and about fifty men were in the crew. Twenty-five .Tmer-

icans were on board and some were injured, but none was

lost. This event added new complications to our submarine

case against Germany. Feeling in this country over Ger-

many's violation of her promise became once more intense.

AVhatever might prove to be the fact in the particular
case of the Sussex, or any other sunken steamer, it had now
been clearly demonstrated that several merchant vessels had

been recently sunk by German submarines without warning
and when unarmed. There had been no sign of any attempt
to ascertain whether they were armed or not. Four such

had been sunk in that way within two wreeks, while sailing

between the United States and Great Britain. Three of

these were the Englishman, from Avonmouth to Portland,

Maine; the Foun/ Bridge, from Philadelphia to an English

port, and the Manchester Etnjincir, from Galveston to Edin-

burgh. These may or may not have had Americans on

board as passengers or members of crews; the ships may or

may not have been carrying contraband; but they were un-

armed, and were struck without warning, without examina-

tion, and without chance of escape.

The sinking of the Susses promised to bring to a final

head the long dispute between Germany and the United

States over the use of submarines. It was more than once

rumored from Washington that our government was about

to break off diplomatic relations with Genmmy on the ground
that she had violated the pledges she had pven after the

sinking of the Lusiianifi not to attack liners without warn-

ing. But the evidence of German responsibility at first was
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not so complete as to make sufficiently clear ground for a

severance of relations or going to war. Nobody on board

the Sussex saw a submarine or a periscope, altho the sink-

ing occurred in the afternoon of a clear day. The captain
and several others, however, reported having seen the wake
of a torpedo a few seconds before the explosion. When he

saw this he had given orders to turn the ship, but this was
done too late to dodge the missile.

The Sussex, a regular packet steamer, was unarmed and
carried no munitions. Two of the Americans on board

THE "SUSSEX" AFTER SHE WAS TOK1'E1)OEI>

were wounded. Fragments of metal found on board the

Sussex and supposed to have come from the torpedo, were
sent to Washington for examination. They were of phosphor-
bronze, a metal not used in any torpedoes except German
makes. Aga'nst this evidence came a positive denial from
the German Government that the Sussex was sunk by a Ger-

man torpedoed. All the German craft which might possibly
have been involved in an attack had made their reports and
from them it was certain that no German submarine or

warship was responsible. This assertion was regarded by

many American editors as a virtual admission of guill

v. ix -j-j :v>t)
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couched in a form so planned as to lead to a further ex-

change of notes and a further postponement of the issue.

Some remarked that the well of German explanation ap-

peared to be running dry at the same time that the stock of

American patience was approaching exhaustion. Even the

New York Evening Post, which had avoided violence of

language in discussions of the war, declared that the story
on its face was "entitled to little more than contemptuous

rejection."
The German note, which was dated April 10, set forth

that the ship encountered in the Channel on March 24 was
a long, black craft without a flag, having a gray funnel,

small gray forward works, and two high masts. The German
commander "reached the definite conclusion that it was a

war-vessel, and, indeed, a mine-layer of the recently built

English Arabic class." Consequently he attacked the vessel.

The torpedo "caused such a violent explosion in the for-

ward part of the ship that the entire forward part was torn

away to the bridge." This particularly violent explosion
warranted the conclusion that "great amounts of munitions

were aboard." The German commander at the time made a

sketch of the vessel which he had attacked. This picture
was offered as further evidence that the ship attacked was
not the Sussex.

Wide dissatisfaction was exprest all over the country at

this attitude of the German government. On the anniversary

of the battle of Lexington, which opened the Revolution,

President "Wilson laid before a joint session of Congress our

case against Germany's submarines, and announced that, he

had dispatched a virtual ultimatum to the German Govern-

ment. Our Government declared that "unless the Imperial

Government should now immediately declare and effect an

abandonment of its present methods of submarine warfare

against passenger- and freight-carrying vessels, the Govern-

ment of the United States can have no choice but to sever

diplomatic relations with the German Empire altogether."

When Germany's reply was published, it conceded the

point claimed, but was considered so "shuffling." "arro-

gant," and "offensive" in tone as to call out in various
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quarters scathing criticism. The concession was embodied
in the following order, issued to German naval forces:

"In accordance with the general principles of visit and search and

the destruction of merchant-vessels, recognized by international law,

such vessels, both within and without the area declared a naval

war-zone, shall not be sunk without warning and without saving
human lives unless the ship -attempt to escape or offer resistance."

This concession was .preceded in the note by a lengthy

arraignment of our neutrality and followed by an admoni-

tion that, if the United States now failed to make England
observe the rules of international law, the German Govern-

ment would be facing a "new situation, in which it must
reserve to itself complete liberty of action." It was this

part of the reply that inspired most bitter criticism. The
note "can be accepted only after a total but specific re-

jection of all the conditions that the Imperial Government
seeks to impose on the United States," declared the New
York World, a paper in close sympathy with, if not in the

councils of, the Wilson Administration.

Our Government in reply declared that "a scrupulous
execution" henceforth of the new policy of the Imperial
Government "would remove the principal danger to an in-

terruption of the good relations existing between the United

States and Germany," but "in order to avoid any possible

misunderstanding, the Government of the United States

notifies the Imperial Government that it can not for a

moment entertain, much less discuss, a suggestion that re-

spect by Gei-man naval authorities for the rights of citizens

of tlie United States upon the high seas should in any way,
or in the slightest degree, be made contingent upon the

conduct of any other Government affecting the rights of

neutrals and non-combatants." Responsibility in such mat-

ters was declared to be "single, not joint ; absolute, not rela-

tive." This note was regarded in many quarters as completing
a diplomatic victory for the United Stales Government.

Germany soon afterward acknowledged that it actually was
one of her submarines that torpedoed the X/rs'.sv./- and that

the commander had been "appropriately punished." What
the character of that punishment was, there was much de-
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sire in America to know. An inquiry on the subject was
sent to Ambassador Gerard but whatever the reply it was
not made public.

The weakening of the British merchant marine by the de-

mands of war was by this time being seriously appraised by
different journals. They agreed that only about 40 per
cent, of the tonnage available before the war was now at

the command of commerce. According to the London ship-

ping periodical, Fair Play, the British Government had

requisitioned about 50 per cent, of it ; 6 per cent, had been

lost through attacks during the war, and the efficiency of

the fleet had been decreased by from 5 to 10 per cent. The
London Nation estimated that at least 3,500 vessels had
been put out of commission for merchant purposes. Be-

tween 700 and 800 neutral and Allied ships had been lost.

The rest had been taken for military purposes. The

pressure upon freightage was seriously felt. The cost of

living had risen about 50 per cent. Articles by no means
luxuries such as paper were difficult to supply. The effect

upon prices all over the world had become notorious.

Of 736 merchant ships destroyed by a submarine or a

mine since the beginning of the war, 198 were neutral

vessels. This meant that for every eleven Allied vessels

lost, four neutral sh'ps had been destroyed. Norway had

lost more than one and a half times as many as France and

one-fifth as many as Great Britain. In tonnage the disparity

was probably greater, since the average British craft was

larger than the Norwegian. At the beginning of the war

Norway's merchant marine was just a little less than one-

tenth that of Great Britain. From this it was assumed that

the Norwegian merchant marine had suffered as heavily in

proportion as the British.

The Spanish port of Cartagena was surpri/ed in .June

when a German submarine, r"-53, appeared in that harbor

at four oVIoek in the morning, and made straight for the

interned German steamer I\<nnd, where she unloaded thirty-

five boxes of medical supplies for German refugees from

Kamerun who were being cared for in Spain. Then the

submarine, on being ordered to come alongside the Spanish
cruiser f'afaloiia, did so, and salutes were exchanged with
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the cruiser and forts. Germans in Cartagena soon swarmed
to the harbor bringing gifts for the crew and flowers to

decorate the /-boat. Her commander, Lieutenant von

Arnauld, said he had come to bring a letter from Kaiser

Wilhelm to King Alfonso, which the German Ambassador's

secretary came down on a special train from Madrid to re-

ceive. The missive was an official one and was said to con-

tain thanks for the treatment German soldiers and civilians

from German African colonies had received in Spain. Next

morning the 7-53 left the harbor under escort of a cruiser.

At the three-mile limit, beyond which Allied warships
awaited her, the submarine gave cheers for Spain and then

dived.

Late in October the German campaign against merchant
vessels was in unabated operation. Ten more vessels had

been sunk by October 24. five of them Norwegian, four

British, and one Danish. The crews were saved. By Oc-

tober 26, nine more Norwegian steamers, valued at more
than 5.000,000 kroner (about $1.851,850), had been sunk.

The relations between Norway and Germany had come to a

critical state, and they entered upon a new phase when a

declaration by the Norwegian Government was issued that

navigation of Norway's territorial waters would be for-

bidden to all foreign submarines of whatever nationality
and whatever character. A similar declaration had been

made some months earlier by the Swedish Government and
was not resented by Germany. Germany chose, however, to

resent violently the declaration made by Norway, presum-

ably because navigation through Norwegian territorial

waters was of greater value to German submarines in at-

tacking Russia's Archangel trade, and perhaps of some
value to those attempting to cross the Atlantic. Accord-

ingly, a German note, almost an ultimatum, was dispatched
to the Norwegian Government. Pending the reply to it,

German submarines had been running amuck among Nor-

wegian trading vessels, sinking and capturing them almost

as if Germany and Norway were already at war. Xorway
was perhaps the most pro-British country on the Continent.

She was bound to Great Britain by many ties of sentiment,
commerce, and common interests.
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On October 28 the sinking of six more steamers, and one

sailing vessel was announced. Four of the vessels were

Norwegian, one was Swedish, and two were British. The
number of hostile and neutral ships sunk by the sea forces

of the Central Powers, according to Berlin statistics, from
the beginning of the war until October 12, was 1,253, of

2,569,500 tons, but of these only 200 neutral ships of

276,528 tons were sunk for carrying contraband of war.

The neutral tonnage was 10 per cent, of the hostile tonnage.

Norway in October took a firm stand against treating sub-

marine torpedo-boats as vessels of war entitled to prey on

commerce, the ground being that they could not comply with

the established rules of naval warfare and the recognized

principles of humanity. It was said in behalf of the Nor-

wegian Government that this stand had not been taken in

response to a memorandum from the Entente Allies, but was
taken independently in defense of Norway's rights at sea

and in waters contiguous to her shores, because her subjects
had suffered terrible- losses, not only in vessels and cargoes,
but in the lives of passengers and crews.

The ground taken was precisely that so earnestly insisted

upon by the United States Government. Christiana de-

clared that. $27.000.000 worth of Norwegian shipping had
been sunk and that 140 lives had been lost in consequence
of the T-boat activities. Norway had not sufficient power
for self-defense or for effective reprisals.

11 '

10 Principal Sources : The I.iti'rnrii Itiucst ; diplomatic correspondence be-

tween the United States and Ceniiany : The Timrx, The Trilntnr, New York.
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VII

GERMANY'S FIRST YEAR OF "FRIGHTFIILNESS"
AND THE AMERICAN DECLARATION

OF A STATE OF WAR

February 1, 1917 February 1, 1918

IX
December, 1916, the German Chancellor, Bethmann-

Hollweg, with a mandate from the Kaiser, had pro-
claimed in the Reichstag Germany's willingness to enter

into peace negotiations with the Entente Allies. lie got
little in reply save Allied determination to continue the war
until a decision had been reached. Then, at the end of

January, as a bolt from the blue, came Germany's announce-

ment of a "war zone" around the British Isles, along north-

ern France, and in the Mediterranean, from which even

neutral shipping was barred. Neutral ships, including one

of our own, might enter Falmouth once a week, but could

enter no other British port, and must follow a lane pre-
scribed by Gin-many. "Frightfillness" was the word for

the intensified submarine warfare, now to be undertaken by

Germany in an effort to starve Britain into making peace.

How this policy led at once to the severing of diplomatic
relations by the United States with Germany, and how two

months later it led Congress to declare war on Germany, has

already been set forth in considerable detail in Volume IV of

this history.

At that time the British had actually hoped to get the

German submarines under control in six weeks, and the Ger-

mans expected to have Great Britain practically starved out

in about the same length of time. Neither expectation was
even remotely justified. The chief factor in the problem
remained steadily unknown, that is. how many submarines

could the British sink or capture. The British Admiralty
from the first had pursued a policy of silence on this point,

probably thinking it would have a more depressing effect

upon the German mind to send out submarine after sub-

marine and never hear from them, than to have their fate
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definitely known. It was rumored after some weeks that

the British had captured or sunk more than a hundred.

German navy yards were supposed to be turning them out

at the rate of one a week or faster. Prince von Billow said

that the German and Austrian submarines in February num-
bered 220, but a French naval officer, Admiral Degouy,
estimated them at only 150. New shipbuilding in the United

Kingdom in 1915 had amounted to 650,000 tons., in 1916 to

541,000 tons, and in 1917 to 1,163,000 tons. The total ton-

nage of British shipping was still between twelve and
fifteen millions.

The British gave to the press on February 20 an official

statement to refute an assertion made in Berlin that the

British had concealed the losses of Allied and other ship-

ping during the first two weeks in which the submarine

blockade had been in effect. The totals of departures and

arrivals did not include fishing vessels, coastwise, and local

coastwise traffic, or craft of under 100 tons burden. Omit-

ting these and comparing totals of those sunk with the

totals of arrivals and departures, "the widely advertised

campaign of ruthless murder on the high seas, on which

Germany embarked, has resulted in the loss of less than

one ship for every hundred which arrived or left British

ports during tlio two weeks from February 1 to February
14.'' On February 21 new sea regulations were announced

by Great Britain for tightening the blockade of the Central

Powers to a point of almost complete isolation. It was the

most drastic step the British had ever taken on the sea.

Scandinavian countries were affected greatly, since they
wore unable to trade with Germany without running the

risk of the seizure of ships and cargoes. As Germany's sub-

marine blockade prevented them from dealing with England
and her Allies, they were shut off from the sea on all sides

and had to remain self-supporting until the war ended or

the regulations on either side were raised. Britons who had

advocated "an air-tight blockade" as an important factor

in winning the war now had their strongest wishes reali/ed.

Before a crowded special session of the House of Com-
mons on February 23. Premier Lloyd George outlined some

long-expected economic measures for meeting the menace to
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Great Britain's food supply. Enormous sacrifices, he said,

had to be made by the Br tish people. If the people were

not ready to accept "drastic measures," then disaster was
before them. His program was placed under two heads, first

to increase home food-production and, second, to curtail non-

essential imports. Under the first he outlined plans for

speeding up the farmer by guaranteeing him good prices for

his commod'.ties over a period of years, thus inviting him
to plow and sow every inch of available land. Under the

"ALL SHIPS MKT WITHIN THAT XO.NK WILL I IK Sf.NK"
Tills Gorman decree, which ended friendly relations \vith the I"nitod States.
was also applied to the Mediterranean, with the exception of waters bound-
n\K the Spanish coast and a safety /one extending aloni: the African coast

and thence to Greece
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head of curtailment of imports, he said he expected to re-

duce the demands on cargo-space by several million tons.

Foodstuffs, of which 16,000,000 tons were imported the year
before, would be cut down nearly a million tons by lopping
oft' certain luxuries. Paper users, who had been considerably
curtailed already, would henceforth have to get along with

half the supply they were now receiving. Savings could be

effected in the imports of ore, which had amounted to 8,000,-

000 tons annually, and in lumber, which were then 4,000,000
tons. Ultimate success depended upon the solution of ton-

nage difficulties. Before the war British tonnage had been

just adequate, but since that time there had been an

enormous increase in the demand for tonnage. More than

1.000,000 tons had been allocated to France alone, and a

very considerable amount to Russia and Italy. In addition

a considerable amount had been sunk. For some time there

had been a shortage of tonnage required for the general
needs of the nation, and a slight shortage in tonnage for

military purposes. The nation should realize absolutely
what the conditions that confronted them were. "We have

to deal." he said, "ruthlessly and promptly with the ton-

nage problem by measures which impose great sacrifices upon
the country."

Lloyd (leorge did not hesitate to speak of the menace in

terms that wonld g'.vc satisfaction in lierlin. The situation

was grave and counter-measures must be drastic. He em-

phasized the fact that, thus far, no short and ready way of

dealing with the f '-boats had been found. The (iovernment

was only "hopeful" of finding the remedy. In the mean-

while the safest procedure was the obvious procedure: to

build more ships, to restrict food consumption, to increase

home production. That (Jreal I>ritain could draw more

food from her o\vn fields had been shown by the fact that

home-grown wheat had increased by 70 per cent, in three

years. The principal obstacle had been fear on the part

of the farmers of a sudden collapse of prices with the cessa-

tion of war. and consequent loss of capital invested in Un-

necessary changes in production. It had been long recog-

nized that the remedy lay in a guaranty of minimum [trices

to the farmer for a number of years. On the side of con-
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sumption the first economics were to be made in brewing
and distillery trades.

Plainly the British Government did not mind lending

comfort to the enemy if at the same time it could arouse its

own people to the needs of the situation. If anything.
Cabinet Ministers and Parliament, before this, had not hesi-

tated to exaggerate for the commendable purpose of whip-

ping up popular imagination. The British practise in this

respect had been just the opposite of the German. At

Berlin, since the beginning of the war, there had seldom

been an official intimation that things were not going pre-

cisely as they should. On February 29, from every quarter
in Great Britain, staggering totals of a new war loan con-

tribution offered a convincing reply to the question whether

the people were supporting the war. Bonar Law's an-

nouncement that $5,000,000,000 had been collected from

many million subscribers was calculated to dishearten the

Germans as much as it heartened Britain and her Allies.

"We stake everything," had said the German Chancellor

when declaring unrestricted submarine warfare, as Ger-

many's answer to the Entente attitude toward a negotiated

peace
1
. The results of the first month of the campaign were

well worth noting as indications of Germany's probable
success or failure. One million tons a month had been

looked for in Germany as the "wreck-crop" of her sub-

marine harvesters, but this estimate exceeded the actual re-

turns. February was a short month, but this did not justify

a 40 per cent, discrepancy. The first month ended with a

total of 187 ships, aggregating 407.087 tons lost, as follows:

British, 115; American, '2; other neutrals. 4S ; other

belligerents, 'JO; not identified. '2. The New York Tiniis

printed this table of losses for five months:

KXTKNTK
l!li; \u.<if Shifts Ton*

October llli .'ilili, :>()( 7'J .s7.di!d

Xnvt-iiiber I:VJ L'.'IO.IIOO US S'J.OOO

December r_'"> j: !;">.< Mill ;!7 (id.(KM)
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While this attrition was serious, it was not serious enough
to effect paralysis in Great Britain before her expected
offensive on land for this year on the Western Front began.

Using British Admiralty figures, the New York Evening
Post calculated that the da'ly average of t/-boat "frightful-

ness" was 17,000 tons in February as against 12,500 in

December. Against such a drain England could not cope

indefinitely, but if the process of British collapse could be

greatly prolonged, "public opinion in Germany would have

to be prepared for another disenchantment." Among Ger-

man officials, however, there was st'.ll supreme confidence in

the success of the submarine campaign. Vice-Admiral

Capelle. now head of the German navy in succession to

Tirpitz. told leaders of the Reichstag on February 14 that

the results achieved had "surpassed expectations." He de-

clared them "very satisfactory"; there was "no reason to

reckon w'th the loss of even one f/-boat since the beginning
of the unrestricted submarine warfare"; there was "prac-

tically no shipping in the North Sea"; neutral shipping was

clearly "as good as stopt." Capelle began his administra-

tion as he finally ended it as a "fool's paradise" optimist.

Apart from the destruct'on of the Cunarder Laconia,

which was regarded as the first "overt act" in Germany's
relations with the United States after relations were severed,

the most important event of the week ending February 28

was the destruction, or wrecking, of seven Dutch cargo
vessels as they were leaving England. These neutral ships
were bound for neutral polls, were unarmed and were

either in ballast or carrying cargoes of grain cons'gned to

the Dutch Government. What enraged the people of Holland

most of all was the fact that the Dutch captains believed

they had a safeguard from Germany to sail. German
authorities said the Dutch ships had only a "partial" safety

assurance for sailing at the time when they did they would

have had "full" safety assurance if they had sailed at a

much later date, the idea being that, when they sailed at

the earlier date, they encountered a submarine whose cap-

tain had not received special orders. As a result of the

>inking of these ships. Holland was in such a condition as

to contemplate laying up her merchant ships altogether in
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order to escape the danger of having them sunk. Dutch

shipping had been of great service in getting supplies to

England and her allies, but Holland had an undoubted right

as a neutral to keep up her trade subject to established rules

and to be defended against submarine attacks. The posi-
tion of Holland became one of great difficulty. A cartoon

represented a towering German, armed with a bludgeon, say-

ing to a Dutch dwarf: "Vot you means by being so leetle!"

A comparison between this submarine campaign and the

campaign of two years before made it plain that the perils to

merchant shipping had become much greater. Rnthlessness

was supposed to have reached its height when the Lusiian'a

was sunk, yet the total number of ships destroyed in the

following eight weeks hardly exceeded the number of

neutrals alone that were destroyed in the four weeks of

February, 1917. Another important point was that, if the

Germans succeeded in compelling neutrals to remain in

harbor, the primary purpose of their campaign would have

been virtually achieved. About 300,000 tons of cargoes on

ships of neutral registry had been almost at once tied up
in New York harbor as a consequence of the decree. In all

there were tied up fifty-three steamships of American,

Danish, Swedish. Norwegian, and Dutch registry. Fourteen

of these in ordinary circumstances would have carried pas-

sengers and United States mail. Holland more than any
other neutral felt the effect. Twenty-five vessels flying the

Dutch fla and laden with grain and other foodstuff's for

Holland, that were to have sailed before February 1. were

detained in New York or Halifax. Eventually the number
in New York was reported as about eighty. The (Mil ire fleet

of six American TYne vessels was lying in New York. Pas-

senger traffic to Europe except such as was carried on

vessels of the Entente Allies and Spain, was for a time prac-

tically suspended.
On the other hand, it was evident that the proclamation

of the new danger /.ones had not wrought such a sudden

change as many enthusiasts in Germany expected. The

losses of tonnage exceeded 322,000 in January and 346.000

in December: hence the increase in February, notwithstand-

ing the enormous extent of the prohibited area and the
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avowed indifference to neutrals, had not been much more
than 140,000 tons. Many German writers amused their

readers with calculations designed to demonstrate the in-

evitability of British downfall, but as there were many
factors of which they could not have exact knowledge, it

was idle to. set any value on their reasonings. Percentages,
reckoned on the sizes of commercial fleets before the war,
led to no useful conclusion unless conditions in the ship-

yards were understood, and the possibilities of replacing
lost tonnage taken into account.

Berlin gave out on March 18 a statement that the results

of the first month of intensified f/-boat war had "satisfied

the most optimistic expectations." A total of nearly 800,000

tons of merchant shipping destroyed was named as repre-

senting "a full month's work." These figures were more
than 300,000 tons in excess of those given out by Great

Britain. Meanwhile a large amount of new tonnage was on

the stocks building for the British mercantile marine. From
February 1 to March 10 no British ships had been in any
way blockaded in British harbors. On March 10 a visit to

the docks of London, Liverpool, and Manchester, undertaken

with a view to observing how the blockade had affected them,
showed that "business as usual" was the rule. There had
been no apparent slackening of trade at any point, and the

slight holding up of neutral shipping had not had reflection

in weekly tonnage and trade reports. Figures of arrivals

and departures imide a favorable comparison with the

figures of three months or a year before. Tn each port
stocks and foodstuffs stood at better than a peace-time basis.

There was evidence, however, that the British Admiralty
was taking up the submarine question with renewed energy.
The arming of merchant ships was going on under rush

orders at every port, and few British ships were leaving
without guns and gun-crews. March as a whole witnessed

a decided falling off from the pace set in February. This

was accounted for by the fact that in the early part of the

month the submarines were back in port refitting. At best

Germany was far from the million tons of Britisli shipping

per month upon which the new ruthlessness had set its

heart. After two months the profest purpose behind Gcr-

342
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many's proclamation of an intensified ruthlessness had failed;

the shortening of the war, through the speedy starvation of

England, was not in sight.

In the beginning the U-boats were to win the war, and for

that reason Bethmann-Hollweg had not hesitated to "stake

our all" on them. But it was not long before qualifications

of this statement began to be filed. England was not to be

quite starved, but was to be brought to a pitch of privation
which would make her amenable to reason. Next it was

discovered that the submarine could not end the war, but

that it would help to do so by hampering the Allied cam-

paign on land. Steadily the starvation of England had

faded into the background of the German mind. Open
skepticism was exprest late in March by Captain Persius,

the naval critic of the Berliner 1'agcblatt. His hope and
belief was that by an average loss of half a million tons of

shipping per month Great Britain in a few months could be

brought to realize that a continuation of the war would be

unprofitable, tho this result, he declared, had not been at-

tained.

Interesting at this time were the published figures of our

own foreign commerce. Exports to the Allied nations in

February, in sp'.te of the sharpened submarine warfare,
amounted to $367,000,000, as compared with $30!U)00.000 in

February, 1916. This increase, however, was chiefly to

Canada, Russia, and France. Shipments to the Tinted King-
dom dropt from $160,000,000 to $144,000,000 for the month.

Shipments to France, Italy, Russia, the United Kingdom,
Canada, and Australia, had reached $3.138.000.000 in an

eight months' period, as against $1.022.000.000 in the pre-

ceding fiscal year. Part of the increase was due to increases

in the prices of many commodities, but there had also been

a marked expansion in hulk. The figures indicated that the

T-hoat campaign had struck the United Kingdom heavily,
but had had little effect on the trade of other nations.

The sinking early in April of two Belgian relief ships, at

least one of them by a submarine's torpedo without warning,
while in a "safe route," emphasi/ed our Government's
official assertion that the Imperial Government did not keep
its word, but had repeatedly broken promises or agreements
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that were written, signed, and certified. One of these ships
was the Trevier, torpedoed on the 4th near the coast of

Holland. Again, as in the case of the Haelen, two weeks

before, the submarine had shelled passengers who sought

safety in a lifeboat. But while seven of the Haelcn's men
were killed, the Trevicr's sailors were living, altho eight of

them had wounds. The other ship was the Felstein. Both
had cargoes of wheat for the suffering Belgians, and carried

written guaranties of immunity given by the Imperial Ger-

man Government. When the United States Minister, Brand

Whitlock, and the American members of the Relief Com-

mission, following the severing of our relations with Ger-

many*, were withdrawn from Belgium late in March, our

Government had said, in an explanatory statement, that

several of the Commission's ships had been sunk without

warning and "in flagrant violation of the solemn engage-
ments of the German Government." In his memorable ad-

dress to Congress, on the 2d, asking for a declaration of war
on Germany, President Wilson referred to this repudiation
of written pledges in the following terms:

"Even hospital ships and ships carrying- relief to the sorely be-

reaved and stricken people of Belgium, tho the latter were provided
with safe conduct through the proscribed areas by the German Gov-

ernment itself, and were distinguished by unmistakable marks of

identity, have been sunk with reckless lack of compassion or of

principle."

On March 15, a few days after the sinking of two other

relief ships, the German Government had assured the Relief

Committee that it had communicated with the commanders
of all submarines and instructed them not to molest any
such vessels. After that date each relief ship was to carry
a written, signed, and certified guaranty of safety as re-

ceived from the German Government with photographs of

that Government's sailing directions, and was to be plainly

marked by broad side-cloths, pennants and deck banners. In

spite of this four of them had been attacked and two sunk

with loss of life. With the loss of the Norwegian steamship

Camilla, the sinking of which without warning was an-

nounced early in April, four other Belgian Relief ships had
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been torpedoed within four days. They were carrying a

total of 17,000 tons of foodstuffs. Since February 1, seven

Relief ships had been torpedoed. Three others had been

fired on but escaped. All the Relief ships sunk were tor-

pedoed without warning in broad daylight, bore full mark-

ings, and had safe-conduct passes issued by the German
Government. All were outside the war-zone, on a line

guaranteed by the German authorities as safe for the Com-
mission's vessels.

For the tenth week of unrestricted warfare figures in-

dicated a monthly loss of about 300,000 tons. The daily

sailings and departures from British ports were "absolutely

normal," and the proportion of ,

7
-boat hits to misses was

about the same. Everything indicated that there had been

exaggeration in the number of submarines which Germany
had at her disposal when she began the new warfare, and

the number of new boats she turned out. The American

steamer Rockingham was sunk by a German submarine late

in April and thirteen men were missing. Two boats, con-

taining thirty-three men, were picked up, one by a patrol
vessel. The boat containing the thirteen missing men had
not been heard from. Early in the war, when known under
the name X(~braxk(in, the Rockingham had been torpedoed
but not sunk. A long controversy had ensued between the

United States and Germany, the latter finally admitting that

a submarine mad* 1 the attack. The Rockiugham- carried

forty-nine men, including many Americans. The crew num-
bered thirty-six and the naval contingent consisted of a

lieutenant and twelve men. The value of the ship and her

general cargo was $3.250,000.

The torpedoing of the British transport Transylvania,

formerly an Anchor liner, in the Mediterranean on May 4.

with the loss of 413 lives, was officially announced on May
-4, and from Paris came news that the French liner Soiifai/

had been torpedoed in the Mediterranean on April Ifi. with

the loss of forty-five lives. Both these tragedies had oc-

curred during the period of greatest T-boat efficiency. The

Tr(ntKi/li'an
:a was carrying troops presumably for or from

Saloniki. Of the military passengers, twenty-nine officers

and 373 men of other ranks were lost, together with the
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ship's captain, an officer, and nine men of the crew. The

Sontay was bound for Marseilles from Saloniki with 344

passengers. Captain Mages went down witli the ship which

sank rapidly in a heavy sea, but the prompt and skilful

launching of the boats saved most of those on board. The

sailing of the Transylvania from Now York had been can-

celed in May, 1915, when she was taken into the service

of the British Admiralty. Her movements had not been re-

ported since she transported troops to Gallipoli. She was
built in 1914. She was the fifth steamer of the Anchor Line

fleet to succumb to the German iT-boat. The others were the

California, the Caledonia, the Columbia (renamed the Cnlinn-

Itcllo by the Admiralty) and the Camcronia.

"And now the Americans," said a German headline an-

nouncing the entrance of an American destroyer flotilla,

into active warfare under Admiral Sims in British waters

on May 4. The German public was expected to rub its eyes

and ask if these were the Americans who, according to as-

surances by the Government and Berlin editors, could not

possibly get to Europe before the war had been won by
{7-hoats. After England's "contemptible little army" of

August, 1914, had come the first installment of a mythical
American force soon to be found as disappointingly un-

mythical as the British army had turned out to be uncon-

temptible. Another German metaphysical certainly fhus

went to swell the rubbish-pile of unfulfilled German

prophecies. That doubt was rising in the heart of Germany
as to the certain success of her submarines was plainly
evidenced in a renewed outbreak of ferocity of which

.Swedish merchant ships now became the victims. Simple

enough had been the prospectus of the new "frightfulness"
that had issued from Berlin three months before: neutrals

were to be frightened from the seas; Allied merchant fleets

were to be depleted: England was to be starved, and Amer-
ica was to come in too late. America, however, was not

coming in too late, and Allied ships continued to come and

go. while England had a half a year's food assured to her.

The only visible sign of "enrapturing" success was seen

in Spain. Norway, and Sweden, neutral countries that were

steadily being goaded into enmity 1o Germany.

:J4(i
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Miscalculation in the submarine program on which Ger-

man strategists had staked the destiny of their empire was be-

coming more and more manifest. The sinkings had fallen

off, the campaign had no visible effects commensurate with

the tonnage sunk, and there was plenty of food in England.
Meanwhile famine was coming on apace in the "flatlands of

Europe," so that an agricultural expert in Bavaria recom-

mended red clover and alfalfa for human food. In spite

of tremendous losses in British shipping, things were going
on much as before. The period in which the M)oats were

to humble England was three months. The quarter-year
had passed and another had begun and yet the people of

England were still supplied with food. The Britons' last

hour remained as distant as it was at first. A quick de-

cision had been vital to Germany before the United States

could take the field, but our destroyers, only a month after

we declared a state of war to exist, were already in the North

Sea and giving effective aid. England would have food

enough to get along until the fall, even if the rate of sink-

ings were doubled, and in the fall, besides the seized Ger-

man ships, there would be new vessels at sea under the

Stars and Stripes.

Great Britain had been long content to let the world

think the Prussians were having it pretty much their own

way with submarines, but she bad contended that the sub-

marines had scored few successes that conformed to the

usages of civilized warfare. It was now nearly two years
since they bad sunk a British man-of-war of any importance.

Preying upon fishing smacks, trawlers, Atlantic liners and
the merchantmen of all nations, they bad added a new

chapter to naval history. It was not known bow many sub-

marines the British bad sunk or destroyed. It might
be 100. or 200. or even 220. They had come out and they
had not relumed. There was no one in Germany, and per-

haps not half a do/en people in England, who knew what
had become of them. All that the Germans were able to

infer was that somehow or other their boats had been lost.

I low or where they could not tell. They were faced with

a blank wall of possibilities that they had no means of

verifying. AVeeks had to elapse before they could be sure
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that a submarine which they thought was operating in a

certain area had not been captured or sunk, and that

another would have to be dispatched to take its place. The
British were confident that the Germans could attempt noth-

ing and could invent nothing that they could not eventually
find the means of countering.

11

Brazil's break with Germany, following that of China

early in April, was described by an American writer as

meaning "another debt item on the German balance-sheet."

The submarine investment was rapidly proving a losing en-

terprise for her. It had brought the United States into the

war; had now caused Brazil to break off relations, with a

declaration of war, eventually to follow; while other South
American republics, were growing more and more bitter in

their attitude to Germany. All the while the main object

profest that of starving England into surrendering after

six weeks or two months of sinking everything in sight

"was seen to be less and less attainable." After two months

and a half England was fighting with more energy than

ever, and
'

her carriers of food and munitions sailed the

seas. A sober stock-taking by the Germans would have,

shown them that of all their blunders since August 1, 1014,

the ruthless use of submarines was the worst. Even the

afterthought argument that, at any rate, German tonnage
would be ready for instant and advantageous use after the

war was made to appear futile, because her enemies were

seizing German ships all over the world. As private

property they might be paid for, some day, but Germany
could be deprived of their use. A German technical pub-
lication had admitted that, if the submarine campaign failed,

Germany was "lost." Germany to this writer was already
lost, and yet was "looking on while nation after nation ar-

rayed itself against her." Even German pride and unyield-

ing devotion to the Fatherland could not forever be blind to

"the mounting proof that Germany could not hope to win."

An air, sea, and under-sea running battle at dawn be-

tween Teuton and British, French, and Italian naval forces

rook place 01 May 15 in the Straits of Otranto. in which

fourteen British drifters and three Italian craft were sunk.

11 Sidnry Hrwks in Tin; Sntiviuil (iii/i/rii/i/iii Mii'iutim:.
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The British cruiser Dartmouth was torpedoed and two ol'

the Austrian vessels were damaged. The Allies had recently
been active in the lower Adriatic in clearing out Austrian

submarines, submarine-bases, and mines. British warcraft

and mine-sweepers, called drifters, had joined in the opera-
tions. In the fight of May 15, Austrian light cruisers and

destroyers, in a dash from their base at Cattaro, had at-

tempted to break the line of British guard-craft, and suc-

ceeded in sending fourteen of them to the bottom before the

main Allied flotilla could reach the scene. The British ships
Bristol and Dartmouth steamed to the rescue and pursued
the attacking squadron to its protected lines, withdrawing be-

fore approaching Austrian battleships. The Dartmouth re-

ceived a torpedo from a German submarine but failed to

sink and reached port safely, tho the loss of one British

cruiser was claimed by the Austrians, as well as the destruc-

tion of Italian destroyers, three merchantmen and twenty
armed trawlers. During the chase a battle in the air be-

tween Austrian and Italian fliers developed over the speed-

ing warships. Italian airmen declared that their bombs set

one of the Austrian cruisers afire. On May 18 a number of

Japanese gunboats arrived at Marseilles to aid in the war
on German submarines and convoy French merchantmen.
The arrival of these warships marked the first active par-

ticipation by Japan in the struggle in European waters.

The American armed merchant liner Mongolia early in

June had a remarkable encounter with a submarine. Sixty
Red Cross nurses and a large number of American surgeons
were among the Mongolia's 250 passengers. "When Ihe

vessel was about two hundred miles off Falmouth three tor-

pedoes were tired at her. The Mongolia replied with four

shots. Neither the liner nor the submarine was damaged,
but for a time the American ship was believed to be doomed,
as there was a suspicion that she had entered a nest of un-

dersea craft. Alt ho at first not even a periscope was seen,

everybody was ordered to the decks, life preservers were ad-

justed and the boats were prepared for lowering. After the

first shot Captain Emery Rice swung the Mongolia around,

pointing her bow in the direction from which the attack had

come. Soon a periscope was sighted at a distance of about
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1,500 yards, and fire was then directed upon it. The

Mongolia's passengers, their life-belts buckled about them,

hung over the vessel's railings and shouted "Get 'em! Get

'em!" as the vessel's guns belched fire. Finally a British

destroyer appeared on the horizon, sighted by the submarine

and the American vessel simultaneously. The ?7-boat dived,

not to appear again, while aboard the Mongolia there was a

lively celebration as the warship drew nearer. The gray

destroyer searched for the German craft for a time, with

her bugler standing on deck, sounding the notes of "The
Star Spangled Banner" and "God Save the King."
When the destroyer came alongside, the Mongolia, the

latter 's enthusiastic passengers united in a mighty cheer.

The British boat encircled the American vessel three times,

while the latter 's passengers rushed from port to starboard

and back again, unwilling to take their eyes off her even

for a moment. The destroyer stuck close to the American
vessel during the rest of the voyage. Falmouth was reached

the next morning. The first torpedo had passed some 200

yards on the port side of the Mongolia's stern. The sub-

marine then launched a second torpedo and ten minutes later

a third, but neither came near. The Mongolia had more

than one encounter with submarines after America entered

the war. She had drawn first blood in the conflict between

the United States and Germany in April when, sighting a

T-boat, her gunners, under Lieutenant Bruce Ware, fired a

six-inch shell at the periscope before the enemy-craft could

launch a torpedo. Her captain was killed. American de-

stroyers, by this time, were credited with having helped

materially in keeping the submarine menace down and

making the patrol more elTective.

On .June 5 British naval forces rarr'ed out three suc-

cessful operations. Xeehrugge was subjected to a bom-

bardment declared by correspondents to have been the most

formidable of the war. The German base at Ostend was

also attacked with "good results," according to the Ad-

miralty. Again a fleet of light cruisers and destroyers, in

a running battle with six hostile destroyers of]' the .Belgian

coast, sank one by gunfire, severely damaged a second, and

drove the rest to the safety of their own mined wafers. The
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British forces were reported to have emerged from all three

operations unscathed. "There were no casualties on our

side," said the Admiralty statement. A notable reduction

in shipping losses had been due in part to an intensified

defense, in part, also, to a natural fluctuation in the Ger-

man effort as ?7-boats put back to port for rest and re-

plenishment. There still remained reason for confidence.

It was plain that the German maximum could not long be

maintained and a change of tone was noticeable in the Ger-

man press. There was less Pan-German assurance, whether

sincere or profest, and there was, indeed, an intimation that

the German people would have to wait for their [7-boat vic-

tory till October or later. Actually the indicated British

losses during the month had been less than the losses for

November, December, and January.

Ilindenburg's prediction on July 3 that Germany's
enemies would be forced to make peace in the not too dis-

tant, future if the Germans held their ground until the sub-

marine had done its work, received an impressive reply in

the weekly figures of sinkings issued on July 4, when the

total was the smallest in several .weeks. The conclusion had

now been reached that it would be impossible for the sub-

marines to maintain an average of sinkings which would

have anything like a fatal effect on the overseas communica-

tions of the Allies. The weekly summary showed fifteen

British merchant ships of more than 1.600 tons sunk, and

five vessels of less than that tonnage. Eleven fishing vessels

were lost. In this period the arrivals at British ports were 2.74")

and the sailings were 2.846. Sixteen British merchant ships
were attacked unsuccessfully. Ilindenburg's phrase, "if we
hold our ground until the submarine war has done its work"
now had a pleasant sound to the British naval ear, which

was firmly convinced that the submarine war had failed,

and on its success Ilindenburg had had to pin his remaining
faith of winning the war. Anti-submarine measures were

constantly growing in effectiveness. Pursuit had become so

effective that a f-boat now showed its periscope in Channel

waters only at the greatest risk.

Capelle now put forth another of his optimistic statements

in the Reichstag. The Xavv. he said, had the fullest con-
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fidence in the future of the submarine campaign. "The

continuously increasing enemy efforts to overcome the sub-

marine danger by counter measures," he gravely declared,

"are more than equalized by the continually growing num-
ber of submarines set in operation against the enemy. Sub-

marine losses now, as hitherto, are kept within moderate

limits, and all reports to the contrary are untrue. There

is not the least reason for doubting the success of the sub-

marine war." Dr. Karl Helfferich, now Secretary of the

Interior, at the same time produced figures to show that as

a result of the submarine war within a predeterminable

period England's available tonnage would be inadequate to

her needs. The British Admiralty report showed, however,

that on only three previous occasions had so small a number
of ships of over 1,600 tons been reported sunk. In the next

week only 17 British merchant vessels were sunk, of which

.14 were over 1,600 tons. Every other feature of the situa-

tion was favorable. What the figure seemed to show was
that the task the Germans had undertaken was beyond their

reach. The destruction of 1,000,000 tons of shipping

monthly was necessary to the achievement of their ends.

The loss was serious enough, but nothing like the total

Capelle claimed had been reached. Thenceforth all statements

by Capelle were heavily discounted.

In the weekly statement issued September 12, only twelve

vessels of more than 1,600 tons were reported sunk. This

was the smallest number since the beginning of ruthless

r-boat. warfare. The report was somewhat weakened, how-

ever, by the fact that, among the losses for the week, was
so large a ship as the Min nclialia and members of her convoy.

Large ships had been sunk before this, however, and the

figure of only twelve large vessels destroyed was a reassur-

ing one. What made the week's report all the more favor-

able was that the French had lost only one large ship, as

against three in the preceding week and five in one bad

week some time before. The British merchant ships of

1,600 tons and over sunk by mine or submarine (hiring the

week reported on September 1!> numbered only eight.

While the decline in the shipping loss had been substan-

tial, the sitnat'on continued to call for the kind of activity
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demanded by a great emergency. America's opportunity
for service lay immediately and urgently in the direction

of putting down the submarine menace. The number of

German submarines in the Atlantic ocean probably never

exceeded twenty, and the number operating in the North
Atlantic off the British coast did not exceed ten. These

figures, however, did not include submarines engaged ex-

clusively in mine-laying. It was estimated in British naval

circles that Germany had not built as many as 1300 sub-

marines altogether, and that only about InO of all conditions

were in existence in September, 1917. The ?
T

-boat was of

delicate mechanism, and needed frequent repairing, which,

in the main, explained the small number still operating.
Most of the boats had to be repaired or replenished con-

stantly and so were out of commission. Another reason was
the difficulty in getting crews and keeping them going. The
work was so hard and the danger so constant that officers

and crews wore out. After a few months men lost their

appetites and could not sleep. Another difficulty, and one

constantly increasing, was the shortage of material for tor-

pedoes. The multiplication of destroyers, due in large part

to American arrivals, had greatly increased the nerve-

racking character of submarine duty, /"-boat navigators had

become deathly afraid of destroyers, with their speed, guns,

and depth-bombs. It was the presence of destroyers and

other patrol boats in force in the Knglish Channel that ex-

plained the immunity transports had enjoyed. They had

carried millions of soldiers back and forth between France

and England without serious loss.

How the German commander of a submarine sank the

British steamship li<lfji<ni r>'inc< , on .July '!!. and afterward

made thirty-eight seamen stand on top of his /'-boat while

he submerged it. drowning all but four, was narrated in

September bv one of the survivors, William Snell. '2'-l years

old, of N'e\vport News, who \vas cook on the British boat

and escaped because he had concealed a lifelielt beneath his

raincoat. lie was taken from the water unconscious the

next morning after the sinking of the British boat, at dusk.

Snell was a negro, who formerly had played football at the

Hampden Institute. Snell said that when the /"-boat began
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to move with the prisoners all on her deck, they thought

they were going to be taken to prison, but the submarine

began to go under, while the "captain laughed and mocked

at us." Four men only managed to keep afloat during the

night and were then saved by a British patrol which was

chasing the submarine. All the others were drowned.

One serious aspect of the 17-boat warfare was the heavy
losses still shown in French ships, which fluctuated from

week to week about an exceedingly high level. A September

weekly report from Paris had announced seven ships of

more than 1,600 tons destroyed. Proportionately this was

an extremely bad showing. According to the Shipping
Board's summary of the world's available tonnage for non-

military purposes, Great Britain had something over 13.000,-

000 tons and France 1,600,000 tons, or less than one-eighth.

Seven big ships lost by the French thus corresponded to

more than fifty big ships lost by Great Britain. For the

immediate purposes of the war, it presumably did not mat-

ter greally from which of the Allies the i7-boats took their

toll, but it was inevitable that there should be some thought
in France of her shipping conditions after the war. Unless

there was a permanent decrease in French losses, the anti-

submarine policies of the Allies would have to be altered with

a view to greater protection for French shipping.
On October 17 the American army transport Antilles,

homeward bound under convoy, was torpedoed and sunk

by a German submarine in the war-zone. About seventy
men were missing and probably lost. Army and Navy
officers aboard and the ship's master were among the 167

survivors. The missing were members of the crew, three

civilian engineers, some enlisted men of the Navy and sixteen

of thirty-three soldiers returning home for various reasons.

Neither the submarine nor the torpedo was seen and the

transport, hit squarely amidships, sank in five minutes.

This tragedy of the sea was the first in wliieh an American

ship engaged in \var duty had been lost. It carried the

largest casualty list thus far in the war of American lives ami
marked the first success of a German submarine attack on

an American transport. That the loss of life was not

greater was due to safeguards with which the navv sur-
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rounded the transport service and the quick rescue work of

the convoying warships.

By the end of autumn it was obvious that the German

hopes had been shattered, altho the German people did not

yet realize it. The discovery of this, however, could not be

much longer delayed. Considering the nature of the

exigency that had called forth this display of "frightful-

ness" and the expectations and promises that were adduced

to justify it, the disillusionment, when it came, promised to

be painful and profound. The net loss of British tonnage
down to the beginning of the ruthless ?7-boat warfare on

February 1 had amounted to less than 5 per cent., this

after taking due account of ships completed since the out-

break of war, German ships seized and neutral vessels pur-
chased. It was the absolute reduction in a period of two

and a half years, in spite of all Germany's efforts with her

cruisers, with armed merchantmen, with disguised raiders,

and with submarines. More than this, the merchant service

of Great Britain between the outbreak of war and the end

of January, 11)17, in spite of the wholesale withdrawal of

vessels for war purposes and the losses it suffered at sea,

had succeeded in bringing into home ports 70 per cent, of

the weight of imports which would have come in a normal

year. That is to say, while the tonnage entrances in the

six months ending January 31, 1017, fell off, as compared
with the corresponding peace period of If) .14, by over 41

per cent., the decline in the weight of imports amounted to

less than 30 per cent. From whatever point of view the

question could be regarded, it was certain that Germany
made a great blunder when she embraced the submarine as

a weapon, but not yet would Capelle let her know it.

The warfare had to its record a sufficiently impressive
tale of slaughter and destruction to make a long account

against the country that had so arrogantly flouted all the

conventions of international law, and the plainest dictates of

humanity. The Central Powers had now practically united

against them the rest of the civilized world. The submarine

had become the agent of a world's destiny, the engine by
which a circuit of sympathy was flashed around the globe.

dfawing to the standard of the Allies the support of nearly
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every neutral nation which enjoyed freedom of movement.

"Frightfulness" was not only a conspicuous failure in its

immediate purpose, but had provided the means of forcing
such a combination against Germany as to make certain her

utter and irreparable defeat.

Striking statistics were given by Sir Eric Geddes, First

Lord of the Admiralty, in the House of Commons on No-

vember 1. He announced that between 40 and 50 per cent,

of the German submarines operating in the North Sea, the

Arctic, and the Atlantic since the beginning of the war, had
been sunk. During the last quarter the Germans had lost

as many submarines as they lost in the entire year 1916. But
at the same time the Germans were building them faster

than they had done hitherto. As regards the sinking of

merchant tonnage, Capelle's published figures for August were

808,000 tons of all nationalities, but in reality they had sunk

only a little more than half of that. For September the

official figures were 679.000 tons, but they sank "far less

than one-third of that amount of British tonnage, and less

than one-third of that of all nationalities." The total net

reduction since the beginning of the war from all causes in

British tonnage on the official register in ships of over 1,600
tons was under 2,500,000 tons gross, or 14 per cent. At the

outbreak of the war Germany owned over 5,000,000 tons of

shipping. Now nearly half of that tonnage had been sunk,

or was in the hands of the British or their Allies. She had

had a 50 per cent, reduction to the British 14 per cent.

The week's record of submarine losses issued on November
7 was not only the best for British shipping since February,
but probably for the Allies as a whole. Frequently a fall

in British casualties had been ofl'set by a large loss for the

French and Italians. This week the French lost only one

ship over 1.600 tons, so that for Great Britain and France

the total loss was apparently not more than 40.000 tons.

By this time it was plain that, in spite of fluctuations, the

maximum was steadily declining. From this week's low

point of eight large ships to the previous low point on Sep-
tember 16, also eight large ships, the high point was 17

ships. From September 16 hack to July 8, I he highest point
was 21 ships. For preceding periods of fluctuation the high
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points were, recessively, 27 ships and 40 ships. By dividing
the record since April 1 into eight-week periods, it appeared
that the weekly average during these periods was, suc-

cessively, 23 ships, 18 ships, 15 ships, and for the latest two

months, 12 ships. That the unmistakable decline had not

been due to a slackening of German effort followed from Sir

Eric Geddes's British statement that r-boats were being
built faster than ever. Still faster, therefore, was anti-

submarine defense being perfected. For America's obvious

share in the result there was reason to be proud.

Only one British vessel of more than 1.600 tons was re-

ported on November 14 as sunk by mine or submarine.

Five vessels of less than 1,600 tons and one fishing-boat had
been sunk during the same week. In November, Admiral
von Tirpitz virtually admitted the failure of the ruthless

f'-boat campaign. Captain Persius, of the Berl'ncr Tage-

blatt, made the same admission and scored those who were

responsible for "piracy without mercy." This policy had
been proving a failure since April, but it had been proving
a worse failure in more recent weeks, when successive low

records of sinkings by f-boats were made. It was now

proving a worse failure than ever before. "Piracy without

mercy" had succeeded only in bringing the United States

into the war, and in arraying practically all the world in

bitter hatred against Germany. The Kaiser, admittedly,
had played this warfare as his last card to win the war and

he, by this time, had lost.

As between the British and the Germans, in the war as

a whole, no one could mistake the advantages that now
rested with the former. The British had taken five German

prisoners to the Germans' one British; five guns to the Ger-

mans' one; they had occupied more than a million square
miles of German colonial territory, whereas the Germans
had not reached a foot of British territory. They had ban-

ished the German flag from the sea. They had blockaded the

German ports. They had destroyed the bases of German
trade within the British Empire, in the Far East, and even

in South Africa. Meanwhile the Germans had only suc-

ceeded in injuring the British to the extent of air-raids on

non-combatants and loss of shins incident to the submarine
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campaign. By every sign that one could adduce, the British

had triumphed over the Germans so far as the war was a

struggle between those two nations. After the Zeppelins

failed, the submarine had been the last weapon the Germans
had against the British.

While the bulk of British forces had been sent to France,
and almost as many brought back, protected not by im

penetrable walls but by exactly the same means that were

employed in the protection of other shipping only, of

course, employed in a vastly greater amount large British

forces had been dispatched to Egypt, Gallipoli, East Africa,

and other fields of war: wounded and war-worn men had
been brought back to England, almost continuously within

the zone of submarine attack and not for a few hours em-

ployed in the journey to and from France, but in voyages

lasting days and weeks. The total number of Allied fighting
men carried overseas and passing through the submarine
/one in the course of the war had exceeded 1)5,000,000. Less

than 3,500 had been lost, or about .025 per cent.
1 "

Shortage of torpedoes was one of the most serious condi-

tions which the ?/-boat now faced. German factories were
unable to turn them out in sufficient quantities for the needs

of the submarines, underwater craft being built faster than

torpedoes could be made. An augmented destroyer-patrol
was partly responsible for this; it had caused the submarines

to use up more torpedoes than formerly and to return more

frequently to their base. All f/-boat commanders were now

strictly "rationed" ;is to supplies of torpedoes and were not

permitted to waste torpedoes on long "chance shots." The

comparative immunity of American destroyers from torpedo-
attack despite the loss of the Jacob Joins and the slight

disablement of the Cfixsin had been noteworthy. The Ger-

mans hated destroyers as their worst enrmies in their most

fertile field of war-action. Scarcely one American destroyer
had failed to have one or more German torpedoes fired at

her, and yet only twice had torpedoes hit any of them.

Americans and British attributed this immunity to the mo-

bility of the destroyers, the alertness of American naval

men. and iheir keenness in defensive tactics. Sharp lookouts

he Time* (.\i-\v York).
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and skilful maneuvering had often enabled them, to cheat

the Germans of their prey.
On February 1, a year had passed since the German

Government formally declared ruthless submarine warfare

alike against enemies and neutrals. Sea traffic was to be

stopt "with every available weapon and without further

notice," but neither Great Britain nor France had been

starved into submission or was in danger of being starved.

The British had lost 1,033 vessels, of which 763 were of

more than 1,000 tons, and 270 of less than 1,000 tons. The
French and Italian losses were estimated at less than 1,000,-

000 tons, while the American losses were sixty-nine ships
of 171,061 tons, the loss of life being in excess of 300.

Against these losses, in addition to ships built during the

year, were to be counted 686,494 tons of German and Aus-

trian shipping seized by the United States and put into

commission, including the Vatcrland, rechristened the Levia-

than, which was now carrying American troops and Amer-
ican supplies to France. American exports in the year had

amounted to the unprecedented figure of $6,226,000,000, an

increase of $745.000,000 while imports had mounted to

$2,952,000,000, an increase of $560,300,000; American im-

ports and exports together showing a total increase of $1,-

305,300,000. We had an army of a few hundred thousand

men in France, and had not lost any men going east on

transports a statement true on February 1, but confronted

on February 6 with the dismal news that the transport
Tuscania had been sunk with 200 missing.

However critical the economic situation of Germany a

year before, it was accepted as far more critical now. Except
for the long blockade of Germany and her ports by the

British Navy, no heavier blow had been dealt to German

power than an embargo order of President AVilson which

had made it impassible for neutrals after exporting food

into Germany to replenish their own stores from the United

States. The results of this order had been staggering and

the effect was continuing. The U-boat campaign had, how-

ever, forced Great Britain and the United States to bend

their energies to the construction of new vessels to replace
the wastage, and the danger was not yet over, in spite of

360
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the increased effectiveness of the anti-submarine campaign.

Regardless of the total tonnage sunk, the experience of a

year had proved that the C/-boats could not win the war for

Germany, and it was inconceivable that Germany could do

as well in the future as in the past. Frightfulness in its

mad undertaking to conquer the world had failed on the sea

as on land. The world was still unconquered and autocracy
still faced a democracy that was resolute and undaunted.

It was impossible to give exact figures of the tonnage

destroyed in the twelve months. Possibly the loss of Allied

and neutral vessels had been in the neighborhood of 6,500.-

000 tons, which was something less than 15 per cent, of

their total tonnage. This was a liberal estimate, arrived at

by taking the figures of Great Britain, the United States,

France, Norway, and Spain as a basis. The total tonnage of

the merchant fleets of Allied and neutral countries in 1916

was about 45,000,000 tons. Of this amount the Allied coun-

tries represented 35,000,000 tons. England and France in

1916 had a combined tonnage of more than 23.000,000, Nor

way and Spain more than 3,000,000, and the United States

something over 9,000,000, including the vessels of the Great

Lakes. Three of the countries England, France, and Nor-

way were in the war-zone. Combined, they represented
about half the world's tonnage that had been affected by the

T'-boat warfare. Their sinkings, figured in percentages,

were almost identical. Great Britain had lost as many
vessels as all the other maritime powers combined. The total

number was 1.189. This did not include small fishing-

vessels, of which about 1(57 were sunk. Norway came next

with about 4.30, followed by France, with Sweden, Italy

Holland in the order named. The following table

on government
times :

and unofficial reports, given out

and

was based

it various

Xo. of .Yo. of

Country
Great Britain . .
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"With those figures as a basis, it was apparent that German
naval authorities had undershot their mark of 1,000,000 tons

of merchant vessels a month, by almost f>0 per cent. The
number of sinkings for the latest six months of 1917 was
almost 50 per cent, less than for the first six months.

From February 1 to August 1, 1!)17, about 1.100 vessels, or

an average of 184 vessels a month, of British, Norwegian or

American origin were sunk. During the six months ending
on February 1, 1918, fewer than 600 vessels had been tor-

pedoed, or an average of about 199 a month. The following
table shows the number of American. British, and Norwegian
vessels sunk each month since the beginning of the campaign:

^1 mcrican Norwff/ion
2 4\

."> (it!

8 64

S 4!)

7 43

13 58

4 LM

1!)

7 19

() 13
) >)

1 20

Announcement was made in "Washington on January 29

that the total tonnage of former German steamships ready for

the high seas service, most of which were now taking men
and materials to France, was approximately 500.000. Among
the number that had already arrived safely in Entente

ports was the Leviathan. Besides the Ltriafhun there were

fifteen other large German ships. Germany had been cir-

culating reports to belittle to her own people the assistance

given by this shipping to the Entente Allied cause and thus

to create unjustified confidence in submarines. As a matter

of fact, between (iOO.OOO and 700.000 tons of former enemy
shipping had become actively engaged or was just ready to

carry over our Expeditionary Koivc. The Ltvinthan was

capable of carrying up to 10.000 troops in ;i single voyage,
but s.OOO was considered llie largest number which could

Month
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be comfortably accommodated. Alterations made by Amer-
ican engineers had resulted in an increase of several knots

in her speed. Her steam distribution had been found so

inefficient that a large part of the boiler-power did not reach

the engines. The greatest single factor which had operated
for the quick return to service of the seized German ships
was the use of new methods of welding in repairing the

damage done the ship's engines by their German crews.

These methods permitted the repair of the damaged engines
without the necessity of removing the heavy parts.

Nothing, however, could obscure the fact that Germany's
crowning act of barbarism, lifting her hand against the

whole world, making no distinction between friend and foe,

had accomplished appalling results. It had sent, by Feb-

ruary 1, perhaps ;").()()(),000 tons of shipping to the bottom,

much of which was under neutral flags. It had drowned
some hundreds of unarmed persons, many of whom were

subjects of countries with whom Germany was at peace.

But what military results had been attained.' At the end

of twelve months England, with her face toward Germany,
never stood more securely erect. France had seen tin-

picked troops of Prussia and Bavaria giving way to her

valor at Verdun and on the Somme. America had come into

the fighting, bringing enormous resources. Food and ammu-
nition supplies for Hie Entente had become assured. Nearly
half a million American troops would soon be in France;
that number would eventually be trebled, and would be

followed by more if needed. Ships were being built to trans-

port them and all necessary supplies.

By February 1. 1D1S. the fate of Imperial -Germany was

definitely sealed. -She had acquired a load of taxation that

would impoverish her people for years to come. The world's

civilixed States were looking down upon her as an outlaw

among nations. A curse had been visited upon her. "even

unto the third and fourth generations," as part of the

heritage Prussianism had bestowed upon her. ('aptain
1'ersius frankly admitted that the /'-boat had been Ger-

many's last card and lhat. while England might yet be

forced by it to make peace, England could not be starved.

Starvation he regarded as out of the question. Even in
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official German quarters the starvation of England was no

longer thought of. Many, however, believed that a reduction

of British shipping was still possible to such an extent that

she would not be able to continue the war with any hope of

complete success. Some of the current German figures of

tonnage destroyed by the submarine Captain Persius ridi-

culed. Had they been true, England by October, 1917, would
not have had a single ship left for oilier than strictly war

purposes. He pointed out that in 1914 the world's shipping
had reached a total of about 49.000,000 tons, and now the

figure was 42.000.000, "of which by far the greater portion
was at the disposal of our enemies." lie emphasized the

fact that the Entente Powers were improving their means
of defense and had greatly increased their activity in build-

ing. It was' still "a very great task which lies before our

T-boats to achieve the object of so reducing the shipping of

our enemies that they will be forced to show their disposi-

tion for peace."

Strangely enough it was on this first anniversary of

frightfulness that the Ilandclablad- of Amsterdam published
a series of documents, obtained secretly from German
archives, showing the reasons that had led Germany to

adopt unrestricted submarine war. At the close of 191;"),

the Gei'man Admiralty had prepared a memorandum to

sh<uv that unrestricted war would compel Circa t Britain to

sue for peace within six months. The wording of the mem-
orandum indicated that the Admiralty of its own volition

had decided to adopt this warfare, but had next to con-

vince the Emperor, the Imperial Chancellor, and the Foreign
Office of the certainty of good results on economic and gen-
eral grounds rather than on military. The memorandum
was based in its arguments on statistics of food-prices,

and of freight- and insurance-rates in Great Britain. It

pointed out the effects which even restricted submarine war
had shown on the prices of essential commodities, on the

balance of trade, and on the morale of the British people,
and deduced from this that, with unrestricted warfare,

Kngland could hold out only for a short period.
The memorandum was submitted to Dr. von Bethmann-

Ilollwfg, the Imperial Chancellor, and to Dr. Karl Ilelf-
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ferich, the Vice-Chancellor. The latter rejected it, on the

ground that it was impossible to set a limit on England's

staying power in the absence of any authentic estimates of

stocks on hand, and also because he feared for the action

which would result from neutrals and especially from the

United States. The authors of the memorandum then

pointed out the gravity of the internal situation in Germany
and assured Dr. Helfferich that a desperate remedy was

necessary. They reinforced their argument, as to the seri-

ousness of the internal state of affairs, by calling in nine

experts representing German finance, commerce, mining and

agriculture. These men were invited to reply to three

questions: First, what would be the effect on England of

unrestricted submarine war? Second, what would be the

effect on Germany's relations with the United States and

other neutrals? Third, to what extent did the internal

situation of Germany demand the use of this drastic

weapon ?

All agreed that England would have to sue for peace in

six months at most. One said that England's supply of

foodstuffs was smaller than it was in peace time, and there-

fore a ruthless U-boat war would probably accomplish the

purpose in three months. Another said England's position

was "very vulnerable, owing to her dependence on foreign

capital and the absence of a spirit of self-sacrifice among
the English," and thought six months "an excessive esti-

mate." A third said that neutrals "despised restricted

submarine warfare"; that every ship in British waters,

enemy or neutral, "should be torpedoed without warning'';
that the world respected "only those who in a great crisis

know how to make the most unscrupulous use of their

power," and that Germany's position in the world's markets

after the war "would be all the stronger for her having
convinced the world of her power." Again it was declared

that "unrestricted submarine warfare would cause a whole-

sale flight of neutrals from the war /one"; that "their

newspapers would abuse Germany, but they would soon

tire": that the chief danger was the United Stales, but that

danger "would be less in proportion as Germany operated
decisively and rul hlesslv.

"
Bitter feeling in t.he United
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States after the war was not worth considering, "because if

Germany succeeds she can dictate terms to assure favored

treatment for herself," while if Germany was to throw

away this opportunity "the passive approval of the United

States would be of small practical value." A banker said

lie realized "how disastrous America's entry into the war
would be," but insisted that a ruthless war was the only

chance to defeat Great Britain and obtain a firm peace.

Experts might differ as to the prospect of war with the

United States, but none of them advised against the [/-boat

war on that account. All agreed that the internal situation

demanded a drastic remedy and "the most drastic measures

were advisable, owing to the feeling of the nation." It

was quite possible that Germany "would be unable to

hold out," and more drastic steps "should be taken before

disorder and unrest arose in the agricultural districts."

Each day's delay meant trouble and a few weeks' delay

"might render even restricted warfare abortive of good
results," because the great mass of people "were at the

cud of their resources."

'" Principal Sources : The Independent, The Krcnintf Poxt, The J.itcrarji

DiiH'-xt, The Timex, The l^renini/ Sim, New York ; The Tele<iran] ( Amsterdam) ;

Tile Woilil. The ./oiinuil of runnneree. The Tribune, Tile Wall Street Joiirn/il,

Xe\v York.



VIII

IN THE SECOND YEAR OF "FR1GHTFULNESS"-
THE ZEEBRFGGE AND OSTEND EXPLOITS NET

LOSSES OF SHIPS AND SUBMARINES

February 1, 1!)1 8 November 11, l!)18

IMMEDIATELY
following news of a marked decline in

submarine sinkings, an announcement came on February
seven, that the British steamship Tuxcania, of the Anchor

Line, then under charter to the Cunard Line, and serving
as a transport for American troops, had been torpedoed
and sunk off the coast of Ireland. The number of missing
was at first reported as more than 200. out of a total of

nearly 2.000 American troops on board, but later figures

indicated that only K>(> persons were missing, of whom 147

were Americans, and that 2.235 persons had been saved.

Among the saved were 113 officers and 1.!>17 American

foresters, engineers, supply trainmen, military police, and
aero units, a total of 2.030. The total number of persons
on the Tuscania was 2.401. The survivors were landed on

the north coast of Ireland at Buneranna, a point about

ten miles north of Londonderry, and at Lame, about fifteen

miles north of Belfast.

The Tuscania, a liner of 14.384 gross tons, was proceeding
eastward strongly guarded, when she was attacked. Through
the dusk of the oncoming night the shore line was then

visible from the starboard s:de. From that direct ion. the

lurking submarine discharged the torpedo that found its

mark in the boiler-room. A second torpedo passed harm-

lessly astern. A liritish destroyer dashed toward the at-

tacking submarine and dropt depth-bombs that resulted ap-

parently in its destruction. The explosion of the torpedo
caused a tremendous list, which made the launching of life-

boats and rafts extremely hazardous in the heavy sea and

darkness. Almost all the loss of life and the injuries oc-
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curred because of these conditions. There was no panic among
the troops or crew. The stricken liner remained afloat for

two hours. Many patrol-boats assisted destroyers in the

work of rescue. The Tuscania was the first transport car-

rying American troops east to be sunk by a submarine.

The astonishing thing about the disaster was that the loss of

life was relatively so small. This spoke for the discipline

on board and for the value of the convoy system, not only

as a means of defense, but as a means of saving life after

an attack. In January 1917, when two British transports
were torpedoed in the Mediterranean, 718 lives were lost.

With a convoy system much of this loss might have been

prevented.
It had been the boast of the British Navy, and a proud

boast it was, that, in the transportation of 400.000 Canadian

troops across the Atlantic, not a life had been lost through
submarine attack. That had been a piece of good fortune

that could not be expected to last until the war ended.

In eight months the United States had sent nearly as many
soldiers to France as Canada had sent, and these were our

first casualties. On the record made so far, the chances

were therefore several hundred to one against any American

soldier losing his life through the operations of German
submarines. Whatever the losses, there could be no doubt

as to what the moral effect would be. Loss of life is a sad

thing for those to whom victims are related, but it might
result in the saving of far more lives in the future for, if

the Teutonic rulers supposed they could, by this kind of

ruthlessness, lessen the power of America in prosecuting its

part in the war, or deter it from its effort, they were

adding only another to their many stupid blunders in their

estimate of what the soul of man really is. This kind of

warfare could only intensify American determination to do

its utmost to destroy the power responsible for it. We had

already done much to lessen the effect of T-boat warfare

and were likely to do more in the great work of destroying

the power of Prussianized Germany.
Current differences at this time 1 between cheerful and

pessimistic views entertained of the shipping problem arose

from two causes. The weekly figures given out by the

3fi8
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British Admiralty did not show the amount of tonnage lost,

and they took no account of ordinary marine casualties,

which were abnormally heavy in war-times, with ships run-

ning into mined waters, without lights, and driven to the

utmost of t'heir power. The amount of shipbuilding in

Great Britain during the war, including 600,000 tons out of

1,683,000 tons built in 1914, was 4,000,000 tons in Around
numbers. In 1908 the marine casualties for British ships
were 253,000 tons, and in 1912 they were 281,000. Assum-

ing that the marine losses during the war had been doubled
;

that is, were roughly 600,000 tons a year, the marine losses

for the whole period of the war would have bqen on January

1, 1918, a little over 2,000,000 tons.
14 Exclusive of enemy

ships, the world's tonnage to the end of 1917, according to

Sir Eric Geddes, First Lord of the Admiralty, had fallen

2,500,000 tons from the beginning of the war. lie declared

lhat German statements of Allied shipping losses were

grossly exaggerated for January, 1918, the exaggeration
had been 113 per cent. The amount of tonnage sunk in

twelve months had been 6,000,000 instead of 9,500.000 as

given in the German claim. The total of Allied and neutral

tonnage was now 42,000,000 tons, a comforting figure, partly

due, said Sir Eric, to new construction by the United Stales.

and to the sei/ure of German ships. Ilis figures were reached

after deducting lake craft and a considerable number of

small craft. Great Britain had lost on the average 260.000

tons monthly during the last quarter of 1917, and had

built 140,000 tons monthly. British shipping had suffered

most in the war, but the British had contributed to the

war the greatest naval effort and had sustained the greatest

attack. During the last quarter of 1917, the Allies were

coining within an average of 100,000 tons a month of mak-

ing their losses good. They were replacing 75 per cent,

of the lost tonnage.
Publication on March 21 of certain long withheld British

Admiralty figures showed exactly what the total of subma-
rine losses had been up to .January 1. 191S. Despite anti-

submarine measures, undersea boats had been destroying

ships twice as fast as the world's shipyards were building

11 The Krcnintt I'oxt i Ni-w York*.
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them. From both enemy action and marine risk down to

January 1, Allied and neutral shipping had lost since the

war began 11,827.752 gross tons, while shipyards outside of

the Central Powers had turned out 6.606,275 tons. But this

loss, tremendous as it was, did not approach the German
claims. AVith 2,589,000 tons of enemy ships added to Allied

new construction in the war period (6, 606,000 tons), the

net loss to the world shipping, exclusive of that of Germany
and her allies, was only 2,632.21)7. The max'mum of losses

had been reached in the second quarter of 11)17, which was
after unrestricted submarine warfare had drawn the United

States into the struggle. In that quarter 2.236.934 gross
tons of ships went down. Since that time the total had been

reduced until in the fourth quarter of 1917, it was only
272.843. In the meantime the shipbuilding output had

steadily curved upward. In the last quarter of 1917, it

was 932,023 tons and at that time the enormous facilities of

the United States had not begun to get into action.

So long as the British Admiralty adhered to its rule to

publish only the number of British ships sunk by submarines-

and mines, without giving the tonnage, except to say that

so many vessels over 1.600 tons and so many under 1,600

tons had been lost, the Germans had been perhaps warranted

in making excessive claims. But charging them with ex-

aggerations and specious statements could not satisfy the

public. AVith a pol'cy of secret iveness persisted in, the

effect had been to impair confidence in the Admiralty's good
faith. Now that the Admiralty had come out and published
the exact figures, covering a period from the beginning of

the war until January 1, 1918, the prospect of beating the

submarines, or triumphing over the worst that they could do,

seemed not half as black as il did before. While this show-

ing as to net tons, 2.632.297, was reassuring, the submarine

was still a menace, for it was sinking more ships than the

Allies were building, and the -output of yards in Great.

Britain was alarmingly behind estimates. The United States,

however, had a shipbuilding program that promised not only

relief, but defeat for the submarine campaign. Kor several

months Great Britain had had to rely entirely on her own
builders. The taking over in Man-h 191S, of Dutch ships
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by the United States, proved a great help, while from Japan
a tonnage not negligible was expeeted.
The most notable naval undertaking since the battle of

Jutland, fought on May 31, 191(>. occurred April 22-23,

1918, at Zeebrugge and Ostend, when the British attempted
a feat similar to that which Ilobson during our war
with Spain tried at Santiago, and the Japanese tried at Port

Arthur. This was to block the entrances to the Bruges
Canal and Ostend, which had served as nests for German
submarines and torpedo-boats. For this purpose obsolete

cruisers tilled with concrete were run aground and sunk

under command of Vice-Admiral Keyes. The enterprise was

undertaken after weeks of preparation, and was an ex-

tremely daring one. It was carried out in waters filled

with mini's and along a shelving coast. Upon its success

depended for weeks the course of future German submarine

operations in the Channel and adjoining waters. The plan
at Zeebrugge was, that, after an intense bombardment by
monitors, the warship Vindictive, with auxiliaries, should

run alongside the Zeebrugge mole and attack it with gun-

tire, storming and demolition parties being landed. Mean-

time, assisted by motor-boats, block shi] .-.--, were to make for

the entrance to the canal, run aground and be blown up,

while two old and valueless submarines, filled with explo-

sives, were to run against the pile work connecting the

masonry of the mole with the shore, and so cut the mole off.

The net result at Zeebrugge was that the Canal entrance

was effectually blocked, and a breach of 120 t'eet long was
made in the viaduct connecting the mole with the land.

At the same time the Ostend fairway was "inconveniently
nan-owed," altho not wholly blocked. Nearly three weeks

afterward Ostend was more successfully attacked.

The Zeebniiige ('anal was much more important to the

German Navy's operations in the Channel than Ostend, as

it was through Zeehrugge that /'-boats, constructed at

Antwerp, were brought to the coast, as well as munitions

and general supplies for coast-defense. Zeebrugge harbor

had long been dredged daily by two dredgers, a work made

necessary by the perpetual shifting nf the sand. One of

these dredgers the I'r tish sank and the other thev damaged.
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With the breach made in the viaduct, sand under a south-

west or westerly wind, would shift more rapidly and so

obstruct navigation. The removal of the block-ships across

the canal's mouth would be for the Germans a slow and
delicate work, because the use of the necessary heavy charges
would still further injure the canal's entrance walls. The

block-ships had been so prepared as to give them high resist-

ing power.
Afterward Captain Alfred F. B. Carpenter, who com-

manded the Vindictive, gave a long account of the part
taken by the Vindictive in the raid.

lr' The chief purpose
in the expedition, he said, was to distract the attention of

the battery on the mole while the block-ships ran in, and

especially the attention of a battery of 11 -inch guns which

occupied a commanding position at the tip of the mole. The
V'indict 've had been elaborately prepared for the business of

landing soldiers on the mole, which was a solid work of

stone, forty feet high and fifteen feet above the Vindictivc's

top deck at the state of the tide when the attack took place.

A special superstructure over the upper deck and three

long gangways had been provided in order to take men up
to the level of the mole as soon as the Vind'ctive got along-

side. According to plan, the ship ran alongside the mole,

approaching it on the port side, equipped with specially

built buffers of wood two feet wide. As there was nothing
to tie to, the Vindictive merely dropt anchor, while the

Daffodil, with her nose against the opposite side of the ship,

kept her against the mole. In a fairly heavy sea, two of

the three gangways were smashed, but the third held, and
500 men swarmed up on the mole. This gangway was two

feet wide and thirty feet long. The men who went across in-

cluded )JO() marines and 150 storming seamen from the Vin-

dict'rc, and fifty or so from the Daffodil. They carried

hand grenades and Lewis guns. A hard hand-to-hand fight

look place along the mole for two hundred yards toward the

shore. As the Vindict ire's bow was pointed toward the

shore, the bridge got the full effect of enemy fire from shore

batteries. One shell exploded against the pilot house, killing

nearly all its ten occupants. Another burst in the fighting

"'To an Associated Press rorresponileiit.
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top, killing a lieutenant and eight men who were doing ex-

cellent work with two pompoms and four machine-guns.

Only a few German shells hit the hull, because it was well

protected by the wall of the mole, but the upper structure,

masts, and ventilators, which showed above the wall, were

riddled.

Twenty-five minutes after the Vindictive reached the wall,

the first block-ship passed in and headed for the canal. Two
others followed in leisurely fashion, while the men kept up
the fight on the mole. One of the block-ships stranded out-

side the canal, but the two others got two or three hundred

yards inside, where they were successfully sunk across the

entrance. Air-observations showed that a clear break twenty

yards in width had been made in the mole at the inner

end, and that a sunken object blocked the greater part of

the channel in the harbor of Ostend. Not only \vas the

mouth of the canal at /eebrugge blocked, but every gun on

the mole was destroyed, sheds throughout its entire length
were demolished and large stores of ammunition in sheds

were blown up. Motor-boats destroyed every floating thing
in sight, including two German destroyers and some sub-

marines. The German Admiralty, however, claimed thai

only slight damage was suffered, and that German casualties

were small, while, in addition to five Hritish cruisers sunk

near the coast this statement let it be inferred that the

Germans had sunk them three destroyers and some motor-

boats had been sunk. As for the mole, it had been "hit

by a torpedo." Next day a German statement declared

that German naval operations would not suffer from the

event. Altho photographs showed thai the light cruisers

IpJiif/C'itia and ////;v/m/ \vere sunk in the Zeebrugge channel

just where they would block it. the Kaiser decorated all those

concerned in German failure to foil the intruders. Admiral

Schroeder received the order of the Swords of the Red

Kagle of the First ('lass-, f'aptain Sehuette. commander of

the batteries on the mole, twenty yards of which the Hritish

landing party blew up. got the Knight's Cross of the Royal
Order of I lolien/.ollerii with Swords; and to Thief Berlet

of the Marines fell the Red Kagle of the Second ('lass.

Kverybody received a medal or a ribbon feu
1 this failure.
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The great exploit was, in fact, a notable success. Pho-

tography did not lie in such matters, and photographs
showed that the Intrepid and the Iphigcnia reached the

precise positions in the Zeebrugge channel that they were

directed to reach and that the latter, in particular, lay with

her bow and stern firmly wedged upon the shallows which

uncovered at low water on two sides of the channel, and

that she could not have been better placed to obstruct navi-

gation. The Intrepid also lay almost athwart the channel,

higher up, and much impeding the entrance and exit, while

even the Thais lay directly in a position where she could

do the port an injury. The effective action of the sub-

marine, whose target was the shore end of the mole, was
also attested photographically by a wide gap of 100 feet in

that structure. All these obstructions to the channel could

be removed in time, but there was not a shadow of doubt

that the German flotillas at Bruges were for the time unable

to ur.e Zeebrugge as an outlet to the sea.

The blowing up of the shore-end of the mole by an old

British submarine packed with explosives was one of the

most impressive incidents of the battle. The young com-

mander rammed his little ship well home in among the piles,

fired her and then had five minutes to get clear with his

three companions. But the motor of his launch broke down
and the party had to row clear. Then the submarine blew

up and with her all the Germans on the mole above her,

while the little boat in which the British crew of ihe sub-

marine escaped was nearly swamped by the force of the

explosion. St. George's day. in 1!)1S thai was the date of

the exploit promised to be remembered for a glorious feat

of arms in British naval history. Two weeks a Her the

attack, photographic and other evidence showed thai the

canal was still entirely blocked as a result of the British

raid, and that it could not be used. German attempts to

clear the waterway had as yet met with no success.

On May !', British naval forces made another raid on

Ostend, blocking the entrance io the harbor by sinking there

the cruiser Vindlctivi. Since the attack on Zeebrugge on

April '!'.', the \"n<lirf in had been tilled with concrete for this

purposr. Ostend and Zeehrugge were connected lv canals.
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but unlike Zeebrugge, Ostend was not protected in the

harbor by an armed mole. Only two short jetties projected
out on the sides of the 'entrance to the channel, which was
about 199 meters wide and 500 meters long. The Vindictive

was sunk up the channel about 100 yards with her bows

pointing toward the harbor. She probably had not blocked

up the whole channel, but she had made it impracticable
for big ships, tho smaller vessels might find a way out. The

position in which the Vindictive lay was such that the

natural action of the current would deposit silt and so pro-
mote the British purpose. The attacking force that ar-

rived off Ostend Harbor at 2 o'clock in the morning was a

squadron made up of the Vindictive, several destroyers, and
a small number.of motor-launches. The Vindictive had been

shot full of holes and battered almost beyond recognition

at Zeebrugge, but she was able to steer into Ostend in a

businesslike and undramat'e way. Before the enemy was
wide awake her hull, packed with concrete, had been de-

posited in the chosen spot.

All that was romantic and adventurous of the British

Navy lived again in the two exploits. It was a rebirth of

the spirit of Nelson and Drake of the spirit of our own
Decatur in the war with the Barbary pirates. Such a spirit,

once aroused, was infectious. Its exhilaration was felt

wherever the spell of sea-power and sea-fighting persisted.

The sunken Vindictive lay in the neck of the Ostend

channel, at an angle of about forty degrees. A vessel 300

feet long lying at this angle did not effectively block a

channel 320 feet wide, but it served a useful purpose in

that a partial and serious blockade had been achieved. It

would not prevent the egress of submarines, or entirely

stop destroyers, but it would materially hamper both, while

German light craft would not be able, when pursued by
British forces, to rush at full speed into the harbor, as they
had formerly done. The Vindictive went to her last berth

150 to 200 yards within the piers forming the entrance to

the harbor, under a terrible fire from German naval guns
and machine-guns. Altogether, 200 shells fell within a

few yards of two of the escorting monitors, but neither was

hit, nor did any casualty result. The weather was every-
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thing desirable until fifteen minutes before the Vindictive.

was sunk, when a fog reduced the visibility to a range of

between 800 and 400 yards. While she was being abandoned,

two motor-launches went alongside, under a heavy machine-

gun fire, and succeeded in bringing oil' the men, inelud'ng

the wounded.
The same day that brought from England the report of

the April sinkings, with their steadily declining ratio,

brought news from one of our Atlantic ports of the arrival

of the new American steam-freighter Tuckahoc, in cargo,

forty-three days after her keel was laid. The two items

represented the progress made on the two wings of the

attack against the submarine pirates, as carried on by the

navies of the Allied Powers and the United States, and by
the shipyards of the non-Germanic world. Balancing sub--

marine losses against new construction, the latest figures

justified one in saying that the long-awaited turning-point
in the struggle against the iT-boat was close at hand. The
formidable tonnage deficits of three years had reached the

vanishing point and might utterly disappear before the end

of June.

On May 25 news came that the British mercantile cruiser

Moldavia, carrying American troops to Europe, had been

torpedoed and about fifty American soldiers were reported

missing. There were no casualties among the crew. Most

of the American troops were killed by the explosion while

in a compartment. When it was seen that the Mold<ir :

<t

was settling down, all on board were taken off by the escort-

ing ship. The men lost all their belongings, but were sup-

plied with new clothing at the different naval ports where

they were taken. The M/>l<l<iria was torpedoed without

warning. It was a moonlight night and, altho a good look-

out was kept, the attacking submarine was not sighted be-

fore the torpedo struck. Most of the men aboard were in

their hammocks when the explosion occurred amidship. The

sailors and soldiers alike showed no panic. The vessel was

struck below the bridge. She steamed ahead for some time

after being struck and at first it was hoped thai her water-

tight compartments would enable her to reach port. The
Molditr (i was nf fl..~>(H) tuns gross and was owned by ihe

:t7S
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P. and 0. Company. She was 520 feet long. She was the

third transport carrying American troops to be torpedoed
and the fifteenth troopship sunk by Germans. Of vessels

carrying Americans, the Antilles had been the first to meet

with destruction by a /-boat. She was sunk in October.

1017, when returning to this country from Europe, and

seventy lives were lost. The second was the Tuscania, which

was sent to the bottom off the north of Ireland in February,
1018. Then came the Moldavia. The only other serious

attack made on American transports occurred in June, 1017.

when vessels carrying some of the first expeditionary units

under a convoy commanded by Read Admiral Gleaves,

narrowly escaped disaster in the mid-Atlantic.

The American troop transport President Lincoln, of 18.168

gross tons capacity, sixth in size among the vessels that had

been used for our army transportation, was attacked by a

submarine on May 31 and sunk somewhere in the naval

war zone. The Pres'dcnt Lincoln was returning from

European waters to the Fnited States bringing wounded
men home. The torpedoing occurred in broad daylight.

Only members of the crew were lost; the wounded were

saved. The /'resident Lincoln was one of four German
vessels that had been taken over by the United States and
had not been renamed when the American flag was hoisted

above them; the others were the (leonjc \Vasliin(/ton- of

the North German Lloyd Line and the /'resident (!r<int and

Pennsylvania of the Hamburg-American Line. The I'n si-

dent Li i>cul n lay for months at Iloboken before she was
taken over and repaired for use as a transport.

At least fourteen American vessels were sunk late in May
off the North Atlantic coast by German submarines. The

largest was the 1'orto Rico liner Carolina, of S.iKK) tons,

which was attacked about 1 l2."i miles southeast of Sandy
Hook. Besides the Carolina the vi'tims included a tanker,

the II<rl>< // L. I'rafl, the steamship \Viti n< eonnii . of l.SOO

tons, and nine schooners. The crews were landed at Atlantic

ports. Nearly all the schooners were sunk by a T-boat

which had been lurking for days in the path of shipping off

the Jersey coa->1 and the Delaware capes. Stories told bv

skippers indicated that ihe commander of this submersible
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was unusually humane for a German officer. In no instance,

so far as known, was a lifeboat shelled and in all cases re-

ported the crews had an opportunity to escape, or were

taken aboard the submarine, where some of them were kept

prisoners for eight days before they were turned adrift to

be picked up by a passing
1 vessel. The toll of dead and

missing first stood at fifty-eight, all being from the steamer

Carolina. Sixteen perished when one of the ship's boats

capsized in a storm after the vessel had been sunk. The
Carolina's motor-lifeboat, carrying two women and thirty-

three men, capsized in a squall off Cape Henlopen about 11

o'clock at night. Only nineteen lived through the ex-

perience. That their lives were saved was due to the

presence of mind of Christian Nelson, an engineer of the

Carolina, who directed the bailing out of the boat and the

rescue of eighteen of his companions. Worn and bedraggled
after spending forty hours without food in open boats at

sea, thirty-six men who comprised the crew of the freighter

Tf.rd, which was sunk sixty miles ofV New York, drifted

ashore at Atlantic City. They told how, out of a clear sea,

the /'-boat had poked her nose up out of tin 1 water at the

right bow of the vessel; how the submarine commander,
with a strange mixture of callousness and good nature had

exprest polite and profane regret when he sank the ship and
her rich cargo of sugar, after giving those on hoard an op-

portunity to take to their boats.

It was natural for Germany to do everything she could

to interrupt the steady flow of American reinforcements to

Europe. This was understood to have been the occasion for

sending /'-boats into our waters. The western offensive had

become for her a battle against time. It would miss its

mark if a decision was not reached before the arrival of our

forces in sufficient numbers to turn the scale in France

irreparably against Germany. As yet the /'-boats had not

sunk a single American transport outward bound, the convoy

system having proved effective in the eastern half of the

Atlantic. Tin- German Admiralty's failure in those waters

had driven if to extend its campaign into the western

Atlantic, where hitherto less vigilance had been necessary.
The sending of /'-boats over here was a part of Ludendorff's

aso
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great offensive in the west, begun in March, which aimed at

bringing the war to an end this year without an actual defeat

of the Teutonic Powers. Almost simultaneously with the

beginning of Ludendorff's offensive this U-boat design against

the shipping of the United States had set in. A con-

siderable military force of Americans was then already
in France, a steady stream was following, and with it muni-

tions and supplies, some of which were to strengthen the

British and French as well as support the growing force of

Americans. Submarines in Europe were accomplishing
little in causing actual hindrance to convoyed forces and

supplies, and meanwhile the construction of new vessels

was gaining upon the destruction of old ones.

Whatever the motives and the expectations were, the

reaction in this country was not likely to afford Germany
much comfort. It was true that the ports of New York and
Boston were closed for a few hours when the presence of

U-boats off our coast was first officially established, that

New York C'ity dimmed its lights as a precaution against

bombing airplanes which might have arrived by the under-

sea route and that New Yorkers were instructed by the

Police Department that, when sirens and whistles announced
an air-raid, they should immediately open the windows of

their homes or offices and go at once to cellars. But these

precautions were not prompted by any sign or spirit of

panic. Our psychological reaction was more truly revealed

in the fact lhat, the day after the arrival of the U-boat be-

came known, naval recruit ing in New York passed all

records since the United States entered the war, and on

the same day New York made its first systematic effort to

round up unregistered enemy-aliens. If (Jermany had

Imped to cause the recall of some of our destroyers she was
doomed to disappointment.
A bombardment of American ports by German guns as a

feature of the U-boat campaign was now being promised

by the ("lerman press. One paper referred to the campaign
as a submarine obstruction to the transportation of Ameri-

can reinforcements to Europe ''at a lime when American
reserves are the Allies' last hope." Large transportation
was being checked, and American naval forces were "power-
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less to prevent it." The German people were told that what
had happened wras "only the beginning." There would be

scenes to "make the marrow of Wilson's bones turn cold."

Americans were "trembling in fear of air-raids" and there

was "a great panic throughout the country."
On June 27, when the German Foreign Minister began

again to talk of peace, the British hospital ship Llandovery
Castle, of 11,000 tons, bound from a Canadian port for

England, was sunk without warning by a submarine seventy
miles from the Irish coast and only 24 of 258 persons on

board were -reported saved. The first intimation the ship
had of the presence of a submarine was a jar and the roar

of an explosion from aft and then the lights went out. Many
were killed in the engine-room. There was no response to

Captain Sylvester's signals from the bridge after the tor-

pedo struck. The Llandovcry Caxtl< , chartered by the Cana-

dian Government, had been in service carrying wounded
and sick from England to Canada for many months, and

was then on her way to England. She had on board 258

persons, including eight men of the Canadian Army Medical

Corps and fourteen women nurses. All lights were burning
when the ship was torpedoed, including a huge electrical

cross over the bridge and strings of white and green lights

on either side. Red crosses on the sides of the vessel also

were illuminated by electric lights. One of the small boats

launched from the hospital ship and containing twelve

nursing Sisters, capsixed and the Sisters were drowned.

The submarine was afterward observed attacking wreckage,
on which might have been survivors and in a locality where

it was likely some of the small boats were drifting.

The hospital ships Dov< r Castle and I\< ira had also been

torpedoed at night, the first named in the .Mediterranean

and the other in Bristol Channel. Both carried wounded,

doctors, nurses, and attendants. It was impossible in any
of these cases to mistake the ship for a warship at torpedo-

ranii'e. Their Red Crosses illuminated sea and sky more

brilliantly than any constellation could do and proclaimed
their mission of mercy to Allied and enemy alike. The Ger-

mans did not even give warnings, but struck from the dark

which was made blacker because the croxs above deck's ami
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repeated on the sides lit the night with an effulgence seem-

ing like a celestial scene. An emblem sacred to civilized

nations had meant nothing to the Germans, but an oppor-

tunity to add another atrocity to their record. Their Foreign

Minister, only a few days before, had stood up in the Reichs-

tag and spoken of a negotiated peace in "mutual confidence

in one another's honesty and chivalry"; the same Germany,
another of whose former Foreign Ministers, during the

sitting of the Peace Conference in Paris in 1919, on hearing
what the terms to Germany might be, remarked that "we
supposed we were dealing with gentlemen." The latter was

Zimmermann, the author of those Mexican notes which, next

to the Lus'.tania sinking, was the chief causes of America

entering into the war.

Harrowing details were given on June 17, 1918, of the

destruction of one of the largest and more recently con-

structed German submarines, one of the last to leave Zee-

brugge before the entrance to the harbor was blocked by
British forces on April 24. The T-boat struck a mine, and
out of the crew of forty only two survived on reaching the

surface after a terrible struggle with death for an hour and

a half, twenty fathoms below the surface. Some of the

crew committed suicide, having lost all hope of leaving the

boat alive. The only chance of escaping was to force open
the conning-tower and the forward hatches and trust to

the compression of a r in one part of the vessel to force

each man. like a torpedo, to the surface. The air-pressure
in the submarine had become so high that the great ma-

jority of the Germans could not keep their months closed.

The comprest air shot them to the surface, and hardly had

they reached the sea-level when the air-pressure burst their

lungs, and about twenty of them sank like stones.

The I'niled Slates cruiser Xun f)i<</<> was sent to the

bottom of the Atlantic by a torpedo or m:ne ten miles south-

east of Fire Island on .July 1!) with a loss of forty-eight

persons. All the office's were saved. The vessel carried a

complement of approximately 1 .2.~>7 men. The steamship
JiiisxiUH. brought in 71H, the /'. /'. Join* SS. and (lie Mnl<l<n

.'ISO. These, with the thirty-one men who were taken ashore

at Point o' Woods, made a total of 1.20!) men accounted for.
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The remainder of the ship's complement, forty-eight men,

chiefly firemen, who were within fatal range of the explosion,
or who were exposed to escaping steam, wore unaccounted

for. It was believed that these men were killed instantly

when the Sail Diego was ripped along her keel from stern

to the midship section. No torpedo or wake of a torpedo
was observed. No submarine was seen, and the three mer-

chantmen which went to the rescue of the sailormen were

not molested by a submarine attack. A month later it be-

came officially known that the ship was sunk by a mine.

News of ?7-boat depredations off Cape Cod supplied proof
of continued enemy operations in American waters. In

view of hundreds along the beach the submarine shelled and

burned a tugboat and sank three barges without warning,
wounded three of the crews, and dropt four shells on the

mainland. The action lasted an hour and a half and was

unchallenged except for two hydro-airplanes from the

Chatham aviation station, which circled over the T-boat,

causing her to submerge, only to reappear and resume

firing. The barges were bound from Gloucester for New
York and only one was loaded, her cargo consisting of

stone. Of the forty-one persons, including three women and

five children on board, three men were wounded.

On July 22 word came that the giant White Star liner

Junticia had been torpedoed and sunk. The Jitsiicia was

formerly the Dutch steamer Statnidam, taken over by the

British Government "on the slocks at Belfast, when nearing

completion. She was of M2.120 tuns gross. Four hundred of

the crew of the Jiisticia .were landed at an Irish port. The

liner was sunk after a twenty-four-hour fight with suit-

marines. The first torpedo struck the engine-room and the

ship stopt. Several other torpedoes were fired, but only
two of the missiles were effective.

Not even tlie heavy score made by /'-boats in sinking the

Jnsl icid- could do away with the fact of German submarine

failure as a whole. The /"-boats that had appeared off

the New Jersey and Massachusetts coasts could be inter-

preted onlv as a sign of irritation in consciousness of de-

feat. The world had witnessed one lonir series of gross Ger-

man miscalculations which would much sooner have effected
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Germany's ruin except for one or two facts concerning which
the German war-makers apparently did not make miscalcu-

lations their own technical skill in making war, and more

than that, the infinite patience of the German people with

their military masters. They miscalculated as to Belgium;

they miscalculated as to Great Britain; they miscalculated

as to the soul of Prance
; they miscalculated the 77-boat war

as to what that could do, and they miscalculated as to

America. Tn the end the record became more complete, for

even the infinite devotion, submissiveness, and credulity of

fhe German people at last turned out a miscalculation, and
the military caste was face to face with a revolution.

By the end of August, 1918, it was clear that the sub-

m'.rine situation had permanently changed. The barrier

erected against it in the English Channel had become so

formidable that activities came to an end. Operations from

Flemish ports, moreover, had been rendered impracticable,

owing to the successful exploits of the British at Zeebrugge
and Ostend, and to the persistence of attacks on them by
air and sea. Between March and July the British navy had

disposed of fully one-half the submarine flotilla concentrated

at Zeebrugge and Ostend. The Flanders coast had ceased

to have any strategic importance for the enemy. To achieve

this purpose the British army had made its attack on

Passchendaele Ridge in the autumn of 1!H7, and just failed

to succeed, but the British navy had since "done the trick."

AVhatever the Germans were fighting for on the Western

Front, it was no longer for any strategic advantage that

came from holding the Flanders ports.
" ;

Official figure;, made public in Washington on September
21, showed that from August. 1<)14. 1o September, 1!)1S.

German submarines had sunk 7.1~>7.<ISS deadweight tons of

shipping in excess of the tonnage turned out in that period

by Allied and neutral nations. Thai total, however, did not

mean depletion to that extent of the fleets of the Allied and

neutral nations, because :>.7!t:">.()()0 deadweight tons of enemy
>hips had been sei/ed by them in flie meantime, so that

actually the Allied and neutral nations on September 1,

I!'!*, had only .'>..'!(>2.<)SS less tons of shipping in operation
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than in August. 1914. These details were issued to show

that, with American and Allied yards under full headway,
the danger of the German submarine starving Europe was

now at an end. Since May, 1918, Allied construction had

exceeded destruction. There were now 203 shipyards in the

United States, 77 steel, 117 wood, 2 composite, and 7 con-

crete shipyards. Of these 155 were completed, 35 were more
than half completed, and only 13 were less than half com-

pleted. The great plant at Hog Island was 95 per cent,

completed and had been built in one year; its site when the

United States entered the war was a swamp marsh. Every
month of the year had added to the number of American

shipways, until in September the impressive total was 1,020

more than double the total of shipways in all the rest of

the world. Of the 927 shipways of the Emergency P^leet

Corporation of the Shipping Board, 810 were now listed as

completed, and only 117 were to be added. There were
410 completed ways for the construction of wood, composite.
and concrete ships. There were now approximately 386.000

employees in the shipyards, as against fewer than 50,000

in July, 1916.

Four ships, v/itli more than 940 passengers, were sunk

by the r-boats early in October the United States trans-

port Ticmidt rof/a, with a missing 1M of 243; the Japanese

steamship Jlinnnlo, with a list of 300. and an unconfirmed

list of 4*1 from the Lchixttr, a Dublin mail-boat. The

Ticouflerofja went down 1.700 miles from our coast. The
Hinnulu was torpedoed 300 miles south of Ireland. The
Dublin mail-boat was sunk in St. George's Channel. Seven-

teen men. the sole survivors so far as known, of the crew

of 330 of the transport Ticondf-rofja, which had left our

coast for Europe late in September, arrived in the United

States with a harrowing tale of torpedoeing. Nearly all

of the seventeen were still suffering from unhealed w. Minds,

inflicted when, on October (i, a (ierman /'-boat shelled the

7"( an il< rnt/ii unmercifully, after liavintr fatally injured her

with a torpedo. The Ticinn1fr<nj<i (formerly (he (Icrman

steamer Ciinnlld Ifn-knn rs, of .>..)M) ton^ sailed with a

convoy, bill because of engine-trouble had lost her pro-

tecting companions. Several days later a torpedo hit her.
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London newspapers were filled with indignant condemnation

of the "cold-blooded murder and massacre" committed in

the sinking of the Leinstcr, one of the most diabolical pieces

of wickedness in the German record. Committed at the

moment when Germany was talking peace, the immediate

effect of this outrage was completely to defeat Germany's
purpose. No notice would henceforth be taken of anything
uttered or written by the new Chancellor, Prince Maximilian

of Baden, except "unconditional surrender."

A notable combat with a T-boat occurred in the Adriatic

during the raid made on Durazzo on October 6, 1918. The

Allied forces included three Italian battleships and three

British cruisers that crossed the Adriatic in line ahead, the

battleships leading, with British mine-sweepers, Italian,

British, and American destroyers and "chasers" ahead, de-

stroyers and other lighter vessels on flanks and rear. Two
enemy submarines fired, but fired only once, for fifteen or

sixteen American chasers and other light vessels scurried

down upon them, and disposed of both, as neither was

sufficiently submerged to escape the depth charges dropt.
Eleven chasers participated under command of Captain
Nelson, acting as fringes to the main attacking party of

British and Italian men-of-war. On Hearing the enemy's
coast all ships came under the fire of coastal batteries, but

the chasers, by means of skilful zigzagging and rushing in

under enemy fire, escaped without casualties. Chaser No.

12!) sighted a submarine that was about to make an assault on

the attacking Allied ships when it submerged, stayed so fora

moment, then reappeared a short distance away from chaser

No. 121), which, having seen the submarine go down, had made
its course toward the place and dropt two depth-charges in

a position which it thought was above the submarine. In

the meantime the submarine had changed its course and a

moment later its periscope appeared and then it submerged
airain. Chaser No. 129 now ran straight for it again and
when directly over it, let go a depth-charge, followed by
two more. Afterward seven large pieces of steel frame-

work or plating came to the surface in a swirl of water and
then sank. A gigantic globule of oil and water, which

seemed to be almost boiling also made its appearance, for
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twenty seconds, and then rose a steady stream of heavy
black oil. During this engagement submarine chaser No.

129 was hampered by engine-trouble, but, in spite of being

crippled, she was able to contribute to the general success

of the maneuver. The submarine she sank would in all

probability have torpedoed one of the large British or

Italian warships. No. 129 was commanded by Maclear Jacoby,
son of Prof. Harold Jacoby of Columbia University.
The output of world tonnage in the third quarter of

1918 exceeded the losses from all causes by nearly half a

million gross tons. The United Kingdom built new ship-

ping to the amount of 411,395 tons, the other Allies and
neutrals 972,735 tons. The tonnage of merchant vessels

completed in the United Kingdom and entered into service

in October was 136.100. The total destruction wrought by
German and Austrian submarines was in the neighborhood
of 16,000,000 gross tons, distributed over the war-years as

follows: 1914, five months, 681,363; 1915, 1,724,720; 1916,

2.797,866; 1917, 6.623,623; 1918, nine months, 2.998.063.

Total, 14.825,635.

There were now under the British flag about 16,800.000

tons gross, or about 3,724,000 tons less than in 1914. The
United States came next with tonnage of about 7,240,000

tons (4.980.000 tons sea. and 2.260,000 tons lake), or 2.953,-

000 tons more than in 1914. .Japan had now a fleet of

2.108,000 tons, which showed an increase of 400,000 tons;

France and Italy jointly had lost about 853,000 tons since

the outbreak of war and owned only 2,500,000 tons between

them. The neutral European countries (Denmark. Norway,
Sweden. Holland, and Spain) had lost, all told, no less than

1,549.0(10 Ions since the outbreak of war. reducing their

mercantile marine to 4,550.000 tons; other countries stood

at about -J.392.000 ions, or a loss of 854.000 tons. Germany
and Austria-Hungary, after deducting their losses by war-

risk and adding the new tonnage building, had a fleet ag-

gregating about 4.1 -10.000 tons, or 2.017.000 |,-ss than they
owned when the war broke out.

The truth about the extent of the German failure in sub-

marine warfare became definitely known in -Inly. 1919, when
men learned how great a blutl' ('apelle, the German Minister
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of Marine, had long been making. Three months before the

armistice was signed .Lloyd George had declared that the

British Navy had positive evidence of the sinking of 150

T-boats, and three weeks later a list of their officers had been

given to the British press. German authorities and news-

papers had been vocal with positive denials of these state-

ments. Their losses in T-boats had been "highly exaggerated."
But now the VosniscJic Zcitutu/, in giving a full roster of

German naval losses, showed that the British figures had been

rather under than over the mark. The loss of 109 Tr-boats

was admitted by that paper as of record. Of these 82 had

been lost in the North Sea, and Atlantic, and 72 off the

Flanders coast the latter figure, by the way, bearing out

the British contention that the Channel patrol had been highly
effective. Three more T-boats had been lost in the Baltic, 16

iu the Mediterranean, 5 in the Black Sea, and 21 had been

blown up or interned by their crews. Immediately after the

armistice a London report set the total German f-boats sunk

at 200. and the total built at M60. Thus closely had the Allied

navies gaged their success in the submarine war.

As most T-boats during their voyages had carried as many
men as could be crowded into them, the further announcement

that ^.000 sailors had been drowned in the sinkings was not

surprizing; but the darker tragedy was that the conditions

of service on these vessels had become so nerve-wrecking that

several thousand sailors lost their reason and we"e com-

mitted to insane asylums, which was an explanation of the

mutinous spirit that had spread through the High Seas

Fleet and at last destroyed its morale. The submarine cam-

paign, therefore, was lost long before the Germans signed

the armistice. Listening devices, depth-bombs, and the

unerring guns of swarming destroyers had made each

venture like a forlorn hope, and to find crews became the

despair of the Admiralty. At the last only a few sub-

marines were in commission, and it seemed futile to go on

building them in quantities.

Shipping conditions had changed so radically since the

beginning of the war that only four out of twenty-eight

maritime nations still held their pre-war position in tonnage

holdings, according to Henry C. Wiltbank in The Rudder.
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Most remarkable of all was the showing made by the United

States. At the outbreak of the war this country stood

ninth in rank, with only 1,07(5,000 gross tons of steam

ocean-going shipping. Altlio nearly two-thirds of this ton-

nage was lost during the war, a greater proportionate loss

than for any other country, the United States at the time

of the signing of the armistice stood second in rank, with

its holdings increased to 4,476,000 tons. To gain this posi-

tion, Mr. Wiltbank said, the United States had passed Italy,

Holland, the British colonies, .Japan, France, Norway, and

German}' in turn. In addition to more than quadrupling
our holdings in the intervening period, our proportion of

the world's trade fleet, which was only 2' L, per cent, at the

beginning of tlu> war, had advanced to 11 per cent.
1 '

(The narrative covered un<l< r the heading "In the German
Colonies and <>n the ticu," is continued in Volume X u-ilh an

aeenunt of "Battle* Betwc(n Warships and the Work of

Commerce I\aid< rs.")

17 Principal Sources: The Krcniiiu 1'oxt, The Jonriiiil of Commerce, The

r'roiiiii/ Xun. The Time*, \e\v York : Associated Press dispatches, The Tribune

(New York), Tin- London Times' "History of the War."
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